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IDCOR - THE TECHNICAL FOUNDATION
AND PROCESS FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT DEC • iJtiS

ASTHOtJY R. BUHL
HARIO ». PONTANA

ABSTRACT

The Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR)
Program njs Deen successful in estjolismnj a
technical foundation for pursuing the resolution of
severe accident issues. IJCJR is supported by tne 62
nuclear utilities, architect-engineers, and light
water reactor (LWH) vendors in tne UniteJ States and
ay Japan and Sweden. The IDCOR mission was to
develop a compcenensive, tecnnicall/ aotinJ position
on tne Issues related to potential severe accidents
in nuclear power plant lijnt water reactors. An
intensive two and one-half year technical program was
completed on schedule and within budget in July 1983.

IDCOR identified key Issues and phenomena;
developed analytical metnods; analyzed tne severe
accident behaviour of four representative plants; and
extended tne results as generically as possiole. In
general, IDCOR has deaonstrated that consequences of
dominant accident sequences are significantly less
than previously anticipated. Most accident sequences
require long times to progress, allowing tine to
achieve safe stable states.

in July 1983, IDCOR entered a second phase to
complete industry and expert review of IOCOR results,
perform a few additional technical evaluations,
puolisn the work, and explain the results to the
technical and rejulatory coiMjnity. IOCOft results
are contained in technical reports capped by a
suostantial nain technical adiiitary report and a saall
results and conclusions report. Some final reports
nave oeen made availaole to the teennical community
and to tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

All reports presently are Deing finalized and
printed and will be made available in a logical
sequence of meetings with the NRC over the next
several aontns. concurrent witn IOCOR efforts, the
NRC has published a policy paper and a proposed
decision-making process for reaching permanent
resolution of the severe accident issues.

THE BEGINNING

The accident at Three Mile Island (MI) on
March 28, 1979, prompted new initiatives Cor nuclear
safety. The THI degraded core reached condition*
more severe than those in a design basis accident.
Several public inquiries questioned the existing
regulatory process for licensing nuclear power plants.

As a result of tne degraded core accident at TMI
and subsequent reevaluation of regulatory processes,
the NRC initiated, on October 2, 1980,l a
'long-term rulemaking to consider to what extent, if
any, nuclear power plants should be designed to deal
effectively witn degraded core and core melt
accidents." The NRC"3 rulemaKing proposed to address
the objectives and content of a degraded core-related
regulation, tne related design and operational
improvements under consideration, their effects on
other safety considerations, and tne costs and
benefits of design and operational improvements.

Suosequently, tne NRC issued a proposed Commission
Policy Statement2 wnicn implemented tne
October 2, 1980, Advance Notice of Rulemaking with a
severe accident decision process on specific standard
plant designs and on classes of existing plants which
may or may not include ruleaaking.

In parallel wit/i tnese line activities, the nuclear
Industry developed the IDCOR program to prepare *
technical position an severe accident issues.

IDCOR: A COORDINATED INDUSTRY RESPONSE

Tne Structure

The nistory, organization, and teennical program
structure of IDCOR is well documented.*»*«* jnt
sponsoring organizations are listed in Appendix A.
The organizational structure is shown in Figure 1.
IOCOR is directed by a Policy Group and a steering
Group comprised of key industry representatives.
Technology for Energy corporation (TEC) was selected
early in 1981 to provide the day-to-day management of
IDCOR.

The rtission and Strategy

The IOCOR mission was to develop a comprehensive,
integrated, well-documented, technically sound
position on the issues related to potential severe
accidents. Tne Program provides the basis for
industry participation in tne riRC severe accident
decision-making process. lOCOR's centerpiece was a
logical sequence of teennical tasks to analyze and
evaluate the accident behaviour of nuclear plants and
tne potential oenefits of improvements in plant
safety.

The strategy guiding tne IDCOR Program's
development of a well-documented and technically
sound position on severe accident issues was based
upon the following four principles:

• The discriminating review and use of
existing information to tne maximum extent
possible;

• The development of programs enhancing
teennical understanding;

• Tne use of oest-estimate, rattier than
conservative, engineering approaches in
technical analysis; and

• The use of an independent expert review
process.

The Teennical Program

The technical program consisted of a logical
sequence of analytical activities, consisting of tne
24 technical tasks listed in Appendix B.



Specifically, tne IflCJR logic was to:

• Extensively review tne existing base of
information relative to severe accident
oenaviour in nuclear power plants;

• Identify tne iaportanc p.ienoaena involved;

• Adopt and develop appropriate mathematical
models, correlations, and assessment
techniques;

• Select a set of representative reference
plant designs:

• Identify tne doainant accident sequences
tnat can result in severe conditions if
they are allowed to proceed unchecked)

• Realistically characterize reactor
(including containment) oenaviour involved
in these doainant sequence*!

• identity and assess the opportunities for
preventing tnesc sequence*, terminating
their progress, or altigatlng them and

• Estimate consequences and relate results to
safety goals.

Extensively acview tne existing Base of Information.
IDCOR reviewed tne existing inforaatlon on phenomena,
.lodels, experimental data, procedures, and computer
codes for analyzing behaviour of nuclear power plant3
under severe accident conditions. Tnis included tne
review of 14 existing PRAs to encoapass relevant
prior work reported in tnem. IOCOR also reviewed
research programs related to severe accident issues
at MAC, SPRI, INPO, several utility sponsored
programs, and foreign programs in Germany, Sweden,
and Great Britain.

Identify the Important Phenomena. A few key
phenoae.i*, those that have the potential for causing
containment failure and dispersing fission products,
control plant behaviour under severe accident
conditions, of particular importance arc those that,
if tney exist, could cause failure in a snort period
of time (relative to tiaes required for operator
interdiction, emergency action, and fission product
source-term reduction) after accident initiation.

Adapt and Develop Models. Existing models,
correlations, computer codes and assessment
techniques were evaluated and adapted for IDCOR
evaluations, rfhere appropriate, new models and codes
were developed.

Select a Set of Representative Reference Plant
Designs. The IDCOR Program performed analyses which
were generic to the greatest possible extant.
However, testing the analyses against realistic cases
required specific configurations and conditions. For
this reason, the Program used IDCOR-devcloped tools
to analyze a representative set of reference plant
designs:

. Pressurized-water reactor (PUR) witn large
containment - zion

3oilin3-water reactor (SrfR) witn nark 1
suppression pool containment - Peacn Bottom

3WH witn Hack ill suppression
containment - Grand 3ulf.

pool

PUR With
sequoyan

Ice condenser containment

Tne program scope included assessments ol special
characteristics presented oy otner PtfR and BUR
designs. Included »ere nuclear plant designs
involving once-tnrougn steam generators, reactor
vessels without instrumentation penetrations in tne
lower head, certain steel containment system*, and
Hark II suppression pool containments.

Identify tne Dominant Accident Sequences Mnich Can
Heault in Severe Conditions if Allowed to Proceed
Uncnecked. The IDC3R Prograa identified dominant
accident sequences wnicn could result in degraded
cores and associated severe accident conditions if
tney ware allowed to proceed uncnecked. This
identification derived iron sequences previously
identified oy existing PRA» for tne reference plant*
and, to ensure coapleteness, fro* additional accident
sequence analysis of plants wnlcn nave n«d, or were
undergoing a PRA during the IDCOR Program. These
sequences included aoae low-prabaoility events witn
the potential for serious consequences in order to
allow a comparison of previous conservative analyses
with the more realistic, t>est-estiaate calculations
of tne IDCOR Program.

Realistically Characterize Reactor aenaviour Involved
in These Doainant Sequences. Tne IOCOR Program
analyzed tne doainant accident sequences to
characterize the response of nuclear power plants
under severe accident conditions. These analyses
involved deteraination of such factors as pressures,
flows, snd temperatures; fission product phenomena;
tiaing of key events; plant dynamic response; systems
interactions; and equipment performance. These
analyses used realistic assumptions, data, and
oethods, a.id, wnere appropriate, were supported Oy
uncertainty and sensitivity analyses.

Identify and Aaae** the Opportunities for Preventing
Accidents, Terminating Their Progress, or Mitigating
Them. The IDCOR Program analyzed severe accident
behaviour to identify opportunities and time windows
available for preventing core damage and for
terminating the accident sequences and reaching safe
stable states by operational intervention. Also,
proposed aitigation devices were assessed for their
potential value in controlling tne consequences of
severe accidents.

Estimate Consequences and Relate Results to Safety
Coals. The results of I0COR were structured in sucn
a way to allow eventual comparison with safety goals
to tne aaxiaua extent possible and witnin toe limits
of their evolutionary nature.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

The IDCOR Program foccsed on assessing tne
behaviour of present-generation nuclear power plants
under severe accident conditions using oest available
data and analytical techniques. IDCOR also assessed
core daaage prevention, operational aspects of
accident management, potential aitigation features,
and tne cnange in risk resulting from be iocot
efforts. Tnese assessments are essential



prerequisites co in/ turtner aelioerations on
aodiCyin-j plant design, construction, or operation*]
procedures, or on tne regulations that affect tnese
factora.

Tne JUJOC questions addressed in performing this
assess.a*nt were:

• do' does a plant -jet Into a severe accident
condition and now JUJ this condition be
prevented?

<> Ho<* does tne plant Denav* under severe
accident conditions, nj* effective is
containment in preventing the dispersal of
Hazardous fusion products, no' lonj can
tne containment De expected to function
acceptably, and wnat are tne consequences
of any releases of radionuclide*?

Wnat resources, nuaan or aacnine,
availdole to oanaje tne accident?

are

• rfnat aitigation features are sufficiently
effective to warrant tneir use in nuclear
power plants?

Several observations arose from these *a*»nmtnt*.
fnese are: severe accident conditions aust oe
physically realizaDle and traceable to Initiating
events; for tne purpose of analyzing plant benaviour,
a few representative sequences adequately cover the
spectrua of likely outcoaes; in aost cases accident
sequences progress slowly; opportunities exist to
terainate accident sequence?; and relatively few
major issues doainate severe accident behaviour.

In tne following discussion, tne issues relevant to
answering the questions posed above ace outlined.

PURSUIT OP THE ANSWERS

Accident Sequence Selection

Consistent with tne IJCOR teennical approacn, wnicn
requires that severe accident conditions be shown to
ensure froa realistic initiating events, 10008
identified tnose sequences wnicn were of sufficient
iaportance to warranted detailed analyses. Of
particular iaportance was tne identification of a few
sequences that olanket tbe spectrua of possible
consequences of tne aany potential initiating
events. Tnis identification was perforaed by an
assessaent of existing PRAs and by tne seasoned
judgment of the Industry teaas assembled by IDCOR to
perfora tne analyses of plant behaviour.

Severe Accident Phenomena

The important phenomena are those that affect
containment and provide impetus for fission product
dispersal. Those factors which could cause early
containment failure were carefully evaluated.
Significant reductions in risk are attained if it can
be snown tnat containment failure does not occur or
occurs at laag tiaes after the initiation of tne
accident.

roe reactor safety phenoaena concerns can be
distilled to tnese: (1) steam explosions potentially
threatening to containment through tbe ection of
pressure pulses, liquid slugs, or aissilesj (2) over-

pressure due to rapid steam generation;
lit overpressure dje to fl/drojen generation and
subsequent combustion; (41 Oypass of containment by
sucn factors as open valves or otner failures of
separation between interfacing systems, and sneak
patns to tne environment; IS) overpressure due to
noncondensaole gas; (6) melttnreugn of tne
containment oaseaat; (7) overpressure due to heatup
caused oy loss of neat removal capaoility; 16) node
of failure of containment; and (9) radionuclide
release and transport.

Integrated Modeling of severe Accident ftehaviour

Analytical tools were developed oy I O C M for
assessing severe accident behaviour. It was
necessary to ouilJ on tne oest existing information
on relevant phenomena and to choose or develop the
aatneaatical models dtscnoinj tnca. Tnese models
and data were integrated into the siaplist possible
coa^uter codes for tna analysis of severe accident
behaviour.

Tne following efforts were required to produce
adequate analytical tools: (1) assessed available
codes and model and identified tnose tnat could oe
used in I0COR; (2) developed new matneaatical models
as necessary; (J) developed a computer code
structure, called the nodular Accident Analysis
Program (itAAP) for analyzing reactor system transient
pressures, temperatures, and flows: (4) developed a
coaputer code called serAIK {or analyzing fission
product release and transport in the primary ayaf*
and tne containment system; and (5) integrated tbe
phenomenological models into tbe code structures.

Tne codes bad to oe modular for easy substitution
of models and subroutines, easy to use, capaole of
running on tne various computers owned by toe
different industry analysis teaas; capable of being
used in tne interactive mode for analyzing tne
results of operator intervention; and expandable for
performing sensitivity analyses and uncertainty
analyses as appropriate.

Containment Structural Capability

Tbe containment is toe last line of defense for
preventing the escape of radionuclides in the
environment. Containment is normally designed to
contain radioactive materials for a wide range of
accidents. Tne design oasis accident normally is
assumed to be a rupture of a very large primacy
system pipe. The temperature and pressure loading on
the containment structure and associated systems is
quite severe for tnis design oasis accident, and tne
containment systea is designed according to
appropriate regulations and •agineecing codes and
standards to withstand the loading. The use of these
standards results in a containment structure with
significant reserve capability beyond the design
loads.

Thus, the issues with respect to severe accideats
arc the estimation of the capability of contain—at
to witnstand loadings beyond tne design oasis tnat
aay arise and, if possiDlc, toe estimation of tbe
mode of failure, raat is, do saall leaks open which
preclude further pressure increases, or can larger
failuces occur?

Altnougn the modes of failure ace difficult to
predict analytically, the ultiaate failure pressure



a« predicted *itn <jzeM.ec cantiltac*. An
rtant consiJeïicion 13 tnat, for »OSÏ accident

ie-t'ĵ .nces, loaJ.3 are c.iac acterifeJ oy 3r*dual
pressure increases; Ion} cine periods claps« oefore
cont4ianenc JjilJ.'e occurs, tnn tin* del«/ »is «
large infijeice on cis* 0/ allovin? tiae far
intetjiccive action, for pljtejjt and settling o£
radionaclides in ene contaiasent atsiosphere, *nî tot
eaeeyencf »e-jaare-s, it

Tvo *ey gueulions « e «vident in core damage
prevention: (11 to tfbat extent do existing systems
perform töeir functions for accidents beyond tne
design Stasis, and U ) *n»t »Edition»! cnanje In
opérations, »J-.ioc ad»pt»tions ol «xistinj systems,
«nd incorporation of aex systems are appropriate 'to
prevent core damage under severe accident conditions»

Mitnatian of Severe Accident»

fjtiipaent SurvivaollUy in
Severe Accident Environments

Key 3»titf ejuips*nt id dssijned and J.u»lifi«d to
•tficnstdoa t.i# «nvir.'uijunta resulting fro* tn* desijn
Dâsis décidant. Tne k«y issu« with r«sp«ct to s«v«r«
accidents ii *n«tn«r tn« necessary tanctions cto o»
provided undsc 3»v#r« accident conditions »nojld th*y
occur.

Tn« |u«ation« ta u* mutiti «r«: (1) tinit »f» tn«
functlondl c#jjtf»»*<its of en« r*l#vjnt i/it*» and
coaponcnts, (2) <<itat alnlKia *«t of «qulpatnt I»
nccestacy to perfora tn« r«-]jLslt« ftinction«,
IJ) »hat arc tn« a«v«r« accident «nviconacnts. and
(4) tfnat it ta« likellnooJ tnjt tn« r«4Uisit« sy*l«JU
and cjuipaeitt can «urviv« tn« «nvirooacnt* over tn«
tiae period Jltnin wntcn tneir function 1* nec«a**ry.

Plant Response to Sever« Accident«

m e est iaat ion of ho« present generation plants
rfould respond to sever« accident* ia a prerequisite
to any furtner delioaration on n*«d for alterations
in design or operation, need tor additional
ait 194tion features, or cnanjas in r«julation.
Althougn :ocOR addressed tn« issues relative to
severe accident oenaviojr a« ^«oerically as posaisl«,
it «as necessary to t«st tn« insights, aodels, and
analytical aetnods oy analyses of real planta. Pour
reference plants« Zlon, Sc^uoyan, Peach Bottoa, and
Srand Sulf, x«r« cnosen for tnese baseline analyses.

in analyzinj plant response to severe accidents,
tne -j jest ions for tne iaportant sequences are:
(1) tfnat are tne pressures, teaperatures, floos, and
transport of aaterials in tne priaary systea and
containaent systea as a function of tiaei (2) «nat
are tn« tiaes of containaent failure if it occurs at
all; (3) »hat are tne effects of practical
operational interventions! (41 wnat are tne fission
product foras and concentrations available for
potential release to tne envlonaent; CS1 »hat are
the off-site consequence*} (6) «mat potential safe
staole states exist and no* aay tney M attained] and
(71 wnat are tn« Denefits, if any, of altigation
features.

Core pajsaqe Prevention

The oest answer to degraded core questions is not
to nave one in tne first place. If no core daaage
occurs, radionuclidcs «rill not M released froa toe
fuel, and, tnerefore, are unavailable for release to
the environaent.

Design, construction, and operation of nuclear
plants nave always oeen focused oa safe opérations
and on assuring redundant systems to Maintain core
cooling under a «tide range of conditions, including
the desltm basis accident.

Mitigation {««tares ita tne totjn ol coolers,
coAtaiascj» sprays, suppicssian poaîs, and
containment nest reaovai systems «listed long oefor*
tne ?4I accident as device« ta control Jesijn a»«it
aeciltnts. rollo^tnj tne accident at TM:, tiyärojen
oiirn control ie*tjres «*(• rcjuired for certain
plants *ni, as part of toe 1 HO Advanced Jiotic* oï
Hulesutini,' additisnal i#»tut»j sue« as filtered-
v*jic*d eantitnmsnt» jnô core estencra «rare
c&nt*aslat«d.

TA« »•/ 4J»stJ<>.-)S at«: (JJ tints, ri«« «nita«« tiam
plants t» presently designed «ienaut addition»!
«itifation ttiiDfru tli oaat aiti|atian features
would o» effective in prcventin) «irly containment
failure} (Si <<nat benefits accrue froa additions:
•itigation features such as filtered-ventei
containaent and core cstcaersj and (41 ace tt>*
oenefits worth the cost and effort expended.

Operational Aspects of Accident
Prevention and «anageaent

m e role of tj« operators in prevent ia j an accident
and aanaging it, should it occur, teas always oeen a
principle concern in tne design and operation of
nuclear power plants, lessons learned froa ta* Tfll
accident and other incidents nave led to * cefocusing
on the operators and toe plant interfaces ttoey use to
prevent and aitijate potential accidents.

four aajor operational wstlonm are: 111 do plant
resources exist, beyond those specifically designed
for accident aanageacnt, that can be used to prevent
or aitijate severe accidentsj 12} can operators m
reasonably expected to perfora the extra work load of
preventing and managing accidents beyond toe design
oaa»*: (31 bow best can the operator be aided ia his
accident aanajeaent role and do post-ZNI
Modifications have significant risk reduction
potential} and (4) given a wcll-estaolished operator
role in aanaging severe accidents, is there
significant risk reduction potential in improved
operator performance or in plant interface
Modifications.

Kisk Changes »suiting froa IPCCMt Evaluations

To tne aixiaua extent possiole, *m Halted 0/ tne
existing state of the art, it is appropriate to
Measure the risk »a perceived by probabilistic risk
assessaents and siailar studies done prior to IDCM
«ad coapare with the risk predicted after loco*
evaluations. Also, it is appropriate to Measure the
change in risk that would be caused of the
iMpleaeotation to potential iaproeeawats ia
operations and of Mitigation features.
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Comtdercole tia*. redaction oenefltj can oe jtined
If early los« of containment integrity doe« not
occur. elimination of early containment failure
would provide tne opportunity for: Cll operator
intcrdictive action, (21 eaergency aeasurec, and
(i) reduction in tne fission product source available
for release.

Previous risk stddl««« notaoly rfASa-1400*
identified stea> explosions, ovarpressurlzatlon oy
rapid steam jeneration, and nydrojen detonatlion as
tne risk-doainant mode* of early loss of containment
integrity. However, the 1OC0R studies snow tnat
steaa explosion, rapid stcaa generation, and
noncondensaolc gaa overpresaurixation are not
pnysically realizasle early failure modes. further,
given h/drogen control measures waere appropriate
(inerting for Aark Is and Mark U s and igniters for
ice condensers and itark Ilia), hydrogen detonation
docs not present a significant source of prompt loss
of containment integrity.

IDCM considered tne important aspects of timing of
core melt and loss at containment integrity. Tnese
studies nave indicated various potential causes of
containment failure: (II core melttnrojgn, (21 loss
of containment heat removal, (3) loss of isolation,
and (4) containment of?a*a. Tne results of tne I0C(M
studies anon tnat early failure of containment is not
likely to occur. Tne long-term overpressurization of
containment can result fro* steaa generation and
noncondensable gas generation from core concrete
interactions (in tne absence of a vater aapplf) and
loss of neat sink.

Containment loss of integrity will occur at
cnaracteristically long times, if at all. For most
important sequences, tne minimum time to loss of
integrity in tne iocoa studies is 10 or more boars.

ris* cs containment integrity from t>»s«»«t
toj^rj %s Jiot j»sjnifjeant. It <*ill occur, if at

a i l , at tailed jnucft lon$et t-nan faiXure &̂
uiv ip i tsa i : )nn». i , *nj the n«tltn »f f*ci i ip»tn«»ys
are sttticiestiy lunj tint aasenit iMiittaroujn i s an
insjjntfjeaut coatuoatai to risk.

tu& equipment .necessary to
ircjj#nt cj.ijjtjons KJU survive ttios*

if it is <ju*iifi#d ts •nistjn'j d«sijn

easts t-j survtvastlit/ undti loc*l
;i/dfaj#n sums.

far

Jfl« iniiinns from tat* 2S3COH *tudj«» in r«9«rd to
risk iji.iirjtT tn*t tne overall risk n»» oeen reduced
relative to prior studies. «*it*r»tinj, the primary
reasons for tne risk reduction are:

1. £arly loss of containment integrity modes
nave aeen shown to oe unlikely.

homm of containment integrity will occur,
if at all, at characteristically long times.

Improved understanding of fission product
oehaviour results in reduced consequemces.

2.

J.

4. 7ne primary i*plic*ti*nM ot
containment integrity at* tnat considerable
time and opportunity arc available Cor risk
reduction by operator interdiction,
emergency measures, and fission product
source-term reduction.

jiitn tne insignta concerning overall risk as a
point of reference, IOOHI considered tne potential
value of additional mitigative design features.

Core catcners are not of value aecause taey do not
significantly iaprove containment function. If tbey
are effective, and tnere is consideraole uncertainty,
tney can affect only incrementally the time to loss
of containment integrity. Given ttw
characteristically long times Cor loss of integrity.
no significant oencfit can be derived from a care
catcher. Suostantially greater oencfit can oe gained
from implementing procedures to assure water, power,
and heat removal patna necessary for indefinitely
long containment integrity.

Piltered-vented containments are only of value in
the limited circumstances concerning long-term,
nigh-pressure containment failures, and in those
circumstances, the use of existing systems is equally
beneficial and substantially less costly and less
complex.

Hydrogen control measures, where appropriate
(inerting in Mark Is and Aark I Is, igniters in ice
condensers and Mark Ills), are effective aac
beneficial in limiting tne risk of hydrogen
detonation, mere is not need for similar measure
son large dry containments.
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Developed * co»er«nt, coordinated plan for
«Messing tne teconicil issues related to
potential severe accidents.

2. Focused tne Dest teennical and
talent on a tuo «nd one-naif year effort.

1. Assessed «orld>«ide availaole eiperiaental
data and analytical swtnods.

4. Identified and addressed deficiencies la
existing analysis aetnods.

5. Developed state-of-tne-art aetbods and used
tnea to realistically analyze plant
responses to severe accident conditions.

6. Provided a oroad-Dased «pert retries of tne
technical results.

7. established an adequate technical baai* for
proceeding to resolution of tne issues to
support acceptable, permanent regulatory
decisions.

d. Estaolisned an effective projraa for
reacning technical convergence with tne MIC.
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Corparation, «svcmixr 1»»1. Available from
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StftlU A.«., 'IOCM: Tn» Decision Pattxay
for «csaliitioa of Severe Accident issues*.
Paper itreseated at ttae American *jcl«»r
Society conférence o» aweraaeat and Self
Bejulation of Nuclear fomx Plants,

a, V«, October 20. 19M2.

rostTAM, A.a.. mTt>t Industry MjrddeJ Cor*
Kuleaaking Projram: Il>ca>* - An Overview*.
Paper presented at tut Aaerican nuclear
Society Internâtioa»l Meting on U l Safety
Assessaent, Caaoridje, M, August 2* -
Septeaoer 1. 1»#J.

American «uclear Society International
Meeting on „'i Safety Assessment,
Caaoridge, HA, August 21-Septeaoer 1, H»i.

Letter froa DenwooJ P. Bass. *t.C SAW
Senior Aevie« Croup, to J.J. Kay, Advisory
Coaaittee on Xeactor Safeguards on Severe
Accident Keseatca rrograa, *seviet> of
aeciaion~aaking process and Mcguiatory
Issues identified to Date*, August S, 1MJ.

ACCCPTABLC ftMAHtttt RKÜLATOHY OCCISUM

Over tne past year, 10COH and tbe «MC have
evaluated and organized tne key teennical issues to
be resolved by ald~19«< (see fable« 1 and 2). TOe
IMC recently publisned tneje issues as part of toeir
averall sdieae for decision-aakiog for severe
accidents.7
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Table 1*

)»GAMIZ»TION OF THE TECHNICAL ISSUES

] . Identic n jf the ' i w r t a n t accident sequences

1.1 Plant categorization
1.2 Identification of accident sequences for deterministic and

probabilistic analysis
1.3 Quantification of sequence likelihood for probabilistic

a na1ys i s

Progression of core melt in the reactor coolant system

2.1 Calculation of reactor coolant system thermal and hydraulic
Dehavior

2.2 Rate and magnitude of hydrogen production 1n-vesse(
2.3 Interactions aetweei fuel debris and structures surrounding

Or supportinc the f jel
2.4 Interactions Between fuel debris and t i e reactor vessel or

vessel penetrations
2.5 Likelinood and magnitude of in-vesse! Steam explosions or spi«es
2.6 Debris coolability in the vessel

Loading of the containment

3.1 Calculation of containment temperature and pressure response
3.2 Hydrogen generation, combustion, and control

Rate and magnitude of combustible gas production ex-vessel
Distribution of combustible gases
Conditions leading to and resulting from deflagration
Conditions leading to and resulting from diffusion flames
Conditions leading to and resulting from detonation
Conditions leading to and resulting from detonation

3.3 Molten fuel - coolant Interactions
Likelihood and magnitude of ex-vessel steam explosions

or spikes
Debris coolability in ex-vessel location
Debris dispersal following vessel failure

3.4 Molten fuel - structural interactions
Between 'uel debris and containment shell
Setween fuel debris and containment floor
Between fuel debris and Internal containment structures

Generation of non-conoensible gases
Generation of combustible gases
Extent of penetration of floor

4. Response of the containment and other essential equipment

4.1 Reliabi l i ty of early containment isolation
4.2 Character and "keiihood of early containment failures
4.3 Character and likelihood of later containment failures
4.4 Equipment and instrumentation survi vabi 1 i ty

5. Fission product release and transport

5.1 3ate and magnitude of release of fission products from fuel
in-vesse'

5.2 Deposition o* fission products during m-vessel transport
5.3 ?ate and magnitude of release of radionuclides from fuel

ex-vessel
5.4 Deposition of 'ission products in containment due to natural

processes
5.5 Effect of engineered safety features on fission product

retention
5.6 :x-contafnmnt consequence analysis

6. Integrated assessment of safety

6.1 Calculated response of typical (reference) plants to selected
severe accidents

6.2 Qualitative assessment of likelihood and capability for severe
accidents

6.3 Integrated probabilistic risk assessments for reference plants
6.4 Senerfc conclusions independent of design
6.5 Conclusions applicable only to reference plants
6.6 Residual uncertainty for other plants
6.7 Analysis required to qualify other plants to the generic

preparedness

Assessment of possible changes in design, operation and
emergency preparedness

7.1 Operational re l iabi l i ty
7.2 Design changes to better prevent accidents
7.3 Improvements in severe accident Management capability
7.4 Design and emergency preparedness changes for severe jccfdent

consequence mitigation
7.5 Selection of cost-benefit methods and cri teria
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Ten ta t ive ly , the fol lowing • ntermeaiate mlestones correspond to a

^ d* 1 J H** pfopos^d Co nun s^i Q i 1<?CiSiOfl on S£ v6 rt? dccidpnt^ for p«*er

plants:

1983 Apri l » =uolisneo Pnjposeo Severe Accident Pol icy Statement

August • . Iraft a e s : r i o t i i " ->* Issjes and Process

September • ACftS review of Issjes ana Process

Occooer • Jonnnssior review of Issues and Process

• I n i t i a l release o' IDCOfi results

• ACRS review of 5ARP Information Needs

November « Coimrission approval of Issues and Process

December • Starf and »CRS agree on SARP content

• ACRS review of f i n a l Severe Accident Policy Statement

1984 January • Commission Issue f i n a l Severe Accident Policy
Statement

Winter * Staff/IDC0R7ACRS tecnnlcal meetings

• APS review of source term

Spring • ACRS review of s ta f f proposal on severe accidents

for existing plants

• Staff SEP. on severe accident review of 3ESSAR I I

Summer • Commission issue proposed decision on severe
accidents f o r ex is t ing plants

Contained i n l e t t e r from Oemood F. Ross, NRC SARP Senior Review Group
to J . J . Ray, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards on Severe
Accident Research Program, "Review of Decision-Malting Process and
Regulatory Issues I d e n t i f i e d to Date , ' August 5, 1983.

Appendix A

IDCOR SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS

Arizona Public Service Company
The Babcock & Mil cox Company
Baltimore Gas and Electr ic Company
Bechtel Power Corporation
Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers
Boston Edison Company
CF Braun and Company
The Cincinnati Gas 8 Electr ic Company
The Cleveland Electr ic I l luminating Company
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Commonwealth Edison Company
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Consumers Power Company
Daniel Construction Company
The Detroit Edison Company
Duke Power Company
Duquesne Light Company
Ebasco Services Incorporated
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc .
Florida Power & Light Company
Fluor Power Services, Inc .
General Electr ic Company
Gibbs S H i l l , Inc .
Gilbert/Commonwealth Companies
Gulf States U t i l i t i e s Company
Houston Lighting S Power Company
I l l i n o i s Power and Light Company

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum
Kansas Gas and Electr ic Company
Long Island Lighting Company
Middle South Services, Inc.
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Nebraska Public Power Dis t r ic t
Northeast U t i l i t i e s Service Company
Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Northern States Power Company
Pacif ic Gas and Electr ic Company
Pennsylvania Power 5 Light Company
Philadelphia Electr ic Company
Portland General Electr ic Company
Power Authority of the State of New York
Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Public Service Electr ic and Gas Company
Public Service Indiana
Puget Sound Power & Li ght Company
Rochester Gas and Electr ic Corporation

Sargent & Lundy
South Carolina E lectr ic and Gas Company
Southern Cali fornia Edison Company
Southern Company Services, Inc.
Stone 4 Webster Engineering Corporation
Swedish State Power Board
Tennessee Valley Authority
Texas U t i l i t i e s Generating Company
The Toledo Edison Company
Union Electr ic Company
United Engineers S Constructors, Inc .
Virginia Electr ic and Power Company
Washington Public Power Supply System
Westinghouse Electr ic Corporation
Wisconsin Electr ic Power Company
Yankee Atomic Electr ic Company

Appendix B

IDCOR PROGRAM TECHNICS TASKS

Task

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Task 8

Task 9

T i t l e

Safety Goal Evaluation

1.1 Adopt safety goal developments
1.2 Define risk/benefit c r i t e r i a

Ground Rules for Evaluation of
Degraded Core Conditions

Selection of Dominant Sequences

3.1 Define i n i t i a l l i ke l y sequences
3.2 Assess dominant sequences
3.3 Update [paral le l studies)

Selection of Phenomenological
Sequences Affecting Containment

4.1 Develop containment event trees

t.Z Jpdate system/cont. event trees

Effects of Human Error on Donri nant
Accident Sequences

Risk Significance Pro f i le f o r ESF and
Other Equipment

Baseline Risk Pro f i l e f o r Current
Generation Plants

Effect of Post-TH] Changes on the
Overall Risk Pro f i le

Preventive Methods to Arrest Sequence
of Events Prior to Core Damage

Performer

Technology fo r
Energy Corporation

Technology fo r
Energy Corporation

Technology fo r
Energy Corporation
Energy Inc.

Science
Applications, Inc.
Technology fo r
Energy Corporation

Technology fo r
Energy Corporation

Energy Inc.

Energy Inc.

Energy Inc.

NUS



IOCOR ?-ogram Technical Tasks (continued)

Task 10 Containment Structural Capability

10.1 nioncshoD on containment
struct-ral capabi l i t y

10.2 Evaiua.'on of containment
struct-j-al capabi l i ty

Tas« 11 FissJon Product Liberation, Transport,
and Inherent detention

U.I Evaluat-s fuel release
11.2 Identi*.. pathways
11.3 Assess -ransporz behavior
11.4 Assess :*iemical forms
11.5 Assess • inerent retention

T«fc 12 Hydrogen Generation and Burn

12.1 Sate anc amount of ^2 generation

L2.2 Determi^ Hg distribution

12.3 Combustion limit Hg-ai r-steam-Oj

Task 13 Hydrogen Burn Control

13.1 Evaluate pre-tnerting

Technology for
Energy Corporation

EPfll
EDS Nuclear
EDS Nuclear
EPRI
EPR1

EPRl/Fausfce &
Associates, Inc./ANL
EPKl
EPRI

S. Levy, Inc.
13.2 Evaluate fogging/spray suppression 5. Levy. Enc.

S. Levy, Inc.13.3 Evaluate controlled burn

Task 14 Steam Overpressure Phenomena

Task 15 Core OeDris Behavior and Coolability

15.1 In-vessel core melt progression

15.2 In-vessel ex-vessel cooiabiHty,
vessel penetration

15.3 Core debris/concrete reactions

Task 16 Integrated Model Definition

16.1 Assess available codes
16.1.1 MAAP model qualification
16.1.2 MAAP code verification

16.2 Develop IDCOR Modular Accident
Analysis Program (MAAP)
16.2.1 Develop methodology for

uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis

16.3 Integrate phenomenology

Task 17 Equipment Survivabi 1 ity in a Degraded
Core Envi ronment

17.1 (Deleted}
17.2 Identify essential equipment and

select representative pieces for
evaluation

17.3 Identify environments for
evaluations

17.4 Perform analyses to determine
survi vabi l i t y

Atmospheric and Liquid Pathway Dose

Alternative Containment Systere

Core Retention Devices

Risk Reduction Potential

Safe Stable States Following Core
Degradation

Task 23 Integrated Containment Analyses

23.1 Reference plant analyses

Task

Task

Task

Task

Task

18

19

20

21

22

Fauske t
Associates. Inc.

EPRI/Fauske S
Associates, Inc.
EPRI/ANL/Fauske i
Associates
EPRI/Fauske 1
Associates

Jaycor, Inc.

Fauske i
Associates, Inc.

Fausne S
Associates Inc.

NUS Corporation

NUS Corporation

NUS Corporation

NUS Corporation

Bechtel

Offsnore Power
Systems

Energy Inc.

Fauske *
Associates Inc.

Uestinghouse Corp.,
General Electric
Co., Middle Soutn
Services. TVA,

23.1 Reference plant analysis
(continued)

23.2 Technical integration of
containment analyses

23.3 Non-reference Dlant analyses

Task 24 Operational Aspects of Accident
Managenent and Control

24.1 Kodel huiMn interactions
24.2 Quantify human interactions

24.3 Role of the operator

Philadelphia
Electric Co..
Fauske i
Associates, Bechtel
Power Corp.,
Cornionwealth
Edison, Mississippi
Power and Li ght

Technology for
Energy Corporation
Technology for
Energy Corporation,
Conbustion Engineering,
Babcock and uilcox,
8altinore Power and
Li ght, Pennsylvani a
Electric, General
Electri ' . , Fauske I
Associates

NUS Corporation
Human Reliabi l i t ies
Associates
NUS Corporation



NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTAINMENT

R.P. SCHMITZ

Bechtel Power Corporation
San Francisco, California

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the large number of contain-
ment systems which were considered in the U.S. and
the criteria changes which led to the systems in
use today. It is concluded that the existing con-
tainments meet their original design objectives
with a large margin and are quite effective in mi-
tigating the effects of accidents beyond their ori-
ginal design bases.

Introduction

The reactor containment system has been and con-
tinues to be among the single most important safe-
ty features for nuclear power plants. It was the
first major safety system to be added to plants.
However, even today, the criteria for containment
are still evolving. This paper reviews the deve-
lopment of containment design, the evolution of
containment criteria and discusses the current con-
tainment issues.

Development of Containment

The first reactor was located at the center of a
large metropolitan area, had several simple safety
systems and had a conventional squash court for
containment. The next reactors in the U.S. were
located at remote sites such as Oak Ridge, Hanford
and Savannah River, using the philosophy that re-
mote locations provide the required protection
against potential releases from accidents.

The need to locate reactors nearer population
centers resulted in the first reviews of the poten-
tial fission product releases during possible ac-
cidents. A very wide range of methods for miti-
gating fission product releases was examined and a
number of these were utilized on first-of-a-kind
plants.

The first so called "containment vessel" was for
the West Milton facility of the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory near Schenectady, New York. This re-
mains the largest containment structure built with
a 225' diameter sphere with a volume of about six
million cubic feet. This structure set a number of
important precedents in design, construction, code
interpretation and testing for future containments.

Another important precedent for current U.S. con-
tainments was the first pressure suppression system
that was used on the Army Package Reactor #1 at
Fort Greely, Alaska in 1956. This was followed by
the pressure suppression containment used in
Pacific Gas & Electric's Humboldt Bay Unit 3 and
more recently, the Mark I, II and III versions of
pressure suppression containment.

A wide range of containment ideas was studied and
many utilized on first-of-a-kind plants before the
present U.S. containment systems were firmly estab-
lished. Table 1 summarizes these concepts, which
include confinement, low pressure, high pressure,
double, underground, pressure suppression and ice
condenser containments.

The characteristics of the reactor systems, such
as type, size, contained energy, and timing of fis-
sion product releases from potential malfunctions
are all important in selecting the containment sys-
tem. A number of site factors are also important.
As the U.S. industry matured, the number of reactor
systems was reduced and the reactor systens became
more standardized. This in turn resulted in the
utilization of only a few well established con-
tainment systems.

Development of Containment Criteria

As shown in Table 2, the basic criteria for re-
lease of radioisotopes from nuclear plant sites
were the first criteria to be developed. For all
but extremely remote sites, this led to the use of
a containment system with acceptable leakage re-
lated to site specific characteristics. Most often
these containments were freestanding steel struc-
tures or steel-lined concrete structures which
could be demonstrated to leak less than about 12 of
the containment volume per day during accident con-
ditions. The accidents which night require this
type of protection were considered so unlikely that
little detailed analysis was necessary.

These criteria provided protection against leak-
age but not from direct radiation due to radio-
active material within the containment after acci-
dents. It was assumed that people near the site
could be evacuated to minimize exposure froa mate-
rial inside the containment. The next criteria
added was the requirement of shielding froa this
direct radiation at all but the most remote sites.
This led to the widespread use of steel-lined, re-
inforced or prestressed concrete structures for
containment which combine the low leakage capabi-
lity with shielding from the material inside the
containment.

The next important criteria to be added were for
protection against external missiles, such as Bis-
siles resulting from tornadoes. Similar criteria
were developed relating to aircraft crashes over
sites depending on the frequency of air traffic at
the site. These additional criteria aade the use
of reinforced or prestressed concrete containments
or the addition of a special concrete •issile
shield necessary for all sites.
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Type

Confinement

Low Pressure

High Pressure

Double

Underground

Ice Condenser

Pressure
Suppression

Medium
Pressure

TABLE 1: U.S. CONTAINMENT

Description

Reactor systems enclosed in a relatively
low leakage building with filtered discharge
to maintain a negative pressure

167 foot diameter hemispherical dome designed
for 5 psig enclosing the complete reactor and
turbine generator system

Low leakage steel shell designed for over 75
psig

Two pressure retaining low leakage barriers
in series

All reactor systems in below grade excavation
or caisson

Similar to pressure suppression except that
energy is absorbed by ice in containment

All reactor systems enclosed in relatively
compact low leakage steel containment
with energy absorbed in a pool of water

Low leakage steel or steel lined reinforced
or prestressed concrete containment enclosing
the reactor and primary systems

SYSTEMS

Example

Used on the new production reactor
and Fort St. Vrain

Used on the bonus BWR plant in Puerto
Rico

Used on pathfinder plant for Northern
States Power Company

Proposed for Mallbu and Ravenswood
plants - never constructed

Extensively studied for California
sites

Used on D.C. Cook

Used on essentially all U.S. boiling
water reactors

Used on most U.S. pressurized water
reactors

TABLE 2: EVOLUTION OF CONTAINMENT CRITERIA

1. Criteria for radiological releases

2. Criteria on direct radiation doses

3. Protection against external missiles

4. Consideration of degraded cores

As more refined analyses were performed, criteria
for various transient loads and associated releases
were developed. These additional criteria had more
of an impact on the containment systems and the
internal structures than on the containment struc-
ture itself.

Since the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident in
1979 there has been continuing discussion of vari-
ous additional criteria relating to degraded
cores. These issues are discussed below.

Containnent Systems

There are a number of supporting systems included
in nuclear plant designs to support, augment or
improve the effectiveness of the basic containment
structure.

The initial perception of containment as a sinple
structure with only a few penetrations changed as
the designs were developed in detail. In a typical
containment there are over a 100 pipe penetrations

and somewhat less than a 100 electrical penetra-
tions. There is always at least one personnel lock
and an emergency personnel lock. In addition, there
is a larger hatch for equipment movement during
shutdown, at least one penetration for fuel
handling and penetrations for ventilation ducts.
Although any one of these could be a leakage path
and is tested to the required leakage specifica-
tions, the consequences of leakage vary widely de-
pending on the location of the leak. For example,
a leak through a valve to a closed piping system,
which itself may be totally enclosed in an auxi-
liary building with provisions to collect and fil-
ter leakage before discharge to the atmosphere,
would be far different from a direct leak to the
atmosphere. Although some valves and components do
require frequent tests and maintenance, maintaining
the required reliability of the containment pene-
tration systems has proven to be a manageable
problem.

The systems for removal of heat from the contain-
ment after accidents are important for the long
term functioning of the containment. Generally
this heat removal is provided by fan cooler units
inside the containment. All current U.S. contain-
ments have a spray system for heat removal after
accidents. In a few cases the fan cooler units are
not considered safety-related and the containment
spray is the only safety-related system for post-
accident heat removal.

Frequently, in the past, the analysis of the con-
sequences of accidents has indicated that some sup-
plemental fission product removal system Is neces-
sary inside the containment. In a few cases, char-
coal filter systems were used, but on more recent
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plants chemical additives have been used In the
containment spray to assist In removal and reten-
tion of fission products from the containment at-
mosphere. Another approach is to use a secondary
enclosure building which allows for collection of
leakage from the primary containment and filtration
of the gases collected before discharge to the at-
mosphere. For some time containment systems in the
U.S. have had provisions for either inerting the
containment atmosphere or mixing and recombining of
the small amount of hydrogen which can be produced
in the core from metal-water reaction during design
basis transient conditions, other metal water reac-
tions, and from radiolytic decomposition due to
exposure to radiation.

Current Issues

The basic containment structures and systems have
withstood the test of time well and have been rela-
tively unchanged over the last 15 years. There
are, however, some issues currently being discussed
which are fundamental to containment design resul-
ting from consideration of degraded cores. These
include containment ultimate strength, retention of
degraded cores, hydrogen control, vented and fil-
tered containment and radioactive source terms.

Degraded core sequences which could cause the
containment to exceed design pressure include steam
explosions, steam overpressure spikes, buildup of
non-condensable gases such as hydrogen, or failure
of all containment heat removal systems. There is
unquestionably a large margin in the containment
structure and most systems to accommodate signifi-
cant overpressures. Exactly how much is debatable,
depending on a number of detailed design features,
but estimates range from one-and-one-half to four
times design pressure. In most sequences there
would be some time after an accident before con-
tainment failure and there would be considerable
attenuation of airborne fission products inside
containment due to gravitational settling, plating
on cold surfaces, action from the containment
sprays and fan cooler operation.

Several mechanisms have been identified which
could contribute to the buildup of non-condensable
gases in a containment due to degraded cores.
These include hydrogen production due to reaction
of the zirconium cladding with water and inter-
action of core debris with concrete, producing
steam and carbon dioxide. Consideration of the
containment ultimate capability and the use of ig-
niters to burn the hydrogen at a controlled rate
appear to be a satisfactory response to these
Issues.

Core retention mechanisms have been under discus-
sion since the mid 1960's. If the core should melt
through the reactor vessel and Is not distributed
over a large area or cooled by water in the sump,
thermal attack of the concrete basemat could even-
tually lead to loss of containment integrity. Cur-
rent analyses are showing that fragmented LWR fuel
debris covered by water is coolable. For future
plants, It appears that any remaining concerns re-
lated to core retention can be acconmodated by

minor changes in the containment sump configura-
tion. In any case, examination of the core reten-
tion devices which have been proposed indicate that
they would not be significantly more effective than
the existing containment basemats.

Another current issue, which again has been dis-
cussed for several decades, is the addition of
pressure relief valves to the containment. In an
accident situation, the vented gases should be fil-
tered. Such a system is currently called "filtered
vented containment." If the containment were ever
over-pressurized to the extent that failure was
likely, it would be preferable to release a frac-
tion of tne contained gases under controlled con-
ditions rather than all the contents of the con-
tainment. However, the logic of setting the over-
pressure, deciding when it should be used, testing,
and other details of implementation are quite com-
plex. In recent studies it was determined that the
containment would leak before falling, thus re-
ducing the need for a built-in venting system. In
general, current assessments Indicate that these
systems do not provide sufficient improvement in
severe accident capability to warrant their use-
Protection against release of fission products

during accidents is the primary function of the
containment and all containment systems. Any re-
duction in the estimated fission product inventory
would have a pervasive effect on the details of all
of these systems. The design basis source term for
fission products was chosen rather arbitrarily a
number of years ago mainly to determine site suit-
ability. The few accidents to date have released
substantially fewer fission products than these
estimates, leading to a serious attempt to re-
evaluate the current licensing bases in the U.S.
Hopefully the current reassessment will lead to
more rational containment systems, as well as sub-
stantially improved siting, evacuation plans and
other emergency procedures.

The need for these advanced containment design
features depends very much on the postulated ac-
cident sequences. Although sequences have been
identified where these features would be helpful,
the probabilities of these sequences appear suf-
ficiently low and so should not be considered as
design bases.

Conclusion

The reactor containment structure and containment
systems are among the most important nuclear plant
safety features. A large number of variations on
containment were developed and evaluated before the
present pattern in the U.S. was developed. The
design criteria for containment have continuously
evolved over the years and are still being dis-
cussed. Recent work demonstrates that the existing
containment designs meet the original design objec-
tives with more margin than has been assuned in the
past and are even quite effective In mitigating the
effects of severe accidents. Fortunately, the
judgement used in developing the oost coamonly used
U.S. containment systems has stood the test of time
and only relatively minor changes have taken or are
likely to take place in the future.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY POLICY TRENDS

FREDERICK M. BERNTHAL

Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.

I wish, first of all, to thank the Canadian
Nuclear Society for sponsoring this important
international conference on containment design, and
secondly, to thank you all for giving me a good
excuse to escape from the hundred-degree heat of
Washington, O.C. to the cool, and no less
beautiful city of Toronto.

It is not my purpose today to deliver a
scholarly dissertation on the frontiers of nuclear
containment design. I have read your agenda, and I
have been awed by the array of experts in this
field who will speak <tt thin conference, and I have
no intention of trying to compete with them.

Instead, I want to review briefly the state of
the nuclear enterprise in the U.S., and the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission as regulator
of that enterprise. In the process I'll comment on
some of the more persistent myths about nuclear
energy and the NRC itself, and the realities that
contradict those myths. I will also make a few
comments on the history and immediate future of
regulation of containment design in the United
States, and how that regulation has been modified,
in the light of experience.

There is a myth abroad in my country that there
is something fundamentally wrong with the
technology of nucleat energy—that it is not safe,
not economical, not necessary, or somehow just "not
right". The fact is that nuclear power generation
remains today one of the truly stunning
technological achievements of our time. From
Enrico Fermi's successful experiment beneath Stagg
Field in Chicago In 1942, through the development
of the Nuclear Navy program in the 1950's and the
commercialization of nuclear power in the 1960's,
to major construction in the 1970's and early 80's,
nuclear energy has been a remarkable phenomenon for
an industry subjected to unprecedented demands of
reliability and public accountability.

To move from laboratory experiment to mammoth
industry in three decades under such constraints is
to make progress of astonishing proportions,
rivaling that of such other upstarts as television
and the aerospace industry. And yet we know that
the potential of nuclear energy is far from
fulfilled:

—We know from bitter experience that the
dream of nuclear-generated electricity "too cheap
to meter" has sometimes in By country become a
financial nightmare instead.

—We know that every nuclear plant ordered in
the last ten years in the United States has been
cancelled.

—We know that a whole new generation of
nuclear power, the breeder reactor, has been
stillborn in America.

—We know that over half of the American
people, according to a Business Week survey last
year, oppose construction of any new nuclear plants
of any kind in the U.S.

—We know that the coincidence of Three Mile
Island and a movie called "The China Syndrome" five
years ago put a scare in the American people from
which they have yet to recover fully.

All of this knowledge points to one indisputable
fact: nuclear power is still fighting for its life
in the U.S. The American people remain to be
convinced that it is indeed the safe, reliable,
economical and abundant source of energy that many
of us believe it can be. It's all enough to make
us cast a wistful eye north to the example of
Canada, with its highly successful and orderly
nuclear power program. While our program may have
been successful, I doubt many would claim it has
proceeded smoothly.

Nevertheless, I believe that by the turn of the
century, now just sixteen years away, we will look
back on these five years since Three Mile Island as
an Inevitable period of review, readjustment and
consolidation in a maturing industry. This is not
to say that TMI made no difference. It did, and we
are still surveying the wreckage of that infamous
incident. But the hiatus it enforced will, I
believe, come to be recognized someday as having
been healthy for the nuclear enterprise, and I
believe that three central facts have emerged fron
this time of reflection:

First, nuclear power is conplex, high-tech,
space-age stuff, demanding the very highest
standards we have ever had to apply to any
technology, whether in defense, in communications,
or in space exploration.

Second, mastering that technology is not enough.
We face management problems, market problems,
regulatory problems, financial problems and public
perception problems of sufficient severity and
variety that any one of them, if let unsolved,
could sink the nuclear enterprise.

Third, the institutions responsible for solving
these problems in the U.S. are simply not
functioning as well as they must to ensure a
reliable, economical and abundant supply of nuclear
energy tomorrow.

And if it comes to that, we will face Instead a
future filled with acid rain, increasing
international tensions over dwindling supplies of
oil, and a concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere which may fundamentally and
detrimentally change the face of the earth.

These are the stakes, and they are so high that
we must challenge ourselves to work as carefully
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and as quickly as we can to solve the fundamental
problems of the institutions, public and private,
that are charged with tending to the nuclear
enterprise. Contrary to myth, both the
environmental and the energy demands of the next
twenty years suggest we will need more nuclear
power, not less.

This suggestion suggests, in turn, that the
apparatus for regulating nuclear power in the U.S.
nust work a good deal more smoothly and effectively
in the future than it has in the past. No one —
least of all a member of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission — would disagree with that. But the
regulatory role of the NRC itself has been masked
in mythology to a shocking degree.

Not long ago — early in my still early career
on the Commission — the Vice President oi a large
bank that has substantial utility investment
holdings came to my office, doubtless trying to get
a bead on this new bird occupying the left-most
Commissioner's chair. (That's as viewed by the
audience.) Now I wasn't about to give him any
advice on how he might invest his depositors'
ironey. Even if 1 were qualified, 1 couldn't and
wouldn't do that.

But during our little discussion, I began to
suspect that there was a basic misunderstanding,
and I finally interrupted him to ask, "Tell me
something. Do you think ic is the job of the NRC
to see that these plants are built 'right'?" Well,
he looked at me as though I had just wondered
whether America is a democracy, or as if I ought to
read my job description, and said, "Well, yes, I
guess I do think that." Well, it was my duty to
inform him that his is a widely-held but largely
inaccurate perception, part of the mythology about
the NRC.

The fTRC's job is not, in the first instance, to
see that plants are "built right" to the last line
on the blueprint. Simply put, our responsibility
under the law is to ensure they aren't built wrong
and run wrong—and there's a world of difference
between "right" and "not wrong". It's the
difference between adequacy, beyond reasonable
doubt, to protect public health and safety, and
excellence, execellence in design, excellence in
construction, and excellence in operations. Our
authority, is limited to that of an auditor and
occasionally, that of a policeman. It is the
authority to sound the alarm, to stop things when
something has gone wrong. But we do not have, and
Congress has never given us, the resources to "make
sure that these plants are built right."

Even so, the NRC is now involved in just about
every phase of construction and operation of
nuclear power plants. We are involved in the
siting of new plants, under the law, we are even
required to consider the financial qualification of
the utility. Sow I don't happen to think we ought
to be trying to do financial qualification, because
I don't like having responsibility over things I
can't control.

And, of course, we do the things that you are
all familiar with. We issue construction permits.
We audit quality assurance. We issue operating
licenses. We often tell a utility when they can
load fuel, when they can go critical, when they can
go to 5 percent power, and when they can ascend to

full power. We do an environmental impact
assessment. There are even those who suggest we
should take a much more active and direct role in
assessing the capabilities of management itself.

The point of all of this is just to ask the
question: What else is there? It brings to mind
the problem of the Department of Energy in the late
1970's when it was called upon to "fix" the energy
problem. Seems hard to believe today, doesn't it?
Well, DOE never really had a Congressional mandate
or the resources to manage the energy sector of our
economy. In the case of hapless DOE, the tension
between our belief in free enterprise and our
questions about the appropriate role of governaent
in the energy area never finally got resolved until
the advent of this Administration.

Now, the NRC's problem Is different. We are
appropriately restricted as a regulatory agency
from really getting in and solving the problem, BO
to speak — even if we were capable of doing that
— and we are equally prohibited from getting out
of the business of trying. We are slaply not
permitted at this point by events, by the maturity
of the industry, or by the state of a still
developing technology to retreat to the more
comfortable perspective of an Federal Aeronautics
Administration or an Environmental Protection
Agency of nuclear natters. We have lots of
responsibility for the nuclear enterprise, but
limited authority tc make it right. In America,
the industry itself must finally assure that
excellence is achieved.

Now at least two measures designed to bring
greater order and certainty to our regulatory
process are wending their way through Congress this
year, but it Is clear that they won't go anywhere
in this foreshortened and highly political election
year. A number of the less controversial
provisions in that legislation — early site
selection, standardized plant design, and one-step
hearings for construction and operating licenses —
are long overdue.

The widely recognized need for such reforms in
our agency indicates that all is not well in the
regulatory house of the NRC itself. But much of
the problem with nuclear energy in the 0.S. today
is not with the NEC. Even with our failings, it is
not always the NRC that has been the bottleneck
that it is commonly believed to be.

Of some 30 nuclear plants about to cone on-line
in the next two years in the U.S., all of them
constructed under the same NRC, the cost per
kilowatt of installed capacity will range fron
$1500 to nearly $5000. Some of those plants are
going to generate power at costs easily competitive
with coal. Others will generate power that is more
than twice as expensive as oil-fired electricity.
In the worst cases, the customers of certain
utilities are going to face 80 percent rate
Increases when their new plants cone on-line.

Under the same NRC sone of the plants under
construction have been completed in seven years or
less. Others have taken more than twice that long.
Now, those disparities are not just the caprice of
the NRC. They are often just the difference
between good and bad management. They are not a
demonstration that nuclear power Is uneconomical.
They are s demonstration that time is money.
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Clearly, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
itself has not been the villain In every nuclear
drama. Part of the solution to the problems of the
industry lie? In the increasingly sophisticated
movement toward self-regularion by the Industry
itself, through the good offices of the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations in Atlanta, now headed
by Zack Pate since Admiral Wilkinson's retirement
this spring.

INPO was an outgrowth of Three Mile Island, and
ovtr the past five years its involvement in such
activities as accredited training courses for
nuclear plant personnel, management evaluation,
significant operations events reporting, and
on-slte inspection has begun to give the nuclear
industry the tools to better manage and regulate
and police its own affairs.

Rather than have the industry simply comply with
our regulations to see that nothing Is wrong, INPO
is developing standards for doing the nuclear job
right, for building excellence. While it Isn't
there yet, INFO may one day be to the nuclear
industry what the boards of standards and ethics of
the American Medical Association and the American
Bar Association are to doctors and lawyers.

In sum, the industry in the U.S. is going to
need a lot more St. Lucies over the next 10 to 15
years and a lot fewer Seabrooks, Diablo Canyons,
and Shorehams. With the completion of the plants
that are under construction today, the United
States will have about 120 nuclear reactors
generating electricity by the end of this decade,
and If you have the idea that the nuclear
enterprise is a dying one in America, I would point
out that will represent almost 20 percent of our
total electrical generation by 19S0 and more than
one-quarter of the world's total nuclear power
production. That is not exactly an industry in its
death throes.

Now the central mandate of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Is to impose such regulation
as is necessary to protect the public health and
safety. In the narrow sense, this protection has
been generally defined as mininizing the dose of
radiation to which a citizen might be exposed In
the event of a serious reactor accident.
Protection against such exposure has traditionally
beer, sought in two ways: site Isolation and
containment.

In 1950, the Reactor Safeguards Committee of the
Atomic Energy Commission — the forerunner of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission — issued the first
publicly-documented reactor site guidance, which
recommended an exclusion radius that expanded with
the generation capacity of reactors. Assuming an
uncontrolled release from an uncontained accident,
the Safeguards Committee estimated that beyond the
immediate site, the radiation exposure would be 300
roentgen or less, and if the likely exposure was
higher, evacuation was required to be feasible.
For a 30-megawatt thermal plant, this formulation
led to an exclusion radius of 1.7 nlles. For a
1000-megawatt electrical plant in common use today,
the exclusion radius under this formulation would
be over 17 miles.

The large exclusion distances recommended by the
Reactor Safeguards Committee effectively ruled out
uncontained large nuclear power plants. But

pressures built up very quickly for the use of
sites with a smaller exclusion radius. In i953,
construction began on the Shipplngport Atomic Power
Station on a 420—acre site just 20 miles from
Pittsburgh. This site was much closer to a large
population center than earlier test reactors had
been, and it did not meet the "rule of thumb"
propounded in 1950.

but a containment was built around the reactor,
and in 1956 the AEC's Advisory Connlttee on Reactor
Safeguards wrote the chairman of the congressional
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that "it Is
expected that power reactors, such as that now
under construction at Shipplngport, will rely sore
on the philosophy of containment than on Isolation
as a means of protecting the public against the
consequences of an improbable accident...."

The deputy director of the AEC regulatory staff
declared boldly that "the external containment
vessel, as a barrier of last resort against
releases of radioactivity to public areas, offers a
unique protection, completely Independent of all
other safety devices and engineering safeguards,
and Its dependability is unaffected by errors In
safety analysis and Judgment of the reactor
assembly."

Even though experience tempered that original
enthusiastic appraisal, containment became a
central element in nuclear protection and in the
definition of reactor siting policy in the U.S.
The siting rule, known in the trade as 10 CFR 100,
says in effect that a containment, its associated
systems such as sprays and clean-up filters, and
proper siting must assure that no member of the
public would receive more than a 25-rem whole-body
dose or a 300-rem thyroid dose of radiation in an
accident.

The calculation of these consequences was made
by using an arguably conservative and largely
arbitrary source term described in a 1962 document,
TID 14844. In that document, it was assumed that
100% of noble gases, 50% of iodine, and IS of
solids would be released to the containment in a
severe accident. But however it was derived, the
nuclear industry now had a defined function fo*"
reactor containment — and a tradeoff between
containment and siting had been officially
enshrined in nuclear regulatory policy.

David Okrent of the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards later observed:

"It was recognized that failure of the
containment building and melting of the core could
both occur as a consequence of, say, gross rupture
of the reactor pressure vessel, but such a rupture
was deemed to be very unlikely. And containment
failure was not expected to occur just because the
core melted."

This was not an unrealistic assumption for the
reactors of the day. But in the mid-1960's, with
the licensing of the new Tndian Point and Dresden
plants, two significant new safety concerns arose
with the higher power capacities and densities of
these new reactors:

— A damaged core might not be self—cooling
and could melt, and possibly penetrate the reactor
vessel and the containment base Bat;
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— With zircalloy-clad fuel and higher decay
heat fluxes, hydrogen burns could be produced Bore
easily, and detonations could challenge the
containment.

Since successful containment could not be proved
for these plants, prevention of core damage became
the logical alternative. Much of our subsequent
regulation — Including the "single failure"
criterion — was developed to ensure that design
basis accidents would not result in core damage.

Fart SO of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Code,
with Its supporting Regulatory Guides and Standard
Review Plans, Is designed specifically to ensure
that severe core damage will not occur. Indeed, It
even goes farther to ensure that extensive fuel
failure will not occur. Somewhat confusingly,
however,

fart 100 of that sane code made the hypothetical
assumption that major core damage could occur, vltli
the rc)eai>e of flsulon products, and ftcpw were
prescribed for containing ouch releases.

One might have thought that we then had a
two-track regulatory scheme, based on two divergent
propositions: Part SO is designed to ensure against
severe core damage ever occurring; Part 100 assumes
that core melt occurs, but that the consequences
are contained. However unwittingly, good policy ns
It turned out, and a precursor of today's
understood need for containment to remain Intact in
a severe core damage situation.

In practice, regulatory development in the late
1960*8 and early 70's focused almost entirely on
the assurance that severe core damage would not
occur. The regulation of containment, such as it
was, concentrated on design basis accidents and the
source terns, and more severe accidents were
considered to be virtually impossible.

Nevertheless, containment measures employed at
some reactor sites, particularly those near urban
areas, were more extensive than those required by
regulation in that period. These measures included
hardware fixes that enhanced the capability of
containments to accommodate severe accidents.

Bur as long as the probability of an accident
beyond the design basis — a severe core-damage
accident — was considered remote, the provisions
of Fart 100 were considered a conservatism at best,
simply part of "defense in depth."

The approach, as we know today, was flawed.
Although the fission product source term In use at
the time was sonewhat representative of what might
happen if there were a severe core-damage accident,
the physical testing of the containment, for
example from collateral hydrogen generation and
possible detonation was never seriously considered.

That attitude began to change in 1974, when the
analysis of potential accidents beyond the design
basis was first required in environmental impsct
statements. At the same time, analyses of core
damage sequences for the Clinch River breeder
reactor and for floating nuclear plants renewed
scientific and regulatory interest in accidents
beyond the design basis. Indeed, the 1975
WASH-1400 probabilistic safety study noted that
virtually all the "accident risk" from nuclear
power plants comes fron accidents beyond the design

basl6, that 16, from severe core-*elt accidents.

It was not until five years later, with the
accident at Three Mile Island, that the entire
subject of containment regulation underwent
critical reappraisal. In the aftermath of TMI, a
whole new strain of regulation vas developed, going
well beyond requirements for the design basis
accident and contemplating raich more severe,
core-damage accidents.

The most significant regulatory change flowing
from this new perspective was the "hydrogen rule,"
which now requires the Inerting of certain
containments, and the Installation of hydrogen
control devices to cope with the mass of hydrogen
produced If 75 perceut or sore of the zirconium In
Che fuel cladding Is consumed In a metal-water
reaction ~ a very severe accident scenario Indeed.
This Inerting requirement was first proposed in
1970, but inerting reduces access to the
containment. Increased rlok to the operate™ and Is
not required to mitigate the hydrogen generation
rate in the design basis accident. So the rule was
never fully Implemented until after TMI proved that
severe accidents can actually happen.

Paradoxically enough, containment design — the
heart of the TMI controversy and the genesis of the
fanciful idea of "The China Syndrome" — turned out
to be one of the few blight spots In the entire
Three Mile Island Incident. In a word, the
containment was more than equal to a significant
challenge; It did its job.

As to the role of the NRC in future containment
design, three major efforts are underway. First,
the draft of a new policy statement on severe
accidents is due next month, and research leading
to that statement suggests that "large-dry" type
FWR containments already In place are capable of
withstanding, with only minor leakage, severe
accident pressures several times those likely under
design basis demands. It also appears, though less
conclusively, that pressure suppression
containments are less vulnerable than had
originally been feared, and that BWR containment*
•ay share some of the robustness of the PUR large
dry containments. In sum, it appears possible that
the new severe accident policy statement might
require no new measures that would have major
direct Impact on containment design for current
operating plants and plants under construction.

Secondly, the new report on source terms by the
NRC staff, with peer review by the American
Physical Society, is expected by the end of this
year. Source terms In general could be reduced as
a consequence of this study; whether significantly,
we do not yet know. Should the staff report and
the APS review support such a change in source
terms, it could have favorable consequences for
containment requirements and/or emergency planning.

Finally, the NRC'E draft safety goals are on
trial until 1985, when the Commission will decide
which elements of these goals to embody In
regulation. In preparing the goals in draft form,
serious consideration was given to the inclusion of
a quantitative containment performance goal.
Recent research has given us a much better
understanding of what qualities a reliable
containment should feature. Sixteen such qualities
— including ultimate strength, penetration
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reliability, venting capability and Isolation —
have been identified, but no single Inclusive
nuober has yet been fixed for defining the
containment's contribution to reducing risk to the
public.

In the long run. It nay well be that the Nuclear
Regulatory (remission will require not a great deal
more contalnaent regulation but a great deal less.
Dismissing the need for containments altogether Is
a possibility for advanced reactors. Indeed, the
Fort St. Vraln High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor
facility already in service has no "contalnnent
building" at all In the traditional sense.

The ultlcute requlrcoent of containment — and a
basic responsibility of the Nuclear Regulatory
Conclusion — is to ensure that the release of
rcdlonuclldcB in the event of an accident be kept
extremely low. The U.S. NRC needs considerable
flexibility in how we fulfill this funduncntal
obligation to public health and safety, and 1
believe we are prepared to work constructively and
creatively with all of you In assuring the maximum
In public benefit with the minimum necessary
regulation.

This conference Is an important step toward
reaching Lhat goal, and I wish you great success In
these next three days. If nuclear power Is to have
a rebirth In the 1990's, many of you In this room
today bear a vital responsibility for seeing that
we are prepared for that event. Consider the
challenge that lies ahead.

I believe the minimum credible economic growth
scenario for the U.S. between now and the end of
the century Is 2 percent annual growth, a figure
only the nost doctrinaire low-growth enthusiasts
night dispute. Now since economic recovery began a
year ago, electricity growth in the U.S. lias
exceeded econonic growth, and bas averaged over 8Z,
so 2Z appears to be a very conservative estimate
Indeed for electrical growth as well. So If you
concede Just 2 percent electrical growth between
now and the year 2000, the U.S. Is going to need
somewhere in the neighborhood of 200 new
1000-negawatt power plants by the end of the
century, just 16 years away. That number 200 is on
top of any plants that are currently under
construction or planned.

This means that every year for 10 straight
years, from 1990 to 2000, 20 new 1000-megawatt
plants arc going to have to be brought on-line In
the U.S., whether coal, nuclear, oil, hydro, solar,
wind, or horsedrawn cart. If nuclear power, in
turn, is only to remain at the less than 20 percent
of the t'.S. electrical energy picture that It will
be by 1990 under the current construction schedule,
a new construction schedule for the remainder of
the 1980's and beyond will have to bring on-line,
six years fron today and throughout the 1990's,
four nuclear powerplants a year.

But the question really is whether any new
plants will ever be ordered in the U.S. After the
financial, political, and regulatory ordeal of the
five years since Three Mile Island, it Is a fair
question to ask why anybody in his right mind would
consider building a nuclear power plant.

One answer is that many of the alternatives
appear to be a good deal worse. If nuclear energy

does not play a significant role in America's
energy future, that future nay be filled Instead
with Increasing acid rain. Increasing International
tensions over dvlndliug si-ppllee of oil, and an
increasing concentration of something you aay
rcneafcer from general science class. It is called
carbon dioxide and you get it every time you burn a
fossil fuel, and you can't scrub It out in any
remotely economical process.

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the
National Science Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and distinguished groups at HIT.
Oak Ridge, and elsewhere, with some differences in
detail, are unanimous In pointing out that the
combination of coal and oil burning in vast
quantities has raised still another chilling — or
shall [ say "warming" — environmental spectre:
the "Greenhouse Effect." All this burning If
slowly and surely raising the temperature of our
planet, and thr social and environmental
consequences could be staggering.

Finally, the battle to win over public opinion
has not been fought very well, and it certainly has
not been won in the nuclear enterprise. Too many
of us seem to forget that what began as a gleam in
the eye of a bunch of physicists beneath a football
stadium, of all places, at the University of
Chicago in 1942, has step by step become an
intensely public commodity.

Nuclear power has become one of the most popular
subjects of direct declslonmaking through the
referendum process in the D.S. Increasing numbers
of states and municipalities have, by direct
popular referendum, rejected nuclear construction,
nuclear waste, even the tranport of nuclear
materials within their borders. As a man at a
local hearing in Eugene, Oregon declared, "It is a
matter too dangerous to leave in the hands of the
Federal Government." I shudder to think bow the
nuclear enterprise could be more chaotic than it Is
today, but that man from Eugene, Oregon may just
have found a way to take a quantum leap in chaos,
and his attitude is more pervasive in the U.S. than
many realize.

Those of us involved in the nuclear enterprise.
Including those of us who are responsible for the
safety of that enterprise, have a role that
requires not only that we do our jobs right bat
that we be seen as doing the job right.
Engineering the finest nuclear technology on earth
is going to be colossal waste of time and money if
we fall to convince the American people that
nuclear power is safe and well managed.

I can think of no other endeavor where those
twin requirements, doing the job right and being
seen as having done it right, is going to be more
important. And if the administrative and
procedural reforms already in place at the FRC will
ensure that the next generation of nuclear plants
has a smoother passage through the regulatory
labyrinth in the U.S., then I believe that our
maturing industry will be prepared for that
challenge as well.

The stakes are enormous, and there is no
guarantee of success, but I believe that everyone
involved in this vexing problem over the last
several years has developed a new understanding, an
understanding born of adversity, an understanding
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not only of the Job that we hsve to do* but hov to
get It <iune.
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OF EJi-fiGT TRiMSFEH RATES INTO STRUCTURES FOR THE HDR CONTAINMENT EXPERIMENTS

K. AUNEJIIAS

Cfceical & Nuclear Engineering Department
University of Maryland
College Park, MB 20742

INTR00UCT10K

The HUH containment experiments have greatly ex-
tended the data base of energy transfer to structure
within large, complex florae try volunes. In terns of
linear dimensions, the HDR facil ity is close to full
scale (See Fig. 1) the linear scaling ratio being •».
l.C. However, due to its unique elongated shape the
severity of test conditions where enhanced. Conse-
quently in several dona ins the test data not* brackets
the accidental containment conditions computed in the
containment design and licensing process. Furthermore,
the data base generated in the HDR tests is extensive.
Enprqy transfer rates where Measured at I I locations
covering a wide range of post-accident conditions.
The six tests which have already been performed have
thus increased the data base several fold and the pro-
gram is continuing. The data is made available in a
series of experimental reports (1-6) and in several
overview papers ( 7 - / / ) . This paper will confine i t -
self to experiment and computational model comparisons
and to the conclusions to be drawn fron then.

The mure severe nature of the HDR containment
experiments is illustrated in Fig. 2. The figure
presents peak containment pressures as a function of
specific vapor blowdown energy for the available large
scale experiments and selected actual containments
(11). The experimental and calculated pressure values
are superposed on a set of parametric curves repre-
senting fractional energy absorbtion into structures
up to the time of peak pressure. The adiabatic case
forms the bounding envelope of pressures. I t Is
shown In the figure that for the two earlier large
scale experiments, namely the CVTR (12) and Battele-
Frankfurt (13) test series fractional energy absorb-
tion up to the tine of peak pressure was % 20-251. A
number of calculated pressures for actual containments
obtained from various design documents (14-15) are
also shown. The calculated fractional energy absorb-
tionisseen to be lower, falling in the range o f t ' 15-
20S. This reflects the various 'conservatisms* that
af l ict design calculations and the plotted points
should not be confused with best-estimate values.
Against this background the HDR data is seen to fa l l
into a special category. Fractional energy absorbtion
Is seen to range from -v 35 to 45S. This high energy
absorbtion rate Increases the significance of the HDR
data for two reasons:

a) I t enhances the Importance of the transfered
energy component. The HDR data thus provide a severe
test for measuring the adequacy of energy transfer
Modeling.

b) I t moves the data base in the direction that
envelopes most structural energy absorbtion rates
under actual accident conditions.

Experiment-Hodel Comparisons

The distinction between an average (integral) and
a local heat transfer coefficient is not new. The
f i rst is used to evaluate energy transfer rates into
all surfaces of a similar nature Irrespective of where

- Work performed under O.S. NRC grant.

they are located within « compartment, the second
applies only to a specific, relatively small surface
at a certain location, in design and licensing cal-
culations this distinction corresponds roughly to the
heat-transfer coefficients required for pressure
transient and equipment qualification calculations.
Nevertheless, until now the available large scale
facil ity data was not sufficiently extensive and
precise to allow a clear distinction to be made on an
experimental basis. This situation has been changed
by the HDB measurements. A clear, experimentally
verified difference is now demonstrated between inte-
gral and local heat-transfer coefficients. They
usually will differ in magnitude, their variation
with time and their dependence on the computational
node!. To avoid confusion, the two heat transfer
coefficients must therefore be considered separately.

1) Local Heat-Transfer Coefficients

I t is worth emphasizing that a heat-transfer co-
efficient is not a physical property, but rather a
caiculational convenience which is inferred from
measured data. The actual data being Measured are
tine dependent temperature distributions within a
known geometry structure. These temperature d is t r i -
butions are used to evaluate a time dependent surface
heat flux. The heat-flux in combination with a near-
by measured atmospheric temperature is then used to
infer the experimental heat-transfer coefficient.

In the HDR tests such measurements were usually
performed at 11 locations within the containment.
The measurements included, besides the noted structuie
and nearby atmospheric temperature (usually -v 20 cm
from surface) also an experimental pressure measure-
ment. The atmosphere was in almost a l l cases satu-
rated, thus the time dependent local atompsheric
composition can be evaluated. The ambient conditions
near a measurement location *re thus specified with
the notable exception of atmospheric velocity (or
turbulence). Except for qualitative infered trends,
information regarding atmospheric turbulence is
lacking.

The data thus has 11mitations.it i s , however, by
far the most extensive relevant data base presently
available. There are several methods by which i t can
be utilized to bench-nark local heat-transfer models.
One is by direct model to calculation comparison. An
example of this approach is shown in r ig. 3. The
experimental h value in this case is measured in a
high turbulence region in the break zone. The mea-
sured atmospheric temperature and pressure values are
used to evaluate ambient conditions, these in turn
are employed to calculate heat-transfer coefficients
based on the Uchida (18), MARCH code (19) and Almenas
(20) relationships. This approach can provide
selected qualitative comparisons for already available
models but i t has limited u t i l i t y for a rigorous
quantitative model comparison or for the development
of new best estimate correlations. To achieve these
goals the parametric dependence of the entire, very
extensive data base has to be analyzed, and processed
by statistical methods. This work is in progress
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(Z\). following general conclusions can be drawn:

• Sicjle nodels ( i . e . I'cMdu) can not reproduce
the range and variability of the h values observed in
the HDa tests.

• The para.'Mters deteroimng h, roughly in the
order of their icportance are:

1. Stea- to air weight ratio

2. Atnospheric turbulence

3. Surface to atoosphere temperature difference

4. Tine

5. Geoaetry

• Geometric specification oust encompass both the
geeeaetry of the structure surface and the flow field
in front of it.

• The heat-transfer model should evaluate the con-
densing and convective components separately and on a
consistent basis.

• None of the currently available h models tike
into account parameters 2 and 4 (turbulence and time).

The last conclusion should be amplified by the
observation that there are inherent limitations to the
degree that a model can account fur these parameters.
Except for simplified geometries and boundary con-
ditions present computational methods are not capable
of evaluating appropriate local atmospheric velocities.
Furthermore, this condition is not likely to change.
Even assuming that the required computational cost
could be borne and the necessary effort made, the un-
certainty of the boundary conditions (Me are analyzing
accidents!) would make such an investment futile. A
margin of uncertainty in the local (and averaged)
atmospheric turbulence must therefore be considered as
a permanent condition. This applies also to the time
parameter. In fact, when traced back to the root
causes, the two parameters must be identical. That
is, the observed variations with time must be traceable
to changes in the local atmospheric velocities. Never-
theless, it is useful to separate a time dependence
since some of the turbulence induced changes are con-
sistant. That is, they follow "initiation" and "die-
down" scenarios which have observable and to a degree
transferable time developments.

2) Integral Heat-Transfer Coefficients

The present state of the ability to calculate the
time dependent energy transfer rate into structures
within large complin geometry volumes is well Illust-
rated by Figs. 4 to 6. They all represent measured
and calculated pressures in the Important time frame
(•v 0-2 min) 1n which peak pressure Is reached and de-
cays by approximately a factor of 2. The ability to
calculate such a pressure transient depends primarily
on the accuracy with which the time dependence of
energy input (blowdown) term and the energy removal
(energy transfer into structures and sump) can be
evaluated. Since total blowdown inventory and flow
geometry is known, the energy input term can be speci-
fied with good certainty. In the time of interest the
temperature of the sump and the atmosphere are quite
similar thus accurate specification of the mass (and
energy) transfer between the two is not essential. The
important remaining parameter is thus energy transfer
to structures. The divergence (or agreement} between
experimental and computed values shown in Figures 4 to

6 is * direct measure of the adequacy with •tfiich this
process is calculated.

A note of caution is in order. The various cal-
culations are identified by the code employed to
carry them out. This is done for identification pur-
poses and does not imply that the illustrated dis-
crepancy can be ascribed solely to the code in ques-
tion. For example, the same CONTEMPT-* code was used
to produce the poor agreement shown in fig. 4. the
good agreement displayed in Fig. 5 and the excellent
agreenent of Fig. 6. The msin difference in the list-
ed comparison is the manner in -which the time depen-
dent turbulent component of the beat-transfer co-
efficient fs specified and not the code in question.

Keeping this in mind, some interesting insights
can be obtained from the three figures. Thus, for
example, the figures differ in the amount of know-
ledge that the analysts hid while performing the cal»
caluations. figs. 4 and 5 (Uken from r*f. 9) both
plot pre-test calculations. That Is, the computations
were completed before the *ctu*l tests were run. The
tests were run in two groups of three separated by *
period of "-• 6 months. Fig. 4 shows an example of
'first-round* agreement for which the analysts hid
only the test design information. As seen, the re-
sult obtained is not satisfactory. For Fig. 5, the
discrepancy observed during the first round of tests
were known. The blowdown and part of the test con-
figuration was different, however the facility was
basically the same and as a consequence the new set
of pre-test calculations move closer to the experi-
mental value and also significantly the peak pres-
sures now diverge in a consistant 'conservative'
direction. Finally, Fig. 6 displays a post test cal-
culation (22). The agreement is excellent. Taken
in isolation such a superposition of calculated and
experimental values is not very significant. Suf-
ficient latitude exists in thermal hydraulic calcu-
lations that good agreement of selected parameters
depends more on the patience of the analyst then on
the infalability of the model. Model adequacy must
then be judged by its ability to correctly predict a
range of preferably differing parameters.

Lets consider the figures now from another point
of view. Aside from the learning process that they
illustrate, they also show inherent modeling limit-
ations. All of the codes employed in the comparison
(in fact, all of the available containment codes)
employ the 'lumped parameter' assumption. This simply
means that in the mass, energy and momentum balances
of the model certain, user assigned volumes of the
containment atmosphere are represented by averaged
(homogenized) values. One of the main decisions
facing the analyst is how many nodes Mill be used to
represent the containment? The choice must strike a
judicious balance between complexity and cost on the
one hand and adequacy of spatial resolution on the
other. A good deal of engineering judgement and
experience is required to make a proper choice. This
is illustrated by the noted figures. The plotted cal-
culations encompass the following modeling schemes:

1. Few node (1 and 2) COCO and CONDRU

2. Moderate number (5 and 6) GRUVER and CONTENPT-
4

3. Many nodes (61) COBRA-NC

In the ini t ia l round of calculations (Fig. 4} the
input for both the CONTEHPT-4 and the GRUYER codes
specified a heat-transfer coefficient which was based
on earlier data and proved to be too high for HDR con-
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ditions (8). This led to an over estimation of energy
transfer rate and caused the lower calculated pres-
sures shown in Fig. 4. Once this effect is accounted
for, the absolute value as well as the time dependence
of the model to experiment difference can be explained
in part by the number of nodes chosen for a given
model.

The following must be appreciated:

The very action of defining a part of the contain-
ment as a separate control volume also implicitly de-
fines some mass and energy transfer processes. This
occurs quite apart from the actual calculation of
these processes. One could say that in lumped para-
meters codes mass and energy transfer processes are
evaluated at two levels:

• The direct level, where mass and energy transfer
is calculated to occur along pressure and temperature
gradients and transfer rate is subject to user control.

• The indirect level, occuring atuoraatically and
determined solely by the definition of control volume
extent and number.

Lets consider the second level. The two major
mass and energy transfer effects are:

1. Instantaneous mixing of all mass and associated
energy in the atmosphere of a control volume. It must
be appreciated that this can imply large and quite un-
physical transfer rates of mass and energy between
containment regions. Thus in the limit of a single
node assumption it implies that thousands of kg of
steam and air are transported over distances up to 30
m essentially instantaneously.

2. Creation of barriers to mass and energy trans-
fer at the boundaries of the control volume. Mass and
energy can move across these defined boundaries only
according to the processes considered by the model.
Thus the model excludes transfer processes as well as
including them. For example, most models allow mass
transfer only along the negative gradient of the stag-
nation pressure which is evaluated without considering
the gravity head. This excludes transfer process due
to density differences (natural circulation), due to
local atmospheric inertia, turbulent and molecular
diffusion. Furthermore across a given surface trans-
fer is allowed only in one direction at a given time
interval.

When mass and energy transfer is evaluated custo-
marily only the first of these two levels is con-
sidered. This tends to obscure the picture, because
energy transfer is energy transfer irregardless
whether it is calculated according to a pressure
gradient or imposed by a definition. Both types of
energy transfer will effect the calculated pressure
transient. Consider, for example, the few node models
used by the COCO and CONDRU codes. In the initial
blowdown phase (up to % 15 sec) air is displaced out
of the break near zone and replaced by an almost pure
steam atmosphere. Condensing heat transfer coeffic-
ients are very high, consequently this steam rich zone
dominates the energy transfer for the entire contain-
ment. A few node code mixes the emitted steam with
air thus steam air ratios remain relatively low.
Energy transfer rate is therefore underestimated lead-
ing to the calculation of a much steeper and higher
pressure rise. However the situation changes after
blowdown dies down (in % 20-30 sec). Now in the steam
rich zones, because of very low surface resistance, the
structural surface temperatures have risen, energy

transfer rate has become conduction limited and has
decreased. Most energy transfer now occurs in the
balance of the reactor where steam in penetrating by
natural convection and turbulent diffusion to condense
on cold surfaces. At this stage of the process the
instantaneous mixing of the few node model has an
enhancing effect. That is, the model calculated
mixing is more thorough,therefore calculated energy
transfer rates are larger then actual ones and the
calculated pressure therefore falls more steeply and
in fact can fall below the measured pressure. The
model limitations thus impose an underestimation and
an overestimation of energy transfer rate in the short
time span of 1 minute or less. Note that this is
independent of the actual heat-transfer coefficient
model specified by the user. This model could alter
the magnitude of the energy transfer rate (and thus
the calculated pressure) but not its development with
time.

The second, that is the interzone transfer inhib-
iting aspect is illustrated by the 61 zone COBRA cal-
culation. As pointed out in ref. 16, the subdivision
of the containment into numerous control volumes
allows an improved spatial resolution of containment
conditions during the first phase of the blowdown.
However, since the model does not account for trans-
fer across control volume surfaces due to natural
circulation (and turbulent diffusion) phenomena, the
atmosphere composition established at the end of blow-
down is essentially 'frozen". In the actual contain-
ment mixing proceeds through these processes, in the
computational model structural surfaces adjust to the
atmospheric temperature prelevant in their zone and
energy transfer decreases. This leads to the rela-
tively slow pressure decay computed by the 61 zone
model.

An even more clear cut effect of the nodding im-
pact is shown in Fig. 7. The figure presents a set
of calculations which are identical in every respect
except in the nodding scheme and the distribution of
structural surfaces. The tendency to both under-
estimate the heat transfer rate initially and over-
estimate it after blowdown is illustrated clearly.

The above comparison might leave the impression
that an 'intermediate' zone number chosen by the
CONTEMPT-4 and GRUYER input is preferable. This is
not the intention of the author. The choice of nod-
ding must take a number of considerations into
account which include also such aspects as program-
ming effort and computer costs. Here we merely want
to deliniate the limitations which implicitly follow
these choices. Furthermore, only one aspect, total
energy transfer rate and the resulting pressure tran-
sient have been considered in the comparison. Con-
tainment analysis can have a number of goals. Thus,
for example a requirement to evaluate local hydrogen
concentrations demands increased spatial resolution.
A division of the HDR containment into 6 zones leads
to quite large homogeneous control volumes. The
effect of this is illustrated partially in Fig. 8.
The figure is obtained from the output of the same run
which produced the excellent agreement for break com-
partment and dome pressures shown in Fig. 6. Plotted
are a heat-transfer coefficient measured at the
bottom of the dome and the integral heat-transfer co-
efficient calculated for the zone representing the
dome. The two parameter have different definitions
thus they should not be expected to be directly com-
parable. However the differences shown, especially
the large difference in time behavior after * 50 sec
are too large. They imply that the calculated and
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measured atmospheric compositions are in r e l a t i v e l y
poor agreement.
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Fig. 1 Relative Scale Comparison of Experi
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CONTAINMENTS DUE TO SHOCK WAVE

J.H.P. LEE and J.H.K. TAHG

Civil Design Department, Ontario Hydro
Toronto, Ontario

ABSTRACT

A comparative study between static and dynamic
analyses of a containment building subjected to
propagating shock wave loading was conducted. The
main purpose of this investigation is to evaluate
the significance of the discrepancies on analytical
results when a static instead of a dynamic approach
is used. The structure selected for thia study is
composed of a cylindrical shell topped with a
spherical dome reinforced by a ring-girder at the
shell-dome intersection. The applied transient
loading was based on overpressures generated by a
postulated accidental explosion nearby. Finite
element method with the computer code HSC/NASTHAN
wa3 used to perform the following analyses: (l) a
complete dynamic analysis taking into account
transient nature of the loading and time lag across
the structure; (2) a static analysis with the
building fully loaded with peak loadings applied
simultaneously; and (3) an analysis with only the
incident half of the building being loaded
statically.

Analytical results in terms of member forces and
displacements were compared. It was found that the
fully loaded static analysis produced the least
amount of lateral building displacement, compared
with the complete dynamic analysis or the half
loaded static analysis. This resulting
underestimation of the overall lateral displacement
was accompanied by smaller bending moment in the
structure and hence is unconservative for design.
In summary, this study suggests that the global
Htructural stability as well as localized effects
due to ovalling cannot be evaluated adequately by
the static analyses. In order to estimate
realistically the dynamic response of a large
structure due to a propagating shock wave, a
transient dynamic analysis should be used.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plant facilities have to be
designed to withstand the effects of shock waves
generated by explosions postulated to occur on
transportation route in the nearby area. This
overpressure is transient in nature and hence the
predominant response of the structure would be
dynamic. However, a normal design practice usually
adopts a more simplified approach by performing
static analysis only. Such a static analysis
approach requires considerable judgement. For
example, to ensure conservatism in the analysis,
the designer may inadvertently apply peak pressures
to the entire structure simultaneously. It will be
demonstrated by the following study that this
procedure may not be adequate for design purpose
without verification by a detailed transient
dynamic analysis.

In order to illustrate the significance relative
to the differences between the static and a dynamic

analysis, a sample problem based on a cylindrical
concrete containment building was examined. Three
analyses were performed independently as follows:

1. A complete dynamic analysis: firstly, the
dynamic characteristics (i.e. natural
frequencies and mode shapes) of the structure
were extracted. Then, the dynamic response was
evaluated by using modal superposition technique.

2. A static analysis by applying peak pressure to
the corresponding locations of the entire
structure simultaneously, and

3. A static analysis by applying peak pressures to
the corresponding locations at the incident half
of the building only. It was supposed to
simulate approximately the condition in which
the shock wave reached half way across the
structure.

The member forces and structural displacements
computed from these analyses were plotted in order
to compare the differences in response predicted by
the above three approaches. This paper summarizes
the results of this comparative study and comments
on the appropriateness of using a static analysis
for design of a containment structure subjected to
a dynamic load resulting from an explosion.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES

Finite Element Modelling

A cross section of the concrete structure under
study is shown in Figure 1. The structure consists
of a cylindrical shell (referred hereafter as
"shell") of 24-6 m in radius founded on EL 91.7 m.
This shell has a uniform wall thickness of 1.2 m.
The shell supports a spherical dome roof with a
subtended angle of 33.15* (referred hereafter as
"dome") at EL. 156.1 m. The thickness of the dome
is 1.0 m. At the intersection of shell and dome, a

FIG 1 Cross Section
Of Containment
Building

FIG 2 Finite Element
Model
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ring-girder is formed to reinforce the shell 83
well as to provide a graduate transition from shell
to dome. Due to symmetry, only half of the
building was modelled using quadralateral elements
as shown in Figure 2.

Dynamic Loading

The dynamic loading was based on overpressures
computed for a postulated explosion which generates
shock wave propagating toward the building. The
air pressure time histories applied to different
parts of the building are shown in Figure 3> It
can be seen that as the shock wave propagates
around the building and over the roof the peak
amplitudes decrease towards the back face. In
addition, as expected from an explosion, the load
function reflects a time delay on the arrival of
peak pressures at different locations. The
over-pressure loading was applied to the building
from EL. 107.5 m and up since the lower portion of
the building is concealed by an adjacent building-

direction representing the cantilever beam
behaviour of the building aa a whole. The next
lowest frequency is 5-1 Hz which is dominated by
shell ovalling mode. From thereon a series of
higher modes appear to represent ovalling and
bending of shell and dome.

FIG 3 Pressure Time History at Various Locations
of Building

For the first static analysis, peak pressures
were applied to the corresponding locations of the
building simultaneously. This means that the time
phase on the arrival of the over-pressure on
different locations of the building was ignored.
Similarly, the second static analysis also ignored
the time effect by applying the peak over-pressure
simultaneously. However, only the front half of
the building was loaded. This was meant to
approximate the condition when the shock wave just
passed half way across the structure.

Dynamic Characteristics of the Structure

The computer code MSC/NASTRAN was used for
analyses. For the dynamic analysis, dynamic
characteristics of the structure in terras of
natural frequencies and mods shapes were extracted
for the first twenty modes. The mode shapes of the
first and second modes are shown in Figures 4 and 5
respectively. The fundamental mode with natural
frequency of 3.7 Hz shows that the complete
structure displaces laterally in one horizontal

FIG 4 Mode Shape No. 1 FIG 5 Mode Shape No. 2
(3-7 Hz) (5.1 Hz)

The static analysis is relatively
straightforward and therefore will not be described
in here.

ANALYTICAL HESULTS

The computer output obtained from the analyses
consists of member forces and nodal displacements.
Figure 6 defines the notations for various member
forces (Note that the x and y coordinates in the
shell are referred to as tangential and
longitudinal direction; whereas, for the dome, the
x coordinate is in the tangential direction and the
y coordinate is in the meridon direction toward the
top of the dome). Forces which are more critical
for design are bending moments (circumferential:
Mx, longitudinal: My), membrane forces (hoop:
Fx, meridonal: Fy), and shear (Transverse:
Qy, tangential: Fxv;.

FIS 6 Definition of Member Forces
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For displacements, six components (translation
and rotation in three orthogonal axes) at each node
yre generated to define structural deformation.
The horizontal radial displacement and the
rotations with respect to x (0X) and y axes
(8y) are generally more useful in discribing the
structural response.

These critical forces and displacements from the
three analyses were summarized and then plotted for
several cross-sections. It must be noted that
since the response of the structure is dynamic, the
member forces have maximum positive and negative
values at a certain location. Therefore, in most
figures, an envelope of these forces is used to
cover the worst situations for design purposes. In
addition, member forces and structural
displacements at several selected instant of time
were also plotted in some figures to compare with
those from static results. The time chosen are
t=0.06, 0.1 and 0.15 second which represent
approximately the stage when the shock wave front
reaches the first quarter, the half and the back
face of the building.

GENERAL STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

In general, the structural response is primarily
composed of the following two major behaviours:

Cantilever Beam Action. The structure behaves
basically as a cantilever beam subjected to lateral
loads. Since the vertical component of the applied
load on the dome is eccentric relative to the
centre-line of the building because the pressure is
not applied uniformly nor simultaneously,
additional moment is also imposed on the structure.

This cantilever behaviour is demonstrated
clearly by the resulting meridional force Fy from
the static analyses (Figure 7 and 8). It can be
seen that around the upper portion of the shell the
meridional force is compressive as a result of the
vertical load on the dome. However it gradually
changes and increases to a maximum tensile force at
the front face portion of the base, while the back
face remains and increases as a compressive force.
These tension-compression forces form a couple to
counter-balance the overall centilever bending
moment.

The longitudinal bending moment My appears to
be small except at the bottom (base) and top
(ring-girder) due to boundary effects. Figure 9
illustrates the moment My by cutting a vertical
section through the structure. High bending moment
generated at the base is due to fixity at the
foundation. Large moment at the top is due to
rotation of a relatively rigid joint (ring-girder)
due to differential flexibility of the dome and the
shell as well as due to the lateral movement of the
structure.
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FIG 7
Meridional Force
Fy At Front Face
Cross Section

FIG 8
Meridional Force
Fy at Back Face
Cross Section

FIG 9 Bending Moment My at Back Face Cross Section

Ovalling. The most significant local deformation
occurs at the mid-height portion of the shell
because the top and bottom is either fixed or
stiffened. Figures 10, 11 and 12 demonstrate the
features of this ovalling effects.
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FIG 10 Hoop Force Fx at Mid-Height of Shell
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FIG 11 Horizontal Radial Displacement at
Mid-Height of Shell

FIG 14 Hoop Force Vx At Ring Girder

FIG 15

FIG 12 Circaiaferential Bending Moment
Mid-Height of Shell

at

It is of particular interest to note that while
the deformation due to ovalling at ring-girder is
relatively smaller (Figure 13) than that at the
mid-height of shell (Figure 11) the hoop force
(Figure 14) and circumferential bending moment
(Figure 15) are much larger because of its high
stiffness.

Circumferential
Ring Girder

Bending Moment Hx at

COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC RESULTS

Comparison between static and dynamic results
are described in the following sections. Since
member forces are of primary concern with respect
to design, each force resultant is discussed
individually. Reference to deformation is also
made where necessary.

Circumferential Bending Moment MY. One of the
major difference between static and dynamic results
is the moment Mx which is developed primarily due
to ovalling of shell. In general, the dynamic
analysis produces significantly higher moment than
static analyses particularly at the mid-height of
shell and at the ring-girder (Figure 12 and 15).
The distribution of this dynamic moment is also
shown in Figures 16 and 17 which indicate that the
ovalling effect reaches its maximum around the
mid-height of the shell. Vibration of the shell at
this mid-height elevation is also illustrated by
moment Hx and radial displacement in Figures 18
and 19- It can be seen that the dynamic member

FIG 13 Horizontal Radial Displacement at Ring
Girder
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forces and response are well beyond the range (as
indicated by the shaded portion) that can be
accurately predicted by a static analysis.
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FIG L6

Bending Moment Mx at
Back Face Cross Section

FIG 17

Bending Moment Mx at
Front Face Section

FIG 18 Bending Moment Mx at Front Face El 130.0 m

Time phase delay also plays a major role in
contributing to bending moment Hx. Figure 11
shows that ovalling based on dynamic analysis is
obviously much more severe than that from static
analyses. The static analyses, by applying the
pressure around the shell simultaneously, minimize
the pressure differential across the building and
hence underestimate the ovalling response. The two
static analyses did apply varying amplitudes at
different locations of the shell. However the
ovalling effect due to this pressure differential
is less significant and hence results in lower
bending.

k

FIG 19 Horizontal Radial Displacement at Middle
Face El 125-5 m

Another point of interest can be observed in
Figure 12 and 15 where dynamic response at
different instant of time are also compared with
static analyses. At t»0.1 second, when the shook
vave engulfs only half of the building, moments at
the front face for both dynamic and static analyses
are similar but they differ from each other at the
back face of the structure. At t-0.15 second when
the wave front reaches the back face, the bending
moment from dynamic analysis is comparable with
that from static analyses in that region; whereas,
moments elsewhere (front half of the building) are
substantially different.

Longitudinal Bending Moment B y The magnitudes
of the longitudinal bending moments M_ (Figure 9)
are relatively small except at the base and at the
ring-girder elevation. Ovalling of shell does aot
contribute additional moment to My except that
due to Poisson effect from Mx. Also the effect
of time delay and pressure differential induces
ovalling and hence doe3 not affect My
significantly. For the majority portion of shell,
higher moment from dynamic analysis is due to
vibration of the shell elements. A typical time
history of My at the mid-height of the 3hell is
shown in Figure 20. The dynamic moment is greater
than the static moment.

Another point worth noting is that the moment at
the front face of ring-girder obtained from static
analyses exceeds that from dynamic analysis (Figure
21). This ia probably because this area is
subjected to the maximum pressure on both shell and
dome simultaneously in the static analyses;
whereas, in the dynamic analysis the time delay for
pressure to arrive on the dome actually alleviates
the above conservative assumptions.
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FIG 20 Bending Moment My At Front Face El 150.0 m

FIG 22 Hoop Force Px at Front Face Cross Section

FIG 21 Longitudinal Bending Moment My At fiing
Girder

Hoop Force Fx. The mo3t interesting finding of
thia study is that the hoop force Fx obtained
from the static analyses are much higher than that
from dynamic analysis (Figure 22). This is because
the static analyses, by ignoring time phase
relationship, apply the peak pressures all around
the shell simultaneoualy and hence produce higher
hoop strain. Thus, the static approach
overestimates the maximum hoop strain and is more
conservative in this regard. As a matter of
academic interest, the results at the back face of
the structure are more comparable as shown in
Figure 2?. However, it must be noted that the
ovalling vibration would also produce hoop tension
which is totally missed by a static analysis.

Comparing the two static analyses, it is found
that hoop forces at the front face for both
analyses are similar in magnitude because peak
pressure applied to this area is identical.
However, hoop force for the half loaded case
diminishes much faster than the full loaded case
because it does not have any pressure loading
applied at the back half of the structure. In
fact, the hoop forces of half loaded case
eventually reduces to a negligible level at the
back face.

FIG 23 Hoop Force Fx at Back Face Cross Section

It can also be observed from Figure 10 that the
hoop force generated at the shell is due to radial
pressure around the structure. This is evident
from the static analyses which indicate that the
hoop forces remain in compression throughout the
entire cross section. These hoop forces vary from
a maximum at the front face to a minimum at the
back face due to the graduate reduction in peak
pressure. Also shown in this figure is the
generated hoop forces from the dynamic analysis at
the time t-0.06 sec. This is the time before the
shock wave reaches the half way across the
structure. It nay be expected that the moment at
the back face should be similar to the result from
half load static analysis. However, the dynamic
analysis gives coopressive hoop force at the front
face directly under pressure but tensile hoop force
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for the other portion of the shell. This is a
clear indication of ovalling as shown in Figure
11. Figure 24 demonstrates a typical time
variation of hoop force at raid-height of the 3hell.

— ITATICKuU

PIC 24 Hoop Force Fx At Middle Face El 130.0 ra

Meridional Force Fy. Figure 7 and 8 compare the
meridional forces. These are caused primarily by
the vertical pressures on the dome and by bending
as the structure response as a cantilever beam.
The former produces compressive forces across the
whole section. The latter generates tension in the
front and compression at the back portion of the
building. The significance in lateral bending as a
cantilever beam can be seen clearly at the base.
The dynamic analysis yields the highest meridional
force in both tension and compression. This
implies the dynamic analysis predicts the largest
lateral over-all structural movement (see also
Figure 13). In contrast, the fully loaded static
analysis yields the least meridional force and the
smallest cantilever beam moment. This is because
the fully loaded case involves additional pressure
loading applied at the back face in the opposite
direction counter-balancing the front face pressure
at the same time. This counter reaction minimizes
the lateral displacement of the structure and
consequently minimizes the bending moment. For the
half loaded static analysis which represents a
medium situation between the two previously cases,
the magnitudes of the meridional forces fall in
between the two above cases.

From the static analysis the meridonal forces at
ring-girder (Figure 25) are slightly higher than

that from the dynamic analysis. It may be due to
the same reason referred previously when bending
moment My was discussed. A typical time history
plot of Fy is shown in Figure 26-

FIG 26 Meridional Force Fy at Middle Face
El 130.0 m

Transverse Shear Force Qy. The £>hear force Qy
has maximum values at the base of the structure as
shown in Figure 27- The dynamic analysis induces
more lateral deformation than that by static
analyses in the cantilever beam action and
consequently produces relatively larger shear force

V
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FIG 27 Lateral Shear Force Q y At Base

Tangential Shear Force FTy. The tangential shear
force is generated to resist the lateral pressure
applied on the shell. Figure 23 shows the aaximum
values at the base of this structure as expected
from the cantilever beam action. However, the
maximum value does not occur exactly at the center
line of the building but rather at a location
nearer to the front face. This shifting of neutral

FIG 25 Meridional Force Fy at Ring Girder
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axis is due to distortion of the circular cross
section in shell ovalling effect.

FIG 28 Tangential Shear Force Fxy At Base

CONCLUSION

The discrepancies between static and dynamic
results are mainly attributed to the following two
reasons:

(a) The over-pressure distributions applied on
the entire structure in the static
analyses are not realistic to represent
any instantaneous pressure loadings to
account for the propagation of shock
wave. However, the dynamic analysis makes
full use of the time phase relationship.

(b) The transient nature of the applied load
and of the structural response are
considered in the dynamic analysis but not
in the static analysis.

From the results of this simple study, it can be
seen that the response of a structure due to shock
wave is governed by the progressive variation of
pressure loading on different parts of the building
and by the dynamic characteristics of the
structure. The effects on the structural response
due to time delay can not be easily approximated by
a static analysis. An intuitive approach by
applying full peak pressures on the entire
structure might only yield conservative results for
some member forces (e.g. the hoop force).
Similarly, other static analysis using approximate
loading condition to simulate this dynamic load at
a certain instant of time is also unacceptable
because it resorts to judgement. As a result,
static approach is not capable to cover the entire
structure conservatively during the total course of
dynamic loading. However, a dynamic analysis such
as the one performed in this paper can be carried
out easily using various commercially available
computer programs such as NASTRAN, STRUDL, AHSYS,
STARDYR, etc., and can provide much more realistic
results. Therefore, the design of a
containment structure due to shock wave loading
should be verified by a dynamic approach.
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ABSTRACT

To deal with the uncertainties involved in de-
termination of safe temperature Units for concrete
nuclear structures and obtain a qualitative neasure
of safety margins, a sensitivity analysis approach
is introduced. Using this approach, bounds of
structural performance limits are established and
temperature levtl giving adequate margin of safety
la determined. Por Irradiated fuel storage bays
with single or double walled construction, envelope
curves of temperature limits are drawn from which
operating and safety limit temperatures are deter-
mined. To obtain more definitive information on
concrete cracking and structural behaviour under
thermal loads an experimental program has been ini-
tiated. The progress ot this test program is re-
ported.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal gradients are an important consideration
in the design of containment and safety related
concrete structures for nuclear power plants. The
gradients arise from a variety of causes such as
variations in ambient temperatures, fluctuations in
operating temperature, and most important, due to
postulated accidents. High temperature gradients
cause cracking of concrete resulting in reduced
stiffness, increased deformations and leakage of
fluids and gases. This in general impairs the op-
eration and safety of the station. To avoid these
problems careful evaluation of permissible opera-
ting and accidental temperature limits and time du-
rations is required.

Analysis of temperature limits for concrete
structures to provide adequate serviceability,
safety and strength under these conditions is a de-
manding task. The procedure becomes complicated
because of the numerous factors to be considered
such as nonlinear and transient distributions of
temperature, nonlinear response of cracked con-
crete, interactive effect of thermal and nonthernia 1
loads, creep and shrinkage of concrete. Host prac-
tical analysis procedures incorporate a number of
simplifying assumptions for thermal loads and
structural response. Depending on the assumptions
the results scatter widely.

OBJECTIVE

This paper describes an analysis procedure used
to realistically estimate the capacity of concrete
nuclear structures to withstand thermal loads under
the above uncertain conditions. The procedure uses
a sensitivity study approach to first establish the
temperature boundaries for various performance li-
mits. Then the allowable maximum temperature is
determined based on a qualitative measure of per-
missible damage and required safety.

For the irradiated fuel bays, methods of obtain-
ing envelopes of operating and safety temperature
limits is described. Variables such as type of
construction, liner properties and nature of load
application are considered in establishing these
envelope curves.

An experimental program has been undertaken to
verify the structural behaviour tindtr thermal and
nonthcrmal loads during the full rang* of loading
up to collapi*. The details of this program which
Is currently underway are described.

FACTORS AFFECTING HIGH TEMPERATURE LIMITS

The teaperature limits evaluated for a concrete
structure depends on a number of factors. These
factors can be grouped in to three categories name-
ly, the nature of thermal loads, performance level
expected and the method of analysis used to evalu-
ate thermal gradient effects. Examples of specific
cases experienced in nuclear stations are:

Nature of Thermal Loads

The thermal loads encountered in nucleac sta-
tions can be classified into two main categories.

Suddenly Applied Temperatures. In this case very
high temperature is suddenly applied on one face of
the structure resulting in transient nonlinear dis-
tribution of temperature across the thickness of
the member. If the temperature is kept long enough
it would result in linear temperature gradient,
where as if the temperature is reduced the gradient
would also reduce with a certain amount of lag.

Typical problems of this category are encoun-
tered in containment structures such as the reactor
building, fuelling machine duct and pressure relief
duct. The high temperatures are the result of a
postulated Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCAl; and the
temperature reduction Night take place if a temper-
ing system is provided.

The temperature gradients in such cases can be
evaluated using Fourier heat conduction equations
applicable for suddenly applied loads.

Gradually Applied Temperatures. In an irradiated
fuel storage bay which is full of watet, loss of
cooling would result in a gradual increase of tem-
perature. In this case the rate of increase in
temperature becomes important. The development of
temperature gradient is gradual and can be evalu-
ated using Fourier heat conduction equations with
gradually applied temperature load.

In both of the above cases, temperature gradient
development is also influenced by other factors
such as: ambient temperature, heat sink into con-
crete, surface film effect and conductivity of con-
crete.
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Level ot ?ecfornan-e Desired

Trte desired pert ornanct? levels of concrete
nuclear structures are generally classified into
serviced- bility level and Ultimate Strength
level. The for- oer represents the level at which
stresses and de- formations ire such that continued
operation can *e aain**.ained. This level can be
established in terns of rebar or concrete stresses
base) on the naxinun parnissible crack width or
deflections. Corvionly. rebar stresses of 0.45
tines the yield strength is considered to represent
this level in oost struc- tures.

Ultinne strength level represents the stage at
which the structure has attained its limiting capa-
city short of failure. Although structural inte-
grity still exists at this stage considerable ine-
lastic deformations would have already taken place
by then. Rebar atresaus of 0.9 tines the specified
minimum yield strength in considered to represent
thio otago, with a slight provision Cor nargin of
safety.

Thermal Analysis Methods

Calculation of thermal gradient effects are in-
fluenced by a number of factors such as cracking of
concrete, interaction of nonthermal and thermal
loads, moment redistribution, material properties
at high temperatures and creep.

The main difficulty arises primarily due to the
lack of accurate methods to model cracked concrete
behaviour at various load stages. In this regard
the important factors which need investigation are
the tension stiffening effects induced by bond bet-
ween rebar and concrete, aggregate interlock, dowel
actions, tensile strain softening of concrete and
bond slip. Of these factors, tension stiffening,
aggregate interlock and dowel action have their ma-
jor influence at the serviceability levels whereas
bond slip and strain softening affect the ultimate
strength.

At the present time, a deterministic analysis
considering all the above factors can be carried
out only by the u .e of various approximations. An
effective moment of inertia approach proposed ear-
lier in reference)2) has been found to give realis-
tic results(l). The method still has the drawback
that it provides an average value for a member and
cannot clearly identify variation of thermal moment
along a member.

METHODS OP PREDICTING TEMPERATURE LIMITS

Containment Structures - Sensitivity Study

In containment structures temperature gradients
are caused mainly due to operating temperatures or
due to postulated LOCA. The operating inside tem-
peratures in a CANDU reactor building is in the or-
der of 30*C and the post LOCA temperature could be
as high as 100°C.

Because of the uncertainties in thermal effects
investigation, definitive values for temperature
limits are difficult to obtain. To minimize these
uncertainties a sensitivity study has been carried
out which is found to be useful in determining the
safety margins. In this study, sensitivity curves
are drawn representing various performance limits
for structures. These performance limits are es-

tablished using various combinations of criteria
representing limits of serviceability, leakage, ul-
timate strength and collapse. The postulated post
LOCA temperature is then compared with these limit-
ing curves to obtain qualitative assessment of
safety margins.

The sensitivity study approach is illustrated by
analyzing a typical bean fixed at both ends. Such
bean members are commonly encountered in analytical
modelling of reactor building and irradiated fuel
bay structures. Analysis has been carried out con-
sidering the effect of existing non-thermal loads
and a constant outside surface temperature of lt*C.

In this example two variables which tre consi-
dered at the most important ones affecting the tem-
perature limits are:

a) maximum allowable stress in rebars,
b) stiffness of cracked reinforced concrete

sections.

The maximum allowable stress in rebar* determine
the strength level achieved by the structure. For
ultimate limits, codes permit a value of 0.9 times
the specified minimum yield strength of rebar (0.9
fy). However, the theoretical yield Unit is 1.0
fy. Hence, in order to determine the code speci-
fied limit and the theoretical linit, the above two
values are used in this study. Other stress levels
can also be used to obtain different performance
levels, particularly to determine serviceability
limits.

The stiffness of cracked reinforced concrete
members are represented by the moment of inertia of
the section. They affect the thermal nonents to a
large extent (1)(2) and hence is considered the
most important factor. Uncertainties exist in me-
thods of evaluating the actual Moment of inertia.
Hence, to determine the effect of these uncertain-
ties two different values of moment cf inertia,
namely, the fully cracked section value (Ir^l »nd
an effective moment of inertia (le) as given in
ref(2) are used.
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Sensitivity curves representing the permissible
inside temperature have been drawn as shown in Fig-
ure 1. These curves were obtained by analyzing the
beam using the following three performance criteria.

a) Preferred Design Limit; 0.9 fy and Io

The preferred limit under accident condi-
tions is obtained for the combination of
0.9 fy and Ie criteria. Below this li-
mit cracking is not severe. Ample margin
of Safety is available at this limit.
Structures should be ideally designed with
this assumption.

b) Code Strength Limit: 0.9 fy and Irn

This combination of 0.9 fy and I C R is
the limit specified by the code under ul-
timate strength design conditions for ac-
cident loads (CSA N287.3). Under these
conditions the rebars would have reached
their specified yield limit and the sec-
tion would have cracked to the maximum
possible extent short of failure. Safety
margin at this limit is provided by the
use of 0.9 factor for specified yield li-
mit. Under this criteria the rebar stress
is within elastic limit and hence the
cracks are recoverable on removal of the
load.

In this example the postulated accident temperature
is well below the limit permissible considering
both leakage and structural strength.

Irradiated Fuel Storage Bays

Although the principles of calculating tempera-
ture limits in irradiated fuel storage bay struc-
tures are identical to that of a containment struc-
ture, in practice, many differences exist in calcu-
lation methods. These arise primarily due to the
gradual heating and cooling of the bay water under
accident conditions instead of the sudden tempera-
ture changes experienced in containment struc-
tures. In addition, other features such as double
wall construction or the use of epoxy liners pro-
vide additional constraints on temperature limits.

The results of analysis of a typical single
walled, steel lined bay is shown in Figure 2. The
maximum heatup rate is assumed to be l°C/hr. Two
curves are shown representing operating limit and
safety limits. These are drawn using maximum al-
lowable rebar stresses of 0.45 fy and 0.9 fy res-
pectively. In both cases the effective moment of
Inertia (Ie) approach has been used. These curves
provide the temperature limits for various perfor-
mance criteria. From these curves maximum permis-
sible cool down rate can also be obtained.

c) Specified Yield Limit; 1.0 fy and l r D

This limit obtained under the combination
of 1.0 fy and I C R Criteria is a theore-
tical value and cannot be used with any
certainty at this time for lack of experi-
mental evidence. Under this condition,
since the rebars would reach the specified
yield limit with fully cracked sections,
recoverability of cracks is uncertain. At
this limit only one plastic hinge would
have been formed and hence the structure
is below the collapse limit.

In addition to the above criteria, some other
useful sensitivity curves can be drawn for the fol-
lowing combinations:

• serviceability stress level in concrete/-
steel + Ie

" serviceability stress level +I C R

• other serviceability criteria such as
crackwidth, deflection, liner strains + le.

Based on the above interpretations of perfor-
mance under different criteria, judgements can be
made regarding the permissible inside temperature.
For example if prevention of leakage is the main
objective the combination of 0.9 fy and I C R
should provide adequate safety because, under these
assumptions no through cracks are expected. If
strength is the governing condition, the theoreti-
cal maximum limit is 1.0 fy and ICR. However,
during design stage a conservative combination of
0.9 fy and Ie should be ideally used.

One of the most important advantages of sensiti-
vity curves is that it provides a qualitative mea-
sure of the safety margins over the complete time
period. This margin is obtained by comparing the
postulated accident temperature with the particular
criteria under consideration as shown in Figure 1.

100-

25-

SatetyUmtt

SO 100 ISO

Thm Duration, HRS

FIG. 2
IRRADIATED FUEL BAY-SINGLE WALL

WATER TEMPERATURE LIMITS

In the case of double walled constructions, dif-
ferent* limits are established for inner and outer
walls. A typical situation is shown in Figure 3,
where the temperature envelope is also influenced
by the maximum permissible temperature on the liner.

Influence of the Liners. The type of liners used
in the bay has considerable influence on the per-
missible temperature of water. Its effect should
also be considered in evaluating the envelope of
temperature limits.
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WATER TEMPERATURE LIMITS

If epoxy liners ace used in bay walls and floors
they put additional restrictions in that the lowest
and highest temperature limits have to be con-
trolled to avoid brittleness and cracking at low
temperatures and material degradation under high
temperatures. A low temperature limit of 15°c and
a high temperature of 65°C are found to provide a-
dequate safety for epoxy liners. Another important
factor in epoxy liners is the rate of heating and
cooling. Because of differences in thermal expan-
sion of concrete and liner, sudden changes in tem-
perature leads to cracking of concrete and
leakage. The maximum heatup/cooldown rate of
l°C/hour used in this study is not expected to
cause any problems.

With stainless steel liners, the limitations are
much less than for epoxy liners. However, the ef-
fect of high temperature on buckling of plates,
welding and anchors have to be investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

As noted earlier, many uncertainties exist in
evaluating thermal gradient effects in concrete.
The most important of these arise from the inelas-
tic behaviour of concrete after cracking and lack
of proper mathematical approaches to estimate these
effects.

The sensitivity analysis discussed earlier has
shown that a wide band of uncertainty exists bet-
ween the safe estimated temperature limits and the
possible limiting value. To obtain a more defini-
tive estimation of the limiting value and evaluate
the safety margins available in current analysis
techniques an experimental program has been under-
taken. Under this program several large scale re-
inforced concrete models will be subjected to com-
bined thermal and mechanical loads to observe their
behaviour up to failure.

The prototype test specimen being used is an in-
verted portal frame with suspended side panels as
shown in Figure 4. The frame is made of three re-
inforced concrete members each 0.3 m thick, 1.0 m
wide and 2.5 m long. The columns of the frame will
be tied by two post-tensioning rods, and two 0.10 m
thick reinforced concrete panels will complete the
tank-like model. The panels are structurally
independent of the frame, connected only by a
flexible membrane, and hence will not af- feet the
frame's stiffness or deformation. Both the frame
and the side panels are extensively ins- trumented
with thermocouples, strain gauges and displacement
transducers. Also, the post-tension- ing rods and
panel support rods are fitted with load cells,
giving positive readings of compatibi- lity thermal
forces.

Thermal load is applied to the test model by
heating the contained water up to temperatures of
100°C. Under such conditions, the structure will
tend to distort outwardly, but will be restrained
by the tie-rods, thus inducing moments within the
frame. The bottom member will be subjected to a
uniform moment along its entire length; the verti-
cal members will be under linearly varying
moments. The frame will be loaded to failure by
the addition of mechanical loads. A number of spe-
cimens are planned to be tested to determine the
influence of various parameters.

300 300

Load Cell

oo o i i \ .External
Support- « , « « , « , « , ^Thermocouple &
P o ( n t Dlipteccment Probed Strain Gauge

FI64 PORTAL FRAME MODEL

CONCLUSIONS

Current methods of evaluating thermal gradient
effects in concrete structures involve many appro-
ximations of structural behaviour. As a result,
wide range of values are obtained Cor temperature
limits depending on the assumptions used.

A sensitivity analysis approach can be effec-
tively used to obtain the temperature limits for
various performance levels. From this a judicial
evaluation of permissible temperature limit can be
made based on the required margin of safety.
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In evaluating temperature limits for irradiated
fuel bays, the effect of rate of heating and cool-
ing, properties of epoxy or steel liners, liner an-
chorages and types of construction have to be con-
sidered.

Experimental evaluation is underway to obtain
more definitive estimation of limiting values and
safety margins. It is expected to provide data
which can be used to improve structural analysis
methods.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

fy * minimum specified yield strength of rebars

ICR = cracked section moment of inertia

I- * effective moment of inertia!2).



FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION IN BWR CONTAINMENT
STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

Since the recognition of the presence of hydro-
dynamic loads in the suppression pool of Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR) containments, dynamic analysis of the
reactor containment structure for pool dynamic loads
associated with Safety Relief Valve (SRV) discharge
and postulated Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) has
become a major consideration in the design of BWR
power plants. An understanding of the mechanics of
the fluid-structure interaction phenomenon is
necessary to properly account for its effects when
defining pool dynamic loads and when computing the
structural responses for these loads. This paper
explains the mechanics of fluid-structure interaction
using a spring-mass analogy, describes a simple
procedure for using elastic solid finite elements to
mock the suppression pool water, and discusses the
application of this mock fluid element in BWR
containment structural analysis.

MECHANICS OF FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION (FSI)

Air bubble oscillations caused by the air-clearing
phase of Safety Relief Valve (SRV) actuations and by
the steam condensation oscillations associated with a
Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) Introduce pressure
fields at discrete discharge locations in the body of
the fluid in the pressure suppression pool. These
oscillations travel through the fluid and, upon
reaching the pool boundary, impose dynamic loads on
the wetted perimeter of the pool. The frequency and
amplitude of the dynamic pressure at the fluid-struc-
ture Interface and the responses of the containment
structure to these loads are influenced by the
presence of the fluid as it Interacts with the struc-
ture. The magnitude of the effects of this inter-

action depends on the dynamic characteristics of the
loadings and the coupled fluid-structure system.

The mechanics of fluid-structure Interaction can
best be illustrated by a spring-mass analogy of the
fluid-structure system. Figure l(a) shows a schematic
suppression pool with a flexible boundary. Oscil-
latory loads originating at various discharge sources
in the fluid are denoted by Ps (t). In the analogous
spring-mass system, ky, Mj, y^ and k2, M2, y2 repre-
sent the stiffness, mass, and dynamic displacement of
the fluid and the structure, respectively. Neglecting
damping, the equations of motion of the spring-mass
system analogous to the fluid-structure system are:

kt (yt - y2)

M2y2 + k2y2 - kj (yj- y2)

Ps(t)

(1)

(2)

The spring force k. (y - y,) Is analogous to the
dynamic load Pf(t) incident on the flexible pool
wall. The dynamic displacements y, and y2 and hence
the flexible wall load Pf(t) are dependent on the
dynamic characteristics of the fluid and the
structure.

It can be inferred from equation (2) and the free-
body diagram for mass M2 shown in Figure l(a) that the
response of the structure to the source load Ps(t) can
also be obtained by applying the interface dynamic
load Pf(t) to the structure without the fluid, as
illustrated in Figure l(b). This leads to what is
called flexible boundary load application. That is,
when pool boundary loads measured from in-plant pool
dynamic tests are applied to obtain the structural
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response of the test containment, water in the sup-
pression pool should not be Included In the structural
analysis model. Both the source load application and
the flexible boundary load application are one-step
approaches•

Some comments on the practical difficulties with
one-step FSI analysis are In order here. Firstly, In
the source load application, the physics of SRV air
bubble oscillations and the LOCA steam condensation
oscillations in the pool Is complex. The loads
introduced in the pool by these phenomena are not
susceptible to measurement at the discharge locations
In the pool and have to be analytically inferred from
measured pool boundary loads. Besides, even if pool
dynamic loads for structural analysis can be defined
as source loads at discrete discharge locations in the
pool, a one-step fluid-structure interaction analysis
to obtain plant structural responses will be un-
wieldy. Therefore, It is desirable to specify these
loads at the pool boundary. Secondly, in the flexible
boundary load application, a prototype in-plant test
Is necessary. Since LOCA ln-plant tests are not
practical, the tests are usually simulated off site.
Because of plant-unique pool geometry and wall flexi-
bility, dynamic characteristics of pool boundary loads
measured in offslte tests need to be modified for
applications to actual plants. For these reasons, the
two-step approach described in the following is often
employed.

The first step in the two-step approach is illus-
trated in Figure 2(a). Neglecting damping, the
equation of motion of the spring-mass system analogous
to the fluid with rigid boundary can be written as:

k,uj = P8(t) (3)

where uj denotes the dynamic displacement of the fluid
and Ps(t) denotes the source loads inferred from off-
site tests applied at discrete locations in the
pool. The spring force kiui is analogous to the
dynamic loads Imposed on the rigid boundary and is a
function of the dynamic fluid displacement only. This
rigid boundary load is denoted by Pr(t) In Figures
2(a) and 2(b).

In the second step, the rigid boundary load Pr(t)
is applied at the intarface of the fluid-structure
system with flexible wall as shown in Figure 2(b), the
equations of motion of the spring-mass system anal-
ogous to the fluid and the structure can be written
as:

(5)

where v and v are the dynamic displacements of the
fluid and structure, respectively.

Adding equations (3) and (4),

- v2] - P8(t)

Rewriting equation (5),

(6)

(7)

Setting ui + vi - yi and V2 " Y2> equations (6) and
(7) become identical to equations (1) and (2).

The equivalence of the one-step and two-step ap-
proaches is schematically shown in Figure 3. It may
be noted that the fluid in the pool is included only
when the loads are specified as source loads or as
rigid pool boundary loads.

MOCK FLUID ELEMENTS

The field equations for a linear elastic solid
continuum are given by [l]:

1 , 2 , 3 ; j = 1 , 2 , 3
(8)

(9)

where Oj, is the stress tensor, 5^. is the Kronecker
delta, t, p, u, and x denote time, Tnass density, dis-
placement vector, and position vector, respec-
tively. A and u are the Lame's constants and are
related to the elastic modulus E and Poisson's
ratio v by:

Ev
(1+v) (l-2 (10)

The field equations for an inviscid acoustic fluid
continuum are given by [2]:

Vl - V2> at'
(ID
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FIGURE l b . MECHANICS OF FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION, ONE-STEP APPROACH
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3u,
- K 1.2,3 (12)

where p and K denote pressure and bulk modulus• Bulk
modulus K can be expressed In terms of the dilational
wave speed in the fluid, c, by:

K » pc (13)

For a solid continuum, K is related to the Lame's
constants by:

K = A + JM (14)

Setting

a » - p for 1 - j = 1,2,3 and a « 0 for 1 * j

in equation (8), we obtain

Then setting u = 0 and thus X « K, equation (9)
becomes

3uk
P - -K-5-*-, k = 1,2,3

(15)

(16)

Finite element formulation of a solid continuum is
usually expressed in terms of nodal displacements as
the basic unknown parameter and finite element formu-
lation of a fluid domain is usually expressed in terms
of nodal pressure as the basic unknown parameter• In
structural analysis problems involving fluid-structure
interaction, the field equations for the fluid and the
structure should be simultaneously satisfied at the
fluid-structure interface. It will require con-
siderable effort to incorporate acoustic fluid
elements in structural analysis computer programs
which usually contain only elastic solid finite
elements* Even then, the resulting coefficient
matrices for the coupled system will be asymmetrical
and could lead to a less efficient solution process
for large-size problems. Therefore, It is desirable
to discretize the fluid domain by elastic solid finite
elements which would satisfy the acoustic fluid field
equations and require little effort to be incorporated
in existing structural analysis computer programs. A
method of accomplishing this is explained In detail In
[3] and is summarized below:

Equations (15) and (16) are identical to the fluid
field equations (11) and (12). Thus, the acoustic
fluid field equations are satisfied by assigning the
fluid property u • 0 and X - K to the field equations
of a solid continuum and by noting that fluid pressure
at a point is identical in all three directions.

Thus, an elastic solid finite element can be used
to model the fluid domain by simply assigning the
fluid properties u • 0 and X =• K » pc2 to the material
property matrix of the solid element. The resulting
finite element is called the mock fluid element. This
mock fluid element can be easily incorporated into
available structural analysis computer programs and
the resulting coefficient matrices will be nicely
banded.

One possible disadvantage of the mock fluid element
is that it admits deformation modes that do not result
In volume changes and consequently not produce field
pressure. This problem is alleviated automatically,
however, when a direct step-by-step time integration
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method rather than a model superposition method of
dynamic analysis Is used to solve the equations of
motion. Also, depending on the formulation of the
structural analysis program, some minor numerical
approximations as explained in the following will be
required:

The three-dimensional stress-strain relation for
the solid is:

w = ic
whe re:

(X+2u)

X (A+2u)

X X (X+2u)

0 0 O n

Symmetrical

0 On

0 0 0 u

(17)

(18)

The material property matrix [c] for the mock fluid
is obtained by assigning u - 0 and \ - K = pc2 to the
Lame's constants. When this is done, however, the
lower diagonals of the [c] matrix will become zero.
This will result in a singular matrix. Therefore, a
value of v * 0 should be used. Alternatively, the fc]
matrix for the mock fluid can be constructed by
assigning V * 0.5 and E = 3K (l-2v) = 3pc2 (l-2\>) to
the Folsson's ratio and the Young's modulus.

APPLICATION OF MOCK FLUID ELEMENTS

Application of mock fluid elements in the FSI
analysis of a BWR Mark II Containment Structure shown
in Figure 4 for pool dynamic loads is described in
this section.

An axlsymmetrlc finite element model of the con-
tainment structure along with the reactor building and

foundation soil is shown in Figure 5. The containment
shell was modeled with shell-finite elements. Water
In the suppression pool was modeled with mock fluid
elements. The inviscid behavior at the fluid-struc-
ture Interface was simulated by link elements which
permit sliding motion along the pool boundary.

The computer program used for the analysis uses
anisotropic stress-strain relations for solid finite
elements and is capable of accepting direct Input of
appropriate values for each of the elastic constants
in the [c] matrix of equation (18). The Input values
for the mock fluid elements are C^J =• K = pc^ for i -
j = 1, 2, 3, C-tj* 0 for i = j - 4, 5, 6, as discussed
in the preceding section, and C. .= 0 for all other
components. The direct time integration method is
used to solve the equations of motion.

A comparison of displacements of the containment
pool wall using mock fluid elements and acoustic fluid
is shown in Figure 6. These displacements were
obtained by analyzing the wetwell portion of the
containment subjected to a symmetric SRV discharge
load defined by a 11-Hz decaying sinusoid applied
along the pool boundary. The containment wall was
assumed to be fixed at the basemat and simply sup-
ported at the drywell floor. The excellent agreement
between the responses demonstrates the applicability
of mock fluid elements for this type of problem.

Sample acceleration responses obtained from a
dynamic analysis using the containment model shown in
Figure 5 with and without water in the suppression
pool are presented in Figure 7 to illustrate the FSI
effects on the structural responses. Pool dynamic
loads due to a resonant sequential symmetric SRV
discharge were applied along the pool boundary. The
comparisons show that, in the frequency range of
interest for plant design, fluid-structural inter-
action effects seem more significant in the radial
responses of the suppression pool wall and are less
pronounced in the radial responses at locations away
from the pool and in the vertical responses.
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"1 1
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FIGURE 3. EQUIVALENT FLUID-STRUCTURE SYSTEMS
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Mechanics of FSI phenomenon can be explained by
a spring-mass analogy.

2. Water In the BWR suppression pool should be
included in the structural analysis model when
pool dynamic loads are defined as source loads
within the body of the water or as rigid
boundary loads.

3. The formulation of mock fluid elements presented
here can be easily incorporated In most of the
structural analysis computer programs capable of
using elastic solid finite elements.

A. When pool boundary loads measured from ln-plant
pool dynamic tests are applied to obtain the
structural responses of the test containment,
water in the pool should not be included in the
structural analysis model.

5. Water in BWR suppression pools can be modeled as
an acoustic fluid by assigning fluid properties
to elastic solid finite elements in fluid-struc-
ture interaction analyses where structural
responses are of primary interest.

6. In the frequency range of Interest in a typical
BWR Mark. II prestressed concrete containment,
fluid-structure interaction effects are signif-
icant in the radial response of the suppression
pool wall and are less pronounced in the radial
responses at locations away front the pool and in
the vertical responses.
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THE ROLE OF WEATHER VARIATIONS IN ESTIMATES OF LEAKAGE FROM CONTAINMENT
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INTRODUCTION

A containment system may be left functioning
without operator Intervention (e.g. filtered air
discharge) for some time following a loss of coolant
accident. This may, in fact, be the preferred
course of action (1).

st
ambient pressure In the outside
atmosphere

p - density of air

V « wind speed

Under these conditions external atmospheric
variations may Influence the long term leakage from
containment. Methods to assess containment leakage
arising from cyclic external pressure variations and
sustained and fluctuating wind pressure loading are
developed.

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE FROM SUSTAINED WIND LOADS

(i) Leakage From Intact Containment

If one assumes that the containment "porosity" is
similar over the entire containment boundary and the
leakage across the boundary is proportional to the
applied pressure differential, then the mean
Internal containment pressure at steady state
(lnflow-outflow) will be the area-averaged pressure.

When the wind passes a typical building, it
creates positive pressure on the windward side and
negative pressure or suction on the leeward wide as
well as on the top and sides parallel with the wind.
A typical pressure coefficient distribution for a
domed structure Is shown in Figure 1 (adapted from
Reference 2)

Note:
"q" Is the Kinetic energy based
on the prevailing wind velocity
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/A+(Pe
+(A) - P c ) d A - /

A"(PC - Pe"(A))dA

where

A+ » area of the outer surface subject to
a positive pressure (relative to

Pst>

A" • area of the outer surface subject to
a negative pressure (relative to
Pst>

Pg
+(A) - positive pressure relative to

P as a function of A

Pe~(A) - negative pressure relative to
P as a function of A

P - Internal containment pressure

For the 30 year wind average In the Toronto area
of 6 m/s (3), numerical integration of equation (1)
with Figure 1 data results in an Internal
containment pressure of -15 Pascals.

Thus the net effect of the external wind pressure
distribution is to make the containment pressure
subatmospherlc. This phenomenon has been
demonstrated experimentally, as well (4).

where,

the external pressure coefficient
(Psr " P 2

sr - surface pressure

The associated ventilation rate for an intact
50,000 m3 containment (with 0.1Z leakage per hour at
41 kPa(g)) would be about 2 c«i3/s.

It is interesting that a leakage potential exists
even when the containment pressure Is

subatmospherlc.
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(ii) Leakage From Impaired Containment tine

With a single hole In the containment pressure
boundary, the Internal containment pressure will
tend to assume the external pressure at the hole
location. For example, with a hole much larger than
the normal leakage area, at the point of maximum
suction (C = -1.7), a 6 m/s wind would
produce an^fnternal pressure of about -37 Pascals.

The steady outflow through the hole for the
Intact 50,000 m3 containment (0.1% leakage per hour
at 41 kPa(g)), would be limited by the lnleakage
through the unimpaired portion of the boundary.
Inleakage can be obtained by numerical Integration
and equals about 8 cm3/s. For steady flow, the
release rate of containment contents through the
Impairment would be 8 cm3/s as well.

If the containment were well-mixed, release of
any airborne fission product would be described by
[J - exp(-8 x 10~6t/50,000)] where "t" is time In
seconds. For example, In one day, the release would
be about 1 x 10~aX of the Initial Inventory.

CYCLIC EXTERNAL PRESSURE VARIATIONS

Observation of barometric pressure fluctuations
suggests that a dally variation of one to two kPa Is
fairly typical. In order to assess the Influence of
oscillatory pressure changes on leakage, one may
consider the case of leakage due to sinusoidal
atmospheric pressure changes*

(1) Laminar Leakage

If the temperature Is constant, the dependence of
density on pressure Is neglected, and the leakage Is
assumed to be proportional to the pressure
difference across containment, the governing
equations are linear and the solution for
containment pressure fluctuation can be written as:

e x p ["

This equation was previously presented in
Reference 5.

With minor rearrangement, It can be seen that
Pc Is primarily a function of a dlmenslonless
ratio <j> » cui/k. The phase lag of the containment
pressure relative to the barometric pressure i s
tan"1 <[> and varies from 0 to 90°. Comparison plots
of the analytical solution to the linear problem and
the numerical solution with pressure dependent
density for <|> ratio of 4.3, Figure 2, show good
agreement (differences barely distinguishable).
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FK3URE2 NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS COMPARISON FOR
TYPICAL IMPAIRED CONTAINMENT RESPONSE TO MHOMETRK
PRESSURE CHANGES

The exponential portion of the fluctuate "xes
out within two oscillations for this particuij-
case.

When steady state prevails, the exponential tern
Is negligible and the naxlnum Pc/3 Is obtained by
setting the derivative of the above equation to
zero. The Pcnax/3 ratio is again a function of
the dimensionless ratio Hi only and equals
C*2 + 1)"°«5. A plot of this relationship Is given
In Figure 3 ("laminar" curve).

s i n <ot

where,

3 - amplitude of the barometric pressure
fluctuation

a) - frequency

c - inverse "flow coefficient" of leakage
holes (pressure differential over flow
rate)

k * derivative of containment pressure with
respect to mass
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For large values of <b (high frequency, large
volume, small leakage rate), the containment
pressure does not follow the barometric pressure
very closely and the total leakage (assuming uniform
distribution), "L" will be given by:

L - (Cj) (V) [l - exp (inn)] (3)

where,
Initial concentration In containment

n - number of barometric pressure cycles

m - 28/cuV

V - containment volume

An Intact containment would fall Into this
category.

For low values of <|< (low frequency, small volume,
and a large leakage rate typical of Impaired
containment), the containment pressure follows the
outside pressure rather closely and the
concentration falls by exp(-28/Po) per cycle where
PQ Is atmospheric pressure. Therefore, after any
cycle n, the leakage Is:

L - (Cj) (V) fl-exp(-2nS/P ( ))] ( 4 )

At intermediate values of <1>, the leakage i s
easi ly obtained from the maximum amplitude of
containment osc i l la t ion , P max by:

L - (Cj) (V) fl-exp (-2nPcmax/Po)] ( 5 )

It is for this case that Figure 3 is particularly
useful.

It is of some Interest to compare dally leakage
from an Intact containment (0.IZ leakage per hour at
41 kPa) with an Impaired containment. The
impairment Is taken to be large enough (radius
greater than 2 cm in a 50,000 m3 containment) to
allow the inside pressure to equal outside pressure
for pressure varying over a one day period.
Equations 4 and 5 Indicate 0.01% and 1% leakage from
the Intact and Impaired containment respectively.
It does appear that barometric pressure variations
should be considered in estimates of releases via
containment Impairment.

(ii) Orifice Leakage

When the leakage is proportional to the square
root of pressure, the problem is non-linear and a
numerical solution is required. The numerical
approach also permits accomodatlon of the dependence
of density on pressure.

As with the laminar case, the Pci«ax/8 ratio Is
again best considered as a function of the
dlmenslonless ratio "<|/* but for this case,
c - /Po/K (where "K" is the proportionality

constant for orifice flow).

Numerical solutions were generated for a range of
()< values and the results plotted as d> (orifice) in
Figure 3. In each case, the numerical calculation
was continued until the transient component of the
solution had died out*

GUST PUMPING OF CONTAINMENT CONTENTS

If the containment envelope Is Impaired at a
location where the Internal and external pressure
are similar, then wind turbulence or gusts can
effect a "pumping" action, transporting Internal
contalnrrent contents to the outside. Momentary
positive pressure will cause a brief Inflow which Is
partially mixed with the containment contents.
Subsequent negative pressure will draw some of the
containment contents out to be swept away by the
external airflow.

For analysis simplicity, the Impairment path is
considered short and the mixing, both within and
outside of the containment, Is assumed instantaneous
and complete. Also, the transient flow rate through
the impairment is taken to be proportional to the
pressure differential and the external pressure
changes to be proportional to the turbulent velocity
fluctuations. This latter simplification Is comon,
see for example, Batchelor (6, pg.58).

From Figure 1, the location of the impairment
where the inside pressure and the outside pressure
would be most similar is at about 45 and 315 degrees
from the approaching wind. Pumping will occur over
all areas where the gust peaks are able to effect
flow reversals at a breach. Leakage is affected to
some degree, but with the linearity assumption,
gusts over large areas of the containment envelope
will tend to cancel out. A «ore detailed discussion
of the phenomenon appears In Reference 7.

(i) Power Spectral Density of the Wind

The spectrum of turbulence in the wind is a
function of many factors such as upstream terrain
and height about ground. For purposes of
illustration, the spectrum given by Figure 4
(adapted from (8)) will be assumed as the forcing
function for the pumping calculation.

0.0B

0.06

I 0.04

0.16 1.6 16
FREQUENCY (Hz X 100)
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(11) Response of Containment Pressure to Gusts

The "transfer function" for this containment
system, that Is, the respor~e of the Internal
containment pressure to the external wind spectrum
was already given as,

Pcmax/S « + I)" 0.* (laminar case) (6)

and was plotted In Figure 3.

The root-mean-square (RMS) response of the
containment pressure fo the gusts Is given by.

'RMS
0.5\J D(nS(n)) • (P max/8)2 d(ln n)] " (7)

where D Is the proportionality constant between
pressure and velocity. For the given turbulence
spectral density in Figure 4 and an example_50,000
tir containment with a 0.46 m2 impairment, (c/k •

,*, _ RMS evaluated numerically would be about

wall. However the flow would be controlled by the
leakage resistance through the unimpaired portion of
the containment boundary. Hence other factors,
again such as Internal temperature changes, would be
responsible for most mass transfer through the
breach.

An analytical model Is given to calculate the
response of containment pressure to external
pressure fluctuations when the leakage Is laminar.
For orifice leakage, numerical solutions are
generated. Containment pressure response for both
types of leakage Is then plotted as a function of a
dimensionless ratio involving the leakage
characteristic, the compressibility of the
containment volume, and the frequency of the Imposed
pressure oscillations. The graph can be easily used
to analyze the response of any containment. Leakage
of containment contents Is easily computed from the
pressure response.

Wind gusts will cause a pumping action,
particularly with impairments, if these are located
on areas of the containment boundary where the gusts
can effect flow reversals at the breach. Spectral
techniques are applied to an assessment of this
phenomenon.

The pumping action is associated with the average
of negative-sloped pressure differences between
adjacent peaks and troughs of the containment
pressure response In the time domain. In the case
being considered, however, most of the energy in the
containment response Is associated with a frequency
of about 8xlO~3 Hz. Moreover, high frequency
components would be largely mitigated by the finite
length of the leak path.

For simplicity, the pumping release will be
roughly approximated using a sine wave with
frequency 8xl0~3 Hz and mean square amplitude of
(.5 Pascals, I.e. peak to peak amplitude of 4.2
Pascals. Therefore, applying equation 4 over, say,
a one day period, n « 691 and
L - Ci V [l-exp(-691)(4,2xl0"3/101)] • 0.03 Ci V.
In other words, approximately 3% of the Initial
containment inventory of an airborne fission product
would be pumped out of containment by wind
turbulence In a day.

SUMMARY

In the long term, barometric pressure
fluctuations and wind can act to transport
containment contents to the outside, particularly if
the containment Is impaired. This paper develops
methodology for analysis of these phenomena.

The mean wind flow around a containment with
"uniform porosity" will result In a slightly
subatmospheric Internal pressure as Illustrated in
the given example. The pressure distribution will
also effect a small, steady leakage flow. In
practice, however, other factors such as Internal
containment temperature changes will "swamp" this
phenomenon.

Leakage due to sustained wind pressure would be
slightly larger with a hole In the containment
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents calculations which demonstrate
the potential of liner rupture prior to rebar yield in
reinforced concrete containments.

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate pressure capacity of a reactor con-
tainment building plays a pivotal role in the assess-
ment of risks consequential to hypothetical severe
accident scenarios. Structural analysis methods to
determine this capacity are based on the limit load
assumption that global yield of the primary reinforce-
ment determines the value of the limit pressure. The
effect of this assumption is that at a given pressure,
the containment function is suddenly and catastrophic-
ally lost. Implicit in this type of analysis is the
fact that the liner remains intact until the back
support provided by the reinforcement and the concrete
is suddenly lost due to concrete cracking and plastic
deformation of the reinforcement. This traditional
concept of characterizing containment loss of func-
tion, while a necessary component of the design ana-
lysis process, provides little useful means for evalu-
ating failure sequences and leakage characteristics of
containments.

Concrete containment buildings subjected to overpres-
sure conditions are transformed into tension struc-
tures that resist the pressure loading through highly
complex interaction between liner, concrete and rein-
forcement. This interaction generally evolves into
local mechanisms at points of discontinuity such as
major concrete cracks and dislocations. Consequently,
liner strain concentration at these locations could
grow to a magnitude that would eventually cause loca-
lized liner rupture. If this failure mode develops
relatively early in the pressure history, it would be
possible to show that catastrophic burst can be ex-
cluded as a possible failure mode. In this paper we
attempt to identify possible local structural failure
mechanisms of concrete containment structures in an
effort to ascertain whether or not leakage rather than
catastrophic burst occurs as the initial failure mode.
Not considered here are possible leakage through pene-
trations due to seal failures. This work is carried
out as part of the Electric Power Research Institute's
(EPRI) containment integrity program which combines
both analytical development (1,2) and supporting
laboratory tests (3).

GLOBAL CONTAINMENT MODEL

In order to identify regions of a containment

structure that are likely candidates for local failure
mechanisms, an analysis of a typical reinforced con-
crete containment structure was performed. The con-
tainment is 135' in diameter, 4.5' thick and 148'
high. The dome is hemispherical and 3.5' thick. The
base mat is 9' thici: with a 3' concrete overlay cover-
ing the liner. The liner is 1/4" over the base mat,
3/8" on the cylindrical wall and 1/2" on the dome.
The main wall reinforcement includes outer and inner
layers. Each layer consists of #18 meridional rebars
at a 12" spacing sandwiched by two layers of #18 hoop
rebars at a 14" spacing. In the mid-plane of the wall
there is a layer of #18 diagonal rebars oriented at
±45° with respect to the hoop rebars. The spacing of
the diagonal bars is 21" for the lower half of the
wall and 42" for the upper half. Typical reinforcement
is included for the dome, base mat and stirrups. The
concrete has a compressive strength of 3000 psi and a
tension failure strength of 300 psi (or, equivalently,
tension failure strain of O.lxlO"3). The liner is a
mild ductile steel with a yield of 30 ksi and a
hardening modulus of 100 ksi. The rebars have a yield
of 60 ksi and a hardening modulus of 100 ksi. This
containment is typical of several reinforced contain-
ment structures, but it is not a model of any specific
one.

The design pressure of this containment is approxi-
mately 35 psi. Based on simple pressure vessel theory,
the pressure at which hoop cracking should occur is 25
psi; meridional cracking should occur at 45 psi; the
liner should yield at about 55 psi; and the hoop
rebars should yield at about 110 psi.

The analysis of the response of the global rein-
forced containment was performed using the ABAQUS-
EPGEN finite element code (4). A special concrete
constitutive model that incorporates a principal
direction cracking criteria has been especially deve-
loped for ABAQUS-EPGEN (1) based on the work of Chen
and Chen (5). For the present analysis, the most
important parameter for the modified Chen-Chen theory
is the concrete tension failure strain. In an ultimate
load analysis, the strain at which the concrete fails
determines the pressure at which the concrete cracks
and, thus, transfers essentially all the load to the
steel (rebars and liner). Based on splitting test data
(3) and the results of various structural test speci-
men analysis (1), the failure strain was taken to be
O.lxlO"3 in/in, which corresponds to a tension failure
stress of 300 psi which is 10% of the ultimate com-
pressive strength.

In the global containment model, the concrete is
modeled with 4-node axisymmetric continuum elements
integrated at the 2x2 Gauss points. The liner is
modeled with 2-node thin axisymmetric shell elements
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integrated at the two points along its length and
three points through the thickness. The rebars are
modeled with the special rebar sub-element capability
of ABAQUS-EPGEN (4). Only two layers of concrete
elements are used through the thickness of the wall. A
total of 106 elements and 112 nodes are used. Symmetry
boundary conditions are used on the axis and the
bottom of the base mat is constrained against vertical
motion assuming it rests on bedrock. This is a coarse
model. However, the purpose of the model is to define
the global behavior; it is not intended to give accu-
rate details of the response.

Computational Results - Global Model

Figure 1 shows the calculated hoop strain history
for a typical (concrete, liner and rebar) point in the
cylindrical mid-wall region. Concrete hoop cracking
began at about 30 psi and the liner yield was reached
at 60 psi; however, neither of these events are evi-
dent in Figure 1 which shows inelastic behavior as
first hoop rebar yield at 105 psi. The final hoop
rebar yield is reached at 115 psi after which all
elastic stiffness is lost. The calculation continued
to 125 psi with the mid-wall concrete strain exceeding
6%. Figure 2 shows the meridional (solid line) and
hoop (dashed line) rebar stress histories in the mid-
wall region. The concrete hoop cracking at 30 psi and
concrete meridional cracking at 65 psi are clearly
shown. Although considerable meridional cracking
occurred prior to 50 psi, this particular region did
not crack until 65 psi. Figure 3 shows the liner meri-
dional (solid line) and hoop (dashed line) stress his-
tories at a typical point near the wall-dome juncture.
This figure shows the liner reaching yield at 65 psi.

The purpose of the global analysis is to identify
regions of the containment which are likely candidates
for local effects, i.e., strain concentrations, that
could lead to early liner rupture. Three such regions
are shown in Figure 4. Region 1 is the mid-wall region
which has the highest hoop strain; Region 2 is the
wall-dome juncture and has maximum meridional strain
concentration of 1.5%; Region 3 is the wall-base mat
juncture and has a maximum meridional strain concen-
tration of 2.5%. Region 1 is more a global maximum
and, while it does provide some strain concentrations
(1,6), they are less severe than Regions 2 & 3. Region
3 has the highest meridional strain concentration and
is therefore the best candidate for local concentra-
tions. It is the subject of current research by EPR1
at PCA and ANATECH (7). Region 2 was selected for
local effects analysis in this paper because the
geometric details of the wall-dome juncture are less
complex than the wall-base mat, but the region does
provide a strong stiffness discontinuity and, there-
fore, is a good candidate for local effects.

LOCAL EFFECTS CALCULATION

The local effects model is shown in Figure 5; it
consists of a very coarse 1-element through the thick-
ness of the entire containment structure and a very
fine grid around a 0.2" through-the-thickness crack at
the springline (the wall-dome juncture). The O.2"
crack width corresponds to the integral of the strain
contours shown in Figure 4 for Region 2 and to experi-
mental measurements (3). The meridional rebars and the
liner are the only load carrying members that span the
crack. The fine grid is 18" in length which corre-
sponds to measured crack spacings (3). Appropriate
constraint equations are imposed between the fine
local and coarse global grids. The liner-concrete

interface is assumed fully bonded. The concrete in the
fine local grid is modeled as elastic orthotropic
concrete with a zero hoop modulus. For simplicity in
modeling, the wall thickness was assumed constant at
54" over the wall and dome and the wall was assumed
fixed at the base. The concrete is modeled using
8-node bi-quadratic elements integrated at the 3x3
Gauss points for improved accuracy. The liner in the
local fine grid is modeled with similar 8-node ele-
ments. The liner in the coarse grid is modeled with
3-node axisymmetric shell elements.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig-
ures 6a and 6b which show the liner maximum principal
strain and rebar strains, respectively. Three points
are shown for the liner: an integration point near the
center outside surface (solid line); and the lower
(short-spaced dashed line) and upper (long-spaced
dashed line) edge of the crack. The liner strains are
seen to increase rapidly after 60 psi. At 100 psi the
maximum principal liner strain was almost 5%. Note
that from Figure 6b the meridional rebar strains are
less than 0.2%, thus, the rebars are still elastic.

CONCLUSION

The important conclusion from this local effects
analysis is that significant local liner strain con-
centrations occur as a result of cracking particularly
in regions of stiffness discontinuity such as the
wall-dome juncture. In the present analysis, it is
likely that the liner will rupture as a result of
reaching its ductility limit before the meridional
rebars yield.
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DARLINGTON GS VACUUM BUILDING CONTAINMENT SHELL
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the consequences of new design
requirements for the Darlington Vacuum Building on
its structural configuration, analytical procedures
and reinforcing steel layout. Attention focuses on
the ring girder where the juncture of dome and
perimeter will produce a complex post-tensioning
layout, and attendant difficulties in design and
construction. At the wall base, full fixity imposes
large local stresses. Long-term shrinkage and creep,
and temperature effects become significant. A
research program and in-house analytical procedure
established time-dependent concrete behaviour and
corresponding wall-sectional stresses. The outcome
is examined in terms of reinforcement, temperature
controls, and wall liner requirements.

NEW CONCEPT OF VACUUM BUILDING

Comparison with Bruce and Pickering

The design of 'he Darlington vacuum building
represents a concept which differs significantly from
its predecessors at the Bruce and Pickering Nuclear
Generating stations, owing in large measure to the
requirement to contain higher positive pressures.
The most notable changes to building configuration
are the introduction of full fixity at the wall base
and the elimination of the elastomeric seal at its
top. These structural alterations in turn entail
consequences for the methods of analysis, materials,
and construction.

I I M W I U P I M W fro
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The Pickering GS and Bruce GS vacuum building
containment envelope consists of the containment
floor slab, perimeter wall, and flat roof slab
(Figure 1). At its base, the perimeter wall rests on
a thick rubber pad which permits radial movement
during the initial construction stage, thereby
alleviating shrinkage stresses. (The base joint was
later dry-packed in order to resist
earthquake-generated forces.) At the top of the
wall, there is an elastomeric roof seal which closes
the gap between the wall and internal structures but
allows relative movement between the two.

The Darlington containment consists of a 48-metre
inside diameter wall 1.2 metres thick, supporting a
1-metre thick dome having an inside radial
configuration of 36 metres. At its periphery a
massive ring girder serves to carry the dome thrust
and anchor the prestressing tendons of both the dome
and wall which oppose the tensile stresses generated
by positive pressure, (Figure 2). since the roof is
self-supporting the containment envelope ha3 now
become a separate entity, independent of, and wholly
enclosing the dousing system.

FIGURE 1: VACUUM BUILDING TYPE PREVIOUSLY USED BY
ONTARIO HYDRO. THE ROOF IS SUPPORTED BY THE INTERNAL
STRUCTURE ONLY AND IS FREE OF THE PERIMETER WALL.
ROOF SLAB TO WALL JOINT REQUIRED AN ELASTOMERIC
SEAL. NO REINFORCING CROSSES THE WALL TO FOUNDATION
JOINT.

The Original Scheme of the Darlington Vacuum Building

The original scheme'-" of the new containment
shell concept called for permanent precast concrete
formwork for the dome (Figure 3). After careful
evaluation, the precast concrete formwork was
replaced by conventional forming methods for the
following reasons: (a) dome post-tensioning forces
would be resisted by large precast concrete members;
(b) loads on brackets would create large eccentric
forces (boundary moments); (c) negative pressure
could pull precast panels down even if holes in the
panels were drilled. The panels would be match-cast
and could be airtight; negative gauge pressure of
96 kpa could not be resisted by stirrups. If panels
were loosened, then the seismic force resistance
would be a problem; and (d) due to their large mass,
precast concrete panels would be detrimental for
horizontal shear at the wall-slab junction.
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The original scheme also called for the perimeter
wall to be hinged at its base, free to move inward
during the initial stages until restricted by the
capping slab. Vertical cables were to be anchored
either on the side of the wall within the compression
zone; or else both ends would be anchored at the top.
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FIGURE 2: DARLINGTON GS VACUUM BUILDING - DOMED
ROOF, RING GIRDER AND PERIMETER WALL ARE MONOLITHIC
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INDEPENDENT OF INTERNAL
STRUCTURE. THE FLOOR AND THE BOTTOM 6.5 METRES OF
WALL ARE LINED.

the cables in the latter case being *U* shaped.
During the detailed design it was shown that
permitting free wall movement during the initial
stages was of rather limited value because most
shrinkage is of long-term nature for thick elements.
It would also cause practical problems relating to
the sealing of grease in vertical post-tensioning
ducts. Therefore an attempt was made to fix the
joint.

Vertical cables were extended straight down to the
bottom of the wall thus eliminating eccentricity of
the vertical post-tensioning forces, and a gallery
was introduced.

The structural behaviour of the perimeter wall -
foundation slab joint was thoroughly examined under
many loads and loading combinations. This included
examination of long-term shrinkage and creep and
thermal effects.

t MCUUM KM.DIHG

FIGURE 3: PRELIMINARY CONCEPT OF DARLINGTON GS
VACUUM BUILDING - PRECAST CONCRETE FORMWORK FOR THE
DOME, TO BE LEFT IN PLACE, IS SHOWN.

Shrinkage and creep Laboratory Testing

To obtain reliable shrinkage and creep data for
the design of the vacuum building containment shell,
a concrete specimen testing program was initiated.
The concrete mix was formulated for slipformability
and low shrinkage and creep with low heat of
hydration cement, giving a design s'.rength of 35 MPa
at 28 days. The properties examined in the tests
included shrinkage, basic creep, drying creep,



strength, coefficient of thermal expansion and
modulus of elasticity. A total of seventy-two
cylinders and nine prisms was used in the tests. The
cylinders for testing basic creep were sealed with
Bituthene sheets. Test data collected in a one year
period indicate that the shrinkage and creep
deformation of this mix is normal and comparable to
past and other published data.

Design for shrinkage and Creep Effects

The prediction of long-term shrinkage and creep
behaviour of full-sized structural members is subject
to large uncertainties. To obtain realistic results,
it is necessary to use a comprehensive model capable
of accounting for all important contributory
factors. The BP Model'^' of professor Bazant was
chosen for its applicability to very thick concrete
elements. Predictions can be made from the mix
composition, 28-day strength, type of cement,
relative humidity, curing period, temperature, age at
loading, and the volume/surface ratio and shape of
the concrete element. To evaluate stresses arising
from differential shrinkage and creep, Bazant's
"Age-adjusted Effective Modulus
Method"*3' was used.

Actual test data were compared with BP Model
predictions with good agreement. The differences are
as follows: shrinkage 18 percent, basic
creep 10 percent, and drying creep 17 percent.

Base Joint Design

The wall has been designed as a thin-walled,
homogeneous, elastic cylinder rigidly fixed at its
base, and undergoing primary (membrane) stresses
generated by the external loads, and secondary
stresses localized at the bottom as a direct
consequence of the fixity. Three layers of 35M bars
spaced horizontally at 125 mm and 180 mm vertically
in each face, along with 20M ties at 500 mm intervals
horizontally and 130 mm vertically are required
largely to resist the moments and shears so induced.
Ten metres above the base secondary stress is
negligible and only about twelve percent of the base
steel provision is needed to resist primary stresses
and temperature/shrinkage effects.

Numerous combinations of pressure, temperature,
shrinkage/creep, hydrostatic (dousing water),
seismic, prestress, and self-weight loads were
applied in accordance with the CAN3-N287.3-M82 code.
The internal negative pressure, temperature
decreases (To) and hoop prestressing (Fp) were most
influential, and their cumulative effect imposed very
large bending moments (tension on the outside face)
and hoop tension across the full section exceeding
the modulus of rupture. Hoop prestressing poses an
interesting dilemma for the design engineer because,
while it helps to precompress the wall over most of
its height, at the base it has the opposite effect.

Even small variations in temperature from that at
which the initial concrete set occurred induce
substantial secondary stresses. An accident induced
temperature rise will combine with the attendant
positive pressure to develop flexural stresses
placing the inner wall surface in tension. Happily
concrete is slow to absorb or release heat; hence the
most severe accident causes a temperature excursion
whose duration is too short to influence concrete
stresses. The wall is designed for the long-term

temperature rise of the dousing water - just
10 centigrade degrees above ambient. consequently,
the most severe loading case actually derived from
the winter temperature drop (in combination with
prestressing, vacuum, and temperature forces). Here
too there was a moderating factor; heaters placed in
the manifold will prevent temperatures from declining
below +2°c. Also, the temperature gradient creates
flexural stresses tending to cause compression on the
inside face.

The foregoing discussion emphasizes that base
fixity will inevitably lead to large secondary
stresses with the likelihood of vertical cracks
forming. Therefore, the following precautions were
taken to mitigate the consequences: (a) the
provision of a liner over the first 6.5 metres of
inner wall surface; (b) a judicious choice of hoop
prestress inducing a small compression in the wall
above the liner for all loading conditions, while
contributing as little as practical to base moments;
(c) the specification of a low placing temperature,
between 4.5°C and 12°C for the conventionally formed
part of the perimeter wall; (d) maintaining
accessibility for proper concrete vibration during
construction; and (e) minimizing crack widths by
introducing construction joints to maintain a
1:1 height-to-length ratio, choosing a pour sequence
avoiding numerous "filler" pours, and placing a wire
mesh on the outside face.

The lower 6.5 metres of the wall were thickened in
order to accommodate the steel liner and its channel
anchors without displacing the very substantial base
reinforcement. Thus, while the upper portion was
slipformed, the bottom was conventionally placed with
the liner serving as formwork for the inside face.

The spacing of construction joints between pours
was somewhat irregular because they had to be placed
between the bearing plates of the vertical tendons.
These anchorages within the gallery roof slab were in
turn dictated by the layout of the dome tendons,
since numerous points of interference exist within
the ring girder between dome and vertical wall
tendons, in fact, the final arrangement of pours and
reinforcement of the wall base and gallery slab had
to await completion of the dome tendon layout model.

The base reinforcement is extremely dense.
Because there are three rows of 35M vertical bars on
both faces which dowel into the gallery slab, and
because these vertical rows alternate with three
layers of horizontal steel, it became necessary to
place virtually all the lower reinforcement before
the gallery roof slab was poured (Figures 4 & 5). It
would have been impossible to "thread" the curved
horizontals between vertical bars already anchored in
concrete.

To avoid further compounding the congestion, no
splicing of the verticals was allowed in the
conventional portion. For Construction, this meant
stabilizing a cage of reinforcement rising as high as
eleven metres before pouring the gallery roof slab.
While the use of 45M or 55M bars would have allowed a
greater spacing between verticals, there was
insufficient depth in the gallery roof to develop
adequate anchorage. Moreover, concrete containing
such large bars is more prone to shrinkage cracking.

The congestion made it time-consuming for site
workers to climb down inside the form for cleaning
and vibrating, yet proper vibration was essential,
especially in light of the dense bar spacing.
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FIGURE 4: GENERAL VIEW OF PERIMETER WALL
REINFORCING. BECAUSE OF HEAVY CONGESTION OF
REINFORCEMENT, BOTTOM 6 METRES OF THE WALL WERE
CONVENTIONALLY FORMED.

FIGURE 5: DETAIL OF WALL REINFORCING AT OUTSIDE
FACE: THREE LAYERS EACH WAY. MAIN BARS ARE ALL
35M. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL POST-TENSIONING TENDONS
ARE AT THE MIDDLE OF THE HALL. WIRE MESH AND THROUGH
WALL TIES ARE ALSO SHOWN.

(Ontario Hydro has found external vibration of forms
to be inadequate for heavily reinforced thick
pours.) The wall design includes a steel percentage
to resist tangential shear. Diagonal steel was not
needed; it would have required bending into a spiral
curve and caused innumerable construction
difficulties.

Temporary Heating Requirement of Perimeter Wall

During the first two winters after slipforming the
perimeter wall but before pouring the ring girder and
dome, thermal contraction of the wall could cause
cracks above the steel liner on the inside face.
Temporary heating of the inside face is therefore
specified during this period for the lower 7.5 m of
the wall.

This problem will not occur after closing of the
vacuum building (pouring the ring girder and dome)
and erection of the manifold since a heat transfer
study indicates above-freezing temperatures inside
the building at all times.

Perimeter Wall Liner

The bottom 6.5 metres of the perimeter wall are
lined with 7 mm thick carbon steel plate (Figure 6).
The analysis indicates that through cracks might
occur in the region due to high discontinuity forces
arising from shrinkage, temperature effects,
prestressing forces, etc., so a liner is needed to
achieve air-tightness. The remainder of the
perimeter wall and the dome will not experience such
conditions and will not be lined.

The main design considerations were temperature
change, negative pressure, shrinkage, creep, and
prestress forces. The liner plate spans horizontally
between vertical C100x8 anchor channels embedded in
the wall. For convenience, 2.4 m wide panels
consisting of vertical channels, horizontal channels
at top and bottom, and the 7 mm thick liner welded on
were fabricated in the supplier's shop and then
erected on site and used as part of the concrete
forming. The panels were joined together by field
welds in their final positions.

The 480 mm maximum spacing of the vertical
channels was set by the span capacity, in flexure, of
the liner plate when acted on by full atmospheric
pressure from behind with design gauge negative
pressure of 96 kPa in the vacuum building. Welding
of the plate to the channels was mostly determined by
the effects of temperature change, shrinkage, creep,
and prestress forces. All of these can induce
compression in the liner. The welds will be stressed
most severely when a non-buckled span is adjacent to
a buckled span since the post-bujkling strength can
not balance the full force in the non-buckled span.
The welds must then transfer force to the anchoring
channels. Also it was assumed that the liner will
heat up to the maximum design accident temperature of
55°c with no increase in the concrete temperature.
Continuous S mm fillet welds between the liner plate
and the channel flange at both the toe and heel were
reguired. Air-tight welds were specified at panel
perimeters.
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The effects of wet concrete pressure are similar
to and are relieved and exceeded by the effects of
negative pressure.

The liner will be coated with coal-tar epoxy for
protection against corrosion. High humidity will
exist in the vacuum building. Also, based on
inspection of the Pickering vacuum building,
corrosion could be induced by sulphate-reducing
anaerobic bacteria. Coal-tar epoxy has been proven
effective over many years of use.
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FIGURE 6: CARBON STEEL HALL LINER: 62 SHOP
FABRICATED PANELS, AS SHOWN, PLUS A NARROW PLATS
CLOSURE STRIP WERE POSITIONED AND WELDED TOGETHER AND
SERVED AS FORMWORK. THE 7 MM THICK PLATE AND
CHANNELS ARE CSA G40.21M 300 W MATERIAL.

Analytical Approach to the Containment Shell

Since the containment shell is unlined except for
the bottom 6.5 meters of the wall, the design
approach aims at preventing tension on the inside
concrete face. post-tensioning is used to achieve
this goal.

The structural analysis of the containment shell
was carried out using the NASTRAN finite element
program. An axisymmetric model was used to evaluate
axisymmetric loads such as design pressure and
shrinkage and creep; a nonaxisymmetric model was
assembled to handle earthquake, explosion, and dome
tendon anchorage reactions; a lumped-mass dynamic
model provided the seismic response.

CAN3-N287.3 Code Design Requirements for concrete
Containment Structures for CANDU Nuclear Power Plants
imposes both strength and stress requirements on a
prestressed concrete section. The concrete section
must demonstrate both sufficient strength and
compliance with maximum allowable stresses in
concrete and reinforcing steel.

Concrete section design was carried out using a
section analysis program developed in-house. This
program evaluates the strength and working stress

conditions of a prestressed concrete section. In the
strength design mode, the force-moment interaction
diagram of the section is plotted. In the stress
analysis mode, the stress-strain conditions of
concrete, reinforcement and prestressed steel are
evaluated, including thermal gradient effects and the
internal force redistribution caused by long-term
shrinkage and creep.

Perimeter Wall Slipforming

The perimeter wall between elevation 97.4 m and
148.1 m was poured in one single concreting operation
which lasted 220 continuous hours (Figure 7). The
slipforming technique was used for this very major
concreting operation which called for detailed
planning and close cooperation and interface between
many Construction disciplines and Engineering. All
concrete, reinforcing steel, embedded parts,
post-tensioning ducts and trumplate assemblies were
placed from two upper platforms. The lower platform
was used mainly for finishing concrete.

FIGURE 7: SLIPFORMING OF PERIMETER WALL - WALL WAS
SLIPFORMED FROM ELEVATION 97.40 M TO UNDERSIDE OF
RING GIRDER AT ELEVATION 148.10 M. INTERNAL
STRUCTURE COLUMNS AND STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING
ERECTED ON TOP OF THEM WERE, USED FOR LATERAL SUPPORT
AND GUIDANCE.

The following concrete mix was specified:

(a)
(b)

(c )
(d)

Cement
Coarse aggregate

Sand
Water

40
20
14

mm
mm
mm

290
590
400
170
775
131

kg/m3

kg/m3

kg/rn3

kg/m3

kg/m3

kg/m3

The mix provided a compressive strength of 35 MPa
at 28 days. The strength of concrete, as it passed
the form's lower edge was sufficient to resist any
permanent deformations from loads present during the
slipforming period.

For the first three metres of slipformed wall,
concrete pouring temperature was specified to be a
maximum of 18°C; for the rest of the wall, it could
vary between 12 and 21°C.
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The main reinforcing steel was kept as simple as
possible, 30M at 250 mm each face, horizontally and
vertically. Radial "U" shaped 20M ties are placed at
1 m apart, horizontally and vertically to resist the
delaminating effects of the curved cables.

Ring Girder

The basic purpose of the ring girder is to provide
sufficient space for anchoring the dome tendons and
to restrain the dome thrust. After examining several
alternatives, the present configuration was adopted
since it gives more favourable stresses. Hoop
post-tensioning was introduced at the top of the ring
girder to better control the dome thrust under dead
load and negative pressure.

Bursting, spalling and shear stresses at the dome
cable anchorages are rather complex and triaxial in
nature. It is generally agreed that Guyon &
Zielinskis' method provides conservative results for
the design of reinforcement. From Guyon's
assumption, tensile stresses occur on the axes of the
applied loads and between the loads in addition to
the tensile stresses around the surface of box-outs.
Therefore, the reinforcement in the ring girder is
classified into four types (Figure 8).

(d) Type 4: Main structural Reinforcing

25M a 150mm etc
CAGE STEEL-,

ISM © 150mm c*_ / \ — — X L
B0X0UT SURFACE \ / 1 I ^ / \

30 M @ 150mm c/c
/ / C»GE TO CAGE TIE STEEL

r V

FIGURE 8: LOCAL REINFORCEMENT OF CABLE ANCHORAGES:
THREE TYPES OF REINFORCING ARE SHOWN, SCHEMATICALLY.

(a) Type 1: Cages

Cages are placed immediately behind the anchorage,
designed to prevent the concrete from bursting.
Cages are square in shape to avoid interference with
vertical wall tendons.

(b) Type 2: Ties

The orientation of some box-outs is such that the
theoretical "flow lines' of compressive forces from
one anchorage are intercepted by an adjacent
box-out. Tie reinforcement is therefore designed to
preclude an anchorage from bursting through into an
adjacent box-out during post-tensioning.

(o) Type 3: Surface Reinforcing

All exposed concrete surfaces are provided with
surface reinforcement to control cracking.

Main reinforcing placed close to both surfaces of
the ring girder in two directions is designed to
resist stresses in meridional and circumferential
directions.

Reinforcement in the ring girder is extremely
dense and complex, therefore, the sequence of
reinforcement erection and provisions to allow proper
concrete placement and vibration are most carefully
considered in the detailed design.

Ring Girder Mock-Up

A full size mock-up was built for that part of the
ring girder containing nine pockets at the steepest
angle (Figure 9). Here congestion of steel is likely
to cause the biggest design and erection problems.
The main benefits of the model include, but are not
limited to the following: (a) layout of reinforcing
steel around the box-outs; (b) establishing logical
erection and reinforcing steel sequence; and
(c) organizing survey layout and control.

FIGURE 9: FULL SIZE RING GIRDER MOCK UP: A
•PRACTICE RON* ON A COMPLEX PART OF THE RING GIKDER
WAS MADE TO ESTABLISH CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE.

Post-Tensioning System

A post-tensioning system has been introduced to
negate the tensile stresses developed on the inside
face of the containment shell under positive
pressure. The perimeter wall is post-tensioned
biaxially with 152 vertical and 99 horizontal
tendons: the dome by means of 102 cables divided
equally between three layers oriented at 60 degrees
to one another; and the ring girder by
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four circumferential tendons. In total about 1000 Mg
of strand (1/2 inch in diameter) is required,
38 percent and 41 percent for wall vertical and
horizontal tendons respectively, 19 percent for dome
and 2 percent for ring girder cables. The dome
cables comprise 48 strands, while all others contain
55.

Because the wall tendons are plumb, they are
installed and stressed fror: the top end only.
However, the horizontal wall and ring-girder tendons
are stressed from both ends. It was also decided to
stress the dome tendons from one end. All vertical
wall and all dome cables are anchored in the ring
girder producing a complexity of anchorage boxouts,
and difficulties in steel placement. A stressed-end
anchor requites an opening BOO mm square to allow the
jacking equipment to reach the bearing plate. At the
dead end it was possible to substitute a 337 mm
diameter round boxout, thereby opening up the
surrounding concrete and allowing greater latitude in
the placement of continuous flexural reinforcement.

This complex interaction of boxouts and tendons
also prompted the decision to produce a scale model
of the dome and ring girder tendons. By portraying
the third dimension, the model of the post-tensioning
system provided a valuable design tool and enhanced
constructability (Figure 10). The main benefits were
as follows. (a) The establishment of locations of
vertical cables so that there would not be
interference with dome cables and their anchorage
box-outs. This activity took place very early during
the detailing of reinforcing steel for the gallery
slab, since the position of all bearing plates for
the vertical cables had to be known. (b) The layout
of ring girder construction joints. Dome cables are
placed in three layers with 34 cables in each layer.
The dome comprises a spherical segment and each dome
cable is located on a great circle of that sphere.
Each layer of cables passes through a set of poles.
The three sets of poles are located 60" apart on the
horizontal great circle of the dome sphere.

FIGURE 10: 1:25 SCALE MODEL OF RING GIRDER AND DOME
PROVIDED A THREE DIMENSIONAL CHECK ON CALCULATIONS
AND DRAWINGS. ITS USE WAS ESPECIALLY HELPFUL IN
POSITIONING VERTICAL TENDONS TO CLEAR DOME TENDONS
AND BOXOUTS.

The unbonded (greased) tendon system was selected
for the vacuum building post-tensioning system. The
chief reason is that a grease filler permits periodic

lift-off readings during the operation to determine
the actual tendon stress as well as the retensioning
of the tendon to a higher stress level if it is found
to be below the design level. (A number of
post-tensioning systems for nuclear plants in the US
have had to be retensioned due to excessive steel
relaxation.)

Loads and Loading Combinations

The structure is designed to withstand fourteen
load combinations categorized as Construction, Test,
Normal, Abnormal/ Environmental, and
Abnormal/Environmental. All include a core of
loads: dead "D", shrinkage and creep "Sc",
prestress "Fp", plus either the ambient temperature
effect *TO", or an accident temperature LOCA PTA"
or maximum long-term design
temperature "TAI" <35°C). Twelve combinations
involve the operating negative pressure
(-96 kpa gauge), test (1.15 PAI) and accident
conditions: LOCA 'PA', or maximum design positive
pressure "PAi" (+96 kpa gauge). As well, eight
cases impose an external load: the site design
earthquake "FsnE" (0.03 g ground acceleration,
one-hundred year recurrence); the design basis

earthquake (DBE (0.08 g ground acceleration); a
pressure wave "X" generated by the explosion of a
railway car containing 61.5 mg of TNT; or a
tornado "Bj". A hydrostatic pressure 'Ly'
representing the dousing water to a height of
six metres is imposed in six cases. The effects of
wind, snow, and rain are comparatively insignificant.

Dynamic Wind Effects on Vacuum Building

Dynamic wind effects arise from periodic
variations in the pressure distribution around the
circular shell of the vacuum building. They generate
three types of oscillation, namely in-wind, ovalling
and cross-wind oscillation.

For the vacuum building, with aspect ratio H/D
of 1.4, a wall thickness of 1.2 m and natural
frequency equal to 8.5 Hz, the first two types of
oscillation are negligible. Static analysis shows
that to bring the structure in resonance with the
vortex shedding, the approaching wind velocity nust
be in the range of 6,500 km/h which is beyond the
realm of possibility.

Accidental Explosion

The postulated explosion of a railway car
containing 61.5 Mg of TNT on the CNR track 580 n from
the perimeter wall was taken into account during
design. The blast wave is considered as a surface
burst type and plane wave with peak overpressure of
18.6 kpa at the front and 5.6 kpa at the rear face.

Another postulated explosion is the free air
detonation of hydrogen in the tritium removal
structure at a distance of 34 m from the perimeter
wall. Here the peak overpressure is estimated to be
16 kpa.

Complete static and dynamic analyses of the
containment shell for both explosion and tornado
loads by the non-axisymmetric finite element model
were conducted.



Tornado

The basic characteristics of the design tornado
for the Darlington site are as follows:
translational wind speed of 96 km/h; rotational wind
speed of 320 km/h; and radius of maximum rotational
wind of 46 m. The corresponding static pressures
around the walls are +5.1 kPa at 0°, -8.7 kPa at 90",
and -2.0 kPa at 180°.

The analysis indicates that the containment shell
can withstand tornado missile impacts within the
elastic range. With a recommended ductility ratio of
10 for such loadings, the effects of tornado missiles
are therefore minimal.

Buckling Analysis

The stability of the containment shell was
evaluated by two approaches. In the first, the
effect of the nonlinear concrete stress-strain
relationship was accounted for by employing the
tangent modulus at the appropriate stress level. The
influence of creep was addressed by Bazant's
"Age-adjusted Effective Modulus Method", and the
benefit of reinforcement was included by using the
transformed section properties for analysis. A
second approach following the recommendations of the
international Association for shell and spatial
Structures14' was taken as a check. The results
indicate that crushing failure would occur before
buckling.

Dome

The possibility of delamination under prestressing
will receive attention in the design of the dome.
Delamination would constitute a major failure and has
occurred in similar prestressed concrete domes. The
effects of such contributing factors as radial
tension due to prestress, biaxial stress failure, and
the sequence of prestressing will be examined
closely. To design against delamination, the ASME
Code section III Division 2 requires the placement of
radial steel in a prestressed concrete dome.

119.5 m
total).

at the three arc locations (thirteen in

Viewing Ports

in order to ascertain the condition of the
principal metallic elements of the vacuum system
without entering the building, two 300 mm diameter,
stainless steel, flanged viewing ports penetrate the
perimeter wall, one at elevation 103.775 m (134°-39')
allowing inspection of a vacuum duct, and another at
elevation 128.475 m (128*-39') permitting an
examination of one of twelve spray headers.
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Prototype Instrumentation

The nuclear code CAN3-N287.6-M80 requires proof
and leakage-rate tests for concrete containment
structuces that differ significantly from their
predecessors. In compliance, the behaviour of the
Darlington vacuum building will be monitored with
strain gauges, displacement probes, and thermocouples
strategically placed on its periphery. Gauges are
attached to short lengths of reinforcing steel
embedded horizontally and vertically at the centre,
and 75 mm from the inner and outer faces of the
concrete (a total of six gauges at each station).
There are twelve locations in the wall at 24"-45',
1440-45', and 264°-45' of arc at elevations 92.0 m,
109.5 m, 119.5 m and 148.1 m; four in the dome, one
at its apex, and three just beyond the ring girder
junction at elevation 156.5 m; and one in the gallery
roof at 190°. One thermocouple for each pair of
gauges is embedded at el 119.5 m (a total of nine).
Displacement probes will measure movements of the
containment shell relative to the internal structure
(itself stationary during pressurization), vertically
at the dome apex, vertically and horizontally at wall
el 148.1 m, and horizontally at wall el 105.5 m and
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

A reasonable design philosophy is developed foe
the design of containment penetrations which allows
a timely and compatible design of both Civil and
Mechanical components of the penetration and
maintains a satisfactory safety factor under
Pipewhip loading conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

A,"m

AEP

fc

is the cross-sectional metal area of the
pipe (mm2)

is the cross sectional metal area of the
EP sleeve (mm2)

is the minimum specified concrete strength
at 28 days (MPa)

is the resultant force on the containment
penetration; components can be assumed
equal (N)

is the 'x' component of the seismic force
for seismically qualified piping (N)

is the code minimum specified yield stress
for the EP material (MPa)

9x' 9y is t n e peak of the response spectrum
gz in each of the three orthogonal directions

in the vicinity of the pipe anchor.

W is the weight of pipe (N/mm).

Z is the elastic section modulus of the pipe
in the EP (mm3)

ZEp is the elastic section modulus of the EF
sleeve (mm3)

0y is the piping material code minimum yield
strength (MPa)

In a CANDU Nuclear Power Plant there are many
process penetrations through the reinforced
concrete containment structure whose integrity must
be maintained throughout the life of the plant for
all service and accident conditions. Of the three
process penetrations, piping, electrical and
instrument tubing, the piping penetration has the
potential for producing the highest loading on the
containment penetration and as such is the subject
of this paper. Once the piping penetration is
adequately designed, the design of the other
process penetrations follows easily.

In Darlington NGS A, like in many other mega
projects, the schedule is such that Civil design
and construction are far ahead of all other
disciplines. To compensate for this time
discrepancy, an envelope of piping loads was
developed as an upper bound reference to establish
the design criteria for these important locations
even before any pipe routing was done. A review of
the respective design codes revealed differences in
design philosophy which necessitates the
development of an alternative method of design not
covered by the current civil code, i.e., CSA
Standard CAN3-N287.3-M82. This paper examines
these differences and makes recommendations for an
alternative design method for the Civil embedded
part (EP) that is consistent with the Mechanical
piping design requirements. Specific emphasis is
given to the Pipewhip loading condition and the
design of the containment penetration for this
condition.

DESCRIPTION OP THE CONTAINMENT PENETRATION

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of a typical
piping penetration at the concrete containment
structure and Civil/Mechanical design codes'
jurisdictional boundary. Forces developed in the
pipe are transmitted from the pipe to the EP in the
wall by a Flued Head which forms the containment
seal. The pipe and seal are under the Mechanical
jurisdiction, while the EP and wall fall under the
Civil jurisdiction.
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FIG 1

REQUIREMENTS OF THE PIPING CONTAINMENT PENETRATION

The containment penetration is required to
maintain the containment pressure boundary under
all loading conditions for the life of the plant.
Where high loads are part of the design criteria
they are best handled by designing a pipe anchor at
the containment penetration. This imposes
stiffness *nd deformation restrictions in addition
to the stress limitations. The translational and
rotational stiffnesses should be sufficiently large
so that the piping on one side can be decoupled and
analysed separately from the piping on the other
side. The allowable distortion even under high
loading should be controlled within predictable
limits for consideration in the piping design.

This in practice requires a wall of substantial
thickness, an EP of sufficient strength and a seal
of adequate stiffness. The containment walls which
are in general of 1500 to 2400 mm in thickness are
well suited to meet these requirements and the EP
and the containment seal are designed to be
compatible.

Loading Conditions

The mechanical loading criteria for the local
area of the containment penetration are governed by
the pipe and the pipe code stress limits which in
our designs are given by ASME Section III and
CAN3-N289.3-M81. There are 4 service loading
conditions (and 4 corresponding pipe stress limits)
defined in ASME Section III Subparagraph NCA-2142.2
as follows:

Service Level A

Service Level B

Service Level C

Service Level D

considers loads arising during
'the performance of its
specified service function".

considers loads which must be
withstood 'without damage
requiring repair'.

considers loads which cause
'large deformations in areas of
structural discontinuities. The
occurrence of stresses to
Level C limits may necessitate
removal of the component from
service for inspection or repair
of damage".

considers loads which cause
'gross general deformation with
some loss of dimensional
stability and damage requiring
repair which may require the
removal of the component from
service'.

Piping thermal expansion and deadweight loads are
considered in Service Level A/B. Seismic loads are
added in Service Level C in accordance with
CAN3-N289.3-M81. Service Level D loads are not
defined in this paper.

To these four conditions is added the non-ASHE
condition which covers postulated pipe break
scenarios and the case where a seismically
unqualified pipe is attached to one side of a
seismically qualified anchor.

Loads from the Piping. The piping design rules
from Subarticle NC3600 are chosen as representative
of piping designs for pipes penetrating
containment. The pipe material is assumed to be
carbon steel SA 106 Gr. B at 93°C (200"F) which is
the upper limit for pipes penetrating containment
to protect the concrete in the local area of the
penetration over the long term (unless cooling
coils are used) (1). Table 1 shows the net loading
on the containment penetration derived from piping
code allowable stresses and assumed for the
non-ASME case.

The forces can be actual forces from analysis for
the piping in Service Levels A, B, C and D or they
will have to be estimated from experience since the
piping codes do not examine forces.

The non-ASME case is of particular concern and is
the main focus of this paper because it has the
potential for producing the largest loads. There
are two situations covered in this case: (i) where
the pipe on the containment side of the penetration
is subject to the effects of postulated pipe break
scenarios, thus requiring a pipe whip anchor, and
(ii) where the pipe on the non-containment side is
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not seismically qualified while the pipe on the
containment side is qualified, thus establishing
the need for a seismic boundary anchor. (The
design loading conditions for this second case can
be found in (2), and further detail will not be
given in this paper.)

In the design of the pipe whip anchor it is
assumed that the pipe can develop the maximum
bending and torsional moments that it is capable of
(3, 4). (Code specified minimum ultimate strengths
are not used.) The maximum moments are calculated
considering strain rate effects, shape factor,
ovalization, operating temperature and the presence
of an elbow near the anchor. These factors are
also considered in the design of the Civil
components of the anchor as applicable. The forces
are based on the ultimate strength of the pipe if
the loading arises as a result of the pipe being
impacted. The blowdown force from the ruptured
pipe in the penetration can be used instead if that
is the source of the loading. In the design of the
concrete structure dynamic load factors associated
with these loads will have to be considered.

TABLE 1
MET PIPING MOMENT LOADING ON
CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

[for Nuclear Class 2 SA106 Gr B Pipe]

Service
Level

Net Force
(n)

Net Moment
(N.m)

A/B 0.05 1.6 Z

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Seismically qualified pipe is assumed to
be on both sides.

The other two components Fgy and F Q Z

are calculated similarly, but using gv

and gz respectively.

The forces have not been estimated because
Level D is rarely used. If it is used
actual forces should be calculated.

the
the

The moment is limited to
capacity of the pipe when
cross section of the pipe
(A shape factor of 1.5 is assumed.)

moment
entire

reaches O"v.

The pipe break or the unqualified pipe is
assumed to be on one side only.

These are the forces on the pipe break
side. They are the maximum the pipe is
capable of and are assumed to act
separately and separately from the maximum
moments. The net force on the penetration
is obtained by adding the Level A/B forces
from the other side.

The maximum bending moment on the pipewhip
side of the anchor using a shape factor of
1.5 is assumed to be 3.7 OyZ (actual
values can be significantly less for
larger pipes (3,4)). Torsion is the
same. In all four load cases for the
pipewhip loading condition (maximum axial,
shear, bending and torsion) the balance of
moments O.BffyZ and the Level A/B forces
act on the opposite side.

Jiii)

Non-ASME
Case 1:
Pipewhip

(v) F . , - 588 A ( V l )

axial m

"shear " °-66 Faxial
or Blowdown Porce

Case 2: ( V i i l ) See (2)
Seismic
Boundary
Anchor

3.0 Z
(iv)

4.5 Z0-

See (2)

(vii)

(viii) The containment penetration designed under
Case 1: Pipewhip is adequate for
application in Case 2: Seismic Boundary
Anchor.

Service Conditions for the Seal

The seal is designed as an ASME Section III
Subsection HC component. The service level of the
seal relative to the service loadings of the pipe
mechanical loads is shown in Table 2. Service
Level C is the maximum service level so that the
analysis of the seal can be simplified and the
piping on one side protected by limiting the
distortion of the anchor.
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In addition to the mechanical load requirements,
the penetration seal will also have to satisfy
environmental and pipe process conditions.

TABLE 2
SERVICE CONDITIONS FOR MECHANICAL LOADS

FOR PENETRATION SEALS

Service Level
Piping Mechanical Loads

Service Level
Penetration Seal

A/B

c

D

non-ASME

A/B

C

C

C

CLASSIFICATION OF EMBEDDED PARTS

Embedded parts are those steel items which are in
their final location at the time of concrete
placing and are permanently embedded in the
concrete structure. By definition in
CAN3-N287.1-M82 Clause 3.2, they are classified as
follows:

(a) Type I embedded parts whose intended use
corresponds to one or several of the following
functions:

(i) Embedded parts that function as
formwork;

(ii) Embedded parts for sealing purposes
that are not a continuation of
class 1, 2, 3 or 'Special* system
components; and

(iii) Embedded parts that support or anchor
equipment and structures other than
Class 1, 2, 3, 4 or "Special" system
components.

(b) Type II embedded part whose intended use
corresponds to one or several of the following
functions:

(i) Embedded parts that support or anchor
Class 2, 3, 4 or "Special"
components; and

(ii) Embedded parts that are a
continuation of Class Containment.

In general. Type I embedded parts support
non-nuclear components, whereas Type II embedded
parts support nuclear class or special components.
This part o£ the paper discusses specifically
Type II embedded parts penetrating the concrete
containment and forming an anchor point for the
pipe contained within. The pipe is postulated to
be subjected to pipewhip scenarios (non-ASME Code
loading condition).

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL CODE COMPATIBILITY

As discussed in the preceeding part of this
paper, the loading criteria for the Mechanical
piping and containment seal are expressed in terms
of five service conditions which are fundamentally
different from those used in the civil codes for
building structures. This creates a need to
establish a common design basis for the two
disciplines for the containment penetration. To
achieve this goal not only was a new design
philosophy supplementing the current Civil code
required but a simple and economical method of
design and fabrication of EPs capable of
withstanding the large imposed piping loads also
had to be found.

Table 3 summarizes the Civil and Mechanical codes
used for the containment penetration. Column 2
shows the design service levels for the Mechanical
components. Column 1 shows the most reasonable
match with the current civil design practice. The
incompatibility between the Civil and Mechanical
codes is readily apparent when Columns 1 and 2 are
compared. The Mechanical Service Level D and
Pipewhip cases have no associated stress limit in
the current Civil design practice. In addition, as
the allowable stress and applied loads increase
with severity of service condition in the
Mechanical design there is no corresponding
increase in allowables in the Civil design. To
overcome these shortcomings. Column 3 shows the
recommended alternative Civil design practice which
upon approval by the appropriate code committee nay
be used to supplement the current CAN3-N287.3-M82.
The proposal recognizes the increasing allowable
mechanical loading with service condition and
provides a corresponding reasonable increase in
civil allowables while maintaining adequate safety
factors. Although the current civil design code
does not address local permissible impactive
bearing stress limits for confined concrete, a
value of 8 fc is recommended for the Abnormal
loading condition.
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TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF CIVIL AND MECHANICAL DESIGN RULES
FOR PIPING CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

Current Civil Design Practice
CAN3-N287.3-M82

Load
Category

Service

Environmental/
Abnormal

Stress
Limit in EP<i)

0.90 Fy

0.90 Fy

Current Mechanical Design Practice
for Nuclear Class 2 Pipe

Service
Level

A/B

c

D

Pipewhip
non-ASME Code

Moment Loads
on EP

1.6 z o-y

2.4 z<ry

3.0 Z <Ty

4.5 z <ry

Recommended Alternative Civil
Design Practice

Load
Category

Service

Environmental

Abnormal

Stress
Limit in EP ( i i )

0.60 Fy

0.80 Fy

1.0 Fy

Note: (i) With appropriate load factors applied as per CAN3-N287.3-M82 and references therein.

(ii) Load factors - 1.0 for all load categories. Design stress limits in the
surrounding concrete are the same as per CAN3-N287.3-M62 except that the local
permissible impactive bearing stress limit for confined concrete is recommended to
be 8.0 fc.

TYPE II EP DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In order to transfer the high piping loads safely
to the concrete containment structure, the
subcomponents of the EP must be chosen such that
the following criteria are met:

(a) To provide strength compatible with the loads
generated by the system piping contained
within while maintaining minimum geometric
dimensions to reduce the probability of
interference between adjacent EPs.

(b) To meet the welding and the non-destructive
examination (NDE) requirements for the joint
where the containment seal is attached.

(c) To provide sufficient stiffness so that the
system piping can depend on it as an anchor
point.

To satisfy these requirements concurrently the
concept was conceived to make the EP from flat
face, undrilled welding neck flanges with a section
of nuclear grade pipe in the middle. The
advantages of this arrangements are as follows:
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(a) Material and strength compatibility
achieved between the pipe and the EP.

is

(b) Using forged welding neck flanges eliminates
possible lamination problems in thick plates
were they to be used for flanges. The design
also greatly reduce the amount of welding in
the EP, and hence the cost.

CONCEPT OF LOAD TRANSFER TO THE CONCRETE STRUCTURE

Axial

Axial pipe force is resisted by the EP through
three of the four concentric flanges (one end
flange and two puddle flanges) on the EP at any one
time. Strain compatibility technique and 45"
psuedo-cone failure may be used to determine the
force distribution in each flange/pseudo-cone. If
the stress in the concrete cone formed by the
nearest flange to the axial force is excessive, the
vertical surfaces of the puddle flanges may be
painted by flexible material of suitable thickness
to allow the shifting of all the axial force to the
end flange. The surface of the psuedo-cone created
by the end flange is so large that the stress in
concrete becomes insignificantly low.

Shear

To evaluate the reactive stresses in the
surrounding concrete due to the piping shear force,
the EP is considered as a model similar to a
laterally loaded pile in soil. Analysis of the
model yields a parabolic shape resisting force
envelope as shown in Figure 2. Since the shear
force is applied in the plane of the wall/slab, the
local bearing stress in the concrete immediately
below the welding neck flange was found to be the
governing condition. The direction of the shear
force is such that the local bearing stress under
the flange may be several times the value of the
minimum specified concrete strength at 28 days
without any failure.

*
*

• *
V

V •
• *

-i \—

*

-4 \

* •

- 'MOMENT

The bending moment in the EP sleeve genetates
basically the same shape of reactive stress
envelope as that for shear. The effects of the
bending moment due to pipewhip would vary due to
the location of the EP in a wall/slab. As a
minimum, the reinforcement within a strip of
concrete equal to two times the wall/slab thickness
should be considered to be effective in resisting
the pipewhip moment. Depending on the geometry of
the wall/slab, two way action may also be
considered.

Torsion

Torque from the pipe is resisted by longitudinal
puddle flanges which may be four, six or eight in
number depending on the magnitude of the torsional
moment and the size of the sleeve. Bearing stress
in concrete at the puddle flanges is assumed to be
a parabolic distribution. For analysis, the sum of
the force couples created by pairs of puddle
flanges is equal to the total torsional moment.

DESIGN OF TYPE II EPS

Dynamic Load Factors (DLFs)

Loads that can be imposed on the containment
penetration under the pipewhip condition by the
pipe include ultimate axial and shear forces, and
ultimate bending and torsional moments. Each of
these four loads is considered a separate load case
(i.e., these ultimate forces/moments are not
combined as actually they can not occur
simultaneously) and a dynamic load factor is
applied to each load case.

For the design of the EP the DLF is assumed to be
1.0 since the EP is a rigid steel component
intimately connected to the pipe via the Flued Head
containment seal.

Depending on the relative stiffness of the pipe
and the concrete structure, the DLF for the design
of the concrete structure may vary from 1.0 to 1.5.

For Darlington GS A, the following DLPs are
recommended for calculating EP loads exerting on
the concrete containment structure:

Axial DLF - 1.20
Shear DLF - 1.50
Bending/Torsion DLF « 1,10

Selection of EP sleeve size

The fundamental concept behind the use of a
section of pipe to form the EP sleeve to enclose
the pipe is to maintain a consistent strength and
geometric relationship between the two. In the
case of Type II EP the minimum criterion ii that
the sleeve shall be at least three sizca larger
than the system pipe contained within. For the
same reaion, the minimum wall thickn«*» of the
sleeve is selected from Table 4 below.

FIG 2
RESISTING FORCE ENVELOPE
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TABLE 4

RECOMMENDED EP COMPONENT SELECTION TABLE

Maximum Pipe Size EP Sleeve EP Flange Rating

NPS 3
NPS 4
NPS 8
NPS 12
NPS 24

Sch 80
Sen 160
Sch 100
Sch 100
Sch ST

NPS 6 Sch 80
NPS 10 Sch XS
NPS 14 Sch 100
NPS 18 Sch 160
NPS 30 (25.4 mm)

400 lb
400 lb
600 lb
600 lb
350 lb

Note: The sleeve sizes above ace selected on the
basis of actual piping systems which are subjected
to postulated pipewhip scenarios in
Darlington NGS A.

To meet the upper bound design conditions of the
penetration in each load category, the ratio of
section moduli between the EP sleeve and the pipe
would have to be 3.0 for piping systems subjected
to ASME service Levels A, B and C. The ratio is
increased to a minimum of 4.5 for piping systems
subjected to ASME Service Level D and the non-ASME
Code loading condition. Lower ratios can be
justified based on actual piping seismic loads or
detailed calculations for pipe maximum moment
capacities. (This has been done in the cases for
pipes NPS 8 and greater in Table 4.)

Selection of EP Material

To maintain compatibility between the pipe, the
containment seal and the EP itself, nuclear grade
pipe is selected for use in the EP sleeve. For
Type II EPs up to NPS 24, ASTH A106 Type S Grade B
is specified. Over NPS 24 the sleeve is fabricated
from ASTM A36 or other approved plates to ASTN A134
standard. Since the EP sleeve will not be used to
carry steam or other fluid, tests designated for
piping applications, e.g., hydrostatic test are
waived for the EP fabrication. However, to satisfy
CAN3-N287.3-M82 Clause 14.4.3 Design of Welded
joints and CAN3-N287.5-M61 Clause 8.3 Examination
of Group A Welded Joints, full radiography
examination (NDE-ls) and vacuum box test (NDE-6S)
stipulated in Ontario Hydro Welding Manual are
specified for all welded joints in the EP that form
the continuation of the seal membrane of the
concrete containment structure.

Assuming equal strain rate effects in both the EP
and the pipe because of material compatibility, and
using DLP - 1.0, the safety factors (SF) for the EP
can be calculated as follows:

ftEP
Forces (Axial SF -

6 Shear) Faxial (Table 1)

Z E P x Fy
Moment (Bending SF =

& Torsion) Moment (Table 1)

1.35

1.25

Safety Factor in Concrete

Since the purpose of this paper is to develop a
comprehensive basis for the design of the
containment penetration, all design stress limits
and corresponding load factors in the concrete
structure are unaffected and shall remain the same
as per CAN3-N287.3-M82 except as shown in Table 3.
A minimum safety factor of 1.50 would be realized
for the local impactive bearing stress for the
example given above.
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SAFETY FACTORS

As a final check on the design of the piping
containment penetration a review of the safety
factors is presented.

Safety Factors in the EP

Although the containment penetration design concept
emphasizes "compatibility* between the pipe and the
EP, the safety factor at such penetrations varies
depending on the size/schedule of the pipe and the
EP sleeve selected. For a sample calculation,
consider a NPS12 Sch 100 pipe subject to a
postulated pipewhip scenario. From Table 4 a NPS18
Sch 160 EF sleeve and 600 lb welding neck flanges
are to be used.
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PIPING LOADS FOR
A SEISMIC BOUNDARY ANCHOR

AT THE CONTAINMENT PENETRATION

M.L. AGGARWAL, D.H. CREATES, B.W. MANNING
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Toronto, Ontario
CANADA, H5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the practice now being used
in Ontario Hydro to prescribe piping loads necessary
to design a seismic boundary anchor (SBA) located at
a containment penetration. This procedure can be
used even before any routing or analysis of the
piping has been performed. Application of the
procedure is illustrated via an example. Stiffness
and frequency requirements for the SBA are also
discussed. The approach presented here is
applicable to any other location where a seismic
boundary anchor is required.

NOMENCLATURE

- Pipe cross-sectional area,

- Pipe external diameter.

- Prescribed resultant force limit for
service level A/B loads. Components are
P A/B
*x,y,z'

- Prescribed force component limits (x,y,z)
for seismic loads on the qualified side of
the seismic boundary anchor.

- prescribed force component limits (x,y,z)
for seismic loads on the non-qualified
side of the seismic boundary anchor.

- Peak response spectrum acceleration in x,
y and z directions respectively.

- Occasional load factor (B31.1 code).

- Particular force or moment at qualified
and non-qualified side of seismic boundary
anchor.

FA/B

cx,y,z

pNO
px,y,z

9x,y,z

1-1,2

HA/B

Modified loads obtained by square root
sum of squares combination applied
points 1 and 2 of Figure 1.

at

Prescribed resultant moment limit for
service level A/B loads. Components of
the moment are x,y,z-

Prescribed resultant moment limit for
seismic loads on the qualified side of the
seismic boundary anchor. Components of
the moment are Mx,y,z"

Prescribed resultant moment limit for
seismic loads on the non-qualified side of
the seismic boundary anchor. Components
of the moment are Mx,y(Z.

- Allowable stress limits from ASME/ANSI
codes.

- Yield stress.

- Pipe thickness.

- Weight per unit length of pipe.

- Pipe section modulus.

INTRODUCTION

In a CANDU nuclear power plant, safety
considerations determine if a given portion of piping
must be seismically qualified or not. Consequently,
there are cases when only a portion of a piping
system is needed to be seismically qualified. For
example, only the portion of Primary Heat Transport
Feed system inside containment is required to be
seismically qualified; outside it is not. In such
cases, a seismic to non-seismic interface hereafter,
called £ seismic boundary is created at the
containment boundary. A seismic boundary can occur
at other locations, but the situation when the two
are coincident is of special importance for safety
reasons.

Since CANDU nuclear power plants use a massive
reinforced concrete structure for containment, the
requirement for a seismic boundary is best
accommodated at the containment penetration by
designing a pipe anchor, termed a seismic boundary
anchor (SBA). Typically, a flued head has been used
in the design of Darlington Nuclear Generating
Station A for a SBA located at the containment
penetration. Figure 1 shows a flued head attached to
the civil design penetration components.

FIGURE 1: TYPICAL FLUED HEAD ARRANGEMENT USED AS A
SEISMIC BOUNDARY ANCHOR (SBA) AT THE
CONTAINMENT
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Since design of the containment structure as veil
as the civil components of the penetrations proceeds
much earlier than others, the loads from the piping
must be defined even before any pipe routing or
analysis is done. For this case, it is required that
a design philosophy as well as design loads for the
SBA be established such that one does not have to
retrofit changes to the containment structure. The
approach taken here is to prescribe upper bound
limits of loads derived from the ASME/ANSI code
(Reference 1, 2, 3) allowable stresses for various
service conditions. The only exception is the
seismic loads on the non-qualified side of the SBA,
where the maximum moment capacity of the pipe will be
employed as no seismic analysis is done to justify
using lower values. The loads prescribed must be as
realistic as possible to ensure that SBA or the
attached piping is not grossly over designed, but at
the same time these loads must ensure integrity of
the containment boundary during a seismic event. The
SBA is also required to protect the qualified pipe on
the one side from the effects of the non-qualified
pipe on the other side during the seismic event and
to allow the pipes on either side to be analysed
separately by ensuring they are statically and
dynamically decoupled. This condition is fulfilled
by specifying stiffness and frequency requirements
for the SBA structure.

If the containment penetration is also subject to
the dynamic effects associated with pipewhip then
that more severe condition will govern the design.
Reference (4) deals with the design for the pipewhip
case, including the design of the appropriate civil
components that would be used for the SBA containment
penetration.

Based on the above philosophy, design loads for
the SBA can be evaluated. These loads are presented
below in two categories:

(i) loads from the qualified piping portion, and,
(ii) loads from the non-qualified piping portion.

PIPING LOADS FROM THE QUALIFIED PORTION

An estimate of these piping loads can be obtained
by examining the stress limits from the applicable

ASME/ANSI codes for various classes of pipe. Safety
class 1 systems usually do not form a seismic to
non-seismic interface at the containment. If this
situation does occur then a more severe condition of
pipewhip normally governs the design of the seismic
boundary anchor. Reference (4) provides details for
such conditions. Majority of the SBA's at the
containment wall occur in class 2, 3 and 6(831.1)
piping systems. Typical piping moment-stress
equations, sources of loads and usual allowable
stresses for each source for class 2, 3 and B31.1
systems are presented in Table 1.

The first term in these equations is the stress
due to the system pressure. The moments MA, HB

and Mc are the dead-weight, occasional loads
(safety valve, seismic inertia etc.) and thermal
expansion loads respectively. These moments are all
evaluated by the Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS)
method. As an example.

W = * flAX H
AZ

a n d z a r e t h e

three global co-ordinate directions. The quantity
0.75 i considers stress intensification due to
elbows, reducers, etc. For the present application,
the factor 0.75 i (and i) is set to unity. Other
symbols used in Table 1 are explained in the
nomenclature.

From usual piping practice, the pressure stress
is limited to 0.5 Sn and dead-weight stress to 0.1
Sn. For class 2 and 3, it may also be noted in
Table 1 that the seismic event is considered a
level C service condition according to CSA standard
CAN3-N289.3-M81 (Reference 3). The equation (9)
allowable stress limit for level A conditions is 1.0
Sn, for level B is 1.2 Sn and for level C is 1.8
Sn. For B31.1 piping systems, the stress
allowable limits, similar to those described above
for class 2 and 3 systems, have been proposed
recently in Ontario Hydro. Thus for B31.1, although
service levels are not indicated in the code
(Reference 2), the applicable equations are
identical to those for class 2, 3 systems (Refer
Table 1 also). Therefore in the following sections,
separate mention of B31.1 systems will not be made.

Based on the above, design loads for the SBA for
various service levels can be specified as presented
in the following section.

TABLE 1: Piping Stress Equations for Safety Class 2, 3, and B31.1 (Reference 1, 2)

Class of
Piping

ClftEB 2, 3

B31.1

Cl 2, 3

B31.1

Cl 2. 3

B31. 1

Code
Equation No.

8

11

9

12

11

11

PD

PD

, 0.75 1 MA

0.75 i (KJ

4t Z

k • 1.0 (Level

PD , 0-75 1 "A

Applicable code

s Sh

k + "B> S k sh

A)l 1.2 (Level III

• — S Sh • H

Equations

1.1 (Level C)

Preaaute

Dd. wt. •

Seianic •

Suatained

•Thermal -

(Jaual Piping Practice
Allowable streaaea

- 0.5 sn

0.1 Sh

l.i Sh - 0.5 •„ - 0.1 Sh

1.2 Sh

loada (other than 04. Mt.l

(«A • «h> - 0-S »h - »•« *h
0.4 >h + IA
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Service Levels A and B Piping Loads

In order to simplify the procedure for specifying
loads for the SBA design, service levels A and B are
considered together.

Piping Moments. Equation (111 of NC/ND-3650
(Reference 1) limits the primary plus secondary
stresses to (Sn + S A). The system pressure
stress, usually limited to 0.5 sn, does not
contribute to the SBA loading. The dead weight
stresses are usually limited to 0.1 Sj,. In
practice, the dead weight moments on either side of
the anchor will be nearly equal and act in opposite
directions. Their net effect is to cancel the dead
weight moments seen by the anchor. Therefore, if
0.5 Sj, is subtracted for pressure stress and 0.1
Sn for dead-weight moments, then moments which
cause a stress of magnitude (0.4 S), + EA) in the
pipe could be transmitted from each side of the
SBA. To ensure integrity of the SBA, it must be
assumed that loads from one side of the SBA combine
in an additive manner. Note that the 0.4 s n

accounts for thermal expansion loads relating to
stresses greater than SA, sustained loads other
than dead-weight, and service level A/B occasional
loads; and SA relates to loads caused by thermal
expansion. The resultant moment limit for level A/B
service limits is therefore

111

As it is not known in which proportion the global
components of this moment act, each component will be
prescribed as being equal (>= (0.4 S n + SA)z/N/J).

Piping Forces. While moments can be computed from
the code stress limits, the forces have no code
limits. Based on observations made during numerous
analysis carried out by the authors, it is
recommended that the service level A/B forces on both
sides of the anchor be limited to a value giving 2.5%
of the yield stress in the pipe. Equation [2]
presents the resulting expression for defining the
service level A/B forces on either side of the SBA.

0.025 SyA [2]

This resultant force may be applied in three equal
components (» 0.025 Sy A/^yT).

Service Level c Piping Loads

Reference (3) states for class 2 and 3 piping that
seismic loads shall only be considered in combination
with other loads for level C service limits and shall
satisfy equation [91 and/or equation [11] ASME Code
stress limits. It is assumed that seismic loads are
the main level C load.

Piping Moments. Equation [9) of the ASME Code
Section NC/ND-3650 limits stresses to 1.8 Sh for
the level C service level. Subtracting 0.5 Ej, for
pressure and 0.1 Sj, for dead-weight stresses leaves
1.2 Sn. It is assumed that no other occasional
loads act concurrently with seismic loads. Therefore
1.2 sn is allowed for seismic loads. The maximum
resultant seismic moment on the qualified side is
shown in equation [3],

M0 - 1.2 Sn 2 [3J

This is to be combined with thermal expansion
moments in determining the total level C loads on the
seismically qualified side of the SBA. This moment
is resolved into equal components for the same
reasons given for service level A/B design loads.

Piping Forces. Force components corresponding to
the above seismic moments are determined by using a
beam model fixed at one end and simply supported at
the other end. This simplistic model considers the
fact that supports on the seismically qualified side
of the SBA will not fail, and that the effects of a
seismic response of part of the system away from an
anchor has mitigated effects on the anchor. Force
components are determined from the above model by
considering a length of beam which results in the
moment given by equation [3] being developed at the
fixed end (i.e., at the SBA) when loaded by a
uniformly distributed load equal to the weight of the
pipe, times the maximum response spectrum
acceleration (in g's) in the component direction
being considered times an equivalent static load
factor of 1.5. This may appear to be an unorthodox
manner of prescribing seismic loads especially for
the axial load component. However, loads computed by
this procedure are comparable to those obtained in
actual practice. In equation form, equation [41
shows the force components due to seismic loads as:

'S.y.z- <£»"°»*.y.»>1/2 l41

PIPING LOADS FROM SEISMICALLY NON-QUALIFIED PORTION

Service Levels A and B Loads

For level A and B service conditions, both
portion's of the piping system are qualified to the
appropriate ASME/ANSI and CSA codes. Therefore,
piping loads will be the same as those given
previously for qualified portion for level A and B
service conditions.

Service Level C Piping Loads

Seismic loads from the non-qualified portion are,
unfortunately, not limited by any rules of the
ASME/CSA codes. In fact, during the DBE event, even
the pressure boundary integrity is not required to be
maintained. As a worst case scenario it is
postulated that the pipe supports will fail since
they are not seismically qualified either. This will
result in large displacements along with large
plastic strains in the pipe. It is conservatively
assumed that the maximum moment capacity of the pipe
is exerted on the SBA.

Piping Moments. Quantitatively, the maximum
moment capacity of the pipe can be 2-3 times the
moment required to yield the outer fibres of the
pipe. This load then becomes a major component of
the design loads for the containment penetration.
The maximum capacity of the pipe is determined from
references (5, 6) at room temperature. The strain
rate effects are ignored as the rate of strain for a
seismic event is not such that the material yield and
ultimate strengths of the pipe material are
significantly increased. It can be shown from
references (5) and (6) that the maximum capacity of a
pipe in bending is approximately equal to its maximum
torsional capacity. The higher of the two will be
employed conservatively along either bending or
torsional directions. Therefore, each global
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component of bending or torsional moment on the
non-qualified side due to seismic loading is:

MN0- = maximum capacity of the pipe
(References 5, 6) [5]

As the maximum capacity of the pipe is being
employed the following items should be noted:

(a)

(b)

No service level A/B moments are to be
considered when determining the total level

on the seismicallydesign loads
non-qualified side of the SBA.

Maximum bending and torsional moments are
not to be applied together. Instead an
interaction approach is employed where the
following three load cases are considered
for the seismic moments on the non-qualified
side of the SBA:

A/B

TABLE 3: PRESCRIBED FORCES

Service
Level

A/B

C*

Service
Level

Qualified Side
Force components

0.025 sy A/,/3"

n n^s Q z/ F\ + t— WMQ jl* 2

U.U^3 Oy A/ -y J T I ̂ _ wri g /

Non-qualified Side
Force components

0.025 sy

0.025 Sy (3 W H N Qg x,y, z
) 1 / 2

Note: The seismic components will be modified as
per equations [7] and [8] below for load
combinations.

(i) bending only;
(ii) torsion only;
(iii) 70* bending

combined.
and 70% torsion

ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS

Seismic Load Combinations

All other force and moment components would act
concurrently with the moments given for each load
case.

Piping Forces. As it is assumed that supports on
the non-qualified side of the seismic boundary anchor
can fail; it is felt that a cantilever beam model is
suitable for determining the forces on the
non-qualified side of the SBA. The cantilever will
be loaded by uniform distributed seismic loads for
each component direction in the same manner as was
done for the qualified side. The forces at the
anchor are determined by calculating the length of
the beam which gives the maximum moment at the
anchor. This gives force components on the
non-qualified side as:

[6]

Because of similarity of equations [4] and [6] it
may appear that the forces on the qualified side are
higher. However, H0- being typically 20% of MH0-,
the forces from the qualified side would be always
lower than those from the non-qualified side.

SUMMARY OF PIPING LOADS

The SBA loads described in this paper are
summarized in terms of their components (x,y,z) in
Tables 2 and 3.

TABLE 2: PRESCRIBED MOMENTS

For commonly used anchor configurations at the
containment wall (e.g., flued head), the loads from
the seismically qualified and non-qualified pipes
react at different geometric locations, namely.
Points 1 and 2 respectively as shown in Figure 1.
The loads from each side should be applied at these
points when designing the anchor.

All loads are to be applied to the anchor in
directions that increase the stress in the anchor.
However, the seismic loads are to be modified to
account for the fact that the phase relationship
between the seismically qualified and non-qualified
piping is unknown and the anchor should not have to
be designed considering the absolute summation of the
seismic loads from both sides. When phase
relationships are unknown, the usual practice is to
combine the loads by the square root sum of squares
method.

In computer analysis, instead of running two load
cases, first with loads applied at point 1 and second
with loads at point 2, and then combining the results
by SRSS method, the following simplification is
suggested so that only a single computer analysis has
to be made. This will be done by recalculating
seismic loads on the qualified side (equations 13]
and [4]) by equation [7] and seismic loads on the
non-qualified side (equations 15] and [6]) by
equation [8]. This procedure is illustrated via an
example presented later in this paper.

<L°)2
[7]

Service
Level

A/B

C*

Qualified side
Moment Components

Non-qualified Side
Moment Components

<SA + 0 .4

<SA + 0 .4 h ) A
+ 1.2 S h Z/yfT

<SA + 0 .4

Maximum Pipe
Capacity
(separated into
components for
the previously
defined three load
cases)

2 (LN0,2,1/2
(8]

Stiffness and Frequency Criterion for the SBA

In order that the seismically qualified and
non-qualified piping may be decoupled at the SBA for
eigenvalue analysis, both stiffness and frequency
limits must be met. From analytical investigations
it has been found that in order for the qualified and
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non-qualified portions of the piping to be decoupled,
the stiffness of the SBA in translation should be a
minimum of 10 times the translation stiffness of the
pipe; and in rotation a minimum of 12 times the
rotational stiffness of the supported pipe.

A review of response spectra applicable to Hydro's
nuclear generating stations shows that the spectra
accelerations approach zero period accelerations at
or slightly before 20 Hz frequency. It is therefore
recommended that the first natural frequency of the
SBA, relative to the civil supporting surface, should
De aDove 2U Hz. This is so that the SBA does not
increase the seismic excitation input to the piping.

SBA NOT AT CONTAINMENT PENETRATION

The loads recommended in the paper are also
applicable at locations other than the containment
wall where a seismic boundary i s being designed
employing a single anchor. An example of such an
anchor i s shown in Figure 2.

FA/B ( E q n . 2 ) - 0 .025 x 5419 x 241 • 32650 N

pA/BFx,y,z •= 18850 N

Seismic Moments and Forces

MO

"S,J

(Eqn. 3) = 1.2 x 103 x 2 x 105/1000
= 24720 mN

= 14270 mN

1 ill Q

similarly,

=. (— x 0.584 x 24720 x 2 x 1000) V2

6717 N

5817 N

8225 N

SEISMICALLY
QUALIFIED | NON-QUALIFIED

-El
PROCESS PIPE

•SUPPORT
PIPE POST

FIGURE 2 : TYPICAL SEISMIC BOUNDARY ANCHOR NOT AT THE
CONTAINMENT WALL

Non-qualified side Loads

Service Level A/B Moments and Forces

Mx{y,z " 22655 mN (same as above)

pA/y,z = 18850 N

Seismic Moments and Forces

"max (bending)
"max ( t o r s i o n )

119000 mN
117000 mN

| Largest Employed

119000/^/2"
84146 mN (Bending)j (70%-58902 mN)

119000 m (torsion); (70i-83300 mN)

(3 x 0.584 X 119000 x 2 x 10 3) 1/ 2

20420 N

17684 N

25009 N

EXAMPLE

Consider an NPS 6 schedule 80 pipe of SA-106
Grade B material. Assume the anchor is as shown in
Figure 1.

Pipe Data

A - 5419 mm2

W - 0.584 N/mm
Z - 2.0 x 105 mm3

Material Data Seismic Data

Sh •• 1 0 3 M P a
155 MPa

• 241 MPa
9y
9z

2
1.5
3

Qualified Side Loads

Service Level A/B Moments and Forces

HA/B (eqn. 1) • (0.4 X 103 + 155) 2 x 105/1000
- 39240 m.N

Mx,y,z X 39240 - 22655 mN

Combined seismic Loads From Qualified
and Non-Qualified Sides

The moments and forces from the qualified and
non-qualified sides using equations [7] and [8].
This is done for three load cases: (i) bending only;
(ii) torsion only; (iii) 705 bending and 70% torsion
combined. The resulting loads are to be applied at
points 1 and 2 of figure 1.

MOMENTS

POINT 1

case (i)

POINT 2

142702

ny,z

U42702 + 0 2 ) 1 / 2

14270 mN

142702

(14270 2

2386 mN

uN0 841462

(142702 +

82960 mN
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Similarly, for other cases
case (ii)

My,z

case

«?

POINT

= 1699 mN MgU =

= 14270 mN M^QZ =

(iii)

= 2409 mN My2 =

= 3360 mN My^z =

FORCES

1

67172 _NQ

(67172 + 20420 2) 1/ 2

= 2100 N

118154 mN

0

82104 mN

57245 mN

POINT 2

204202

(67172 + 204202)V2

19397 N

= 1818 N

= 2570 N

2= 16800 N

Q- 23757 N

These forces apply to cases (i) to (iii).

A summary of design loads is presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF SBA DESIGN LOADS (REFER FIG. 1)

Service Level A & B:

(4) Lee, J.C., Creates, D.H., Chackeris, p., "A
Rationale for Design of Containment
Penetrations in a CANDU Nuclear Power
Plant", International Conference on
Containment Design, Toronto,
June 17-20, 1984, Proceedings.

(5) Gerber, T.L., 'Plastic Deformation of Piping
Due to Pipt Whip Loads", ASHfc Paper 74-Nfc-l.

(6) Lee, L.H., Ades, C.S., "Plastic Torsional
Buckling strength of Cylinders Including the
Effects of Imperfections", Journal of
Aeronautical Sciences, Volume 24, 1957,
April.

Case

(i)

Service

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Notes

Axis

x,y,z

Level C:

X
y

z

X
y
z

X

y
z

X

I I

Point
Force
(N)

18850

1
Moment
(mN)

22655

Point
Force
(N)

18850

(Level A & B + Seismic for
and Seismic only for Point

20950
20668
21420

20950
20668
21420

20950
20668
21420

Axial
Shear

36925
25041
25041

24354
36925
36925

25064
26015
26015

Torque
Bending

38247
35650
42607

38247
35650
42607

38247
35650
42607

Axial
Shear

2
Moment
(mN)

22655

Point 1
2)

0
82960
82960

118154
0
0

82104
57245
57425

Torque
Bending
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DEVELOPMENT OP THE DARLINGTON DOUSING SYSTEM

G.D. Zakaib, W.W. Koziak

Design and Development Division
Ontario Hydro, Toronto

ABSTRACT

Consolidation of component development programs,
design optimization strategy and testing experience
has resulted in a compact, efficient design for the
Darlington Dousing System. As an integral part of
the Negative Pressure Containment Concept employed
in CANDU multi-unit stations, the role of the
Dousing System is to rapidly cool and condense
steam drawn into the Vacuum Structure in the event
of a Loss of Coolant Accident. Given a Vacuum
Structure larger than at other stations, a maximum
flowrate target was established to meet safety
requirements. The riser pipes and spray plates are
sized to meet the peak flow requirement while
conserving water for small breaks and maximizing
the head available on the spray plates. To improve
the thermal utilization of the spray a development
program was undertaken which resulted in the design
of a novel domed spray plate which exhibited good
spray characteristics over a wide range of driving
pressures. Loss coefficients for the dousing
system were determined in a 1/16 scale model. A
computer model of the spray header was developed to
optimize spray plate layout for uniform water
distribution. Commissioning tests at Pickering and
Bruce stations aided in the design and revealed
unique dousing characteristics. This includes air
entrainment which lowers upper chamber pressure and
can lead to over-dousing. System performance is
analyzed by a thermal-hydraulic computer code which
links dousing performance to the rest of
containment by the energy removal rate in the
Vacuum structure.

INTRODUCTION

The containment system of the Darlington A
nuclear generating station includes four reactor
buildings interconnected by the fuelling duct,
itself connected to a large concrete Vacuum

Structure by a pressure relief duct, valve manifold
and 16 self-actuated pressure relief valves. In
the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), the
resultant pressure rise in containment opens the

valves allowing the steam-air mixture to be drawn
into the vacuum structure. The resultant pressure
rise in the vacuum structure initiates the dousing
system water spray which cools and condenses the
steam-air mixture rapidly reducing the containment
overpressure. The water spray also helps to
washout volatile fission products from the vacuum
structure atmosphere.

Figure 1 illustrates the effectiveness of the
dousing system in performing its pressure
suppression role for large break LOCAs. For small
break accidents the effect of dousing is
propottionately reduced.

This paper describes the design criteria,
development programs, testing and performance
analysis methods that were applied to the unique
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FIGURE 1
Predicted Pressure Transients in the

Darlington Containment for a Large Break LOCA

design of the vacuum structure dousing system at
the Darlington Generating Station.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

General Description

The Dousing System is basically a reinforced
concrete structure, utilizing steel components.
Figure 2 illustrates the general arrangement of the
system housed in the post-tensioned concrete Vacuum
Structure. It consists of the water storage tank,
stainless steel risers, upper vacuum chamber,
central passage, lower seal chamber and stainless
steel spray headers and plates.

During the conceptual lesign phase a number of
novel alternative arrangements were considered.
They included a pre-assembled stainless steel
structure, a two-stage weir and annular central
passage (to cater to small breaks), a valved
pre-douse system in the pressure relief duct, and a
redundant weir/upper chamber or valved system in
the Vacuum Structure. The final design illustrated
in Figure 2 did not include any of the above
arrangements. However, it offered acceptable
reliability and safety performance and was the most
cost effective alternative.
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FIGURE 2
Vacuum Structure Cross Section

System Operation

A Loss-of-Coolant-Accident will result in steam and
air being introduced into the main vacuum space,
causing its pressure to rise rapidly. The lower
chamber water seal maintains the isolation barrier
between the main vacuum chamber and the upper
vacuum chamber. Under the influence of the main to
upper chamber pressure difference thus created, the
water from the storage tank is accelerated up the
risers and the water from the lower seal chamber is
accelerated up the central passage. The water from
the dousing tank rises above the riser crest and
falls into the central passage to meet the rising
lower seal water. When a sufficient quantity of
water from the storage tank has fallen into the
central passage, flow reversal occurs and the water
fills and pressurizes the lower seal chamber and
the spray headers. Spraying then commences. The
water level in the central passage rapidly builds
as a result of the flow over the risers and thus
ensures adequate head on the spray plates for
effective spraying. When the pressure differential
between the main chamber and the riser crest falls
below that required to raise the water from the
tank level to the crest, dousing stops.

Performance Characteristics

Detecmination of the required performance
characteristics for the dousing system began with
the premise of a vacuum structure larger than
previous designs. A free volume of 95,000 m3 was
chosen to improve containment performance by
limiting overpressure for a wide range of accident
cases.

The two most important performance requirements
for the dousing system are the flowrate required

and the delivery of an effective spray. Given the
Vacuum structure size, preliminary computer
simulations were used to assess the dependence of
containment time-integrated overpressure on dousing
flowrate. The result for a large break case is
shown in Figure 3. As a result of this type of
analysis a target flowrate of 20-30 m3/s was
considered sufficient to meet safety requirements.
A system delivering too much water would not be
cost effective and would waste dousing water. A
system delivering too little would result in higher
releases.

Integrated Overpressure

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60

Peek Flovrate, m /s

FIGURE 3
Containment Integrated Overpressure vs

Peak Dousing Flowrate

To meet the second performance requirement - an
effective spray - a spray device development
program was initiated in parallel with a system
design that maximizes the head available for
spraying. This design goal is achieved by
minimizing losses from the central passage to the
spray headers and by selecting the spray plate
opening area such that at maximum flow the water is
backed up to the top of the central passage.

Component Design

The concrete water storage tank contains about
10,000 in3 of strained lake water, which is
sufficient for the accident scenarios considered.
Demineralized water is not used because of the
potential for leaching the concrete.

There are eight 800 mm ID stainless steel risers
submerged 6.2 m below the normal water surface and
extend 3.66 m above it providing a connection to
the central passage. This crest height of 3.66 m
determines when flow into the central passage
begins and corresponds to a 36 kPa pressure rise in
the main volume relative to the upper chamber. At
a selected peak pressure (90 kPa(a)) the riser is
sized to just allow the flowrate required for the
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largest design basis accident. For smaller breaks,
with lower peak pressures, the water supply is thus
prolonged as much as possible.

The cylindral upper vacuum chamber, together
with the central passage comprise a 400 m3

expansion volume. This volume is required to
ensure that the compression of air in the central
passage during the initial pressure rise does not
excessively delay dousing. Compression ratios were
computed as a function of upper chamber volume for
normal and abnormal (high upper chamber pressure)

conditions. It was found that the incremental
benefit of a larger volume became small beyond the
selected value. Th<=. upper chamber pressure is
normally kept as low as practical about
(3.5 kPa(a)) so that compression and air
entrainment (discussed later) in the central
passage are minimized. As well a pressure
differential is always maintained between the two
chambers for confirmation of volume separation.

The size of the 2.5 m diameter central passage
and lower seal chamber was optimized for
compactness and minimum pressure losses upstream of
the spray headers. Calculations were also
performed for a wide range of conditions to ensure
that the water seal in the lower chamber would not
be lost upon dousing initiation for the dimensions

selected. This requires that a water level be
maintained above the spray header centerlina. A

constant water supply from the main tank and a
monitored overflow line in the headers ensures this.

Development programs resulted in the optimal
design for the spray headers and spray plates and
are discussed below.

Materials

Traditionally fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) has
been employed for the risers and spray headers.
Inspection of the Vacuum Building at Pickering in
May 1980 revealed that the FRP was in excellent
condition after about 10 years in this low
pressure, high humidity environment. It was also
found that uncoated steel components (bolts,
flanges) were being attacked by anerobic bacteria
present in the lake water silt.

However, since the early designs, uncertainties
regarding long term epoxy aging, manufacturing
techniques, and material properties have arisen
which have required laboratory monitoring programs
to be established. To avoid any potential problem
over the 40 year design life, it was decided to use
316 L stainless steel for the Darlington risers and
spray headers.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Spray Plate Test Program

To ensure effective thermal utilization of the
available water, an experimental test program was
conducted at AECL's Sheridan Park Engineering
Laboratory. This program evaluated droplet size,
area of coverage and discharge coefficient for both
spray plates and commercial spray nozzles over the
range of driving heads expected in the dousing
system (about 0.5 m to 10 m H O ) .

Vhe main result of the program was the decision
to employ a novel domed spray plate illustrated in
Figure 4 in its installed configuration.

FIGURE 4
Darlington "Dome" Spray Plate
Installed in Spray Header

Ninety-three equally spaced holes are drilled in

this thin walled steel plate. Radially divergent
water jet trajectories greatly enhance droplet

break-up and its location at 45° (centerline) from
the vertical maximizes residence time. A number of
different orifice configurations were investigated
but it was found that a square edged circular
opening gave satisfactory performance and was the
easiest to manufacture. Earlier tests supporting
the Pickering design had indicated that hole
plugging with silt could occur for openings up to
2 mm but was non-existent above about 6 mm. The
Darlington prototype incorporates 8 mm holss and
relies on the sharp edge to give a small vena
contracta area and hence small droplets.

Compared to the more expensive commercial
nozzles, the domed plate gave superior low head
drop size and area of coverage with adequate high
head performance. Figure 5 illustrates the low
head performance of the domed plate and the best
commercially available nozzle. The minimum head
for the plate was estimated to
before the spray pattern broke down.

be 0.3 m H2O

In terms of droplet size a target value of 3 mm
or better was desired to ensure a high thermal
utilization for the spray. The results for the
domed spray plate and the best nozzle are given in
Table 1.

TABLE 1: MEASURED SPRAY PLATE
AND NOZZLE DROPLET SIZES

Domed Plate
Spray Nozzle

(3-)

Low head (7 kpa)

High head (100 kPa)

High head flowrate
(100 kPa)

Sauter Mean Diameter, mm

2.2 2.7

1.6 1.1

44 L/S 23 L/S
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economical design, the domed spray plate was
readily accepted Cor use in the Darlington Dousing
System.

Hydraulic Models

Because of the unique design configuration,
model tests were undertaken to determine the
hydraulic factors for the system.

The loss coefficients of the dousing system,
attributable to geometry only, were obtained
experimentally in a 1:16 scale model. Precautions
were taken to ensure Reynold's number similarity
(i.e. fully developed flow) between the prototype
and the model.

Neither imposed modifications to the reservoir
and riser outlet geometry nor different test
configurations of the riser inlet investigated were
considered significantly important in determining
the hydraulic performance of the dousing system.

Based on the excellent spray plate performance
it was determined that acceptable spray coverage
could be achieved with fewer headers. The proposed
change from 16 to 12, together with a slight

increase in header diameter to maintain original
inlet velocities was not expected to significantly

alter the hydraulic parameters determined in the
model tests.

FIGURE 5
Spray Device Low Head Performance
A. Dome Spray Plate at 3 kpa
B. Best Commercial Nozzle at 4 kPa

The "Sauter* mean is the most common "average".
It is the diameter of a spherical drop whose
surface area to volume ratio is the same as the
entire spray. A typical range of droplets was
0.015 to 3.2 mm with large irregular "drops"
occasionally observed at the lower heads.

Ensuring good spray dispersion was also an
important design characteristic. Figure 6
illustrates the relatively large and uniform
coverage provided by the plate.

FIGURE 6
Illustration of Dome Plate

Area of Spray Coverage (11 kPa)

With acceptable droplet size, good area of
coverage, high Elowrate capability and a simple

As a result of upper chamber water level
oscillations that were observed in the model, an
extension of the experimental and theoretical
investigation of this phenomenon was conducted in
order to examine the causes and allow prediction of
possible similar occurrence in the prototype
dousing system.

Results of the extended model tests showed a
dependence of the water oscillations (amplitude and
frequency) with dousing flow rate and upper chamber
volume. Although the model test results cannot be
applied directly to the prototype system, due
mainly to the lack of Froude number similarity, the
observed trends suggested that the flow instability
was expected to be of little importance to the safe
operation of the prototype Darlington dousing
system.

The discharge coefficient CD of the dome spray
plate initially measured at ABCL was confirmed
experimentally on a 1:3 scale model of a section of
a spray header. It was found that CD can be
expressed as a linear function of the dimensionless
head ratio U2/2gE, where U - velocity in the
spray header, and E * total energy head in the
header. In the ranges of operation of the model
and prototype good agreement between measured and
calculated values was obtained.

A criterion requiring the ratio of a given
plate's discharge to Its intended coverage area to
be constant was devised to assess uniformity of
dousing. On this basis, a computer spray header
model was developed to predict the required number
of dome spray plates and their locations on the
header such that both uniform dousing and the
design flow rate would be achieved in the prototype.
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TESTING

Full scale testing of the Dousing system is
undertaken in commissioning tests prior to first
unit start-up. This remains a vital means of
confirming the final system design, and lessons
learned are applied to future stations.

Pickering Tests

In 1970 the first commissioning test attempted
included a successful "Slow" Douse. By carefully
admitting air to the main volume a l'/min drop in
tank level occurred. The next test was an
•Atmospheric' Douse where the upper chamber was
pumped down with the main chamber at atmospheric
pressure. Once started a "larger and faster douse
than expected* occurred with upper chamber pressure
rapidly dropping due to "air entrainment" in the
downcomer. The tank level fell at the rate of
about 1 m/min.

The next testing phase was a series of
Blowthrough Tests. In these tests the end of the
pressure relief duct was open and all 12 pressure
relief valves were opened to rapidly pressurize the
main volume and cause a douse. The building was
pressurized within 1 minute. Pour such tests were
performed with only the first not resulting in a
maximum flowrate douse. No dousing occurred in the
first attempt because the initial upper chamber

pressure was too high - 35 kPa(a) - compounded by
the compression effect. The latter was
subsequently found to follow the relationship,

P

(1)

where T « 1.2 average. (Note that T - 1.* for
adiabatic. If • 1 for Isotheraal compression of
air.)

in the final commissioning test, a "Partial"
Douse was attempted by opening of one pressure
relief valve stepwUe. When the main volume
pressure reached 66 kPa(a), dousing started and
could not be stopped until about 4 a of water had
doused, again due to air entrainaent evacuating the
upper chamber.

in 1980 another douse te3t was performed as part
of an overall Vacuua Building inspection to confirm
system integrity. Building on commissioning
experience an atmospheric douse was performed where
air entrainaent was relied upon to achieve a high
system flowrate (about 30 sr/*). Figure 7 shows
a view of the spray header at the flowrate was
building up. This was obtained by a surveillance
video camera in a special waterproof enclosure.

A prototype droplet camera also recorded results
such as those shown in Figure 8 during the Middle
of the douse.

These tests greatly improved our understanding
of the air entrainment phenomenon, now an Important
design consideration. The evidence shows that at a
high enough central passage velocity (about 1 n/a
at Pickering), entrapped air In the waterfall Is
swept out the spray headers. The result
approximates a high capacity vacuua pump pulling

FIGURE 7
View of Spray Header as

Plowrate Increases (Pickering
1980 Douse Test)

ikl Droplet Photograph
T«ken i t 11 nin

- AECL-SP
Pro . No. 01-34136,
Photo Ho. 4

(c) Droplet Photograph
Taken at 13 nin
30 sec
Photo No. 8

FIGURE 8
Sample Droplet camera Results
(1980 Pickering Douse Test)

Bruce Tests

In 1975 the first commissioning test of the
Bruce A dousing system was to be a "gentle douse*.
With both chambers at 55 kPa(a) air was slowly
admitted to the main volume. Soon after the douse
had started air admission was stopped. However
dousing continued until the tank was depleted by
2 meters due to air entrainment reducing the upper
chamber pressure by a corresponding amount. The
next test had both chambers starting at 8 kPa(a).
With main chamber pressurlzatlon dousing started
and stopped as expected. In the third test,
dousing occurred but terminated prematurely at an
80 kp* differential between chambers. It was
discovered that cracking had occurred In the
fibreglass risers and replacement (with steel
pipes) was required.

The final tests were Blowthrough Tests using al
first one main pressure relief valve and then
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four. Selected transfer chambers, airlocks and
service doors were opened to provide an air path.
In spite of this, minor plant damage occurred
during the 4 valve test (doors, instruments,
lighting were damaged) and the central fuelling
area wall load limit was approached. The building
pressurized in about 35 seconds with maximum
dousing achieved within a few seconds thereafter.
All tests showed evidence of compression and air
entrainment effects in the upper chamber.

In 1982, a special test program was incorporated
into the Bruce B commissioning schedule to
demonstrate the simultaneous operation of the
pressure relief valves under conditions
representative of those following a large breav
loss-of-coolant accident llj. In addition to the
primary objective, the scope of the test was
expanded to include among others measurements of
dousing system performance.

In the Bruce dousing system operation, the water
in the Emergency Water storage Tank (EWST) is
pushed up 16 riser pipes over a flow regulating
weir, into the central passage, through the lower
seal chamber and discharged into the main vacuum
building volume via a total of 896 spray plates
mounted on 16 spray headers.

The table below identifies major differences
between a large break LOCA and the Bruce

blowthrough test conditions under which the dousing
system operated.

Condition

Source of Fluid

FRV Hani fold
Pr*»ur«

FRV Han I Cold
Teaperatuce

PRV Manifold
Stein Content

PftV Operation

Nuaber of PflVs

•lowthrough

Duration

Dousing Systea
Operation

TABLE 2

16 PRV Blowthrouqh Test

Atnosphere through openings
In PRV manifold roof

1 ata (constant)

15"C (constant)

11 steam/air by volume

Manual

It full opened

To vacuua building
pressure of 1 at*

To EWST depletion

Larqe Break LOCA

Accident reactor vault

ducts

short duration Uet.
seconds} transient
1.2 ata aax

transient 120"C max

401 steam/atr by voluae

S kPalg)

16 partially opened

To vacuua building
pressure ol .* «ta*

To EWST partial
depletion S0»

* The PflVs close when the pressure in the reactor buildings decrease!
to 5 kP«19l.

Because of the differences between the
blowthrough test and a large break LOCA., the data
obtained are only qualitatively indicative of
expected operation under LOCA conditions. However,
the experimental information provided verification
of the computer models used to simulate vacuum
system operation under emergency conditions.

Traces of water level histories in the EWST and
on the vacuum building floor show Initial slopes
that correspond to a maximum flow rate over the
weir of approximately 70 mV». The upper chamber
pressure history shows evidence of air cntralnment
by the water flow as the pressure dropped from an
initial value of 2.8 kpa to 0.9 kpa in the first
2-1/2 minutes, then gradually stabilized to 1.6 kPa

which is approximately the vapour pressure of the
EWST water. The maximum surge pressure in the
spray header upon dousing initiation is about
50 kpa above main chamber pressure and no evidence
of significant water hammer phenomena was observed.

Measurements of water film thickness on the
vacuum building peripheral wall ranged from 7 mm to
17 mm at the higher and lower elevations
respectively with evidence (i.e., signal noise) of
what may have been increasing splashing with
decreasing height.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A computer program PATRIC (Pressure And
Temperature Response in Containment) is used to
model the short term thermal-hydraulic response of
containment to a postulated Loss-of-Coolant
Accident. One-dimensional flow of air/steam/water
is assumed between control volumes in which
homogeneous equilibrium exists. In the code
PATRIC, the dousing system model calculates the
flow in the riser and central passage and the water
levels in various parts of the system using the
transient incompressible energy equation. The
equations are solved explicitly and are coupled to
the thermal hydraulic solution through the energy
removal rate in the vacuum building. This is
calculated as the product of the dousing flow rate,
the thermal utilization and the water temperature
difference before and after dousing.

A convenient way to characterize a particular
dousing spray. Thermal utilization is defined as

T.U. T - T
WB 1

(2)

where Tj, T2 and T W B are defined as initial
and final dousing water temperature and vacuum
building atmosphere instantaneous wet bulb
temperature respectively. Hence T.U. represents
the fraction of heat removed from the vacuum
structure atmosphere by the dousing spray relative
to its maximum heat removal capacity. Figure 9 is
adapted from experimental data [2] and illustrates
the dependence of thermal utilization on droplet
size. (Recall that expected drop sizes from the
spray plate tests are about 2-3 mm average). The
residence time of 3 s represents the free fall time

of a drop from the header elevation. Given that
the steam fraction in the Vacuum Structure upon

start-up can be over 30 percent for a large break,
the thermal utilization of 0.75 assumed in the
PATRIC code is conservative.

In order to improve dousing system performance
analysis accuracy, efforts are underway to improve
the dousing model. This includes allowing for the
effects of air entrainment and cavltation as well
as simulating the time-dependent physical
characteristics of the spray and the corresponding
thermal utilization.

CONCLUSION

Component development programs (such as the
Darlington Spray Plate Tests) and lessons learned
from commissioning tests have improved our
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FIGURE 9
Thermal Utilization vs Droplet size

understanding of the dousing process. These have
been coupled with a design strategy which maximizes
the head on the spray plates and which treats tbe
water available for dousing as a resource to be
conserved. Together they have resulted in a
compact, cost effective dousing design for
Darlington GS which will meet safety requirements
for a wide range of potential accidents.
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THE DESIGN OK BUILDINU PRESSURE REI.IKK VA1.VKS

K.W. JAY

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Mlssissauga, Ontario

ABSTRACT

Ontario Hydro nuclear power generating stations
having multiple reactors have a unique way of dealing
with accidental pressure excursions. A large sepa-
rate building is maintained at a pressure of about
seven kilopascals absolute. Any pressure rise above
a certain value in a reactor building opens a number
of very large valves to relieve the pressure into
this vacuum building. These valves are rather dif-
ferent from other relief devices because of their
huge dimensions and the fact that they operate
directly by relatively low pressure only, without any
form of power assist.

This paper describes the requirements, mechanical
design and operation of the valves used at Pickering,
Bruce and Darlington. Pickering valves are designa-
ted Type 1, Bruce Type 11.

PICKERING GENERATING STATION

The conceptual design of this plant evolved during
the early nineteen sixties. When the vacuum building
idea became more than a twinkle in a designers eye,
it became apparent that a relief valve design would
have to be finalized. The general requirements to
meet the relief parameters were:

a) the opening pressure must be about 7Kpa.
b) when closed, all leakages across,the seat and all

compo ients must be below 0.014 m /min.
c) the piston must move with a minimum of friction
d) provision Is required for testing valves indivi-

dually at regular intervals
e) non metallic components must be selected to

provide maximum resistance to ozone and radiation
f) valves must be easily removeable from the duct
g) valves must be operable during a seismic event
h) installation geometry designed for low pressure

drop
i) ease of parts replacement and maintenance to be

important considerations.

Ructot
Buildingi

Vacuum
Duct

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 4

Figure 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a

Type I vaIve in c1osed and open positions. Two rol-

ling diaphragms permit piston movement with low

friction and zuro leakage. The flow path through the

inside of the pisfm is indicated. Except for the

f Jnw pattern, the de.-ign concept is the same as the

Type II valve. The Type I is 2.23 meters overall

diameter.

Any pressure rise from a reactor building is

transmitted Lo the under sLde of the piston through

the flow cutouts. If the increase exceeds the valve

cracking pressure, the rusul ting force on the piston

area causes the piston to rise full stroke and allows

a reactor building to exhaust into the vacuum build-

ing . As pressure decreases through the cracking

pressure, tlie piston returns to its seat. The piston

is essentially balanced and the only downward verti-

cal force is its weight. The pipe at the top is open

to atmospheric pressure to exhaust the volume above

the pistun. For testing, this pipe can be closed to

atmosphere and vented to vacuum, thus raising the

piston. During this operation the vacuum pipe "U"

section under the valve is filled with water to pre-

vent blow through.

FIGURE S

The main structure of the valve consists of mild

steel weldments protected by priming and painting

after sandblasting. Figure 5 shows the piston during

manufacture. The seat ring at the bottom of the

piston is stainless steel so that corrosion will not

pit the sealing edge. It mates with a neoprene ring

FIGURE 6

when the piston is down. The rolling diaphragms are

neoprene rubber which was the best material available

at the time for ivlat.ivt.-ly lung life. The diaphragms

were designed tn fit tin.- geomelry of the valve parts

and no changes were nciu^^.iry fur smooth operation.

A potent iumeter in li.e top casing is actuated by the

piston for contrul romii in^ t rumunLaL ion . Figure 6

shows the final installation in the vacuum duct.

The band straps atl.i'hing the upper rolling diaphragm

t o t h e p i s t o n i ail h f : , e e l l .

FIGURE 7

A flow list to confirm that the design was

adequate was a reqtii l ement . A test on ;t full size

valve was. nut possible bcause there was no facility
that could supply the required ,ilr flow (^5()kg/sec) .

The solution was ti< const rue I a model O.ft meLres in

diameter and do a flow ti'sl al the Aerospace Studies

Institute north ol li.ronlo. A large sphere at the

facility was ev.ic <ial<-<l to ,i low pressure, then

allowed lo fill with aiHiosplier li- air through the

valve model. The equ I |iiiii-nt is shown In figure 7

at the time of testing in tlie .summer of J966.
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FIGURE 8

The prototype full size valve was t us ted in the

AJXL Sheridan Park 1 aboratory for smoothness of

operut ion, leakage, cracking pressure and structural

integrity. The volume above the piston was con-

nected to a vacuum tank in order to raise the piston*

The putentionuter previously mentioned was connected

to a strip recorder to assess piston velocity.

Figure 8 is a photo of the test ing arrangements.

After site installation, a flow test was done to

confirm valve performance. A single valve was fully

instrumented and atmospheric air was permitted to

fill the evacuated vacuum building through the valve.

Throughout the life of the station, one pressure

rel ief valve i* tested once a month. Hence all

twelve valves are tested once a year. Testing

consists of filling a vacuum pipe "U" section with

water Lo prevent blow through, and raising a piston

by cunnecting the valve upper casing to a vacuum

system. Instrumentation actuated by the piston

position potentiometer is observed to ensure that

the piston trave 1s smoothly. At the conclusion of

a test lh*j vate r is drained from the vacuum pipe.

Today, fourteen years after initial installation,

one valve per month continues to be operated to full

stroke and no difficulties have been encountered.

Reactor Buildings

Vacuum Building

FIGURE 9

BKUCK (ii-NKKATlNC STATION

The station layout Is considerably different from

Pickering. The duct containing the pressure relief

valves surrounds the base of the vacuum building as

illustrated in figure 9. The vacuum building is con-

Vacuum Pipe

FIGURE 10

neeted to the reactor complex by two partly buried

ducts (not shown). There are sixteen pressure relief,

valves. Figure 10 shows the installation in the

building.

Early in the conceptual design of the pressure

relief valves it was decided to try to improve the

flow characteristics, A number of layouts were

studied and the configuration shown in figure 11 was

chosen. Flow essentially goes through a well rounded

hole in the floor. The basic action of the valve is

the same as Type 1 valve. Overall diameter is

3.2 metres.

7a 'o''o' 'o ' 6 <o' tS rvf'ar'o'*«y.Tt

>PP.

FIGURE 11

Construction is fairly straightforward with mild

steel weldments and bolt and nut assembly (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13

The rolling diaphragms are EPDM rubber because of
lung life and resistance to radiation. Some rubber
manufacturing development was necessary and the
resulting product has performed very well. A rolling
diaphragm on its inspection form is in figure 13.

BccausL' of experience with the Pickering Type I
valves, and the change to better flow conditions, a
modeJ test with a reduced size valve was considered
not necessary. F.ach production valve was tested for
measurement of cracking pressure, leakage and smooth-
ness of operation. Structural integrity was checked
by raisin); the 1360 kg piston in 0.4 seconds. Bruce
'A' and 'B' valves are identical except for very minor
dif f LTences.

Kegular testing is done during the life of the
station by operating one pressure relief valve per
month. Periodic readings of rolling diaphragm hard-
ness are taken to assess rubber aging. Bruce 'A'
valves have been in place for nine years with sat-
isfactory test operation.

When the Bruce B containment construction was
completed, a test of the entire system was done by
having the vacuum building at its design vacuum
pressure and opening all sixteen pressure relief
valves to atmospheric pressure. Pistons were raised
by piping vacuum to the upper casings at such a rate
that all valves opened between one and two seconds.
Valve operation was satisfactory and recordings taken
during the tests showed that pistons moved smoothly
during actuations.

Figure 14 is a photo of a piston opening recording
taken during the containment system tests in
September 1982.

FIGURE 15

Darlington Generating Station

The vacuum building layout is generally similar to
Bruce with the pressure relief valves surrounding
the base of the building. Consideration of the
possibility of common mode failures led to a decision
to use ten type 1 valves and six type 11. The type I
design was updated to utilize experience and was
stressed to meet the ASMK Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code Section 111 Class 2, since registration is now
a requirement (figure 15). The Bruce type II design
is essentially satisfactory for registration.

On the Bruce valves the piston position potentio-
meter required minor development for satisfactory
operation. For Darlington, magnets and proximity
switches indicate when pistons are down or up.

After an accidental pressure excursion in a reactor
building, there may be a requirement to keep open one
or more pressure relief valves until building pressure
stabilizes. This can be accomplished by closing off
the vent pipe (figure 11) and connecting it to vacuum
which is introduced through valves controlled by
building pressure sensors. Such a system has been
retrofitted to Bruce 'B' and is under consideration
for Darlington.

FIGURE 14



Conclusions

Initial laboratory testing and generating station
experience during the years that botli types of valves
have been in service have shown that the design is
sound and the product lias the required simplicity and
reliability for a major safety device.

The use of large rolling diaphragms is an excel-
lent method for operating a piston with low friction
and zero leakage.

If such a valve design were to be considered for
other applications there are two characteristics that
should be recognized -

The cracking pressure can be increased by adding
weights to the piston (within stress limitations) but
cannot be decreased.

The piston cannot be positioned with pressure. It
is either closed, or wide open and thus proportional
operation is not possible.



16 PRV BLOWTHROUGH TEST

AT BRUCE 'B" G.S.
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Atomic Enerqy of Canada Limited

Mississauga, Ontario.

ABSTRACT

A special test (Blowthrough Test) was conducted
at the Bruce 'B' Ontario Hydro nuclear power
generating station to demonstrate the simultaneous
operation of all the pressure relief valves under
conditions representative of those following a large
break loss-of-coolant accident.

In addition to the primary objective, the scope of
the test was expanded to include measurements of
pressure relief valve operation and flow charac-
teristics, dousing system performance, and structural
response to the blowthrough loads.

This paper describes the requirements, test
method, measurements and results of the Blowthrough
Test.

INTRODUCTION

The Negative Pressure Containment System at Bruce
'B' N.G.S. includes the four reactor vaults, the
fuel handling and pressure relief ducts, pressure
relief valve (PRV) manifold and vacuum building. In
the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), the
pressure rise in Che reactor vaults, relief ducts
and the PRV manifold causes the PRVs to open
allowing gases and vapours to be transferred to
the vacuum building, (Figure 1). The vacuum
building pressure starts to rise from its normal
operating value of 7 kPa (absolute). At 27 kPa
the dousing system is activated forcing the water
from the storage tank through the riser pipes
and the spray headers into the main vacuum
chamber to cool the vapours and gases resulting
from the postulated LOCA.

Rlttr tub*

Watar laval

VUva nwnHold

Pnaaura raHal valva (PRV)

Prawura raHal duct

Large forces may be applied to the various
components of the vacuum building by the transient
pressures as the main chamber pressure rises from
7 kPa to near atmospheric, by the jets of gas
entering the vacuum building at high velocity and
by the rapid movement of the dousing water from the
tank through the risers, headers and spray nozzles
and eventually to the vacuum chamber floor.

The Blowthrough Tests were undertaken to verify
the performance of the PRVs and the dousing system
and to confirm the integrity of the vacuum building
under near postulated LOCA conditions. Measurements
were made to verify design assumptions and
analytical predictions of pressure and forces in
the main and upper chambers.

The conceptual planning for the vacuum building
blowthrough tests was co-ordinated by committees
of various Ontario Hydro and AECL divisions.
Implementation of the tests was organized by a
multi-discipline working group co-ordinated by
AECL's Bruce Control & Instrumentation Branch. The
tests were conducted under the leadership of Bruce
'B1 Operations as part of the commissioning
program.

REQUIREMENTS

The main objectives were, near LOCA flow
conditions,

1) to verify mechanical performance and integrity
of the main PRVs.

2) to verify flow rates in a vacuum duct and
relate them to the building pressures.

3) to verify the structural integrity of the
Vacuum Building and its internals, including
the dousing system headers.

4) to verify the function of the dousing system.

5) to verify design criteria for pressure
distribution and forces on the building
components and inspection platform.

Wit. choked flow conditions established in the
vacuum pipes, analysis predicted that the jet forces
would be about half the design values.

Raactor bulkHno, Vacuum bulkKoj

FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC VIEW OF REACTOR IU ILNNG AND EMERGENCY
PRESSURE RELIEF SYSTEM

* Now at Stokes Controls
** Now at Northern Telecom
*** Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ontario.
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TEST METHOD

In normal use the space above each PRV piston is at
atmospheric pressure as it is connected to a vent
pipe open to the building basement. The space below
the piston is open to the PRV manifold and thus is at
containment pressure. The PRVs open on a differential
pressure across the piston of about 7 kPa.

A method of opening the PRVs with the containment
at atmospheric pressure was developed by connecting
space above the pistons (upper casing) through
temporary piping and fast acting butterfly valves to
the vacuum building main chamber. The valves could be
closed by connecting the upper casing to atmosphere.
(Figure 2).

From compressed ilr Mpply

On* circuit only ihown — Four circuits raqulrad

FIGURE 2 PRV OPERATION TEMPORARY TEST PIPING

prevent blowthrough. One valve in each group
of four could not be tested as its vacuum duct
provided the source of vacuum to the upper
casings of the other PRVs in the group. (Fig 2)
Some vaLves did not open within two seconds,
probably because some control butterfly valves
were sticking.

ii) A Mini Blowthrough Test with the vacuum
building pressure at 65 kPa was performed as a
rehearsal to confirm instrument calibrations
and test sequence synchronization. A single
test time signal was generated and fed to
each measurement group.

iii) A single valve test was conducted with the
fully instrumented valve, PRV8. Main vacuum
chamber pressure was 9.6 kPa initially. The
purpose of this test was to determine the
maximum air mass flow rate of a PRV under
prolonged (41s) choked flow conditions.

iv) 16 PRV Blowthrough Dry

Before this test two butterfly valves were cleaned
and lubricated and actuation cylinder pressure was
increased from 550 kPa(g) to 690 kPa(g) (80 to 100
psig). All but three PRVs opened in 1.05 to 2.05
seconds.

The dry test was performed to provide much of the
same information, which would come from a full test
with dousing, without the same possibility of damage
to sensors. From it, we could determine the mass
flow rate of the fully instrumented PRV, verify the
mechanical operation of the PRVs, inspect them for
damage and correct re-seating, measure air
velocities in the manifold, review pressure dist-
ributions and forces in the main chamber, and
determine the vacuum duct vibration and movement of
the support.

The valves were to be 90% open (i.e. passing full
flow) within 2 seconds to ensure choked flow, but
must not open within less than half a second to avoid
excessive loads on the casing.

The tests were controlled and parameters recorded
and monitored from a test trailer outside the vacuum
buinding.

Controls on the test panel enabled one, twelve,
or sixteen PRVs to be opened simultaneously.

Two large openings were left in the PRV manifold
roof to provide a source of atmospheric air for the
Blowthrough, and temporary bulkheads were installed
in the pressure relief ducts to isolate the fuel
handling duct and reactor buildings from the test.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

A series of tests was conducted to ensure
sufficient data would be gathered under the required
conditions.

i) Twelve Valve Test

This test was done to establish that the test
set-up would open the PRVs within two seconds.
The vacuum ducts were filled with water to

v) 16 PRV Blowthrough with Dousing

All the control valves were cleaned and lubricated
before the test. The main chamber pressure was
initially at 3 kPa. Except PRV14, all PRVs opened
to 90% within 2 seconds.

PRV Function

To verify the mechanical performance of the main
PRVs, the position of each PRV vs. time was
monitored, using the potentiometer permanently
connected to a rider on the top of each piston.

Flow rates in vacuum duct No. 8 were computed
from measurements of stagnation and static pressures
about one pipe diameter downstream of the valve
inlet. Two multi port Pitot cross bars enabled 25
individual spot readings of stagnation pressure
within the circular cross section of the vacuum duct.
Twenty were distributed on an equal area basis, one
was at the centre and four were near the vacuum duct
wall. Four static pressure probes were mounted on
the cross bars and eight were equally spaced in the
duct walls. Pressures were also measured in the PRV
manifold and in ducts No. 15 and 16 for comparison
with No. 8. A data acquisition system sampled 80
channels sequentially, multiplexed the data and
passed it to a tape recorder. Each channel was
sampled 300 times per second.



Structural Integrity of the Vacuum Building

Mass flow rate and period of choked flow were
measured about 3m upstream of the exit of vacuum duct
No. 8. This is 4 duct diameters downstream of the
nearest bend. This was done to confirm the
measurements described in previous section because of
the shortness of straight runs relative to the
diameter (2,2m), also to define the transient
conditions at the duct exit, and thus to explain the
jet impingement loading (if significant) inside the
building.

Stagnation pressures were measured at four points
and static pressures at two points. The analog
signals from the pressure transducers were filtered
to remove fluctuations above 20HE and were input to
an FM tape recorder in the test trailer- A duct
vibration signal and the test time signals were also
recorded.

TABLE 1 DETAILS OF STRUCTUAL INTEGRITY MEASUREMENTS

NO.

1

2

3

4

5

Measurement
Category

Pressure in *
main vacuum
chamber

Air speed in •
main vacuum
building

Forces on • •
structural
components

Movement of *
vacuum duct

Strain in the *
riser pipes

Location

Perimenter
wall surface

Bottom of
the roof slab

Bottom of
water tank
slab

Beam surfaces
at two levels

Three
locations a\
two levels

Four loca-
tions on the
circular
walkways
(catwalk)

Support
No 8

South-west
quadrant

Type of
Transducer

Absolute pressure
transducer with
specially designed
mounting

Absolute pressure
transducer wllh
specially designed
mounting

Absolute pressure
transducer with
specially designed
mounting

Absolute pressure
transducer with
specially designed
mouning

2 dimensional
anemometers

specially designed
cantilever beam
gauges

Deflection
Transducer (LVDT)

Strain gauges

No. of
Trtntductrs
and Spacing

5-spaced vertically
at 10 ft intervals

2-one close to the
perimeter wall and
another near the
water tank wall
3

3-ai each level

vat each location

a set of 7 gauges
at each location

1

16-8 on each of 2
riser pipes

Type of Monitoring Continuous analog signal
Self monitoring devices:
no cabling necessary

Measurements of pressure, air speed, forces and
strains on structural components are identified in
Table 1 and Fig 3. These included

i) pressure distribution along a horizontal axis on
the underside of the roof slab, along a vertical
axis on the inner face of the perimeter wall, on
the underside of the water tank slab and at two
1eveIs in the main chamber,

ii) air velocity at three locations in the main
chamber,

iii) forces on the walk ways and spray headers,

iv) strains and temperatures on two riser pipes,

v) horizontal movement of one duct support and

vi) vibration of vacuum duct No. 8.

All transducer signals, except those from the
strain gauges, were continuously monitored throughout
the tests. The strain gauge signals were multiplexed
at 10 readings per second. Conditioned signals were
stored in three tape recorders.

(3f!> (38.7 ft)
r11.t m-

Watar storage tank

Perimeter wall (Preiiure)

Beam (Preaiure) - v

Vacuum plpa

Vacuum manifold
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- Upper chamber

Riser tubes

Root slab (Pressure)

Flexible ting
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Water tank slab
(pressure)

' Spray headers (145.7 ft)

. Supporting beams
and columns

• Bata alab |
' B«*»menl '

(160.4 It) ^

FIGURE 3 INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE VACUUM BUILDING WITH
MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

Dousing Function

Equipment was developed to measure the following
parameters"

1) Dousing spray droplet distribution, and
temperature

2) Main chamber air temperature

3) Spray distribution near floor level

4) Water film thickness on the main chamber walls.

TABLE 2 DOUSING FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS

No.

1

2

3

4

S

6

Category

Droplel size * ' '

Droplet temperature *

Air temperature '

Water <ilm thickness'

Water level ' '

Pressure:
Spray header water '
Upper chamber

Elevation* meters

206
19B
190

as lor #1
208
190

as lor #1
208
19B
190
PRV manifold

208

190

Main chamber
Main chamber
Waler storagt tank

210
VBrool

Sensor

No

1
2
2

5
1
4

5
2
1
1
1

2

2

8
1
1

3
1

Type

Droplet
Camera
Assembly

Thermo-couple

Thermo-couple

Resistance probe set
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Measurements were also made of

5) Upper chamber pressure

6) Static hydraulic pressures in a spray header

7) Storage tank water level and

8) Main chamber floor water level.

See Table 2 and Figure 3 for locations. All
signals in this group were continuously recorded on
tape.

Video and Photographic Records

A video camera with remotely controlled pan, tilt
and zoom lens was installed on the catwalk. A water
tight housing was constructed with a circular (clear-
view) window rotating at high speed to throw off the
spray. A purge of nitrogen kept the inside of the
housing free of moisture. Floodlighting (Thorn
tungsten-halogen) provided a light level of at least
32 ft. candles. A microphone was also installed on
the inspection platform. Video and audio monitors
were provided in the test trailer for real time
observation and the tests were taped for subsequent
play back.

RESULTS

Structural Integrity

The variation of main chamber pressure with time
was relatively smooth at all locations. The maximum
pressure differences from the average measured at the
roof slab, water tank slab and perimeter wall levels
were about 4 kPa, 2.75 kPa and 1.5 kPa for the wet
and dry tests (Fig. 5).

Tank •tovatlon: 217 m (711 ft)

Differential Prasaurt = Praaaura at any location —
Pressure at 206 m (714 ft) laval

0 1 2 3 4 5 C 7 • 9 10 11 12
Elapaad Tlma (saconos)'

•Aftar tha activation ol the PRV opanlng circuit

FIGURE 5 DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE ON TANK SLAB
(BLOWTHROUGH WITH DOUSING)

Inspection of the PRV manifold, PRVs and vacuum
building before and after the tests showed no adverse
effects on the operation of the PRVs, or the com-
ponents and structures of the building.

o i 2 3 4 s a 7 » » io 11 is n
Tlma (sac)

FIGURE 4 TYPICAL DATA -~ 16 VALVE WET TEST PRV NO.S

PRVs

Choked flow conditions were established in all the
vacuum ducts, except No. 14 (Fig. 4). Comparison of
results from the single valve and the 16 valve dry
and wet test showed mass flow rates of 667, 590, and
598 kg/s respectively. This was in excellent
agreement with the Bruce 'A' single valve test which
resulted in a mass flow rate of 665 kg/s.

The maximum air velocities in the upward and
downward direction were 85 m/s (190 mph) and 80 m/s
(180 mph) respectively. The maximum transverse
velocity was 130 m/s (290 mph) in a north west
direction. The wind pressures on the inspection
platforms and spray headers were calculated from
permanent deflections of beam gauges. They were
approximately 4 kPa and 6 kPa respectively. All beam
gauges indicated a predominantly downward force.

The stresses in the riser pipes were small ,
compared with the modulus of elasticity (207 x 10 ,
kPa); axial stresses measured ranged from 10.3 x 10,
to 20.6 x 10, kPa and circumferential from 8.3 x 10
to 14.5 x 10 kPa. The riser pipe surface temperature
showed no significant change.

The maximum measured movement of the duct support
was negligible (<0.2 mm). It occurred about 3
seconds after test initiation.

The maximum average acceleration level was 130
m/s peak (13.3 g peak). This represents the total
acceleration energy level over the analysis
bandwidth. A maximum velocity level of 148.5 mm/s
peak was attained during the dry test. For unlimited
fatigue life a value of 40 mm/s peak is normally
considered the maximum permissible. In this case,
however, much higher levels can be accepted as the
duration is so short (about 7s). The blowthrough
transient should not cause any structural distress
to the vacuum duct.

Dousing Function Measurements

Droplet size distribution - negatives were not
considered suitable for analysis.

Droplet temperatures and air temperatures - the
instruments indicated a sharp rise in vacuum building
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temperature, with the increase in pressure, following
the opening of the PRV's. After the start of dousing,
all thermocouples showed a sharp temperature decline,
as expected.

30 60 90 120 ISO
Tlnw/Hcondl

FIGURE 6 UPPER CHAMBER PRESSURE

Upper chamber pressure (Fig 6) - with the PRV
opening the pressure in the upper chamber increased
as water entered from the risers into the central
passage. This was interrupted momentarily at 6.5 kPa,
7 seconds, as dousing started. The pressure continued
to increase as the water level in the central passage
rose until maximum dousing flow was achieved at 15s.
The chamber pressure then gradually decreased to
1.55 kPa after 5 minutes, remaining constant until
the end of recording (at 12 minutes).

Spray header static pressures - these pressures
followed the main chamber pressurization history
until the dousing water entered the header evident
by a sudden pressure surge. The peak pressure was
about 150 kPa, resulting in a differential pressure
across the header wall of 50 kPa.

Water film thickness - as a result of the dousing
flow the water film lasted about 140s and averaged
between 1.7 and 2.75 mm in thickness.

Water levels, spray rate and distribution - The
increase in water volume on the main chamber floor
matched the decrease in the volume in the tank. Tank
level measurements indicated a dousing flow rate of
70m /s (924OO0GPM) for the first 50s of the test.
Significant dousing lasted approximately two minutes.
Results from the catch cell measurements were
inconclusive as far as the general spray distribution
was concerned.

CONCLUSION

The Blowthrough Tests showed that the FRVs were
activated quickly enough to provide choked flow in
the vacuum ducts. The measurements to determine FRV
function and building integrity confirmed the design
assumptions to be reasonably conservative. The
function of the dousing system was demonstrated.
Video tapes confirmed qualitatively the blowthrough
and dousing processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The safety criteria to be met by nuclear power
plants can be summarized in just two principles:

Principle 1 The heat generated in the nuclear fuel
must De removed from tne whole reactor
plant in a controlled manner and in
any condition of operation.

Principle 2 Radioactive materials must not be
given off into tne environment of a
reactor facility.

To comply rfitn principle 1, comprehensive quality
assurance measures have oeen realized on tne first
level of design of a German Standard Prtft which ensure

operation under normal conditions. On the second
level tne plant is returned to normal operation
through an inherently safe operating behaviour and an
active disturbance limiting system, in case of
deviation from operating parameters. If admissible
limits of plant operation are exceeded, redundant and
diversified active and passive safety devices are
initiated on the third level by the reactor safety
system which ensure tnat tne protective goals derived
from principles 1 and 2, namely

snutdorfn
snort-terui and long-term heat removal
ooservance of radiological limits,

are attained.
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The re-jui cement expressed in principle 2 cannot ce
fulfilled in absolute terms because in engineering
1U0S "leak tigntness" generally does not exist.

Despite tne fact that in a 1300 Mrfe nuclear power
station an activity inventory of about lO-1" Curie
of fission and activation products Builds up within
the core during two and a naif years of operation the
nazard to tne environment resulting from tne release
of some of tnis activity is avoided by providing a
numoer of series connected safety oarriers and oy
reducing tne driving forces which are responsible for
tne transport of activity Dotn witnin tne reactor
plant and to tne outside.

The system
Figure 1.

barriers is snown schematically in

1 Fuel Matrix
2 Fuel Cladding
3 Reactor Pressure Vessel
4 Reactor Containment
5 Reinforced Concrete Shell

(protection igainsl externil impacts]

Fig. 1: Radionctivity Barriers of a Pl/R

The fission products generated in the reactor are
initially enclosed in tne fuel matrix. During
operation a fractional amount diffuses to the outside
into tne fission gas plena,™ but is retained aj tne
fuel cod cladding. Also it cannot be excluded that
in normal operation single fuel rods Deco.ne defective
and fission products enter the coolant.

However, the pressurized confinement of the primary
ciccuit including the reactor pressure vessel prevent
activity from being released from the primary
circuit. If fission products (noole gases and
iodine) still leave the primary circuit during normal
operation via leaK points, tney first enter the
reactor containment and are transported via filter
sections and tne air cleaning system out tntougn tne
exhaust stack. mis system ensures differential
negative pressure levels increasing from tne outside
to the inside of the containment and also ensures the
delay of discnarge (decay of snort-lived isotopes),
the retention in tne filters, and the dilution in the
atmosphere.

Every accident, in wnicn the requirement of
principle 1 is violated for a sufficiently long
period, ultimately results in tne primary circuit
losing in part its retention function. In this case
the reactor containment becomes tne final barrier

against a release of radioactivity into tne
environment, and ensures through automatic closure of
its penetrations tnat principle 2 is largely complied
witn. Consequently, the containments importance in
terms or safety engineering is clearly evident.

Also in tne n/potnetical case that an accident
cannot be controlled, the carrier function of the
reactor containment exerts a decisive influence on
the impact. This will be treated in detail in
Chapters 12 to 16.

2. GENERAL, REQUIREMENTS rflTri RESPECT 10 M S
DESIGN OP THE REACTOR CONTAINMENT

The comprenensive rules and regulations prepared oy
the "Kerntecnniscner Ausscnus" define in detail the
requirements made witn respect to tne materials to oe
used for tne reactor containment, its design,
faorication, inspection and surveillance. Being an
engineered safety system, the containment must be
designed so as to withstand a great variety of
internal and external loads. The containment
tojetner witn tne surrounding building and some
auxiliary systems inclusive of filters must ensure
tnat tne limits indicated in tne Jerman Radiation
Protection Ordinance (Section 26, Par. 3) are not
attained in desijn oasis accidents. Witn regards to
the radiological ourden on the environment the
calculations are oased on a sequence of many nignly
conservative assumptions. This will be explained by
tne example of tne douole-ended (Guillotine) oreak of
a main coolant line:

According to tne recommendations of the German
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards of
Octooer IS, 1963 concerning tne principles of
accident calculations underlying the Guidelines of
tne Federal ministry of tne Interior for judging the
design of PrfR-equipped nuclear power plants in
conformity witn Section 28, 3 of the fladiation
Protection Ordinance, it is assumed that 10% of all
fuel rods will fail during tne refill and reflood
phase. Less than 10% can be assumed provided that a
lower value is evidenced By analysis. In conformity
with the recommendations above the following
spontaneous releases from tne ourst rods into tne
reactor containment will occur witn tne following
portions equally distriouted in the reactor
containment atmosphere:

Release Following Burst

A B

Noole gases 10% 100*

Halogens,

Alkali metals 1% 10%

Otner solids 0.01% 1%

A: Portion related to tne inventory of the ourst
fuel rods (maximum 10%)

B: Portion of A airoorne in tne reactor containment
(uniform distribution).
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It is further assumed that the reactor containment
exhibits a leakage wnicn depends on the respective
thermodynamic state of its atmosphere. The annulus
provided oetween tne steel snell of the reactor
containment and the surrounding concrete shell is
vented via filters.

The following efficiencies are required for the
accident filters:

Noble gases: 0 *
Iodine, organic form: 99 %
Iodine, elemental form: 99.99*
Airborne particulates: 99.9 %

Taking into account the radioactive decay and
deposition in tne reactor containment it must finally
tie shown by the use of a defined, very conservative
rule for calculating tne relationship between
emission and environmental impact tnat the maximum
annual dose a person received who stays at tne least
favourable point outside the nuclear power station
remains oelow tne limit as stated in tne Radiation
Protection Ordinance. rtence, tne requirement is
coupled to tne integrity of tne reactor containment
during tne entire accident as well as to tne leak
mass flow from the reactor containment as determined
by calculations.

3. FEATURES OP THE REACTOR
CONTAINMENT AND ITS INTERNALS

As an example of a German designed 1300 MWe PrtR a
sectional view of tne reactor building of the Biolis
B Nuclear Power Plant is presented in Figure 2.

Primary Circuit
© Reicter Pressure Vessel
;? Steam Generator
® Reactor Coilanl Pump
© Pressurizer

Enerienct Coolino Circuit
© Accumulator
© Banted Water Stinge
© Safety Injection Prop
© Residual Heat Exchanger

Fig. 2: Reactor Building Biblis
The detached steel shell of the containment

(material 15 AnSi 63, diameter 56 m, wall thickness
38 mm) constitutes a passive pressure tight barrier
(design pressure 6.3 oar at 145°C). to limit tne
pressure load in loss of coolant accidents, a free
volume of 70,000 mJ i3 available. A130 the

internal concrete structure (aoout 15,000 m 3)
counteracts long-term pressurization oy its heat
storage capacity.

This concrete structure serves the purpose of
physically separating major safety systems such as
emergency and decay neat cooling systems.

The reactor pressure vessel nas intentionally been
installed in a confined space. This permits better
snielding against radiation, and leakages occurring
below the core level can be more conveniently
controlled. Moreover, tne bottom instrumentation
channel was dispensed with.

Tne storage pool for spent fuel elements has also
been provided within the reactor containment. This
means tnat tne total activity inventory of tne
nuclear power plant is safety contained in it.

The annulus between the steel snell and the
concrete shielding provides for deposition of
radioiodine and radioactive particles in accidents
not resulting from external impacts and reduces the
driving forces directed to the outside through
condensation of steam.

The solic" external concrete shell serves as
shielding against direct radiation and protects
against external impact, m e wall thickness is 1.8 m.

The reactor containment can oe conveniently
inspected and manufactured quickly on account of its
optimum design.

Another advantage in terms of safety engineering
consists in tne fact that tne operating compartments
(accessible) and the plant compartments (accessible
under certain conditions or not accessible) are
physically separated and nave independent air
cleaning systems. Tnese compartments are kept at
different pressure levels. In normal operation tne
exhaust air is carried into tne stack via HEPA and
iodine filters. in the case of an accident the
reactor containment is isolated. Leakage flows are
transferred from the annulus into the stack passing
additional filters. The air cleaning system is shown
schematically in Figure 3.

Steel CnnUinmil

turtine Hill

Atictw Buildkii
Annulus

1 Vtnl air lilttr qslem
Z Splei* HhMit lir filter qstem

3 SufclmupHric p r i s m nuidtirurct syiltn
4 Mnutas uhnttt w fit* lyslm

Fig. 3: Air Cleaning System of a Modern German PUR
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It is ensured that both in the reactor building and
in the auxiliary systems building flows are directed
from compartments witn lower activity into
compartments with higher activity.

In tne past tne external dimensions of tne reactor
containment were increased as the power rose from
345 MWe (Oorinjneim) to 06O drfe (Stade) up to
1300 Mrie standard plant. This development was
accompanied aj a finer subdivision of tne bottom
region of the reactor containment and a replacement
of nighstrength materials (e.g. material No. 51 with
the yield point at normal temperature of 510 S/mm2

and the annealing point at 30 mm) by low-strength
steels wnicii are more suitaole for welding, require
less expenditure for surveillance and are
criaracterized by nign tougnness (15 dnNi 63 witn
370 N/mm^ yield point at normal temperature and
annealing point at 38 mm). The recent plants differ
from tne Biolis A plant by their annulus volume
(increase from 30,000 mi to 45,000 m J ) .

4. SPECIAL DESIGN PROPERTIES

In reactor containment design, favourable criteria
must be met in regards to:

loading,
faDrication and inspection, and
maintenance.

Some major design details will be treated Delow.

The largest opening in tne reactor containment is
tne asse.nbly opening tnrougn which large components
such as tiie steam generators, can be brought into the
reactor containment. m e door of tne assemoly
opening is connected with the steel shell of the
reactor containment a/ 1384 H36 bolts arranged in
2 x 5 rows and surrounded by a sealing box (see
Figure Id).

In addition to tne asseinoly lock the reactor
containment is provided with 125 penetration nozzles,
among tnem 4 locks and 30 blind nozzles. Moreover,
there are 480 cable leadthroughs in total.

Access to tne containment during reactor operation
is possible solely through pressure and gas tight
locks. m e doors of eacn lock see interlocked in
such a manner that only one door can be opened at a
time. m e reactor containment is provided witn a
personnel lock, two emergency locks and one material
lock. Each emergency lock is so dimensioned that
above five persons can pass it at a time, the
material lock nas oeen dimensioned to accommodate tne
fuel element transport container.

Tne leadtnrough pipes and tne nozzles are welded
into the containment. The following designs are used:

- rjgid connections, welded or flanged, 3Uitaole
tor pipe leadthroughs with the fixed point loads
of tne connected pipes not to exceed tne
admissible loads on the reactor containment;

- flexible connections, jwelded) for pipe
leadthroughs, witn the fixed point loading of
the connected pipes exceeding tne loads on the
containment admissible if rigid connections were
used.

Single welded penetrations are pressurized by
nitrogen, depending on the type of loading, a leakage
being d "tectaole with a manometer through pressure
drop.

In case of compensated pipe penetrations, the pipes
are routed elastically through the containment via
compensation joints. These types are used in case
the loads of connected components cannot be
accommodated tyy a fixed point in the containment.
Figure 4 shows the schematic of a penetration with
leakage control. The vent duct is flanged to the
nozzle of tne containment, with cneck valves provided
in-between. The flange sealings and the valve
sealings are double sealings. The spaces in-between
are connected to the leak suction system to permit
leakage control (Figure 5).

, -T Containment Nozzle
i i /

End Plate Extension ' ' / Extension Compensator

\ \ / / /

Testing Connection

inside \ outside

Containment

Fig. 4: Penetration with Leakage Control

Containment
LSS inside j outside

Contiinment Nozzle

LSS: Leakige Suction System

Fig. 5: Vent Valve Penetration

For caole routing, reinforced sheet metal segments
have been provided in the reactor containment. They
have oores and sealing surfaces to which the caole
penetrations proper are flanged. Tightness is
ensured t>i double sealings with testing connections
(Figure 6).
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inside Containment

Glass Seal

Duct Bolts

outside

Double Selling

Pressure Flange

Test Boring

F i g . 6 : Wall Tubes

The cable penetrations essentially consist of a
pressurized flange made of steel witn Dores
accommodating the electric conductors. Bach electric
conductor is placed separately into tne flange by
pressurized glass fusion. Tne technique of
pressurized glass fusion guarantees a high strength
of tne fusion as well as of the bond between the
glass and the metal. The coefficients of thermal
expansion of the parts are adjusted in such a way
tnat during cooldown after fusion, the external
pressure ring undergoes more contraction than the
glass ring and the inner duct Dolt. Tnis causes the
glass to oe prepressurized. Pressurization and hence
tne strength are reduced only at temperatures above
300°C.

5. PROOF OP LOAD CARRYING CAPABILITY

In normal operation and during accidents, the
reactor containment must be capable of accommodating
quite a numoer of mechanical and thermal loads
without being damaged.

The following global mechancial and thermal loads

act on the reactor containment:

negative pressure in operation according to
specification,

permanent loads (e.g., dead loads),

non-permanent loads (weight loads in

transit),

external impacts,

temperature differences and variations in
an accident.

The following local Ioad3 act on the reactor
containment:

reaction forces in specified operating
conditions and in accidents (e.g., at
penetrations),

jet forces in case of leakages,

temperature differences at penetrations at
specified conditions,

temperature differences in an accident
(e.g. by incoming steam or water inlet
flow).

Demonstrating the load carrying capaoility under
the licensing procedure requires that tne loads
mentioned before are analyzed with regard to the
following:

amount and time history of the loads,

time of occurrence with regards to
concurring other loads,

frequency of occurrence,

coverage in terms of space.

On the basic of this analysis it can be specified
whicn loads are to be superimposed glooally or
locally. The stresses derived from the calculation
are broken down b£ type of stress (stress
classification).

The next step in design consists in assigning the
loads and load cases to different load stages at
which different admissible stresses must be ODserved.

6. DSrERMINAriON OF STRESS

To determine tne stresses caused by impacts on the
reactor containment, various methods of calculation
are referred to, or dimensioning is performed on the
basis of rules and regulations or guidelines.

The wall thickness in the undisturbed shell is
normally determined by the dimensions specified in
tne rules and regulations. rfhen calculating the
nozzles and shell segments in the nozzle zone and in
the clamping zone tne stresses are usually analyzed
using the Finite Element Method. Evaluation of the
additional stresses resulting from dynamic loads is
much more time consuming. Typical load cases in this
context are external impact (eartnquake, plane crash,
chemical explosion). To determine tne stresses
occurring in these load cases, still more time
consuming computations are performed if a noticeable
amount of load is applied.

It should be noted tnat the main purpose of
calculation consists in proving that:

no resonances
controlled,

appear which cannot be

on account of elastic strain no
interactions take place tnrough whipping.

As these events occur very rarely, a detailed
description of the assumptions to be Made and of the
basis of calculation adopted, respectively, will be
dispensed with.
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7. MATERIALS

In the course of development work the importance of
component toughness and control in processing
commanded the central interest. Experience
accumulated with higner strength mild steels has
given rise to doubts as to whether, by a reasonable
number of quality assurance, measures tne requested
quality could be guaranteed in an industrial
application. Tnese considerations eventually led to
a decision impeding the use of higher strength mild
steels in nuclear power stations to oe ouilt in tne
future.

To attain the goals set, namely

high component toughness, and
good process control.

The steel, 16 MnNi 63, is used in the more recent
pressurized water reactors. m e limit of wall
tnickness up to whicn stress relief heat treatment
can oe dispensed with is 33 mm so that tne size of
the containment remained unchanged compared to
previous designs. Quite a number of qualification
tests were performed on tne vessel materials. Some
of them will be briefly mentioned below:

Burst Tests Performed at tne
Materialprufungsanstalt (Materials Testing
Institute), Stuttgart

In tensile stresses of spherical vessels without
artificially induced flaws, tne rupture membrane
stress is equivalent to the ultimate stress. This
confirms tnat tne behaviour of spherical vessels can
be simulated by the results of the uniaxial tensile
test taking into account tne douole-axis flow
behaviour. rhe toughness of the Material exerts a
decisive influence on tne ourst pressure of vessels
with artificially induced flaws. It appears that the
safety against fracture can be reasonaole defined
only in comoination with the requirements with
respect to toughness.

Spherical Test
Prof. Botnscheuer

Performed

The safety of a spnerical vessel made of the nign
strength mild steel HS+E 51 under extreme conditions
of welding was proved, rielding seams witn deviations
in manufacturing and large area flaws were examined.

Large slaD rests Performed at
Materialprufungsanstalt in Stuttgart

tne

In large slao tests tne influence is evaluated of
the tnickness and the condition of loading on the
fracture of specimens witn and witnout artificially
induced flaws, m e tests also show tne strength and
strain behaviour for different welding parameters of
welded slabs and slabs made of the base material.
The testing temperatures were defined to be 30 K
above the minimum temperatures below which the
material undergoes orittle fracture. Rupture
membrane stresses were obtained which, in all cases,
were above tne yield point of the base material.

8. EXAMINATIONS, INSPECTIONS AND TESTING

The planning and fabrication documents must be
examined by the expert or by tne inspector required
under the Duilding rules. Por instance,
comprehensive documents must oe produced by tne
manufacturer or supplier of the plant.

A nuinoer of non-destructive tests are performed on
the containment. Besides the general visual
inspection dye penetration techniques and magnetic
powder testing are applied, e.g., for groove faces,
welding seams and ground plates on walls exposed to
pressure. welding seams and metal sheets are
subjected to ultrasonic testing supplemented by
transmission techniques.

The pressure tests must be performed in conformity
with the rules for the prevention of accidents. The
testing pressure is 100% of the design pressure
multiplied by the ratio of the yield points (or 0.2%
elongations) at testing temperature and at tne design
temperature, respectively. The pressure test is
carried out to produce evidence that tne design oasis
load case is safely accommodated. During the
pressure test, measurements of strain and
displacement are performed. They serve as a control
of pressure testing. If the values recorded in
earlier pressure tests have not been sufficient,
additional points of measurement are provided at

the points of maximum loading
the points not amenable to calculation, and
tne points characterized oy deviations in
shape.

Figure 7 snows by way of example tne sequence of
pressure testing.

Pressure
. 7.74 bar Tesl

6,3 bar Design

f Pressure Test! "£™J leikrHe-Twt 1 -45 m tar

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 « I3I4i5'l'6 Timi | i |

Fig. 7: Pressure- and leakrate- lest

It is tne task of integral leak rate testing to
determine, qualitatively, the tightness of the
containment; it must oe proved that tne admissible
leak rate of 0.25 vol. %/day is not surpassed, Por
this purpose, all open connections between the
containment and the surrounding buildings are closed
as in an accident (containment isolation).

The leak rate is defined as the relative mass
loss. An admissiole leak rate of 0.25 vol. »/day
(measured at 4.8 oar design pressure) is equivalent
to the volume leaking out of a 10 nine2 leak assuming
frictionless flow.
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m e integral leak rate of the reactor containment
is made up of a number of partial leak rates.
Elastic seals are designed tnat tney are forced
against tneir seats by tne internal pressure of the
containment snell. rfitn rising pressure tfte leak
area gets smaller and hence the leak rate lower.
Other potential leak points may snow a different
behaviour. It is assumed that a containment can only
be in a state of reproduciDle leak tightness after it
has undergone pressure testing. Since tne leak area
varies witn the pressure, it would be extremely
expensive to descrioe tne dependence on pressure by a
theoretical model. The dependence on pressure is
most reasonably determinated by measurements.

Possiole leaK points of the containment are the
sealing oox, pipework compensators, mooile sellings
at lock doors, air shutters, dampers, valves and the
caole leadthrougns. Tnese components can be tested
for tightness, individually, or by means of the leak
suction system. However, surveillance tests nave
shown that less than 50% of the integral leak rate of
tne containment can be accommodated by the leak
suction system. Consequently, individual test3 of
tigntness cannot be a suostitute for integral leak
rate testing.

Since, for various reasons, the testing pressure
level must not be too high in surveillance tests
(sensitivity to pressure and humidity of electronic
components) it is the usual practice in the Federal
Republic of Germany to use a 1.5 bar testing pressure
level. rfith tnis level and a maximum of expenditure
in terms of measurement accuracy and differentiation
of the contrioutions to the leak rate, an adequate
basis is provided for a reliaole extrapolation of the
results of surveillance tests to design conditions.
Evaluation of a substantial numoer of initial tests
has snown tnat the dependence on pressure of the leak
rates can be represented by a square-root function.
For tne surveillance tests to be performed at a
pressure level of 1.5 oar a leak rate 0.0807%/day
must oe evidenced in conformity witn tne conversion,
experience accumulated in a great number of
surveillance tests of 1.5 oar overpressure has snown
tnat the leak rates were nearly constant over a
rather long period of time and oelow tne admissible
value.

9. THERMODYNAMIC DESIGN

The accident to be taken into account in tne
pressure and temperature design of the reactor
containment is a leak corresponding to a douole-
ended break in a main coolant pipe. The prerequisite
of safe retention of the activity released into the
containment consists of containment isolation
functioning in a loss of coolant accident when two of
the three criteria of emergency cooling are fulfilled
(pressure in the primary circuit 110 bar, pressure
differential between the reactor containment and the
environment 3d moar, water level in the pressurizer
2.26 m). In this situation, all those operating
systems penetrating tne containment are isolated
which are not required assume for the safety
functions of shutdown, emergency cooling, decay heat
removal, assurance of long-term subcriticality. This
limits inadmissiole activity releases to tne
environment during and after accidents. To show
compliance witn tne licensing procedure, computer
codes were developed at different levels of
sopnistication.

In conformity with tne guidelines formulated oy tne
German Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (RSK)
a number of highly conservative assumptions are
prescribed for calculating the design pressure in a
blowdown after douole-ended creak of a main coolant
pipe.

Tne causes of pressure ouildup are the energy and
mass content of the primary system, increased oy the
energy and mass content on the secondary side of one
of four steam generators.

The decay neat power is given by the AHS Standard
+ 20i. Anotner conservative assumption is introduced
into tne calculation of tne maximum pressure reducing
by 2% the free volume of the containment while
increasing oy 2* the volumes of the primary circuit
and of the secondary side of the steam generator.
Finally, in determining tne design pressure for the
reactor containment, a 15% safety factor is added to
tne calculated maximum pressure.

riith tnese assumptions the pressure plot
represented in Figure 8 is obtained. For the steel
wall of the reactor containment, a design pressure of
6.3 oar and a design temperature of 145*C is used.
Anotner conservative assumption consists in tne fact
that the design of the wall of the steel shell is
based on the maximum temperature of tne atmosphere in
the containment, 145°C, and not on the wall
temperature of tne steel shell, aoout 60°C, at tne
time of maximum pressure.
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Fig. 8: Cumulative Safety of Pressure Related Design

In Figure 8 the pressure plots calculated for tne
design basis accident associated with a loss of
coolant accident have been initialized using the
results of the design calculations whicn also start
from conservative assumptions. The best estimate
pressure plots are obtained if the energy and mass
content on the secondary side of a steam genera*ir
are not taken into account and the conserva <R
additions for safety are not applied as recoamenaeu
by the guidelines of the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (RSK). The realistic calculation
mentioned last gives a maximum pressure of 4.2 bar
instead of 6.3 bar.
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When designing compartments and internals witnin
tne reactor containment, care mast be taken tnat
pressure differentials developing during the
accidents under consideration do not lead to a damage
to the containment and its essential internals in
terms of safety. m e staoility of partition walls
and internals, respectively, must oe guaranteed by
tne occurring pressure differentials. Tne safety
factor to oe added to the maximum pressure
differentials must oe at least 15%; also it must not
De taken to be smaller than 0.1 bar.

10. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OP THE
COMPUTER CODES FOR THERMODYNAMICS

Tnere are financial limits to be considered in the
experimental large scale verification of tne computer
codes. In particular, there also have been limits
imposed by the size of tne energy accumulators
available for simulating tne mass flow at oreaK. A
model containment was selected from a lot of
proposals in 1469 and constructed at Battelle in
Frankfurt. It is reduced on a linear scale of 1:4
with respect to real plants of the order of 1300 Hrf
electric power (Figure 9).

model HPV

Model containment data
Diameter: 12 m
Height: 10 m
Volume: 600 m1

Internal
surlice irea-. 1100 m2

Number ol
compartments: 9

Fii). 9: RS 50 Model Containment

Simulation by analysis for tne snort-term blowdown

benaviour is normally done witn the nelp of so-called

multi-zone lumped parameter codes and non-steady-

state or juasi-steady-state models descrioing air/

steam/water outflow. Additional assumptions must be

made on tne oenjviour of tne liquid pnase and on tne

heat transfer to the structures, /.ore detailed codes

frequently offer oetter possioilities jf describing

by models the behaviour of water, but post-test

calculations nave not yielded suostantially better

agreement witn the experimentally measured

differential pressure.

In general, the measurements nave shown tnat the

calculations, in some instances, lead to considerable

overestimations of the pressure differentials between

compartments.

Figure 10 shows, for experiment C1J, a comparison

of measured values of the differential pressure

between two compartments witn tne values calculated

using the ZOCO 6 computer code for various flow

coefficients and water entrapment factors.
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Fig. 10: RS 50, Experiment C13

The resulting volumetric ratio is 1:64. To be able
to represent correctly tne snort-tenn plots of
pressure and differential pressure in terms of amount
and tijne sequence, tne mass flow at break and tne
pressure relief surfaces oetween the compartments has
been adjusted to tnis scale. As usual in model
testing, it is not possible to reduce at the same
time other parameters oy tne correct scale. For
instance, the condensation surfaces of the walls
witnin tne containment are too high by approximately
the factor 6 as compared with the surfaces of a real
plant. Also the ratio of surfaces close to and far
from the break point is greater than in real plants.
Although tnis implies that influences on the pressure
history due to condensation are exaggerated, this
effect is a major importance in tne short tern
results and has been accepted at the price of
attaining tne test goal proper, measurement of the
pressure and differential pressure plots versus time.

In 197J, tne Superheated Steam Reactor (HDR) was
completely decommissioned and made available for
experiments. since at that time some results
obtained from tests with the model containment were
already availaole, an original plant in many respect
offered an excellent opportunity of answering open
questions concerning tne transfer of results of model
testing to large facilities and concerning the
acquisition of parameters not deterainable by a model
due to lack of a suitaDle tneory. of the Multitude
of subjects investigated, ranging from studies of
strength on the pressure vessel via seismic tests and
leak rate tests up to tnermodynamic testing on the
pressure vessel internals, fittings and pipework and
on the reactor containment, only tne thermodynamic
tests related to the reactor containment will be
briefly discussed here. With its suitaDle
dimensions, the HDR containment (Figure 11) offers
tne possioility of investigating, in more detail,
parameters governed by geometry, e.g., water
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HDR containment data
Diameter: 20 m
Height: 60 m
Volume: 11.300 m3

Internal
surface area: 30.000 m2

Number of
compartments: 62
(lor iMl|sis reduce! le 35 er less)

Fig. 11: HDR Containment

entrainment. Besides, the condensation surfaces of
the walls and of tne various of pipework, stepping
grids etc. correspond to that of a real plant which
not only in the short run but also in tne long run
will give more representative results.

On the other hand, it will be more difficult to
study individual effects in tne HOR containment
because in this containment, as opposed to the
simplified model containment, a great number of
pressure relief cross sections occur, e.j., between
the many compartments, because the flow paths in the
pressure relief ports are partly blocked by cables
and pipes and because tne compartments are filled
with the usual criss-cross of pipework and internals.

Despite experience accumulated in a number of
previous experiments tne pretest calculations have
shown that considerable deviations occur between the
predicted and tne measured results. This is evident
from Figure 12.

Some of these deviations can oe explained by the
fact that tne pretest calculations started from mass
flows determined by blowdown codes. The COMORO and
COCO codes used in the Federal Republic of Germany
tend to furnish unrealistically high values while the
codes used in the USA and in Prance have led to
underestimating of the maximum pressures.

At any rate, it can be stated that the computer
codes used in tne German licensing practice to
calculate the pressure load on the reactor
containment in a design basis accident comoined with
the highly conservative assumptions as required by
tne guidelines of tne German Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (RSK) have resulted in an
extraordinarily high safety margin in containment
dimensioning.
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Fig. 12: Pressure History in HDR Contaiment

11. HYDROGEN IN THE REACTOR CONTAINMENT AS
A RESULT OF LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENTS

In a loss of coolant accident tne entire coolant
inventory of the reactor cooling systea is released
into tne containment. The reactor protective systea
initiates emergency core cooling so that the reactor
core gets flooded and the decay heat is reaoved.
This is accomplished oy processes giving ri3e to the
formation of hydrogen. The following individual
sources of hydrogen generation in tne containment can
be identified:

radiolytic decomposition of water in the
reactor core,

- radiolytic decomposition of tne suap water
in the containment,

radiolytic decomposition of water in the
fuel element storage pool,

zirconiua-water reaction in toe reactor
core,

aetal-water reactions of aetal surfaces in
the containment,

release of the "hydrogen" conditioning
agent froa the coolant.

The results of hydrogen generation froa tne various
sources represented graphically in Figure 13 which
shows the development with tiae of the hydrogen
concentration in the containment of a KWTJ nuclear
power station equipped with a pressurized water
reactor. These results can oe suaaarized as follows:

The aain sources of hydrogen generation are
the radiolytic processes which take place
in tne core and in tne suap. The rate of
foraation decreases with decaying activity.
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The SC/U2O reaction and tne release of
tne conditioning agent during tne blowdown
pnase gives rise to a quick release of
hydrogen into tne containment. Tnese
sources furnish negligibly low fractions of
hydrogen.

The radiolysis of the water in the fuel
element storage pool and tne reaction of
water with zinc and aluminium surfaces can
•e neglected.

The buildup of hydrogen concentration in
tne containment is a slow process. The
ignition limit of 4 vol. %/H2 i3 not
attained within 100 days under condition of
homogeneous distribution in the containment.

Ijnlllin Limit

Smaller Mitosis

20 40 60 8D 100*

f cf- '3: Hydrogen Generaticn in thp Containment after LOCA

As shown in Figure 13, exceeding tne ignition limit
of 4 vol. * H2 cannot De ruled out in tne long run
and hence burning cannot be ruled out either. To
avoid flammable gas mixtures in the containment,
measures and devices of controlling the U2
concentration are required under the German licensing
procedure.

According to the guidelines of the German Advisory
Committee on Reactor safeguards (RSK), a system of
measurement must be installed which can ensure that
under the conditions to oe expected after an
accident, the distribution of hydrogen within the
critical zones of the containment can be reliaoly
determined. The following points of measurement are
provided in the PriR containment in order to comply
with tnis requirement:

steam generator compartment,
pressurizer compartment,
pressurizer fitting compartment,
dome of tne containment.

Two independent systems of measurement have been
used for measurement of the hydrogen concentration.

For sampling, gaseous samples are collected in the
plant compartments and carried via sampling lines
into the sampling compartment of the auxiliary
systems ouilding where they are analyzed
automatically using various methods.

Continuous in-place measurement of H^ without
sampling is possiDle witn tne help of diffusion
measuring heads. An active paladium containing
ceramic oeads on wnicn D^ ourns catalytically is
internally neated by a helical heater. Burning of
H2 increases tne temperature of tne nelical heater
and nence its electric resistance. By appropriate
circuitry, it can be converted into an electric
measurement signal.

To prevent local ignition of nydrogen in specific
parts of the containment after a loss of coolant
accident, a system of forced mixing of tne
containment atmosphere is provided.

Forced mixing is achieved by circulating blowers.
The air from parts into whicn hydrogen is not
immediately released, e.g. the dome and tne space
behind the .nissile protection cylinder, is olown into
tne lower plant compartments wnere, compared with tne
compartments previously indicated, an increased &i
concentration might temporarily prevail. The
circulating system is so designed and arranged tnat
reliable mixing of the containment atmosphere is
ensured in tne snort-term (witnin a few nours) so
that the formation of flammable H2 concentrations
is avoided well in advance. To guarantee air
tightness of tne plant compartments witn respect to
the operating compartments, the pressurized lines are
closed by valves during normal operation.

Although even with unrealistically high rates of
H2 formation assumed from the radiolytic
decomposition of water tne integral 133
concentration remains oelow the ignition limit and
any conditions of irregular distribution can oe
recognized in time by the monitoring system and
alleviated oy the nixing system, an H2 removal
systea has also been installed in German plants. The
nydrogen decomposition system consists of a catalytic
recombiner as the central component. In the 1300 Hri
PriR of standard design tnis recoobiner is installed
within the containment. If the need arises, tne
recomoiner can oe immediately connected. A
compressor forces the atmosphere in the containment
into a flow neater and into the recomoiner where the
nydrogen is recomoined witn oxygen. The throughput
is aoout 100 N*3/h. Subsequently, the
hydrogen-free atmospnere is cooled in a heat
exchanger and returned into the containment.

In tne model containment elaoorated at Battelle in
Frankfurt, tests were performed in order to determine
tne diffusion oenavisur of nydrogen in air under
conditions similar to tnose wnicn might prevail in
loss of coolant accidents, fhe tests also served to
provide data for verification of computer models,
especially the RALOC code.

The nydrogen was fed into one of tne lower
compartments from an area source. By disconnection
of tne feed tne maximum n/drogen concentration was
limited to 4 vol.%.

The post-calculation with the RALOC computer code
of the test involving inverse temperature
stratification is shown in Figure 14 wnere tne
measured concentration plots from the two
compartments are also shown. The characteristic
development of tne concentrations at about 13,000 s
is well simulated by the computer code. However, the
differences in concentrations occurring is not
described by tne computation.
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The following major test results should be
enumerated:

Under isothermal conditions and with the
relatively low feed rates, the released
hydrogen jets distributed homogeneously in
the test compartments.

By contrast, in case of inverse temperature
stratification (temperatures in tne upper
compartments higher by 15*C than in the
lower ones) tne diffusion of hydrogen is
impeded and the concentration is
excessively nigh in tne lower
compartments. The differences in
concentration are balanced after attainment
of a specific concentration difference
which depends aoove all on tne temperature
difference. To be able to achieve great
differences in concentration, a calm
atmosphere had to be achieved prior to
introducing tne a2. This is not typical
of real conditions and was difficult to
achieve.

Besides the temperature distribution and
the geometry (location of the source, size
of outlet ports), the rate of supply exerts
an influence on the differences in
concentration. with the other test
conditions unchanged, but the rate of
supply reduced, the differences becoae
clearly smaller.

12. SEQUENCE OF HYPOTHETICAL
CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENTS

The investigations into core meltdowns conducted
for more tnan ten years in tne Federal Repuolic of
Germany have Deen concentrated in recent years on
calculating tne sequence of tne accident and on
evaluating the consequences of the accident. More
precise statements on possible fisson product
releases required inter alia comprehensive
computations to be made of the aerosol and iodine
fractions in the reactor containment, their physical
and chemical oehaviour, as well as including

particularly serious additional problems sucn as a
leak in the reactor containment. Indepth studies
nave oeea devoted to steam explosion and nydrogen
deflagration. Recent results of these analyses
performed over aa.iy years exhioit that the
consequences of an accident had been conservaoly
overestimated in previous basic studies such as the
German Risk Study on Nuclear Power Plants. These
statements are oased especially on the particular
features o£ the reactor containment and the entire
ouilding regarding the retention of radioactivity.

A core meltdown accident develops from a
loss-of-coolant accident witn tne failure of the
emergency coding systems. It is accompanied by a
suostantial release of fission products and
non-radioactive materials from the primary ioop into
tne reactor containment, m e development with tiac
of radioactivity release into the environment of the
nuclear power plant is decisively dependent on the
timely isolation of tne reactor containment, lt»
leakage rate, and tne date of occurrence as well as
on tne type of overpressure failure, in addition,
the release depends on tne path of transport from tn*
annulus and the effectiveness of the driving forces.
A crucial criterion is the finding that all
radioactive suDstances, except for the noble gases
and the gaseous iodine compounds, are bound to
aerosol particles whicn at a sufficiently high
concentration and with reasonably long residence
times in the reactor containment are suojected to
highly effective removal mecnanisms. For example, an
aerosol mass concentration of initially 20-30 g/m3

in tne reactor containment decreases oy S to 6 orders
of magnitude within five days. This makes it obvious
tnat tne time to failure of tne reactor containment
not only determine tne effectiveness of evacuation
measures for the population but also determines the
release of activity into the environment.

With a view to tne considerations aade later in
this paper it is appropriate to present first a
review of the sequences of core meltdown accidents.
In general, two cases can be distinguished as typical
examples: tne low pressure and the high pressure
paths.

Low pressure Path

After a large oreak as the initiating event this
sequence proceeds in the primary system at low
pressure. Typically in this category, the
development of tne core meltdown as described below
follows a double-ended break of the hot aain coolant
pipe accompanied by the complete failure of tne low
pressure emergency cooling systems with the operation
changed from the feed to the sump recirculation
mode. The core meltdown accident proper commences
about 20 minutes after tne double-ended break by
evaporation from the reactor pressure vessel flooded
up to the lower edge of the nozzle. Suosequently,
the water level after 0.6 h has dropped down to the
upper edge of tne core. Then core degradation starts
with the water level continuing to fall. During this
phase hydrogen is generated in addition to water
vapor as a result of the zirconium/steam reaction.
After another 1.2 h the core support structure fails
implying that large amounts of core material are
dropped into the residual water in the lower plenum
of tne reactor pressure vessel, on account of the
heat released by the melt this process is accompanied
by violent evolution of steam.
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The interaction of cote melt with the concrete of
tne basemat starts immediately after failure of tne
reactor pressure vessel (about 1.9 h after
oloi/down). At that time, CO2 and steam are
released into the reactor containment from heating of
the concrete ol tne shielded pit, and CO as well as
Hj are released oy reduction of some of these
gaseous components tnrougn tne metallic fractions
contained in the melt. Moreover, during this time
interval, tnermal radiation from tne surface of the
melt to the non»wetted structures also contributes to
tne release of gas. The long-term buildup of
pressure in tne reactor containment is determined by
tne evaporation of tne sump water. Evaporation of
the sump water starts at the end of about seven
hours, immediately after tne concrete shielding in
the shielded cavity begins to melt which, initially,
keeps tne suinpwater separate from tne melt.

Figure 15 3now3 a computation of the core melt/
concrete interaction after failure of tne reactor
pressure ve33el. It was performed witn the rfECHSL
code. In tnis computation, 3J t of metallic melt and
130 t of oxide melt, ootn at a temperature of 2400°c,
are discharged initially onto tne basemat of the
reactor building. The resulting contour of the melt
cavity nas oeen plotted every 1000 s. It is evident
from Figure 15 tnat, after about seven nours, tne
inner concrete cylinder will fail which until tnat
time nas kept the sump water separate from the melt.
Prom tnis time onward, part of tne tnermal power of
the melt serves to evaporate the sump water. ifith
tne reactor containment isolated - wnich provides
only the rated leakage of 0.25 vol.%/d - thi3 gives
rise to a long term pressure ouildup. m e pressure
in the reactor containment as determined with the
COCHBL computer code under tne stated conditions is
plotted versus time in Pigure 16. The pressure
attains a maximum during blowdown at 17 s and then
undergoes a reduction because the evaporation of
water from the reactor pressure vessel is
counteracted by the condensation on structures within
tne reactor containment. Only witn tne inrusn of
sump water after 3even nours does the pressure rise
again. After aoout 3.5 days it reacnes tne design
pre33ure and attains 9 bars at the end of five days.
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Accompanied by f a i l u r e in the Sumjj Coolino System

Hign Pressure Patn

In contrast to tne low pressure sequence, this
sequence is characterized by event." taking place at
high pressure in the primary system. For example, if
the power systems designed to supply the nuclear
reactor load were to fail, tne reactor would be
automatically shut down and the active safety sy3terrt3
would normally be supplied from emergency power
systems. If, in addition, the whole set of redundant
Diesel generators fail, tne whole electricity supply
and also the secondary side supply to the steam
generators fails. In tnis case, the decay heat is
initially removed on the primary side by the steam
generators wnich, on tne secondary side, boil down
their water inventories until, after about 1.5 h,
they are no longer capaole of removing thermal
energy. This results in a pressure and temperature
rise in tne primary circuit until opening of tne
pressure relief valves provided at the pressurizer.

The valve outlet cros3 sections are sufficient in
the initial phase to remove a more power than tnat
generated By tne decay neat. Consequently, the
pressure in the primary circuit drops until the
relief valves close again. This is followed oy
another pressure rise in the primary circuit until
tne valves open once nore. If one supposes
hypothetically that it will not be possible during
tnis period to repair and restore tne supply of
electricity or to pump feed water into the secondary
side of tne steam generators, the cycle is repeated
until the water level has dropped oelow part of the
core in tne reactor pressure vessel, pure steam flow
in the part of the core which is no longer covered by
water is not sufficient to renove the decay neat
generated via the pressurizer valve. The core is
further neated until tne onset of aclting. If the
reactor pressure vessel fails due to core meltdown a
suostantial transport of energy and nass takes place
from the reactor pressure vessel into the reactor
containment. Oepressurization upon failure of tn«
reactor pressure vessel is followed oy flooding of
tne core a»lt fragments and of tne still unulten cor*
parts on the concrete oasemat through the pressure
accumulators. On account of high energy
depressurization of the reactor pressure vessel, the
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inner concrete shielding (see Figure 15) is destroyed
spontaneously. Depending on wnetner the liquid and
solid core part3 are coolable or not coolable in
•rater, tne water evaporates at a slightly faster or
slower race. In any event, the resulting pressure in
the reactor containment in tne long term takes a
course similar to that plotted in Figure 16.

In conformiry with tne results worKed out in tne
German RisK study on Nuclear Power Plants it can be
assumed tnat in more tnan 90% of all conceivable
cases the reactor containment is tight at the onset
of an accident (except for the rated leakage to oe
considered) and that it remains tight until
overpressure failure.

13. OVERPRESSURE FAILURE OP TUB REACTOR CONTAINMENT

In earlier investigations into accident sequences,
it has always seen assumed tnat after attainment of a
pressure of 8.5 bar in the reactor containment the
airborne radioactivity present at that time in the
reactor containment is released directly into the
environment. This is equivalent to the concept of a
pressure impact destroying large areas both on the
steel shell and on tne concrete shielding surrounding
the annulus.

As a matter of fact, the competent experts in tne
Federal Republic of Germany unanimously agree today
tnat the limit of failure of the undisturoed steel
shell of a German 1300 Mrie PWR of standard design
will occur above 14 bar and tnat tne "leak-fiefore-
failure' criterion applies to the reactor containment
as sell. This leads to a plausible procedure for
conducting further analyses:

It is necessary to determine that point of tne
reactor containment where, with rising pressure,
considerable leakage is expected to first
occur. The pressure drop resulting from that
leak or - in tne most favouraole case - the
resulting stabilization of pressure precludes
failure at other points to take place at even
higher pressure levels.

investigations of tne load carrying capability were
performed at the locations of the reactor containaent
indicated in Figure 17. The goal was to quantify the
type of failure for a steadily rising internal
pressure and to indicate the associated cross
sections of the openings.

At a pressure of 11 oar and at a temperature of
170*C, radial expansions up to 40 ca, and vertical
tangential displaceaents at the equator up to 30 ca
occur in the undisturbed shell zone.

Deformations of this size are not tolerated by the
surrounding structures. Before attainment of tnese
loading conditions, substantial deforaations take
place in constrained regions and hence leakages
develop. The results have been suaaarized in
Figure 17; they show that failure of the steel shell
must oe expected to occur first at the aaterial lock
door.

As already mentioned in section 4, the assembly
lock door is boltwi to tne steel shell of the reactor
containaent. The bolted connection and the required
sealing box are represented in Figure 18. Obviously,
the great number of holes to be drilled into the
spherical shell constitute weak points of the systea.
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Fig. 17: Failure Pressure Variations of Containment

Fig. 13: Bolted Connection Between Containment
Shell and Material Loch

The behaviour of the _bolted connection shortly
before the tiae of failure is extreaely complex,
some of the forces are transaitted by friction
induced connection, soae of them by bolt bearing
pressure. A coaparatively precise description with a
computer code does not see* possible.

On the other hand, a precise description is
urgently needed. A S a matter of fact, if high
strains occur in the whole bolted connection, the
scaling box will be the first to fail, as represented
in Figure 19. The resulting leakages will then
probably impede > further rise in pressure and large
area mechanical failure, if, by contrast, tne bolted
connection behaves like a compact unit, lower aean
•trains have to be anticipated. in this case the
pressure will continue to rise and failure will be
expected to occur in tne outermost row of oolts. In
this case the reactor containaent can be subjected to
large-area rupture.
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Fig. 19: Failure of Sealing Box; Leakage through

the bolted Connection

To be aole to decide reliably whether the pressure
at failure of tne oolted connection is lower than
that prevailing at the other weak points, and whether
cue less harmful type of failure, fracture of the
sealing box, must be anticipated, conducting an
experiment is being discussed. Tne results of tne
experiment would tie transferred directly to real
accident conditions witnout requiring an expensive
computer program. It is planned to subject a section
of tne oolted connection reduced on a 1:4 scale to a
two-axis tensile stress corresponding to real
conditions. Tne planned device has been sketched in
Figure 20. It is intended that in the course of the
test tne two-axis stress condition (reactor
containment internal pressure) will be gradually
raised and the increasing leakage flow through the
bolted connection measured-

100 mm

test section:
boiled connection

hydraulic cylinder

According to tne present state of knowledge the
leak to be expected can only be limited in size, the
leak size ranges Between 300 cm2 and a value which
is sufficiently nigh to prevent a further continuous
pressure rise from occurring in the reactor
containment. This value depends exclusively on
thermodynamic parameters because the energy and mass
flows generated in the reactor containment at the
time of overpressure failure must be removed through
tne leak. The leak is also strongly influenced by
the layout of the containment. Por reactor
containments of German PrfRs of standard design a
2U cm2 crrsss section is sufficient to limit to 9
bar the pressure in the reactor containment. The
more detailed analyses described before should
validate that, at the pressure of about 9 bar, the
material lock fails first. Thus, higher pressure
values in the containment cannot be attained because
of substantial leakages have occurring at tne first
weak point.

14. THEKrtODYNAfllC CONDITIONS DJRING
FAILURE OF THE REACTOR CONTAINMENT

On the basis of tne energy and mass release into
the reactor containment and considering the two
limiting cases encountered for overpressure failure
(20 cm2 leak and 300 cm2 leak). Figure 21 shows
once more tne pressure plot for tne low pressure path
and for the high pressure path beyond the time of
failure at 9 bar in comparison witn Figure 16. In
addition, the pressure-time history has been entered
in Figure 21 (low pressure patn) which had been taken
as the basis in the German Risk Study on Nuclear
Power Plants.

Attainment of the load limit of the steel shell at
about 9 bar must be expected after about five days.
This applies to the low pressure patn and to the case
of the non-coolable melt in the high pressure path.
For the high pressure patn the maximum pressure
occurring during pressure build up of the primary
circuit is well below the design pressure of the
reactor containment. As already mentioned, the
pressure can be stabilized with a 20 cm2 leak while
a leak cross section of 300 cm2 leads to complete
depressurization.
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Fig. 21: Containment, Pressure-Time History

Fig. 20: Two-axial Test of the bo)ted Material

Lock Connection
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The cause of the relatively long time span until
failure of the reactor containment is evident from
Figure 22.

By far the majority of energy is consumed to heat
L.ne concrete and steel structures in the
containment. Only a small amount of energy is
contained within the melt. This means that the
safety concept in the Federal Republic of Germany
wnich tends to provide a high percentage of
structures within the reactor containment gives an
advantageous effect on tne pressure ouildup in
hypothetical accidents.

Melt

s 5

Sliuclwes

Time |d]

F i g . 22 : Low Pressure Path: Energy Balance

1 5 . OUTLET PATHS IN THE ENTIRE BUILDING

The example of the low pressure path with a
300 cm2 leak an overpressure failure will be used
to briefly outline which transport paths are
important for tne release of gas and particles into
the environment.

During the first five days after a blowdown only
the rated leakage from tne reactor containment into
the annulus is effective (about 7 m3/n). Via the
annulus exhaust system (about 600 m3/h) fission
gas, iodine and particles are exhausted to the stack
after passing tnrough the filter system (see
Figure 3). When the 300 cm2 leak leak occurs in
the reactor containment, the latter undergoes
depressurization. Suose-jaently, all tne air is
expelled from the annulus. A major portion of the
steam condenses (about 230 m3 condensate) until at
the end of 8.5 days all the sump water in the reactor
containment nas evaporated.

Nevertheless, after overpressure failure of the
steel shell, the pressure ouildup in tne annulus will
suffice to immediately open the connection to the
auxiliary systems building and from there locks and
hatches to the environment. Through the auxiliary
systems building a total of about 200 tons of gas
will reach the environment (starting with over-
pressure failure of the steel shell after five days).

At the end of five days also the release of gas and
steam from tne stack will strongly increase because
after depressurization of the reactor containment the
amount delivered by the annulus suction system rises
from a relatively low steady-state value

(corresponding to the blower characteristic) to
relatively high values of up to 4000 m3/h at the
maximum. Complete failure of the filters must be
assumed in addition. taken this process as a whole
about 0.4 • 106 kg of tne 1.74 • 106 kg gas
released from the containment into tne annulus within
8.5 days reach the environment of the plant. This is
equivalent to 20%. However, this does not mean that
the release of the fission products carried from the
reactor containment into the annulus likewise
accounts to 20%. The plateout behaviour of both the
airborne fission products and of iodine undergoes
complicated physical-chemical processes which cannot
be taken into account witn adequate precision by
defining purely thermodynamic parameters such as the
rate of condensation. Moreover, filters (if still
effective) and, on account of the fission product
distrioutions greatly differing in terms of time in
individual volumes, also their transient behaviour
are determinant of the fission product retention.

16. RETENTION OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES AND
IODINE IN TUB REACTOR CONTAINMENT
IN CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENTS

By the example of a hypothetical core meltdown
accident after the double-ended break of a main
coolant pipe and failure of the reactor containment
after five days, it is shown that highly effective
retention effects can oe attributed to the reactor
containment and the adjacent compartments. The
computations wnicn will not be descrived here were
performed using the following codes:

thermodynamics in the
reactor containment:

concrete/melt interaction

iodine behaviour

aerosol benaviour

: COCMEL (KtfU)

: WECHSL (KfKO

: Iodine Model (KfK)

: NAUA (KfK)

The data derived from tne SASCHA program (KfK) have
been used in order to compute the releases of aerosol
particles from the primary circuit into the reactor
containment.

Figure 23 shows the integral particle mass (s)
released into the reactor containment as a function
of the tine, the instantaneous airborne particle mass
(A) and the integral particle mass (L) given off into
the annulus in excess of the rated leakage of
0.25 vol.%/d.

It snould oe pointed out that, by far the highest
fraction of the airborne particle mass does not
consist of the radioactive elements and isotopes.

It appears from Figure 23 tnat tne airborne mass
decreases by more than five orders of magnitude
within five days through aerosol-physical removal
mechanisms. At the tine of failure of the reactor
containment only those suDstances which continue to
be airborne can still be released. It is evident
from Figure 23 tnat tne additional leakage into the
annulus, independent of the type of failure and the
leak size, is less than 1% of the mass of the
particles already released within the preceding five
days, if one studies tne phenomenon more closely,
one reaches the conclusion that the release of
particles into the annulus or into the environment is
bound to be increased by any conceivable type of
filtered venting.
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The following tables are compilations of the
integral release fractions of cesium and iodine. As
100% of tne cesium is released from the reactor core,
its behaviour is similar to that of the whole aerosol
system. The results from recent calculations have
been compared in the tables with the results obtained
in the German Risk study of Nuclear Power Plants, it
gets evident that with a better understanding of the
retention effect of tne reactor containment and the
adjacent compartments and with improved estimates on
overpressure failure of the reactor containment, the
source term has been reduced by two orders of
magnitude. The advantage offered by a pressure
tight, large volume, reactor containment,
accommodating large massive in internal structures,
cannot be better demonstrated.

103 104 105

— Time
S- Source A ; Airborne L •• Leaked inlo the annulus

Design Leakage 0.25 Vol %/d

Fig. 23: Aerosol Behavior in the Containment
(Release Category 6)

The situation is slightly different regarding the
release of iodine Decause, aside from Csl in the form
of particles, gaseous iodine species must be
anticipated, in tne reactor containment the gaesous
iodine species are subject to a continuous
interaction oetween tne airborne fraction and tne
fraction dissolved in the sump water. Figure 24
shows the results for the case of a 20 cm2 leak
after five days (case 1) and for tne case of a
300 cm2 leak (case 2). Tne molar fractions of the
core inventory have been plotted which are released
into tne environment. Attention is drawn to tne fact
that the various forma of iodine (Csl, elemental
iodine, organic iodine compounds) produce different
radiological effects.
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Fig. 24: Iodine Release to the Environment

(Release Category 6)
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Lorf Pressure Patn:
Late Overpressure

Failure Remarks
Fraction of

Inventory Released
Cs-137 Cs-137

(Ci)

German Risk Study
(after 27 h)

No retention in annulus 8 7 • 6 • 103

Case 2
(after 5 d)

300 cm2 - leak
no filters after break

10-6 • in-58 • 10

Case 1
(after 5 d)

20 cm2 - leak
filters

10-9 5 • 10-7 4 • 10"2

Cesium Release (rfitnout radioactive decay)

Low Pressure Patn:
Late Overpressure

Failure Remarks
Fraction of

Inventory Released
1-131

(9)
1-131
(Ci)

Ger.nan Risk Study
(after 27 n)

No retention in annulus 10-2

Iodine Release (without radioactive decay)

106

Case 2
(after 6 d)

Case 1
(after 5 d)

300 cm2 - leak
no filters after oreak

20 cm2 - leak
filters

5 •

10-4

10-7

8

4

• 10-2

• 10"4

10"
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CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES AT ELECTRICITE DE PRANCE

J-L. COSTAZ

Electricite de France
Paris, prance

PRENCH PrfR CONTAINMENTS

M

900

1300

Type

Prototype

Standard

Export

Standard
No. 1

Standard
No. 2

Standard
No. 3

First Of
Series

Fessenheim

Tricastin

KoeDerg Korea

Paluel

Cattenom

Chooz

In
Project

2

5

Under
Construction

3

2

3

10

1

Pressure
Tested

6

25

2

5

0

0

Operating

6

21

1

0

0

0

Total

6

28

4

8

12

6

EARTHQUAKE CONDITIONS

Hor
Vert

• la g
.10 g

NRC
NHC

Spectrum
Spectrum

Dynamic ground loung Moduli:

500 UPa to 4,000 MPa

AIR PLANE CRASHES (FIGURE 1)

Commercial Planes
Military Planes
General Aviation

NO
NO
See Below

LEAR JET

5,700 kg
100 m/s

CESSNA 210

1,700 kg
100 m/s

12

4 m2

GENERAL TOTAL

20 100

Fig.l

Engine: hard missile

200 kg .5 in2

EXTERNAL EXPLOSION (PIGJrfE 2)

Plat-front shock wave

Velocity 350 m/s — — —

Editor's Note: This paper has been produced from material provided by author.
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PWR 900
Design pressure- 0.4 MPa gauge

TOTAL INTERNAL
VOLUME• 33,000 m3

Steel liner elrnm

i

PWR 1300
SECTION A-A

Design pressure: 0.38 Mpa gauge

Total internal! volume: 106.000m3

Fig. 3 Fig. 5

PWR 900
Horizontal Saction

PWR 1300
Horizontal Section

Fig. 4 Fig. 6
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Plan Viaw

ARGUMENTS FOR TUB DOUBLE WALL CONTAINMENT

Representativity of pressure test
External hazards
Quality of concrete
Redundancy for prestress protection
Progressive failure

Construction

Speed and ease

Cost

900 Ml* 63,000 m3

1300 Mrf 106,000 mi
100 MF (12 M$)
115 MF (14 *$>

Best estimate 1300 Hrf with
single wall and liner: 140 HP (17 H$)

DETAIL IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE LAST 1300 MW

Better Seismic Design

Cylinder .90 ra 1.20 m
Dome .95 m .90 n
Square mesh of prestressing

Ho more prestre3sing in the laft.

Reducing the drainage system.

Increase of prefabrication.

Polar crane girder
Internal done
External done

Mew Regulations

Linit state design.
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LIMIT STATE

RESISTANCE AND STABILITY

Basic Combinations

Construction normal Operation

Unfavourable Permanent Action

1.35 G m a x 1.35 G m a x

Favourable Permanent Action

+ 3min * Gmin

Preatressinj

* E. + i.

Loads During Construction

+ 1.5 a c

Maximum Service Loads

Mind

+ 1.56 tf

Snon

Temperature

T » 1.35 if load defined
- 1.50 if not

+ 1.44

+ 1.2 S

+ 0.8 T

Ys - 1.15

Pressure Test 1/2 SSE

Unfavourable Permanent Action

1.35 G m a x 1.35 Gas*

Favourable Permanent Action

+ Gain + Gmin

Prestre3sing

+ P + P

Pressure Test Load

+ 1.35 iipE

Earthquake

+ 1.35 (0.5 E)

Mean Service Load

+ 1.3 Q* + 1.3 Q '

Temperature

+ 0.8 T + 0.8 T

yo * 1.50 ra ' I - "

ACCIDEHTAL LOADINGS

LOCA SSE LOCA li SSE

Unfavourable Permanent Action

Gmax G»ax Gaax

Favourable Permanent Action

+ Grain * 3ain

Prestres3in9

+ Pp + P +

LOCA

+ Q*

+ 0.5 T

Earthquake

+ E • E

Mean Service Load

+ 0.' + a'

Temperature

+ 0.5 T + 0.5 T

1.15
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IN SERVICE SURVEILLANCE
SERVICE LIMIT STATE

Verification for concrete Standard

Standard Unit
Maximum compression Prototype Unit La»t

Unit 900 M>* 1300 MM
Verification versus crack opening relative to

Normal operation
Pressure Test
Earthquake (1/2 SSE)
Construction

Verification for com
relative to

LOCA
Press
1/2 SSE

LOCA + SSE no tension

through any standard section

AIR PRESSURE TESTS

Pressure test 1 MPa

900 rt« 1300 MM

Acceptance Test

First refuelling

Every ten years

Leak rate for LOCA
(24 hours)

Leak rate for test
with conservative calculations

Leak rate for test
with best estimate calculation

Leak rates obtained

1.15 p

P

P

0.3%

0.16%

0.21%

0.005%
to

0.01%

P

P

P

1.5*

1%

3%

0.38%
to

0.95%

Basemat hydraulic
level devices

Topographic measures
in tendon gallery

Horizontal invar wires
in the basemat

Vertical invar Mires

Vertical plumblines

Vibrating wire gauges

Thermocouples

Load cells on
4 vertical tendons

13

12

2

0

4

150

100

6

9

12

2

0

4

24

26

6

0

20

0

4

4

24

26

4
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SWEDISH PRACTICE Hi SBACfja CONTAINMENT DESIGN

PSRClf LUNDiJJISr

Swedish State Power Board

PLANTS - OWNERSHIP

Tne nuclear power production in Sweden is split
oetween tne government agency swedisn State Power
Board (SSPB) and a few private enterprises.

In commercial operation are tne following plants:

in tne early BWR containments (3 Jnits) and in
Osnarshamn unit No. J tne tendons are oonded witn
cement grout. Tne PAH containments (1 u.Uts) have
unoounJed tendons protected witn grease. In the
Porsmack BrfR containments (i units) tne unbounded
tendons are protected witn circulating Jesiccated air.

BarseoacK 1 and 1
PorsmarK 1 and 2

Oskarsnamn 2
rtiiigildls 1
Ringnals 2
Ringnals J and 4

(j70 pMe BrfR) Private
(940 Me am) Joint SSPB/Private
(440 .-We MR) Private
(595 .We mis) Private
(7iJ ,4rie 3.M) SSPB
(300 i«e PrfR) SSPB
(sJj HWe PriR) SSPB

In construction are:

porsmarK 3
Ositarsndmn 1

(1060 Hrfe 3WR) Joint SSPB/Private
(iduu (Me flrfR) private

LAYOUT AND GENERAL CONCEPTION

All swedisn reactor containments are designed
posttensioned concrete. Tne tnrae PrfR units
2/J are of typical rtestinghouse layout rfitn a
dome-ospped cylinder.

rfhilst dll tne 8rlR in operation are of tne dark 2
design, t.ie fl.Ws in construction may oe described as
a composite of Mark 1 and Hack 2, i.e. tne rfet jell
volume encircles a central dry well tnat goes do^ii to
tne very oasemat.

At all tnrea poramarks unit3 and at tne Jskarahamn
Jnit .tJ. i tne oreak area of a LOCA oelorf tne core
upper face is reduced Dy use of ASEA-ATOri designed
i.i-vessel recirculation pumps.

DESIGN BASIS

All plants in operation were designed according to
ASrlfi soiiar and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 2, rfitn the exception of tne eartn-juake
requirements. T.ie early units also were cnecked for
a factor of 2.1) times design pressure witn regard to
the ultimate load of posttensioning tendons.

Por the units in construction an earthquake of
.15 g 13 included in tne design oasis.

Great concern was given to restraints for all hi9.1
energy piping and to tne safeguarding of electric
cables for jet impingement.

POSTTENSIONING ARRANGEMENT

All containment cylinder walls are posttensioned
using leapfrogging .lorijjntal noop te.ido.is of 2UU"
extension and also vertical tendons. Tne domes of
tne Ptffi containments are posttensioned witn tnree
layers of tendons at 60° mutual angles.

UPRATIN3 OP CDNTAINMEKTS

A review of Swedish eart.ijjake nistory is ia
progress, oased 0.1 its findings an uprating is
expected to Je required for all containments tnat
were not designed for any earthquake, .lowever, tne
magnitude oc tne uprating is not expected to exceed
.1 g.

Tne containiaents at dar3ejack are jeing inpleoentej
rfitn controlled ventilation tnrougn a gravel oed for
steaiD condensation. m i s arrangement aaodld Je
regarded as an urgent solution of a political/
e.iviroiiinental projlim cased o.i t.ie proxiaity of tae
plant to tne oanisn capital Jopennagen. rne
condensing gravel voluaes rfill oe contained i.i a
posttensioned steel-lined vessel of a size
corresponding to a reactor containment.

Otoer containments are oeing studied in a project
.1ITRA wnicn can oe cnaracterized as unit specific
IOCOR studies.

OPERATIONAL RE0.JIRE4EJTS

Tne operational requirements for containments by
the Swedisn nuclear Inspectorate very mucn agree witn
the qualifications requested o/ SRC (USA) a.id are
limited to control of t.ie temperature of tne
containment concrete as implied jy tne admissible
maximum temperature of the containment volume.

(4AIH.TEIMNCE RE3JIREMEHIS

Also in t.iis field t.ie swedisn standpoint agrees
witn that of NRC.

Posttensioniiig

rinere tendons are unbounded a specified numoer will
oe load cnecked at specified intervals. A few
tendons n-uve to oe released to allow replacement of
some wires, tne replaced ones to oe cnecked.

Grease wnen used is also to oe sampled and
cnecked. All containments nave to oe regularly
cnecked for concrete cracking at anchorage.

Leaktigntneas

Leak rate test also nave to oe performed at
regulated times and measured leax rates evaluated
against admitted values. Tne tests are effected with
all systems open to tne containment volume and witn
closed containment isolation valves.
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FUTURE

Tne moratorium imposed oy tne nuclear powec
referendum in 1980 is likely to prevent furtner
s>iedisn investments in NP jurinj tne next decades.

If and wnen a restart of tne NP projram snould
occur, tne concept oy ASEA-Aro.4 for tne SECURE-
reactor system appears to ooviate tne need for
containment volumes outside tne reactor vessel
oiological snield and are likely to oe a oasis for
furtner sVedisn development.
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EFFECT OF BUOYANCY INDUCED FLOWS ON THE TRANSPORT OF MATERIAL BETWEEN CONTAINMENT COMPARTMENTS

M.S. QURAISHI

Containment Analysis Branch - Safety Analysis Department
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, CANDU Operations

Sheridan Park Research Community
Mlsslssauga, Ontario, Canada LSK 1B2

ABSTRACT

During the early stages of a postulated coolant
discharge from the primary heat transport system,
the transport and mixing of materials inside
containment Is dominated by the high discharge rate
from the break. As this flow decreases, convection
induced by the fans and buoyancy becomes the
dominant transport and mixing mechanism. This paper
presents a simplified model to Incorporate the
buoyancy Induced (due to density variations) flows
In the Containment thermal hydraulic code and
presents two examples to demonstrate the
significance of buoyancy Induced flows on the
trnsport of material between Containment
Compartments.

INTRODUCTION

During the early stages of a postulated loss of
coolant accident the najor movement of the
containment atmosphere Is governed by the discharge
of steam and water from the break. With tine, this
flow decreases and flow Induced by density
variations may become dominant. This factor is
significant for the determination of transport of
materials inside the building.

The role of buoyancy Induced flow In determining
local containment atmosphere conditions Is discussed
by Almenas and Marchello (1). Detailed
multidimensional codes for assessment of local and
global containment conditions (2,3) are under
development. Although expensive at present, these
techlques may become a practical analytical tool in
the near future. At present, a simplified
assessment of buoyancy Induced mixing can be made
for some containment geometries.

A SIMPLE BUOYANCY INDUCED CONVECTIVE FLOW MODEL

Consider hypothetical containment compartments
each of which is well-nixed and connected by
openings as shown In Figure 1. The height between
the openings Is "h". The pressure In the
neighbourhood of the bottoa opening of room 1 (Point
B - Figure 1) Is PR. The procure* Inside and
outside of the top opening of room 1 (Points C and A
of Figure 1) are Pc and PA respectively. The
difference of pressure between the top and bottom
opening la due to the static fluid head which Is the
product of the unit weight of liquid and the
difference In elevation. If we assume perfect
mixing In each node then density Is constant In each
node and the relationship between various pressures
can be written for steady state frlctlonless

conditions as (4):

FIGURE 1 CONTAINMENT SCHEMATIC

P B " PC

PB " PA

(1)

(2)

where px and p2 are
respectively. The p

the densities In rooms 1 and 2
pressure difference across the

top opening of room 1 (Points A and C — Figure 1)
can be determined by equating Equations 1 and 2:

Pc - (3)

There will be a buoyancy Induced flow through the
top orifice opening due to this pressure difference.
This flow, Q, can be estimated by using a simple
orifice flow model (4) as:
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CoAo(2«h(P2 " (4)
is always a small net outflow from the accident
vault•

where CQ is the orifice coefficient and AQ is
its flow area.

INCORPORATION OF THE MODEL IN THE CONTAINMENT
THERMALHYDRAULIC CODE

This simple model for convective flow was
incorporated into the PRESCON2 (5) computer code as
an auxiliary independent "link" between rooms or
"nodes" in parallel with the code's usual inertlal
link which calculates flows as a consequence of
pressure differences between nodes. The responses
of a hypothetical reactor containment system to a
large and a small break in the primary system were
calculated.

Major assumptions included:

(a) liquid water was removed from the nodal
atmospheres.

(b) each node was well mixed with uniform density
and other fluid properties.

(c) the flow area of the inertlal "links" included
the areas of the large and small openings in
each node.

(d) the flow area of the buoyancy controlled "link"
flow was based on the small opening In each
node.

(e) discharged water reaches thermal equilibrium
with the nodal atmosphere.

(f) coolers and fans are operating In all nodes.

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE TO FAILURE OF A LARGE PIPE IN
THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

The response of the hypothetical reactor
containment system (Figure 1) to failure of a large
pipe In the primary system with the containment
ventilation system operating was calculated. The
break discharge rate and enthalpy are shown In
Figure 2. For this break the temperature of the
discharging fluid dropped to 100°C in less than 100
seconds, due to cold liquid Injection In the primary
circuit. The discharge rate and enthalpy are taken
to be constant about 250 s after pipe failure, the
temperature of the cooling water discharge 300
seconds after pipe failure is approximately 45"C.

Flow transients for the above case were
calculated with and without the buoyancy Induced
flow model (Figure 3). The buoyancy Induced flow is
overwhelmed by the flow driven by discharging (team
for the first few seconds following pipe failure.
Without the buoyancy model, at about 80 seconds,
there is no out flow and at about 1000 seconds there
is no (In or out) flow from the compartment where
discharge occurs. With the buoyancy Included the
buoyancy Induced flow becomes equal to the Inertlal
flow within about 25 seconds and at about 100
seconds buoyancy Induced flow predominate* but there

SO 100 150 200 2 » 300

FIGURE 2 BREAK DISCHARGE RATE AND ENTHALPY

FIGURE 3 NET FLOW FROM FUELLING MACHINE VAULT
WITH BREAK

Figure 4 shows that the buoyancy flow is
overwhelmed by the flow driven by discharging steam
for the first few seconds following pipe failure.
The upper curve indicates the flow rate out of the
fuelling machine vault through the top opening (link
3, Figure 1). The lower curve Indicates the
balancing flow In through the large bottom opening
(link 1, Figure 1). This flow through the vault Is
contrasted with the near zero Inflow Indicated by
the centre curve when buoyancy la neglected. A
number of oscillations are to be noted In the
Inertlal link with the buoyancy model (missing due
to low number of plot points in the Inertlal link
curve). These are due to oscillations In the steam
discharge (Figure 2). They are damped In the
buoyancy link which Is driven by temperature
differences.
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FIGURE 4 FLOW FROM FUELLING MACHINE VAULT WITH BREAK

If tracer Is released at 60 seconds (Figure 5b)
then without buoyancy Induced flow Its concentration
remains high In the accident vault, much lower in
the boiler room and almost negligible in the other
vault* With the inclusion of buoyancy Induced flow
the concentration equalizes at about 350 seconds.

If tracer Is released after the discharge flow
becomes subcooled (for example at 120 seconds,
Figure 5c) then without buoyancy Induced flow it
will remain trapped in the accident vault. When the
same case is analyzed with buoyancy induced flow the
concentration in all rooms equalizes at about 450
seconds.

The slight variation in the tracer concentration
after equalization is due to variation of
temperature, hence density, in various rooms.

Figure 5 shows the calculated transient
distribution of a "tracer" which is set at
1.0 unit/m3 in the vault (node 1 Figure 1) (vault
volume is 5% of containment volume) with discharge
at (a) 0 second, (b) 60 seconds and (c) 17.0
seconds following initiation of steam discharge.
The tracer can be considered to represent hydrogen
or radioactive Isotopes with no removal mechanism
modelled. Symbols Vj, V2 and Vj represents
concentration of tracer In various nodes.

— WHh buouancy Induced mixing
— Without buoyancy Induced mixing

10.0 100.0
Tim., (t)

1.000 10.000

io.o 10.000
o.ot

100.0 1.000 10.000
Tim., (•)

100.0 1.000
Tim.. (*)

FIGURE S TRACER DISTRIBUTION IN VARIOUS VOLUMES FOR
TRACER RELEASED AT (a) O SEC. <t» 60 SEC. AND
(c) 120 SEC.

The transport of tracer Introduced at 0 second
(Figure 5a) is initially controlled by the early
steam discharge from break. The vault (Node 1,
Figure 1) Is purged of tracer in the first few
seconds. Without buoyancy induced flow the tracer
is brought back Into the vault by condensation of
steam therein and reaches a constant value at about
500 seconds. The tracer concentration in the other
vault, (Node 3, Figure 1) with the absence of
buoyancy Induced flow, renalns much below the
concentration in the boiler roon. With buoyancy
induced flow, the tracer starts to enter both vaults
much earlier and the concentration in all nodes
equalizes at about 300 seconds.

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE TO A LEAK IN THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

The response of a hypothetical reactor
containment system with open ventilation outlet
dampers (Figure 6) to a leak in the primary system
was calculated. The break discharge rate and
enthalpy are assumed constant at 75 kg/s and
1124 kJ/kg respectively. The ventilation outlet Is
connected to node 4 which is Isolated from node 3 by
panels which rupture at a 6.9 kPa pressure
differential between nodes 3 and 4. The small leak
occurs in node 1. The calculated pressure transient
for this case shows that these panels rupture at
approximately 60 seconds.

FIGURE* CONTAINMENT SCHEMATIC
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The flow transient for this case (Figure 7) shows
that the buoyancy induced flow predominates within
10 seconds following the initiation of a leak.
There is always a net flow from node 1 to node 3 and
from node 3 to nodes 2 and 4. The reason for this
net flow is the fact that with buoyancy induced flow
incorporated in the computer code the role of steam
removal is shared by all coolers inside containment.

40 60 to 100 200 400 600 1000 2000

FIGURE 7 BUOYANCY, INERTIAL AND TOTAL FLOWS
BETWEEN CONTAINMENT NODES

100 200
THME, (Mconds)

500 1.000 2.000

FIGURE t TEMPERATURE TRANSIENTS IN VARIOUS
NODES

The predicted temperature transients for this
case are shown In Figure 8. The sudden decrease in
temperature at 60 seconds Is due to rupture of the
Isolation panels. In the long run, the temperature
differential between the various nodes is controlled
by the buoyancy induced flow.

The transport of tracer 1.0 unlt/n3 In node 1
(8.5X volume of containment), Introduced at 0 second
(Figure 9a) and at 300 seconds (Figure 9b) shows
that the tracer concentration reaches a quasi steady
state value in all rooms about 300 seconds from the
time of Its Introduction. Further decreases In
tracer concentration are due to leakage of tracer
from the open outlet ventilation lyitem as can be
seen by the trend shown by the average tracer
concentration inside containment. The quasi steady
state tracer concentration In node 4 is highest
followed by node 2, node 3 and node 1

concentrations. This variation in the quasi steady
state concentration of tracer is due to temperature
(hence density) differences in various nodes (Figure
8).

10 20 50 100 200 500 1.000 2,000 SO0 1.000 2.000

TIME. (Mconds) TIME, (Mconds)

FIGURE 9 TRACER DISTRIBUTION IN VARIOUS NODES
FOR TRACER RELEASED AT (a) 0 sec.
AND (b) 300 sec.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of buoyancy Induced flow (mixing
between nodal volumes) can be significant to code
generated activity release calculations. If
buoyancy Is neglected, the tracer released in the
vault after the blowdown period appears to be
"trapped" inside the vault. When buoyancy induced
flow Is simulated, it Is seen to homogenize tracer
concentration in the long term. However, the
concentration of tracer is slightly higher in cooler
areas of containment In comparison to hotter areas
Irrespective to where the tracer is first released.
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ABSTRACT

Large-scale hydrogen combustion experiments have
been performed in a 16 m-diameter vessel at the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) Nevada Test Site. The ex-
periments investigated the combustion behavior ini-
tiated by hot-surface igniters in both premixed
hydrogen-air-steam atmospheres and during continuous
injection of hydrogen and steam. Effects of scale,
steam, water sprays and fan-induced turbulence during
the combustion process were measured and the results
are presented here.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the hydrogen burn event at Three
Mile Island, various safety systems have been inves-
tigated (1) for controlling the consequences of hydro-
gen release during postulated degraded core accidents.
One such system, i.e., deliberate-Ignition by means of
hot-surface igniters, has been chosen by owners of
intermediate-size contalnnents [pressurized-water-
reactor (PWR) ice condensers and boiling-water reactor
(BWR) Mark Ills] • Tills approach is preferred over
other measures, such as atmospheric preconditioning or
postaccldent inerting, for Its relative simplicity,
high availability and because it does not Interfere
with containment accessibility.

To investigate the application of the deliberate
ignition concept to full-size reactor containment
buildings, EPRI enbarked upon an active program (2) of
hydrogen combustion experiments in 1981. Initially,
this program investigated hydrogen combustion phe-
nomena la saall and Intermediate-size test vessels
ranging up to 18 n3 (630 ft3) In volume. Those tests
conpleaented other research programs conducted in test
vessels having similar volumes and pressure capabili-
ties (Fig. 1) and confirmed that deliberate ignition
by means of hot-surface igniters was a reliable and
effective approach. Nevertheless, there remained some
question as to the ability to extrapolate conclusions
reached from the data obtained in those relatively
small volumes to the sizes of interest for full-scale
containment evaluations. For example, the pressure
and temperatures in TMI-2 containment decayed at a
much slower rate than those in « 2.3 a (7.6 ft)
diameter spherical test vessel, a* shown in Fig. 2.
Other questions regarding the u«e of the deliberate
ignition concept have Included (a) the number of Igni-
ters required and their location In the containment,
(b) the effects of steam (which may potentially reduce
combustion pressure* and temperatures and cause inert-
ing) , and (c) the effects of sprays (which may poten-
tially affect pressures and surface temperature*).

To address these questions, EPRI initiated a series
of experiments in an existing large test vessel (hav-
ing a volume of 2100 m3 (74,000 ft3)) at the U.S. DOE
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HYDROGEN TEST VESSELS AND CONTAINMENTS.
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PLANNED 6x8x1000 FT FACILITY; OTHER
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IN SHAPE.

Nevada Test Site. A total of forty experiments of two
basic types have been conducted, viz., twenty-two in-
volving "premixed" atmospheres of hydrogen, air and
steam Ignited at various locations and eighteen "con-
tinuous injection" tests with igniters activated prior
to hydrogen-steam injection. The premixed combustion
tests simulate accidental Ignition in a large volume;
and provide data for validation of combustion models
used in the analysis of degraded core accidents for
both large and intermediate-size containments. The
continuous injection tests investigate the deliberate
Ignition approach to hydrogen control la a large open
volume.

LARGE-SCALE TEST FACILITY

The spherical teat vassal has a diameter of 16 •
(52 ft) and a design pressure (600 kPa gaga: 87 pslg);
the latter la substantially higher than that of coa-
aerlcal nuclear containment buildings. The facility
was modified to Include (Fig. 3) a heated-water apray
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system in the vessel [16 standard containment nozzles
with 0.015-m3/3 (240-gpm) total capacity]; a boiler to
generate 2.1 kg/s (17,000 lb/h) stean at 1.0 MPa (150
psi); a oanlfold for 0.008, 0.015, 0.030, or 0.053
kg/s (1, 2, 4, or 7 lb/nin) hydrogen delivery; a
hydrogen-steam nixing chamber outside the vessel; two
•lxing fans In the vessel, each 2.4 m3/s (5000 cfm)
capacity; and an air compressor with a rating of 0.28
m3/s (600 cfm). The compressed air system supplied
air to the mixing fan and primary spray pump air
motors and directly to the vessel for post-test purge
and refill operations. Hydrogen was supplied from gas
cylinders In a tube trailer; after mixing with steam,
it entered the vessel through a nozzle approximately 2
m (7 ft) above the bottom as either a diffuse or a jet
source aimed vertically upward.

The vessel was well-Instrumented with pressure
transducers, thermocouple!) (11 for gas temperatures

and 7 for vessel wall temperatures), and heat flux
gages (both total and radiative). A unique feature of
the instrumentation system was the use of infrared-
seeing cameras for visualization of combustion phenom-
ena. Four General Electric 4TE50 "Site Guard" video
cameras were mounted at two locations on the vessel
equator approximately 100° apart. Each pair consisted
of one camera aimed upward and one aimed downward so
that their views overlapped near the vessel mid-
elevation. Azlmuthally, all four cameras were aimed
at the vertical line through the hydrogen/steam injec-
tion point. The cameras were all equipped with wide-
angle lenses, giving viewing angles of approximately
60 vertically and 100° horizontally. Video display
and recording capability was provided by four black
and white monitors and four video recorders located In
the control room. Six GM glow plug and six Tayco coll
Igniters were mounted in the vessel—on the central
vertical axis of the sphere at the bottom, center, top
and along the vessel wall, as shown in Fig. 4.
Thermocouples were mounted on three igniters to
monitor Igniter surface temperatures.

O>GMgkmf*ig. D • Tlyco igratan ^ - T C u n t

IGNITER TYPES AND LOCATIONS IN THE DEWAR

A gas sampling system, shown in Fig. 5, was used to
verify that uniform gas mixing had occurred prior to
initiation of combustion in the premixed experiments.
Six sample points were provided within the test ves-
sel; three Individual points could be sampled in a
given test. Comparison of pre- and post-combustion
hydrogen/oxygen concentrations provided an estimate of
the burn completeness.

FIG. 5 MECHANICAL SCHEMATIC OF THE GAS
SAMPLING SYSTEM
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PREMIXED COMBUSTION TESTS

Twenty-two premixed combustion tests were performed
with hydrogen concentrations ranging from 5 to 13 volZ
and water vapor concentration ranging from A to
40 vol%. Saturated conditions existed at the begin-
ning of each test, with initial temperatures ranging
from 30°C <86°F) to 83°C (182 F). Water sprays were
used prior to combustion initiation to equilibrate the
vessel wall and atmosphere at the desired initial con-
ditions, and to produce a well-mixed atmosphere of
hydrogen, water vapor, and air* Water sprays or fans
were used in 9 tests to study the effects of increased
turbulence during combustion. Igniter locations at
the bottom, center, top or along the equator wall of
the sphere were investigated.

Effects of Scale and H, Concentration on Combustion

Whereas pressures and temperatures decay much more
quickly in small vessels than observed at TMI-2, the
combustion and pressure decay times in the Nevada ves-
sel are very similar to those observed at TMI, as
shown in Fig. 6. The characteristic times for most
of the reported small-scale tests are about one order
of magnitude shorter.
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FIG. 6 H2 COMBUSTION: NEVADA TESTS AND TMI-2

The data shown in Fig. 6 confirm previous estimates
(3) that the TMI-2 burn corresponded to slightly less
than 8 volZ hydrogen In a relatively dry atmosphere.
Water vapor decreases flaae speeds, Increasing the
combustion tine and decreasing the lower combustion
pressures. Both of the 8 volZ Nevada test* resulted
in conplete combustion of the hydrogen. At TMI-2 the
combustion is estimated to have been about 852 com-
plete (3), possibly due to the building geometry and
conpartmentallzation, heat transfer to structures, and
ignition location. Igniters used In the Nevada tests
of Fig. 6 were located at an elevation of 1.5 a (5 ft)
on the central vertical axis. Bottom Ignition allows

greater buoyancy-induced flame acceleration, self-
induced turbulence, and potentially more complete
burning than Ignition at elevated locations.

The infrared cameras installed in the vessel allow-
ed a clear visualization of the combustion process-
Following ignition of these hydrogen-lean mixtures a
buoyant flame rises and expands in surface area.
Flame acceleration is evident; although upward flame
speeds generally remain less than a few meters per
second for lean mixtures, which reBults in incomplete
combustion. Upon reaching the dome, flammable mix-
tures continue to support downward burning, the final
combustion taking place near the vessel bottom. The
combustion of nominally 5 1/2 and 8 volZ hydrogen in
the dry quiescent atmosphere are qualitatively sim-
ilar; although flame speeds, temperatures, and pres-
sures are substantially different. The combustion was
about 50Z complete and 100% complete, respectively.

The effect of hydrogen concentration on combustion
pressures in a relatively dry environment is Indicated
in Fig. 7. All cases employed a quiescent atmosphere
and a glow plug igniter located near the bottom of the
vessel. [Zero time in this and other figures corre-
sponds to initiation of high speed data recording].
Fressurizatlon is slow in the 6 volX case due to the
slow flame speeds—much of the pressure rise in most
cases occurs after the flame reaches the top of the
vessel. Later long-term burning in the bottom of the
chamber was most evident in this case. The adiabatic
complete combustion pressure ratios are about 3.2,
3.6, and 4.1 for the 3 conditions indicated.
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Qualitatively similar results are found with in-
creased water vapor concentrations in the vessel as
seen In Fig. 8. Water vapor Increases combustion
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time, especially for the leanest mixtures. The
adiabatic complete combustion pressure ratios are
about 3.0, 3.2 and 4.3 for these 3 cases*
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The peak combustion pressures in the Nevada tests
generally fall within the data scatter of snail-scale
tests conducted under widely-varying conditions. Fig.
9 shows data (4,5,6) from vessels of 0.3 to 6 m3

volume (10 to 220 ft3) and from Nevada tests. The
adiabatic calculation shown is for a dry atmosphere at
ambient pressure and temperature, while some of the
data shown correspond to other conditions and Include
fan or spray effects. Nevertheless, it is evident
that there are no large scale effects in maximum
pressures reached in hydrogen combustion.

Effects of Sprays. Fans, and Igniter Location

Turbulence promotes both the mixing and combustion
of hydrogen. Increased turbulence Induced by fans or
water sprays results In such higher burning rates in
lean mixtures. Fig. 10 shows the pressure behavior
following ignition of 6 voll H 2 in a 52°C atmosphere
containing 15 volS steam. That environment is found
to be nearly inert under quiescent conditions. Sprays
under these conditions cause immediate downward
burning and fans were found to produce a very similar
pressure Increase with either central or top Ignition.

Fig. 11 shows the rather dramatic effect that tur-
bulence can have on combustion. A quiescent mixture of
7 volZ H 2 and 30 volZ steam la essentially below the
Ignition limit as found (7) In small-scale testa. In
large scale, barely-perceptible burning took place
when the top igniter was activated. With sprays how-
ever a substantial and rapid combustion took place*
This occurred with the spray header located 2 • (7 ft)
below the active igniter, and the combustion proceeded
to the bottom of the vessel. In a third test
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FIG. 9 PEAK COMBUSTION PRESSURE: LARGE- AND
SMALL-SCALE TESTS
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combustion Initiated at a bottom igniter developed
slowly into a global burn even without fan or spray-
induced turbulence*

Fig. 12 shows other parameters associated with the
two preceding experiments. For the bottom ignition
case without sprays the gas temperature record clearly
shows growth in the fire ball as it proceeds to the
top. In the water spray experiment the middle and
lower gas temperatures each decay quickly due to
action of the spray. The upper thermocouple is above
the spray header and is affected to lesser degree. A
black aluminum cube with 1/8 inch thick walls was
mounted near the vessel center and water sprays make a
dramatic difference in its surface temperature. A
heat flux measurement at mid-elevation is also shown
and (accounting for an offset) Is consistent with the
other measurements•
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FIG. 12 COMBUSTION OF 7 V0M H2/30 VOLX

CONTINUOUS H2 INJECTION COMBUSTION TESTS

Eighteen tests were conducted with a pre-activatlon
of 1 to 4 igniters followed by a continuous Injection
of hydrogen and steam, nornally until the remaining
oxygen was less than the mlnlnum required to support
combustion. Tests with continuous injection of hydro-
gen and steam Into the contalnnent vessel simulate
postulated degraded core accident conditions and exam-
ine the effectiveness of a deliberate ignition ap-
proach for hydrogen control In a large open volume.
The visualization capability has also afforded a more
complete understanding of the resulting phenomena.

In these tests hydrogen flow rates ranged from 0.4-
3.2 kg/min (1 to 7 lb/mln), and steam from 0 to
80 kg/min (0 to 180 lb/min) with Initial water vapor
concentrations from 12 to 40 volZ. Initial tempera-
tures ranged from 49-83°C (120-182°F) and active igni-
ters were usually located near the top or on the wall
at the equator. Source diameters ranged from 1 to
0.04 a.

Scale effects are particularly evident in the con-
tinuous Injection tests. Some Intermittent pressure
spikes were observed in intermediate-scale tests (8),
which were conducted in a 2x5 m cylinder. In the
large Nevada vessel, multiple spikes were essentially
never observed, short of a complete Interruption and
later resumption of the hydrogen flow. The largest
incremental pressure rise In 17 tests was only about
5 psi and even such small pressurizations only occur-
red at light-off under particular conditions.

In the experiments, the initial light-off appar-
ently occurred shortly after the hydrogen concentra-
tion reached an ignition limit (a function of water
vapor concentration and turbulence level) in the near
vicinity of an active igniter. The largest pressure
transients occurred with use of a single off-axis
Igniter on the equator wall, and/or when turbulence
(sprays/ fans) improved mixing and delayed the igni-
tion time. Moreover once ignition took place only a
slow and steady pressurizatlon occurred due to con-
tinued localized burning near the igniter, in the
hydrogen/steam plume, near the dome, or occasslonally
along narrow metal surfaces (such as the test vessel
scaffolding supports). Continued burning followed the
initial transient in all experiments due to continued
replenishment of the fuel and Incomplete combustion,
although the location and nature of the combustion
depended strongly on the stage of the sequence and on
the velocity and amount of the injected steam. The
phenomena are clearly complex, while most calcula-
tlonal models depend upon a simplified notion of
periodic hydrogen buildup and complete combustion.

Fig. 13 indicates the pressure rise during three
experiments with Identical source Injection rates of
1.8 kg/mln (4 lb/tnin) hydrogen and 27 kg/aln (60
Ib/nln) steam. Pre-actlvated Igniters were located
near the top of the vessel and at 3 points on the
equator wall. The environment was intlally heated to
70 C and contained 30 volX water vapor prior to injec-
tion of 170 C steam and hydrogen. Ignition occurred
at the top igniter location when the volume-averaged
hydrogen concentration was approximately 3, 4 and
5 vol% in the low, medium, and high-velocity cases,
respectively. Burning proceeded down the rising plume
in the first two cases to establish a turbulent
diffusion flame at the source. High velocities in the
remaining case inhibited the mixing of oxygen with the
source hydrogen, preventing a diffusion flaae fro«
occurring and allowing only localized combustion in
the vessel dome. Burning was continuous in these
cases until decreasing oxygen and increasing steam
combined to inert the vessel.

In other tests it was iound that diffusion flames
near the source are eliminated by the presence of suf-
ficient steam In the flow. A steaa/hydrogen volume
ratio of somewhat less than 1:1 Is sufficient for
sonic or near-sonic flows. With diffuse flows a ratio
of 7:1 or more may be required since oxygen diffusion
Into the plume Is less Inhibited by steam In such
flows.
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FIG. 13 CONTINUOUS INJECTION TESTS

The observed behavior is considerably different
from that calculated by most existing computer codes
used in degraded core accident analyses. The codes
assume buildup of hydrogen until a pre-chosen concen-
tration such as 8 volZ hydrogen is reached, followed
by a pressure spike and interruption of burning until
another buildup occurs* In the experiments burning
begins when the volume-average hydrogen concentration
is low, leading to a small light-off pressurization,
and hydrogen entering the vessel continues to burn in
same mode until water vapor buildup or oxygen deple-
tion causes extinguishment.

In extended degraded core accident calculations,
large pressure spikes are also predicted (9) following
reactor vessel failure. However in that case addi-
tional hot surface ignition sources would be present,
and combustion would always occur as the concentration
reaches an ignition limit (higher hydrogen concentra-
tions being required for higher water vapor concentra-
tions), resulting in only a small Incremental pressure
rise.

CONCLUSIONS

Forty large-scale combustion tests were performed
to investigate the effects of scale, steam, sprays,
and fan-induced turbulence on hydrogen mixing, combus-
tion, and control. Burning of lean mixtures is found
to occur somewhat more readily in large scale than
small scale and multiple pressure spikes have not been
observed under any conditions involving continuous
hydrogen injection with pre-activated igniters* Pres-
sure spikes normally occur in these tests only on
light-off and were 35 kPa (5 psi) or less in all
cases. Igniter location in a large volume is not cri-
tical although positions above potential sources are
preferred.
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ABSTRACT

Certain results of a research program on the impact
of hydrogen combustion in nuclear reactor safety car-
ried out at Sandia National Laboratory and McGill Uni-
versity are reviewed in this paper. In particular,
investigations of hydrogen diffusion flames, closed
volume combustion of hydrogen and the influence of
turbulence, flammability limits of hydrogen-air-steam
mixtures, high speed deflagrations and detonations,
and computer modelling of turbulent flame accelera-
tions are described.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has been supporting a research program to study the
impact of hydrogen combustion on nuclear reactor
safety. The objective of that program is to quantify
the threat to containment survival posed by the mecha-
nical and thermal loads resulting from hydrogen com-
bustion. The program also addresses the potential
sources of hydrogen during postulated severe acci-
dents, the evaluation of proposed mitigation systems
for reducing the threat from hydrogen, and the impact
of combustion on the survival and functioning of
safety equipment. This paper will be limited to dis-
cussing recent progress in understanding several forms
of hydrogen combustion including ordinary deflagra-
tions, accelerated flames, detonations, and diffusion
flames.
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DIFFUSION FLAMES

A diffusion flame may occur under various condi-
tions during hypothetical reactor accidents. Such
flames may autoignite as hot steam:hydrogen mixtures
leave the primary system through a break or stuck-
open valve. They might also be ignited accidentally
or deliberately elsewhere in containment, and flash
back to a point near the exiting mixture. Diffusion
flame plumes might also form above the suppression
pool in a BWR. The primary threat from these flames
is the high thermal load applied to neighboring
safety equipment. Recent research (1) has shown that
such flames can be very stable, even for steam mole
fractions as high as 80%, Figure 1. Current research
is addressing the applicability of small-scale sys-
tems to predicting large-scale reactor situations.
Models are being developed to predict the spatial and
temporal heat fluxes associated with these flames.

*This work was supported by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and performed at McGill Univer-
sity and Sandia National Laboratories which is oper-
ated for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
number DE-AC04-76DPO0789.

DEFLAGRATIONS

Many experiments have been conducted around the
world to measure hydrogen:air:steam flammability
limits, pressure rises and flame speeds. Figure 2 (2)
illustrates the ternary flammability limits that have
been measured for such mixtures. The limits widen
with increasing temperature on the hydrogen-lean side,
but narrow with increasing initial temperature on the
rich side.

Figure 3 shows some combustion pressures that were
measured under a variety of conditions (1). The peak
pressure resulting from combustion of lean hydrogen
mixtures depends strongly on the pre-burn gas motion,
vessel geometry and location of ignition source. For
mixtures richer than about 10% hydrogen, the depend-
ence on these parameters decreases significantly, and
hydrogen concentration becomes the major determinant
of peak pressure. For lean mixtures, pre-burn gas
motion tends to increase flame speed and, consequently
increases the degree of combustion completeness. This
can be seen by comparing experimentally measured flane
speeds for the "fans off" (Figure 4) and "fans on"
(Figure 5) cases.
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Significant progress has been made in determining
the initial and boundary conditions for the initiation
and self-sustained propagation of a detonation wave.
The detonation cell width, which can be measured ex-
perimentally, has been shown to be an important funda-
mental length scale that characterizes the chemical
rate processes. A knowledge of the cell width permits
the detonation limits to be prescribed (1). The cri-
tical energy for direct initiation of a detonation
wave in a given mixture can also be estimated from the
cell width and the equilibrium Chapman-Jouguet detona-
tion states. The critical tube diameter or the criti-
cal channel width for the continued propagation of a
confined detonation transmitting suddenly into an un-
confined region has also been shown to be directly
proportional to the cell width. Thus, recent research
on H2~air detonations has been centered around the
measurement of this fundamental cell width, not only
for H2~air mixtures, but for CO2-H2~air as well as
steam-H2-air mixtures. Figure 6 shows the detonation
cell width as a function of hydrogen concentration in
air with and without the addition of carbon dioxide.
Attention is also devoted to the development of theo-
ries and empirical correlations to link the cell
width data to the dynamic detonation parameters of
practical interest (i.e., detonation limits, initia-
tion energies, critical tube diameters, etc.).

HIGH SPEED DEFLAGRATIONS

Under appropriate initial and boundary conditions
(e.g., adequate hydrogen concentration, strong jet
ignition, confinement, presence of repeated turbu-
lence-inducing obstacles) H2~air deflagrations accele-
rate rapidly to very high flame speeds and nav .>ven
transit to detonation. Because of the dents distribu-
tion of equipment in some reactor regions, high speed
deflagrations are of great practical significance.
Research on high speed deflagrations has been centered
around the establishment of the acceleration rate and
the maximum flame speed attainable under different
boundary conditions and hydrogen concentrations.
Figure 7 shows the maximum steady state turbulent de-
flagration speed as a function of H2 content for soae
small-scale experiments. These flame speeds are ob-
tained in circular tubes (5, 15 and 30 cm in diameter)
and with repeated (one diameter spacing) circular ori-
fice plates of blockage ratio BR = 0.4 as turbulence
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Inducing obstacles. It is of interest to note the
sharp increase in flame speed with H2 v 13%, and
around 25% H2, transition-to-detonatlon results. The
corresponding overpressures associated with these high
speed deflagrations are shown in Figure 8. Transverse
venting has been shown to be very effective in limit-
ing flame accelerations in lean H2~air mixtures. For
example, for 12.92 H2, the deflagration accelerated
rapidly to almost 200 m/sec in an obstacle filled rec-
tangular channel. However, with only 8% venting on
the top ceiling of the channel, the flame acceleration
has virtually disappeared (Figure 9).

Current research is aimed at establishing scaling
laws for flame acceleration and transverse venting in
large-scale field experiments at Sandla. The import-
ant problem of formulating criteria for the transition
from these high speed deflagrations to detonations is
also receiving considerable attention.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Several computer codes have been developed to ana-
lyze the probability and consequences of various forms
of combustion. The HECTR code is used to predict the
transport, miving and combustion of hydrogen during
rcuc-nt accidents, for ordinary deflagrations (5).
The vortex Dynamics code is used to study flame ac-
celeration under certain conditions (6). The CSQ code
(7) calculates the spatia] and temporal dynamic pres-
sures that can result from detonations in containment
geometries. A typical computer simulation of flame
acceleration in a two-dimensional channel is illus-
trated in Figure 10.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 11 illustrates the various form of combus-
tion that depend on the rate of burning. Much pro-
gress has been made in understanding the upper and
lower extremes of this region, i.e., ordinary deflag-
rations and detonations. Work is proceeding to com-
plete our understanding of those phenomena, and im-
prove our ability to predict the intermediate regime
of complex deflagrations and accelerated flames.

Figure ID
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POS'i-LOCA HKDROGBN CONTROL

AT ONTARIO HYDRO CANDU STATIONS
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ABSTRACT

A summary of the methods eaployed by Ontario Hydro
to control hydrogen generated in severe accident
scenarios is presented. A description of the design,
development, operation and effects of operation of
the hydrogen control systems for each of the three
nuclear stations now under construction in Ontario is
outlined. The preferred approach is to initiate
controlled burns and thus prevent uncontrolled
deflagrations in high hydrogen and oxygen
environaents.

INTRODUCTION

The Three Mile Island <TMI) accident re-focussed
utility and regulatory body interest in hydrogen
generation in severe accident scenario*. These
scenarios are known a* dual failure accidents and
occur when there haa been a serious process systea
fault resulting in a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
in the heat transport systea coincident with failure
of the backup safety systea, in this case the
Emergency Coolant Injection Systea (ECIS). The
probability of this LOC/LOECI event is very low.

Significant hydrogen can be generated when there is
inadequate fuel cooling but sufficient steaa Clow to
aaintain aetal/water reactions with the zirconium
cladding of the fuel eleaents. The reaction is
exotheraic and occurs at fuel sheath temperatures
above 1100*C. The hydrogen is subsequently released
along with the flashing coolant into the containment
structure through the break.

Ontario Hydro initiated a two part prograa in 1979
to investigate tne hydrogen problea. The first part
was concerned with scoping and detailing the hydrogen
source tera (accident analysis). The second prograa
was aiaed at finding practical engineered solutions
to the problems of controlling hydrogen/ oxygen
mixtures in containment and assessing the
consequences of a hydrogen burn on equipment and
structures. This paper is concerned only with the
latter prograa.

Early investigations (Reference 1) considered many
possible systeas for the control of hydrogen. They
were judged for suitability based on a selection
criteria which included: (a) effectiveness, i.e.,
proven systea capable of handling a wide range of
conditions) (b) iapact on noraal plant operation!
(c) iapact on construction schedulesr (d) cost of
iapleaentation.

Controlled ignition utilizing thermal ignitors was
chosen oecause it waa easy to install, relatively

inexpensive, did not impose undue restrictions on
construction schedules and early testing prograas
indicated promising results. This method was adopted
for Ontario Hydro's nuclear generating stations now
under construction with some differences which will
be discussed.

IGNITOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Many research and development prograas were
initiated in the early 1980"a to define the
characteristics of a hydrogen burn in air/steam
environments. One of these prograas was undertaken
by ABCL at their Miiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment (WNRE) at Pinawa, Manitoba. This
program was part of a group of prograas which were
funded by Ontario Hydro and ABCL under the CANDBV
agreement.

Part of this prograa investigated the operating
regiaes of thermal ignitors. Two were considered:
the GM diesel glow plug and the Tayco coil type
ignitor. Both were effective in all environments
envisaged for their operation. As can be seen in
Figure 1 (Reference 2) the Tayco coil ignitor when
tested in lean aixturea is successful in up to
50 percent steam concentration for hydrogen above
6 to 8 percent by volume and will ignite 5 percent
hydrogen in dry environaents. The surface
temperature at the ignitor is less than 7S0*C in
every successful ignition test (Reference 2).

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
•TtAM COKCfhTIUTKm . «•

figure 1: Tayco Ignition Liaits
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The WNRE small scale test results clearly indicated
that controlled ignition in wet turbulent atmospheres
was possible. This has been further confirmed by the
large scale EPRI - Nevada testing program
(Reference 3).

The Tayco ignitor was chosen rather than the GH
device since it was capable of direct operation from
a 120 VAC power supply and was, therefore, much
easier to install and more reliable. The GH glow
plug required a 120 V to 12 V stepdown transformer
which presented either voltage drop concerns if
located away from the ignitor or environmental
qualification problems if located at the ignitor.

TUB BASIC SYSTEM

The philosophy of any controlled ignition system is
to 'ensure ignition*, and ignite as soon as
possible. In the lean mixture situations this means
that hydrogen is consumed as it is generated and
usually around the lower flammability liait
(4 to 6 percent by volume). Deflagrations in this
regime do not result in significant overpressures or
temperature rises.

In rich mixtures the philosophy ia again to ensure
ignition when the poat-LOCA blowdown steam ia still
present to act (as much as possible) in the
mitigation of the burn effects. Mixtures near
stochiometric concentrations result in deflagrations
that produce large overpressure transients and it is
necessary to demonstrate that containment does not
suffer adversely during the controlled burn.

At Ontario Hydro CANDU stations the operation is
the same. First, the ignitors are all switched on
whenever a high pressure containment box-up signal is
generated. This signal is very fast Cor large LOCA's
which are of prime concern Cor worst case hydrogen
scenarios. The ignitors are operating before the
mixture is flammable. Operator intervention is not
required, however, the system requires operator
action to terminate. For small LOCA's where the
pressure rise is slow or does not reach the trip
setpoint it is upto the operator to switch on the
ignitors. This is acceptable since Cor small LOCA's
with loss of ECIS there is sufficient time available
for operator decision and action.

The following sections detail the common aspects
for all oC the systems. The station specific systems
are described later.

Reliability

The system performs a safety support role to
containment. As such it is not considered part of
containment for reliability analysis. The system
unavailability !a measure of its performance to start
on demand) was based on the probability oC it being
required. For worst case hydrogen generation
scenarios a large LOCA is assumed (probability is
10"3 to 10"* occurrences/year) and the ECIS must
Call to start (unavailability is 10~3, a system
requirement). Thus the probability of producing
significant quantities of hydrogen is 10"6 to
10-7 occ/yr. The reliability criterion was that:
the probability oC hydrogen production coincident
with the failure of the ignition system must be an
incredible event. Thus a starting unavailability oC

10-2 was assigned to the ignition system for a
total event probability for "hydrogen without control
system" of at least 10"8 occ/yr which is deemed to
be an incredible event. Mission time running
reliability is satisfied since the system is only
required to be operational for 24 hours.

The ignitor element itself was assumed to have a
failure rate of 10"2 occ/yr. This is probably
conservative, no field failures have been recorded
yet. The testing period was initially fixed at
monthly intervals to gain more information regarding
failure rate. However, since the ignitors are
located inside containment it was decided to assume a
mean time to repair of one year. This term dominates
in the reliability analysis and implicitly facilitate
replacement/repair during the approximately annual
planned outages of the unit. Thus undue restrictions
are not placed on unit operation if ignitor
failure!s) occurred during the monthly tests.

Ignitors are located in groups at various
elevations in the unit; only two ignitors per group
are required (this is actually conseravtive, results
have shown that one ignitor anywhere is sufficient).
The 10~2 unavailability is thus easily achieved
without compromising plant production.

Commissioning

During commissioning, an optical pyrometer is used
to verify ignitor surface temperature in turbulent
atmospheres. For this test all the cooling fans in
the building are switched on and the ignitor surCace
temperature recorded. A target temperature of 850*C
was established, however ignitors that reached and
maintained 7S0*C were deemed to be operating
successfully. The current and voltage levels are
then recorded Cor later reCerence.

System testing during unit at power operation is
readily achieved. It is only necessary to veriCy the
commissioning current and voltage results each time
the system is tested, it is not necessary to measure
ignitor surCace temperature again, although this
could be performed annually during the unit planned
outages to verify that ignitor degradation (perhaps
due to testing) did not occur.

PICKERING NGS B

The system layout is illustrated in Figure 2. The
criteria was to ensure good coverage oC those volumes
where signiCicant hydrogen could collect. Only
LOCA's occuring in the two relatively small fuelling
machine vaults (Volume • 3,700 m3) were of
concern. The boiler room is too large (Volume •
33,000 m3) Cor hydrogen to collect in quantities
above 4 percent by volume. The small fuelling
machine service rooms were also provided with
ignitors Cor the situation where the fuelling machine
was on the reactor during a LOC/LOfCI event.

The Cour large coolers in each FM vault (which are
environmentally qualified) continue to operate
post-bOCA. They mix the vault atmosphere (about 60
volume changes per hour) so that high concentration
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H2 pockets are unlikely. They also serve to
promote complete burning of all the hydrogen by
providing turbulence.

Figure 2: Pickering B Ignitor Layout

Op«ratlon

The boiler rooa and the rest of the reactor
building ia Maintained slightly sub-atmospheric
during noraal reactor operation. The system ia
energized whenever a ooiler rooa high preaaure signal
greater than + 1.7 kPa (0.25 paig) ia received. This
ia a very faat and reliable containment aignal which
ia alao uaed to box-up the reactor building. For
aaall LOCA's not leading to preaaurc riaea the
operator ia credited for action if neceaaary. The
ignitora are channelized into redundant A and B
ayeteae which are powered directly froa the unit
Claaa II 120 VAC channelized power aupply with
control power (48 VDC) for switches, etc.

LOSS of one or aore channels of control power
results in the activation of the ignitors in the
failed channel. Loss of 120 VAC power results in the
total failure of the ignitors on that channel.

Annunciation in the aain control rooa via CRT
display is aade for various conditions including:

- initiation aignal received and ignitora in
autoaatic aode and no voltage at ignitor;

- ignitor in ON aode and no voltage at Ignitor;

- aupply voltage low;

- ignitora switched OFF.

Theae alaras arc alao channelized.

Noraally the ignitora are in the AUTO control
aode. tf a large LOCA occurred the Boiler Rooa high
pressure trip would be received alaost laaediately.
The ignitors would switch on and reach their alniaua
surface tcaperature in less than two ainutea.
Hydrogen generation is postulated to coaaence soon
after blowdown terainates (Reference 4).

While the PM vaults are still steam inerted (volume
fraction greater than 55 percent) a burn is
unlikely. However, condensation occurs pulling in
sir from the rest of the building. A burn is
postulated to occur at 6 to 8 percent H2
concentration, by which time the 3team has reduced to
about 20 percent. The resulting overpressure
transient is negligible ( + 10 kPa) (Reference 4) and
the temperature peak is about 250 "C in the burnt
gases. The ambient temperature does not rise
significantly. This process repeats until the
hydrogen generation is complete. In all cases the
turbulent nature of the vault will ensure that
hydrogen/air mixtures come into contact with at least
one operational ignitor.

Effects of Operation

The predicted overpressure pulse of 10 kPa has
minimal effect on the reactor building structure.
The internal pressure walls of the PM vault can
withstand 143 kPa before the steel tie rods yield.
The other structures are stronger.

Similarly the burn is not expected to affect major
equipment. The vault cooler motors are the only
post-LOCA credited systems of concern. They were
tested at 120*C for 5 minutes and 100*C for 6 hours
without problem. The hydrogen burns although cyclic
are of short duration and should not raise the
aabient temperature significantly.

BRUCE NGS B

The system layout ia illustrated in Figure 3.
Again the criteria was the same as Pickering,
however, in the case of Bruce the reactor building
vaults (Volume - 12,000 a3} require protection.
The ignitora are located in groups of four at four
elevationa in the vault. The floor mounted coolers
and wall mounted cooler* (LOCA qualified) provide the
degree of ataosphere circulation to ensure
homogeneous mixtures (about 50 volume changes per
hour).

.local
cooler

Figure 3: Bruce B Ignitor Layout
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Operation

The system is energized whenever the Automatic
Containment Isolation Signal is received. This
signal has a setpoint of 0.0 kPa(g) and is very fast
for large LOCAs. As in Pickering, operator action is
credited for small LOCA situations. The power supply
and annunciations are similar to Pickering except
that the Bruce B system is also backed by the
Emergency Power Supply which can supply power within
five minutes of the LOCA.

Effects of Operation

Mixtures containing up to 40 percent hydrogen,
30 percent air and 30 percent steam mixtures are
postulated (Reference 5). Ignition of this mixture
results in a predicted overpressure pulse of
+ 170 kPag (vault initially at 80 kPa) with a rise
time of 10 ras and a decay tine of 600 as. This
loading was analyzed by Ontario Hydro civil Design
Departoent (Reference 6) and it was concluded that
the containnent structure was capable of withstanding
the loads.

Temperature transients do not effect containnent
structures but were assessed, as for Pickering, for
equipment survivability. The heat capacity of the
burnt gas is snail and tne heat generated is easily
dissipated in structures so teaperature effects are
not expected to be a problea.

DARLINGTON NGS A

Darlington hydrogen control ayatea concept has not
yet been finalized. A soaewhat different control
schea* was envisaged. The object was to liait the
hydrogen concentration in the vault by controlled
burning in the vault cooler exhausts to the fuelling
duct (see Figure 4). This type of syatea haa
tremendous potential. It will facilitate hydrogen
reaoval without the large preaaure pulses
characteristics of the Bruce B design. (Darlington
source teras arc aiailar to Bruce.) The alternative
waa to inatall the acheae previoualy described for
Pickering and Bruce.

Operation and Effects

Each of the four vault coolera draw ateaa/air/
hydrogen aixturea past heat exchanger* whero some of
the atcaa la condensed. The resulting aixture la
drier and aore likely to burn. Approxiaately
25 percent of the flow ia directed to the fuelling
duct exhaust* where the ignitora are located. The
flow velocity is about 10 a/a and flow rate per
exhauat ia 12 aVa. The ayatea, therefore, acts aa
a dilution aechaniaa returning aixturea with little
or no hydrogen back to the reactor vault.

A contract waa awarded to AECL-WNRE to design and
develop a suitable coabuator (flaae holder) and to
demonstrate 'proof of operation' prior to detailed
deaign at Darlington.

Figure 4: Darlington Ignitor Layout

i'he development objective is to demonstrate that
with steam/air/hydrogen mixtures flowing past the
combustor a standing flame can be established and
aaintained at the flame holder (Figure 5). The
temperature effects on the ductwork together with the
possibility of flash fires back up the ductwork and
•blow torch' effects out of the exhaust grille will
be investigated . The conbustor itself must also be
designed in such a way so as not to iapede the air
flow in the ductwork during noraal plant operation.

Figure S: Darlington Prototype Layout at HNRE

Commissioning of this prototype syatea ia now
complete at WNRB with testing to be coapleted by the
end of 1984.

CONCLUSIONS

The generation of hydrogen in severe accident
aituatlona ia a low probability event In the
CANDU-PHMR ayatea. However, hydrogen control systeaa
have either been installed or are committed foe all
of the stations now under conatruction in Ontario.
These ayateaa will prevent any adveraa challenge to
containment in the unlikely event of aignificant
hydrogen generation.
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ABSTRACT

The Filtered Air Discharge System is used in the
long tern following an accident as an effective tool
to manage radiological consequences. Based on input
parameters derived from both station and off-site
data, guidelines and principles of operation are
described which provide the operator with an
effective strategy to minimize the post-LOCA
radiological consequences with two major control
variables: initiation time and exhaust flow rate.

INTRODUCTION

Reactor containment systems are designed to
mitigate the radiological consequences of a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) by minimizing the
release of radioactivity. At Ontario Hydro
multi-unit stations, this is achieved by the vacuum
building and dousing spray system which re-establish
a negative pressure inside containment, typically
within a minute after the LOCA. Vacuum reserve is
sufficient to maintain a negative pressure holdup
period lasting several days, during which there are
no airborne releases. Eventually, however, the
vacuum reserve is depleted by in-leakage and process
air exhaust. In order to maintain a negative
pressure in the long term (and thus prevent
uncontrolled leakage of radioactivity) the operator
will, at some point in time during the holdup
period, initiate operation of the Filtered Air
Discharge System (FADS). This special safety
feature provides a well-defined, filtered and
monitored release path for controlled venting of
containment.

The negative pressure holdup period provides
ample time for the operator to assess the situation
and determine the best operating strategy for the
FADS. The main input parameters for the operator
decisions consist of both station data and off-site
data. These include the magnitude and rate of
change of containment pressure, the magnitude and
rate of change of airborne radioactivity in
containment, prevailing neteorological conditions,
meteorological forecasts and population densities.
The main control variables available to the operator
are the timing of FADS initiation and exhaust flow
rate.

In safety evaluations it is assumed that the FADS
operates without any operator intervention (except
to turn it on). Furthermore, the most pessimistic

•Now with Research Branch, Library of Parliament,
Ottawa, Ontario.

meteorological conditions (with winds blowing
towards the most populated area) during the time of
maximum predicted release rate are also assumed.
Dose predictions are therefore conservative in order
to demonstrate compliance with the siting Guide. In
an actual accident situation, the operator will be
called upon to make a number of decisions regarding
FADS initiation and operating mode. By using a
logical strategy based on station and off-site input
parameters, there is a great potential to minimize
the radiological consequences. For this key reason,
the FADS is manually operated to provide the
operator with an effective tool with the flexibility
to manage radiological consequences.

PADS OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Description of FADS

Although each nuclear generating station is
equipped with a FADS that differs in detail from
plant to plant, they are all fundamentally similar.
Bach system is duplicated to ensure reliability, and
each has variable flow capability. Impregnated
charcoal is used to remove radioactive species of
iodine, and High Efficiency Particulate Air filters
trap radioactive particulates. Flow conditioning
(demister, heater, prefilter) is also provided to
extend the performance of the filters for iodine and
particulate removal. The noble gases (xenon and
krypton) are not trapped by the FADS; instead,
radioactive decay during the long holdup period
provides a large attenuation of noble gases.

Input Parameters

The input parameters consisting of station and
off-site data affect the radiological consequences
of an incident in various ways, and thus are
monitored during the holdup period by the operator
in order to determine the optimum PADS operating
strategy.

Containment Pressure. As long as the pressure
inside containment remains subatmospheric, there is
no release of airborne radioactivity; thus, there is
no need to initiate FADS operation unless the
containment pressure rises to atmospheric and the
potential for uncontrolled leakage of radioactivity
is imminent. During the negative pressure holdup
period, the containment pressure will tend to rise
to atmospheric as a result of process air exhaust
and inleakage, but the rate of rise is aleo a
function of other factors such as steaming rates,
heat sinks and the "leak-tightness" of containment.
By monitoring the rate of change in containment
pressure, the time to repressurize to atmospheric
(that is, the duration of the holdup period) is
determined. If there exists (or will exist) any
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significant airborne radioactivity, then the
repressurization time determines the time available
to initiate PADS operation. The optimum initiation
time during this holdup period depends on the other
parameters described below.

Airborne Radioactivity. There are several
naturally occurring depletion processes which reduce
airborne radioactivity. Radioactive decay will
attenuate much of the radioactivity during the
holdup period/ and thus delaying FADS initiation
will minimize the release. Although this is the
only depletion process for the noble gases (xenon
and krypton), airborne iodine and particulates are
further attenuated by absorption into water,
plateout onto surfaces, and deposition. Iodine,
which is the most radiologically significant fission
product released under accident conditions, will
initially be depleted rapidly from the containment
atmosphere, until equilibrium partitioning between
the air and water occur. Alternatively, if iodine
is released into containment as part of a liquid
discharge, there will be a slow desorptior. of iodine
from solution until again, equilibrium partitioning
occurs. In the former case, where airborne iodine
is depleting rapidly, the release is minimized
significantly by delaying FADS initiation; in the
latter case, the release of iodine is relatively
insensitive to the time of FADS initiation. The
rate of change in airborne radioactivity is thus an
important input parameter for the operator decisions.

Meteorological Conditions. The weather
conditions which affect the atmospheric dispersion
of a release of radioactivity include the wind speed
and direction, atmospheric stability and
precipitation. Generally, strong winds result in
greater dispersion and lower radiological
consequences, and the atmospheric stability affects
the amount of turbulent mixing or dilution of the
release. It is desirable then to avoid any release
when the atmosphere is stable, the winds are light
and drifting towards a population.

All of the above input parameters must be
considered collectively when the operator determines
the best operating strategy for the FADS. The
operator's two main control variables, initiation
time and flow rate, arc discussed below in terms of
their interrelationship with the above parameters.

first two days, but becomes relatively insensitive
to initiation time after the first two days. The
change in slope results from a combination of rapid
depletion of airborne iodine by absorption in water
and depletion of short-lived radioisotopes, followed
by the equilibrium partitioning of iodine in the
containment atmosphere. A two-day delay in FADS
initiation following a LOCA reduces the potential
dose by a factor of fifty, whereas delaying
initiation for an additional two days will further
only reduce the dose by less than a factor of two.
For scenario (b) above. Figure 1 shows that dose is
relatively insensitive to initiation time, which
gives the operator much more flexibility in choosing
the time to start the FADS.
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Control variables

Optimum Initiation Time. To minimize the release
of radioactivity, the procedure is to delay FADS
initiation as long as possible (until containment
repressurizes to atmospheric) and, once initiated,
to minimize the exhaust flow. Such a procedure
would take maximum advantage of the natural
attenuating processes occurring inside containment.
To illustrate the influence of the airborne
radioactivity on dose as a function of PADS
initiation time, two scenarios ar* postulated:
(a) iodine is released into the containment
atmosphere; and (b) iodine is released into
containment dissolved in water. Figure 1 shows the
influence of FADS initiation time (Repressurization
Time) on thyroid dose to an individual who remains
at the site boundary assuming that the prevailing
weather conditions remain constant. This example
shows that, for scenario (a) above, the dose is
quite sensitive to FADS initiation time within the

The shaded area in Figure 1 represents the potential
variation in dose depending on airborne iodine.
This emphasizes the importance of monitoring the
containment atmosphere during the holdup period, to
establish where in the shaded portion the situation
lies. If the situation is represented by scenario
(a), and if the operator finds that the
repressurization time will be less than two days,
then the strategy should be to initiate FADS at the
latest possible time. The reason for this is that
the rapid depletion of airborne iodine in
containment will more than compensate for changes in
meteorology. If, however, the operator finds that
there will be more than two days to repressurize, or
if scenario (b) is the situation, then there is
considerably more flexibility and other factors such
»a the meteorological forecast can be taken into
account. Minimizing the release does not always
minimize the radiological dose, since the prevailing
weather conditions affects the atmospheric
dispersion of the release, and the population
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distribution downwind of the station affects the
dose consequences of the release. These roust be
taken into account in decision making. Referring to
Figure 1, suppose the operator predicts a
repressurization time of 60 hours, and also at that
time the meteorological forecast is for stable
conditions (poor dispersion) with light winds
blowing towards a large city. Suppose also that
strong winds blowing towards the lake are present at
50 hours. The logical strategy then is to initiate
FADS operation at 50 hours, stop discharging at
60 hours, and commence discharging later. The
amount of radioactivity released is larger in this
case relative to initiating FADS at 60 hours, but
the radiological dose is much less.

Optimum Flow Rate. The radiological dose is
essentially linear with exhaust flow rate. The flow
rate also controls the containment pressure relative
to atmospheric, the higher the flow, the more
negative the containment pressure below
atmospheric. Although it is desirable to maintain a
lower pressure in containment (for example to
provide a holdup reserve in anticipation of an
interruption in flow), releases are always larger.
Since flow rate is one of the operator's control
variables, an operating strategy must use this for
maximum advantage. The flow rate should be
increased to 'bank' negative pressure when
prevailing weather conditions are favourable or are
predicted to get worse. Banking negative pressure
reserve in this manner then allows flow to be
reduced or stopped for the period of unfavourable
weather. For a given release in a given direction,
changes in wind speed and atmospheric stability can
influence the radiological consequences by an order
of magnitude.

Figures 2 and
for post-LOCA
consequences.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the input parameters obtained from
station and off-site data during the negative
pressure holdup period, the operator makes decisions
regarding the two key control variables available,
namely, FADS initiation time and flow rate. The
logical strategy for PADS operation is achieved by
taking optimum benefit from natural depletion
processes inside containment, prevailing weather
conditions, and weather forecasts. 'Banking'
negative pressure reserve by increasing the flow
rate during periods of good dispersion provides a
temporary holdup period which can be used in lieu of
discharging during a period of poor dispersion.
These operating principles are necessarily flexible
making use of actual data. Rigid operating
procedures are undesirable, since they could in fact
increase the radiological consequences. The
Filtered Air Discharge System thus provides the
operator with an effective tool to manage
post-accident radiological consequences.
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A METHOD TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR CONTAINMENT LEAK TIGHTNESS AND TIMING OF THE FILTERED DISCHARGE
OPERATION FOR SINGLE UNIT CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

R. MOURAD
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Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LSK 1B2

ABSTRACT

A simple model, which evaluates the fraction of
radioactive material release to the atmosphere from
the total release from the reactor core to the
containment under accident conditions, Is presented.
The model takes into account decay and plateout
inside containment, leak rate as a function of
containment pressure and efficiency of the filters
of the air discharge system. The model Is used to
establish criteria for "accepted" containment
leakage rate and to determine an "optimum" timing of
the filtered discharge operation.

INTRODUCTION

Some postulated accidents in single-unit
containment systems are characterized by a
radioactive material release from the reactor core
and a pressure rise In containment. The fraction of
radioactive material released to the atmosphere Is
used in the paper to set up a criterion for
determining the effectiveness of the containment
systems. This fraction depends on many parameters
such as containment cooling systems, accident
characteristics, kind of fission products and their
behaviour in containment and operation of the
Emergency Filtered Air Discharge (EFAD) system.
These parameters are in general time dependent and
thus the solution of the relevant differential
equations can be obtained by computer models.

The major sensitivities, however, can be examined
with a simple model, proposed in the paper. The
model takes into account decay and plateout inside
containment, leak rate as a function of containment
pressure and efficiency of the filters of the EFAD
system. All the radlonuclldes which pose the major
blohazard in postulated accidents are considered.

The model when applied to loss of coolant
accidents, defines a "cutoff" containment leakage
rate. In containment with leakage rate greater than
the "cutoff" value, the total releases of
radioactive material is decreased if filtered
venting takes place. In containment with leakage
rate smaller than the "cutoff" value, there Is no
Incentive for early use of the EFAD system unless
depressurlzatlon is needed for specific purposes
such as hydrogen venting or take advantage of
favourable weather and wind direction.

The calculated "cutoff" leakage rate, 0.35!! per
day at 200 kPa (29 psia) absolute pressure, is
suggested as an order of nagnltude value for
"accepted" leakage rate of single unit containment
systems and as a guide value for design purposes.

To apply the results to real accident conditions,
the containment status (actual leakage rate, main
radlonuclldes In the containment atmosphere, filters
efficiency, etc) would need to be well known. When
the containment status is known the study results
can be used as a general guide for intelligent
operator actions.

METHODS AND THEORY

Following a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA),
radioactive material could be released to the
atmosphere in three paths:

(a) A short release (defined as a puff) through the
ventilation stack, before containment isolation
(boxing up), or through an assumed Impairment.
Such a release lasts for a few minutes or so.

(b) Long term leakage through the containment
structure. The leakage might last for a few
hours up to months.

(c) Partial discharge of the containment atmosphere
through the emergency filters and exhaust stack.
The discharge, which Is normally continued until
the pressure drops nubatmospherlc, might last a
few minutes up to a few hours.

We assume that the collective dose (dose to the
population) Induced by a specific radlonucllde is
proportional to the total releases of the
radlonucllde to the atmosphere. He therefore have:

CoDo a (A + A L + AD) (1)

where

CoDo - collective dose Induced by the radlonucllde

Ap - activity of the radlonucllde released to the
atmosphere In the first path, I.e. a short
release In a form of a puff

AL - activity of the radlonucllde released to the
atmosphere In the second path, I.e. long term
leakage through the containment structure

Ap - activity of the radlonucllde released to the
atmosphere in the third path, I.e. partial
discharge of the containment atmosphere by
venting It through the filter* and exhaust
stack.

In the following we derive expressions for the
leakage term, AL, and for the discharge term,
AD, as a function of a few parameters defined in
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the text and as a function of the time t_ ~
when the filtered discharge system is turned on.
The release in the first path which is in a form of
a puff will not contain, in most of the accidents,
any radioactive material. In accidents where
radioactive material is associated with the puff
release, we may, due to the time scale involved,
disregard its time dependence and consider it to be
constant, and therefore to cause a constant
collective dose, (CoDo) . Therefore, we examine
the sensitivity of the releases (AL + An) or of
the collective dose, CD = CoDo - (CoDo] , to the
parameters defined in the text and to t_ ». As
only scaling Is involved, all the results and
conclusions which follow will apply to the total
releases and to CoDo as well.

to:

XL(t) = -at (4)

where ^ L < ° ) IS the leakage rate at the reference
time t=0. The value of "a" will be obtained later
on from mass conservation considerations. Under the
assumptions made for X and X., the solution of (2)
Is L

A(t) (5)

LEAKAGE

Following an accident, the activity, A, In the
containment atmosphere is governed by the following
equation:

dt
-XA - L A

L
(2)

where X Is the removal rate of the radlonucllde from
the containment atmosphere due to decay, plateout
and deposition. X^ is the removal rate of the
radlonuclide due to leakage. We assume as a
boundary condition, that at a reference time t*0,
the activity in the containment volume is A(0). The
other boundary condition is that as t goes to
Infinity, A goes to zero. We also assume that from
t-0 till tp Q the time of the filtered
discharge operation, the only removal processes are
due to decay, plateout and leakage (I.e. cooling of
the containment atmosphere Is not explicitly
included). Note there is no source term In equation
(2), thus we assume that the releases of the
radionuclides from the core to the containment have
taken place at or before the reference time t»0, and
that chain decays are not considered. These
simplifications do not alter the basic conclusions.

In general, X and X^ are time dependent. For
simplicity we assume that X Is time independent
I.e. the plateout and deposition removal is
proportional to the total activity, A, In the
containment As far as X^ Is concerned, it Is
assumed that the change In the leakage rate with
pressure is represented by the equation:

M/t) _ Pfti - Pa

XL(0) P(0) - Pa
(3)

To assess the value of "a" let us consider the case
where X=0. For this case and with the assumption
that during the leakage period, the temperature has
not changed much, the conservation of mass leads to:

A(-) = A(0) Pa

P(0)
(6)

By substituting (6) into (5) for \=0, we get the
value of a;

(7)

Pa

and therefore equations (4) and (5) become (4a) and
(5a) respectively:

XL(0) (4a)

P(0)
Pa

Pa (5a)

The activity that leaks at time t In the time
Interval dt is XL(t)A(t)dt and therefore the total
leakage during the time Interval O-tj, „,
AL(tp Q ) , can be obtained by integrating
XL(tVX(t) over the time. Using (4a) and (5a) we
get therefore:

where Pa is atmospheric pressure and P(0) Is the
pressure at the reference time t»0. Leakage and
pressure measurements at the Pickering generating
station showed such a behaviour. Also, we assume,
as a first approximation, that the pressure during
the time of Interest decreases exponentially.
(Typical behaviour results from detailed calculation
using the computer code PRESCON).

Therefore XL(t) will vary with time according

e.oKL(t)A(t)dt

(8)
P(0)

Pa

[-XL(O)t/ln

Pa
Pa dt
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The integral can be solved numerically,
two special cases of Interest.

We look at

(a) When the leakage rate at t=0, XL(0), Is very
large. This would result from assuming an
impairment in containment such as failure of
isolation. This paper does not treat this case
analytically. The pressure in the containment
drops quite fast and therefore most of the
release occurs in the first few minutes after
the accident. Obviously the use of the filtered
air discharge system immediately following the
accident would decrease the total filterable
activity released to the atmosphere at the cost
of perhaps increasing the non-filterable
activity such as noble gases.

(b) When the leakage rate at t-0, XT (0), Is small
(usual design). Assuming that XL(0) is very

can be

This makes the

small then e

approximated by 1

integration simpler and the solution of equation

(8) is given by:

\L(0) A(0)

f

DISCHARGE

At time t-tp „ the filtered air discharge
system is assumed to start and continue until the
pressure in the reactor building drops to
atmospheric pressure. The discharge to the
atmosphere through the system is therefore:

AD • A(tF # c -][1 " (10)

where E is the filter efficiency for the specific
radlonucllde. The result Is straightforward when we
assume that decay and plateout during the discharge
time (which has been assumed to be relatively short)
can be neglected. Equations (3) and (4a) lead to
the following time-pressure relation:

P(t) - Pa

P(0) - Pa
(ii)

We define the following dimensionless variables:

(a) R £
MO)

(b) n =
In2

(More explanation and discussion of R and n, are
given In the section "Discussion of the results".)
Using these variables in equations (5a), (9), (10)
and (11) we get the following for A^ and for AD:

E (-ln2.S- (R + 1 + L—r>

(12)

-n.ln2

In2/ln

A(0)

Pa
(12a)

1

-r m2/ln
Pa

The sum of equations (12) and (12a) gives the
fraction being released to the atmosphere from the
total activity, a value which is proportional to the
collective dose for any specific radionuclide.
Therefore we may plot the fraction of the release,
CD, versus n for different values of R, E and
P(0)/Pa keeping in mind that equations (12) and
(12a) are valid for XL(O)tE . « 1 (or
nJta2/R « 1) only. The effect of the timing of the
filtered discharge, n, on the fraction of the
release, CD, Is Illustrated in Figure 1 for filter
efficiency E equal to 0, 90, 99, and 99.9% and for a
few values of R and for P(0)/Pa - 2. Figures 2 and
3 give the same for P(0)/Pa equal to 1.5 and 1.2
respectively.
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NOTES:

g <i) R is the ratio of the tat* of removal
pg of the radionuclide irom the containment
M ataospherc due to decay and pjateout,

\, to that due to leakage at 29 psia,
A L (O)i.e.R-V»L (o;

(ii)n is expressed in turmf! of the tewovaihal
life of the radionuclide due to decay
and platccmt i .e.n=l. tF o/in2 whoro

^ CF.O i B "** c i * i n ^ o f filtered discharge

-4-
TIMING OF FILTERED DISCHARGE, n

FIGURE I: VARIATION OF THE RELEASE FRACTION, CD,
WITH THE TIMING OF FILTERED DISCHARGE, n, FOR FOUR
FILTER EFFICIENCIES AND FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF R

P(O)/Pa - 2
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NOTES:
li> B i s the l a t i o of the rate of lcraoyai

of the ladionuclide ftom the contaiijoent

._,,, tft!'*hlt d"o tS Sige^t'^'lSia: in the containment in terms of atmospheric pressure.
~[:S» ^ «"ie-K"(''1i. to; From now on, we will refer to that initial pressure
•-'•'•" "'Ti/;? S1'S:'Sdi2n5SIT3.

<>Su?totdaS*lw'" as POa. An "ideal situation" is when the value of
and Plateout i.e.n-».,po/;n2 -here p Q a j g y cl(}ge tQ ^ ^ & r e s u l t l eakage due tO
t.. n 1* the timing of filtered discharge . * * , , i tl ,
- ^ -—^ overpressure is very small and the only mechanisms
~ ..so whereby radioactive material can escape through the

containment structure to the atmosphere are
"""»• diffusion and periodical changes in atmospheric

pressure. These mechanisms usually give negligible
.%.:.¥?. releases and are therefore not considered in this

paper. Equations (12) and (12a) show that as n
/« ,r^-*; "'̂  "^^T^~~~———-I^\-^.""'«V,"~'-1~ increases (and still keeping nin2/R « 1), CD
I"-'" J2%^ IVI^v^SS^sg^.----—^^==s^^===n». (defined as equal to 100(AD + AL)) approaches

-"". ';;::--. ^ N ^ . n.î C~-V '" the value ] 00/ fl+RH • 1» Therefore for the
^ ^ v ^ ln(P(0)/Pa)J

same value of POa, we expect that all the curves
with the same value of R will converge to the same
value of the release fraction. Indeed, Figures 1 to
3 confirm that observation. Table 1 gives the
values of CD at n-10 for R-50, 100, 103 and 101* and
for the three values of POa - 2, 1.5 and 1.2. The
values of CD in Table 1 (calculated at n-10) are not
much different from those calculated from the same
equations (12) and (12a) using n-°> I.e.

4-

TIMING OF FILTERED DISCHARGE, n

FIGURE 2: VARIATION OF THE RELEASE FRACTION, CD,
WITH THE TIMING OF FILTERED DISCHARGE, n, FOR FOUR
FILTER EFFICIENCIES AND FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF R
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FIGURE 3: VARIATION OF THE RELEASE FRACTION, CD,
WITH THE TIMING OF FILTERED DISCHARGE, n, FOR THREE
FILTER EFFICIENCIES AND FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF R
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DISCUSSION OF T-E RESULTS

From Figures 1 to 3 one can appreciate the
variation of the fraction of the release, CD, with
the timing of the filtered discharge, n, and its
sensitivity to the values of P(0)/Pa, E and R.
These will be discussed In turn.

100/fl+R-t- 1 —1. In effect n'10 is equivalent
ln(P(0)/Pa)J

to n"<» and practically means that the filters are
not used. From Table 1 we notice also that the
value of CD Is almost insensitive to the value of
POa (where POa and R are In the range 1.2 to 2 and
50 to 101* respectively). Thus, we conclude, that
for the same amount of radioactive material released
to the containment, the value of POa is not critical
in determining the activity released to the public
when the filters are not used.

TABLE 1: RELEASE FRACTION, CD, AT n-10, EXPRESSED
IN PERCENTAGE OF THE INITIAL ACTIVITY RELEASED TO
THE CONTAINMENT (slOO(AL + AD)/A(0)] FOR THE

VARIOUS VALUES OF R AND POa

POa =££21
Pa

R

50
100

1000
10000

2

1.93
0.980
0.104
0.0149

1.5

1.88
0.968
0.103
0.0132

1.2

1.77
0.940
0.101
0.0116

The value of E defines the "efficiency of the
filters system" for a specific radlonuclide or for a
group of radlonuclides. The "ideal situation" Is
when E Is equal to 1, I.e. the filters are extremely
efficient In trapping the radioactive material. In
this situation, the release fraction, CD, Increases
with the timing of filtered discharge and the sooner
the filtered discharge system Is used the better It
Is. The "worst situation" Is when E-0 I.e. the
filters are not efficient at all for collecting the
radioactive material. In this situation, obviously,
the later the filtered discharge system is used, the
better it is.

The value of F(0)/Pa defines the Initial pressure
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The value of R defines the "effectiveness of the
containment" In Its capacity of not releasing
activity to the atmosphere for a specific
radlonucllde or for a group of radlonuclldes. An
"Ideal situation" Is when R Is very large (R-><»)
I.e. the leakage Is very small and/or the removal
processes by deposition and decay are relatively
very large. In this situation the release fraction,
CD, decreases in an expoentlal way with the timing
of the filtered discharge, n, and therefore the
later the filtered discharge system Is used, the
better it is. The "worst situation" is when R is
very small (R+0) i.e. leakage is very large and/or
the removal processes by deposition and decay are
relatively very small. In this situation, the
release fraction, CD, increases with the timing of
the filtered discharge and the sooner the filtered
discharge system is used, the better it is.

In practice, the values of POa, R and E will be
different from those assumed In the "ideal" and
"worst" situations, and the release fraction, CD,
will strongly depend on them, as illustrated in
Figures 1 to 3. We notice that for any given values
of E (excluding E-0) and of POa, there exists a
value, R , characterized by the following: For
R=RC, the release fraction, CD, is insensitive to
the timing of the filtered discharge, n. For R<R
CD increases with n and for R>Rm CD decreases with

other radlonuclldes such as caesium, ruthenium,
strontium, rubidium and tellurium which have a
relatively long physical half life of 50 days or
so.

Noble gases do not plateout while the others
readily plateout and deposit. The removal of these
radionuclides from the containment atmosphere due to
plateout and deposition is mathematically approached
by assuming a "plateout and deposition" effective
half life, T for each of the three groups. T
for the noble gases, therefore, is very large
(i.e. «•), is between 1 hour and 1 day for the
radlolodlnes and between 0.01 and 0.1 day for the
last group.

The filter efficiency for the above three groups
depend on the filter design and on the chemical form
of the different radionuclides. As representative
values, we consider the following filter
efficiencies (a) 1% for the noble gases (b) 99%
for the iodines and (c) 99.9% for all the others.
Values of Ti, Tp and E for the three groups are
given in Table 3. Also, values of Rc, as given in
Table 2, are reproduced in Table 3.

TABLE 3: PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AND DERIVED "CUTOFF
LEAKAGE RATE"

TABLE 2: VALUES OF R , FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF
POa AND E

POa E £ M
Pa

E

0.01
0.9
0.99
0.999

2

2
18

200
2000

1.5

3
27

300
3000

1.2

6
54

600
6000

Table 2 gives the values of R for E«0.01, 0.9,
0.99 and 0.999 and for POa « 2, 1.5 and 1.2. The
leakage rate, \_ c(0), of a containment with
R=RC is defined as a "cutoff" leakage rate. This
is evaluated in the following for the radionuclides
which pose the major biohazard in postulated
accidents.

APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS TO POSTULATED LOSS OF
COOLANT ACCIDENTS AND TO REAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Safety analysis for a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) and also past experience show that the main
radionuclides released to the containment atmosphere
and of biological significance can be divided into
three groups; (a) the noble gases which have a
relatively short effective physical half life, T^
of about 5 hours (b) radlolodlnes which have an
effective physical half life of 5 days and (c) some

Group

Noble
Gases

Radio-
Iodines

Others

Physical Parameters

Tj(d)

5/24

5

50

Tp(d)

CD

1/24 to 1

0.01 to 0.1

E

0.01

0.99

0.999

POa

2
1.5
1.2

2
1.5
1.2

2
1.5
1.2

Rc

2
3
6

200
300
600

2000
3000
6000

Cutoff
Leakage
Rate (%
per day)

166
110
55

8. 4+0. 42
5.6*0.28
2.8*0.14

3.5+0.35
2.4+0.24
1.2*0.12

To calculate the cutoff leakage rate X.-(0),
we use the equation

Jtn2j

XLC(0)

The resulting "cutoff leakage rates" are given in
Table 3 for noble gases, radiolodines and all the
"others".

In an accident, a mixture of the radionuclides
listed in Table 3 is most: likely to be released to
the containment. He conclude therefore, from the
data given in Table 3 that a limiting cutoff leakage
rate for LOCA Is around 0.35Z per day at POa-2,
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0.24% per day at P0a=1.5 and 0.12% per day at
P0a=1.2. The derived cutoff leakage rates are
suggested as guicijline values for design purposes.
Just for comparison the design target of the leakage
rate of CANDU single unit reactors is 0.1% per day
at 33 psia (P0a=2.25). The release estimates for
various accidents use a conservative leakage rate of
0.5% per day to provide additional margin.

Thus if a containment has a leakage rate less
than the derived cutoff values (corresponding to
R=R ), it is preferable to boxup the released
activity in the containment as the total releases
without the use of Emergency Filters Air Discharge
(EFAD) system will be less than those if the system
would have been used. Therefore the EFAD system
would be needed only if the containment is impaired
or if depressurization of the containment is needed
for specific purposes such as hydrogen venting or
taking advantage of favourable weather and wind
direction.

The other related issue that we address is the
optimization of timing of the filtered discharge
operation considering the parameters of containment
leak tightness, pressure in the containment,
composition of fission products in the containment
atmosphere and their collection efficiency on the
filters.

Under abnormal conditions, where the leakage rate
is very high (XL(0) » 10% per day), it is
desirable to use the EFAD system as soon as
possible.

Under normal conditions, where the leakage rate
is small and does not exceed the "cutoff value", the
use of the EFAD system could be justified by taking
advantage of favourable weather condition and wind
direction. The use of the EFAD system could also be
justified by showing that the use of the system
would increase the total releases of the noble gases
by a factor of 2 at most. Using this criterion and
Figures 1 and 2 for E=0, (there is not much
difference in the findings if we use E-0 or 0.01),
and the cutoff leakage rate as we found before
(i.e. 0.35% per day at POa - 2.0, 0.24% per day at
POa =1.5 and 0.12% per day at POa =• 1.2) we find n
equal to 9 or t=-45 hours (9 x 5) which is about 2
days. Therefore, for accidents for which noble
gases are the main relased radionuclides (or the
main concern), the use of the EFAD system about two
days after the accident is reasonable. Obviously,
under different conditions, Figures 1 to 3 could be
used to predict an "optimum time" to operate the
EFAD system.

To apply the results of the study to real
accident conditions, the containment status needs to
be established. Appropriate instrumentation to
estimate leakage rates, types of radionuclides
present in the containment atmosphere and efficiency
of the filters of the EFAD system would serve as a
general guide for intelligent operator actions.
Controlled venting via the EFAD system for instance
should be seriously considered in specific
post-accident situations where it is clear that
venting would contribute to decreasing the total
releases to the atmosphere or the total dose to the
public.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A simple model, which evaluates the fraction of
radioactive material release to the atmosphere from
the total releases from the reactor core to the
containment under accident conditions, is presented.
The model examines the sensitivity of that fraction,
CD, mainly to the following parameters:

- The pressure in the containment at a reference
time t=0, POa, expressed in atmospheres

- The leakage rate of the containment, X^

- The efficiency of the filters of the Emergency
Filtered Air Discharge (EFAD) system, E

- The timing of the filtered discharge operation
expressed in terms of the effective removal half
life of the radionuclide or group of
radionuclides, n

The main points demonstrated are:

(a) For intact containment, where leakage rates are
close to the design values, the release
fraction, CD, is almost insensitive to the
initial pressure in the containment, POa, when
the latter is in the range 1.2 to 2.

(b) For given values of POa and E, there exists a
value of XL' which is called "cutoff"
leakage rate, characterized by the following:

For XT - X

H > he

, CD is insensitive to n, for
CD decreases with n and for
CD Increases with n.

(c) When all the radionuclides that pose the major
blohazard in postulated loss of coolant accident
are considered, the limiting (i.e. the lowest
calculated value) "cutoff" leakage rate is 0.352
per day at P0a=2, 0.24% per day at P0a=1.5 and
0.1% per day at P0a»1.2.

(d) The calculated limiting "cutoff" leakage rates
are suggested as order-of-magnitude values for
"accepted" leakage rate of single unit
containment systems and as guide values for
design purposes.

(e) In containments which have a leakage rate below
the "cutoff" value, air filtered discharge is
undesirable as the total releases without the
use of the EFAD system will be less than those
if the system would have been used. The EFAD
system is then desirable only if the containment
is Impaired or if depressurizatlon of the
containment is needed for specific purposes such
as hydrogen venting or taking advantage of
favourable weather and wind direction.

(f) For accidents for which noble gases are the main
concern, the use of the EFAD system at least two
days after the accident would not increase the
biological hazards significantly.

(R) TO use the results of the study In accident
management, the containment status would need to
be well known. Measurement of the actual
leakage rate, containment pressure, kinds of
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radionuclides present In the containment
atmosphere and filters efficiency can be used
then In the model as a guide for Intelligent
operator actions.
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CANOU CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS - A REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE

Z. DOMARATZKI

Atomic Energy Control Board

ABSTRACT

Current regulatory requirements for containment
systens have evolved over the years. This
evolution has been affected by research inforna-
tion, design decisions and operating experience.

1. INTRODUCTION

Power reactor technology is unique In many
aspects. Foremost among these aspects Is that from
the outset of the nuclear industry in the Western
world, the need for protection against very
inprobable accidents was accepted almost without
question. Massive containment structures are one
outcome of the simple concept that any uncontrolled
release of energy and fission product* should be
contained. That simple concept has given rise,
however, to a wide variety of complex deaigns.
While the deaigns have been Influenced by economic
and safety considerations, this paper will address
only the safety question and our collective aucceas
in addressing that question.

2. BACKGROUND TO CURRENT REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Impcct of ECCS Effectlveneaa

The current regulatory requirements for contain-
ment systems are documented In a regulatory Jjiide
(Ref. 1). That document was prepared largely by
listing the basic requirements which had evolved
over the previous two decadea. Underlying all the
requirements are principles which emptutslze
effectiveness, reliability and testability.

The requirements for effectiveness have come
directly from the fundamental single and dual
failure licensing requirements of the Atomic Energy
Control Board (Ref. 2). These licensing require-
ments stipulate that, for any serious process
failure, the proper operation of all the special
safety system* should limit doses to people outside
the plant boundary to less than the Identified
reference dose limit. Also, for any serious
process failure combined with failure of any one
apeclal safety system the remaining safety system*
are required to limit dose* to an Identified (but
greater) reference dose limit. Until about: a
decade ago, designers considered that for any
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) would prevent significant
fuel failure*. With such an understanding of ECCS

effectiveness it is evident that a LOCA, by itself,
was not seen to pose a significant challenge to the
containment in preventing the release of fission
products - there would be no significant quantities
of fission products free within containment
(designers said). Similarly, dual failures which
consisted of a LOCA combined with impairment of
containment (e.g. failure of ventilation dampers to
close) were considered, by inspection, to meet the
dual failure reference dose limits since no
significant quantities of fission products were
expected to be free within containment. The
ability of containment to prevent the release of
fission products was set only by the dual failures
which Involved a LOCA or loss of regulation
accident combined with complete failure of the
shutdown system**, or a LOCA combined with failure
of ECCS. Clearly, these dual failures pose a
tremendous challenge to a containment system and
very effective systems were necessary in order to
meet the dual failure reference dose limits.

In 1975, designer* recognized that for most LOCA
they could not show that ECCS would prevent
significant fuel failure; on the contrary, aafety
analyse* were predicting extensive fuel failures.
This recognition Identified, Inter alia, the need
to review more closely the capabilities and
weaknesses of CANDU containment designs. Not
surprisingly, for single failure* when the
containment wa* assumed to function as designed,
the prompt releases of fission products could be
shown to be low. However, for a variety of dual
failures, I.e. those which consisted of a LOCA plus
some Impairment of containment function*, the
release* of fission products were calculated to be
very significant and in £..ae cases In excess of the
dual failure reference dose limits. This new in-
formation led to the current requirement to analyze
In detail the consequence* of a wide variety of
containment Impairment* (e.g. deflated airlock
seals, open airlock, Impairment of dousing, failure
of reactor building air coolers) which had
previously been passed over or superficially
investigated. The new Information on ECCS
effectlveneaa also led to Investigation* of
improvement* in design to reduce the probability of
impairment of containment (e.g. alarm* on air
supplies to airlock door seal*, Improved environ-
mental qualification of equipment) and to Improve
post-LOCA operation (e.g. shielding of equipment.
Improved filtered alr-dlschargc system*).

* Exception* to this statement were end fitting
failures where fuel would be ejected from the core
and in the case of one reactor a very specific
slzeof break In the heat transport aysttm which
would reault In some limited fuel failure.

•* The need to consider complete failure of the
shutdown system wa* removed with the advent of two
diverse shutdown systems.
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2.2 Impact of Commissioning Results

Another factor which has influenced the
regulatory requirements for containment (as well as
the other special safety systems) has been the
results of commissioning tests at plants. A great
deal of emphasis Is put on commissioning tests to
demonstrate, as far as practicable, that all
containment systems meet their minimum allowable
standards. Clearly, in a 600 MW reactor design it
is not practicable to demonstrate by test the
dousing rate. Just as clearly, it is practicable
and it is a requirement to do the building pressure
proof test very late in the commissioning phase
after all the containment penetrations have been
completed. Similarly it is practicable to test the
dousing system in a vacuum building by opening
simultaneously all the building pressure relief
valves. The requirement for very comprehensive
commissioning tests has been supported by
unexpected results on many occasions. At Pickering
A and Bruce A, for example, the commissioning tests
of the dousing systems demonstrated that dousing
would not occur under design conditions. (The
corrective action at Pickering A was simple -
change the operating pressure In two chamber*. The
corrective action at Bruce A was more difficult -
replace major portion* of the original dousing
pipework to prevent collapse of piping which
occurred under design conditions.)

2.3 Impact of Operating Experience

A* one would expect, the regulatory requirements
for containment have also been affected by
operating experience. This aspect will be
discussed in sections 3 and 4. Suffice It to ««y
at this paint that the requirements reflect the
fact that the observed leakage of containment
buildings In service has not alwaya been
acceptable.

2.4 Selected Topics from Regulatory Document C-7

By and large. Regulatory Document C-7 (Reference
1) merely documents requirements which have evolved
over the years and have been generally understood
by designers and regulators. There are, however,
some requirements which are new or are perceived by
some to be new. Foremost among these are:

(a) That all piping which 1* part of the primary
heat transport system (with the exception of boiler
tubing) shall be totally within the containment
structure. This would preclude, for Instance,
locating the maintenance cooling system outside
containment as was done at Bruce A and B.

(b) That there be sufficient shielding to ensure
access to all equipment as may be required
following an accident. This requires, Inter alia,
that the radiation fields be predicted for a wide
range of potential accidents.

(c) That any gross breach of the contain
envelope can be readily and reliably detected.

tnt

(e) That the boundary of the containment envelope
be defined for all conditions which could exist in
operation or maintenance of the reactor. This
requirement is quite straightforward for a
CANDU 600 MW design. It is anything but straight-
forward when one considers a Bruce reactor during
maintenance of a primary heat transport pump,
replacement of a liquid zone control compartment,
or repairs to a maintenance cooler circuit.

:. FACTOKS CONTRIBUTING TO CONFIDENCE

3.1 Equipment Availability

Despite the vast array of penetrations into the
containment envelope, good availability can be
achieved by careful attention to detail in the
design and operation. While the early performance
of the Pickering A containment system was not
satisfactory, Table 1 illustrates that good
availability of containment can be achieved. In
fact in 1983 the performance of systems at most
plants was very gpod. With the exception of NPD
and Bruce Unit 3 all plants met their availability
targets.

Reactor

NPD
Douglas Point
Pickering 1
Pickering 2
Pickering 3
Pickering 4
Pickering S
Pickering 6
Bruce 1
Bruce 2
Bruce 3
Bruce 4
Centilly-2
Point Lepreau

Actual Unavailability
(multiple of target)

11.9
0.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.3
0.3

52*
0.3
0
0

TABLE 1

(d) That a leakage t e s t at f u l l design pressure be
done at l e a s t once every s i x y e a r s , or more
frequent ly depending on experience with t e s t * at
reduced pres sures .

Containment U n a v a i l a b i l i t y
Al l Reactors - 1983

* A c t i v i t y monitors were I so la ted during a
reactor outage .

In addi t ion to being able to demonstrate by t e s t
the availability of active components, plant
operators also have the capability to detect the
presence of an opening In the containment boundary
without the need to shut a reactor down. This can
be accomplished in one of two ways:

1) Closing all ventilation dampers, noting the
rate at which building pressure , rises due to
Instrument air in-flow and comparing this rate with
that established for a "leak-tight" building.
Pressure 1« allowed to rise only to 1 kPa(g) (four
Inches of water).

11) Reducing reactor pressure to 7 to 30 kPa (1
to 4 pslg) subatmospherlc and observing the rate of
pressure rise.
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3rd Quarter
1983

(mi2)

0
1030
380
1700
260
_

4th Quarter
1983

(««2)

1030
1660
1290
570
10
ibO

While these methods have obvious limitations
they can be very effective in detecting holes in
the containment envelope (see results for Pickering
in Table 2). As such they are a useful supplement
to (but not a replacement for) routine positive
pressure leakage tests at the design pressure or at
a somewhat reduced pressure.

Reactor
Building

TABLE 2

Containment Hole Size -
Estimated from On-Power Leak Test

Target - 2400 n 2

3.2 Radiation Dose to Operatlona Personnel

A unique, as well as controversial, aspect of
the Bruce and Darlington containment design Is the
number of nuclear system components which are
outside the containment envelope (e.g. boilers,
primary system pump sets, drives for reactivity
devices, moderator heat exchangers). This feature
was adopted by Ontario Hydro to Improve on-power
maintainability of equipment as well as to reduce
radiation dose to personnel. The success In this
latter area can be seen by comparing the absorbed
radiation dose at Pickering A and Bruce A - see
Table 3. The comparison given In Table 3 is over-
simplified In that corrections should be made to
account for a number of operating differences
between the two plants (e.g. heavy water with
significant tritium concentration was used for
commissioning of Pickering A, pressure tube
problems at Pickering A accounted for some of the
radiation dose to personnel in 1974, 1975, 1976 and
1983). Nevertheless, even without a rlgourous
treatment of the dose statistics It Is obvious that
the Bruce A type of design results In much lower
radiation doses to the operating ataff.

YEAR

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

PICKERING A
(man-rem)

150
992
899
1613
1627
1740
1143
822
1129
893
778
817
1192

BRUCE A
(man-rem)

_
—
-
—
—
10
104
384
498
410
472
369
421

TABLE 3

Total Whole Body Dose to All Staff

4. PROBLEM AREAS

4.1 In-Service Leakage Testing

A major uncertainty about CANDU containment
system effectiveness stems from the absence of a
comprehensive program for doing in-service leak
t e s t s . A comprehensive program would consist of

i ) periodic on-power leak t e s t s of major
containment penetrations.

i i ) periodic on-power leak t e s t s of the ent i re
containment envelope.

i l l ) periodic leak tes ts of the ent i re contain-
ment envelope at I t s design pressure or a l terna-
t ively a combination of reduced pressure and design
pressure t e s t s .

To date the three Canadian u t i l i t i e s have
implemented Item i ) ; that is periodic leak t e s t s of
airlocks and venti lat ion dampers. Even in th i s
area, however, the tes t s are sometimes token in
nature when compared with what could be done
readi ly. For instance, at Pickering, the airlocks
are tested at a pressure of 1 kPa(g) (4 inches of
water) when the entire building is tested. While
that pressure is a reasonable one for an on-power
test of a reactor building, it is obvious that a
more rigourous test of airlocks could be done
readily without interfering with reactor operation.

Periodic on-power leak tests of the entire
containment envelope have been demonstrated by
Ontario Hydro as a relatively simple and yet
sensitive test for detecting existing holes in
containment. Such tests are done routinely at the
Pickering and Bruce stations. They are not being
done yet at Gentllly-2 or Point Lepreau reactors.

The history of In-service testing of containment
at Its design pressure is not an encouraging one.
Only two reactor buildings In Canada have been
retested in service at their design pressures.
Both failed the tests. The first to be retested In
service was the Douglas Point reactor building.
The results of all the tests are summarized in
Table 4. While this building failed to achieve Its
specified leak rate on several occasions, It Is
evident that by retestlng and repairs the leak rate
could be kept In an acceptable range.

Gentllly-1 was the only other plant where the
reactor building was tested in-service at i t s de-
sign pressure. After seven years of "service", a
test was attempted In 1977. In the first attempt
leakage started around an airlock at a pressure of
about 35 kPa(g) and another large leak started In a
similar location at 90 kPa(g) (Design pressure 120
kPa(g)).

When Pickering A was being constructed and when
It was licensed for operation Ontario Hydro indi-
cated that It would do periodic leak tests of
reactor buildings at 14 kPa(g) (1/3 the design
pressure). One successful in-service test was done
on Unit 3 In 1975 but no further test* were done
until 1983 when the AECB ordered such tests to be
done. Two tests, with satisfactory results, have
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now been completed with a third to be done in
September, 1984.

The reasons why plant owners wish to conduct
only necessary tests are clear. Shutdown of a
single unit to test a reactor building is
expensive, results in additional radiation dose to
workers and, in the case of the 600 HW designs,
Involves the hazard of working in a high pressure
environment. Shutdown of four or eight reactors to
allow testing or inspection of a common vacuum
building is indeed a najor undertaking. Further-
more, in multi-unit containment designs, unless one
is prepared to test all the units at the sane time,
there Is the additional difficulty of Isolating one
unit from another. These costs and difficulties
are real but they are costs which were foreseen
when a commitment was made to build a plant and
they must be incurred if a utility wishes to
assure people that It takes all practicable
measures to demonstrate the effectiveness of
special safety systems.

Date

Target
1965
1968 July
1968 Oct
1969
1970
1973
1980(c tests)
1981
1982
19«3

Leak Rate - Z of Reactor
Building Volume per Hour
at Design Pressure

0.1
0.07
0.40*
0.12*
0.33*
0.15*
0.06*

0.14 to 0.36
0.18
0.18
0.25

TABLE 4

Douglas Point - In-Service Leak Testing
of Reactor Building

* extrapolated value* - teat performed at 1/3 of the
design pressure.

4.2 Reliability of Containment Envelope

Section 3.1 Included Information on the rel i-
ability of components in the containment system.
Notwithstanding the good performance In 1983,
experience shows us that there are rare events
which can have significant Impact on containment
effectiveness and are difficult to detect through
routine testing.

One example of such a rare event was a 130cm?
hole (20 In2) In the Pickering Unit 2 reactor
building at a pipe penetration. It Is not known
how long this fault existed but circumstantial
evidence Indicates somewhere between 6 months and
3 years. (With current practice at Pickering such
a fault would not exist for more than 3 months, the
period between routine on-power leak tests). The
problems discovered by leak tests at C«ntilly-1 (as
discussed In Section 4.1) are yet another manner In
which containment envelope Impairments can g>
undetected for significant periods.

Another example of a rare event occurred at
Douglas Point in 1980. In that event, all the
activated charcoal had been removed from the
reactor building ventilation exhaust filter while
the reactor was shut down. It was not replaced and
the reactor operated for 6 months with this
significant impairment.

Other rare events include:

1) One of the two upper chambers of the vacuum
building at Pickering A was at atmospheric pressure
(rather than 15 kPa) for a period of months because
the instrumentation was Monitoring conditions at
the vacuum pump suction rather than in the chamber.

11) Failure of 11 of the 16 large reactor-
building pressure relief valves at Bruce A in such
a fashion as to preclude opening because the design
had not taken into account test conditions which
the valves would encounter.

Hi) Failure by corrosion of wire rope cables
which hold In place the Bruce A vacuum building
roof seal.

Experience shows us that not only must we
continue to check routinely the proper functioning
of all the active components in the containment
system but In addition we must take all reasonable
precautions to avoid failures which are not readily
detectable by test. "All reasonable precautions"
Include attention to detail in design and
operation. For example, the safety evaluation and
operating experience show that an important failure
mode Is inadvertent deflation of airlock door
seals. An extremely simple design change could be
made at existing stations, (and In some airlocks of
one station this change has been made), which would
reduce the resultant flow path to atmosphere by one
or two orders of magnitude. Another reasonable
precaution for operators to take would be to check
routinely the efficacy of the charcoal beds in the
post-LOCA containment f i l ters . Even this Is not
done at all stations.

4.3 Post-Accident Air In-Leakage

With careful attention to design, operating
procedures, routine testing of active components
and periodic in-service leak te*t» It Is
practicable to meet the targets for both
effectiveness and reliability of containment.
However, In the design of CANDU plants we have a
feature which tends to work against all the care
and attention that owners have put Into containment
design. This feature Is the continued flow of
Instrument and service air Into containment
following any accident. After an accident which
releases large quantities of radioactive material
Into containment, the containment would be sealed
through automatic operation of the ventilation
dampers. The pressure In the reactor building
would rise due to the continued Inflow of service
and Instrument air and this would result In
pressure-assisted leakage of fission products from
containment.

The problem would be most Immediate In the 600 HW
containment design. Designers have taken some
account of this and In the 600 HW design It Is
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possible to Isolate manually all air flow Into
containment at the expense of the operablllty of
some equipment. The Pickering and Bruce contain-
ment systems with their vacuum buildings are able
to defer pressure-assisted releases by periods
ranging from one or two days (unimpaired
containment) down to an hour (with impaired
containment envelope). However, after that time
the continued inflow of instrument air would result
in pressure-assisted release of fission products
via leakage pathways. Venting via the filtered
air-discharge systems would be required to reduce
releases of radioiodines. (The safety analysis
does show that even with required venting of
containment the relevant single and dual failure
reference dose Units would be met at the Bruce and
Pickering sites).

Clearly, it is not appropriate to design an
effective and reliable containaent only to include
design features which will require operators to
vent radioactive material to the atnosphere soon
after an accident. The AECB has requested
designers to investigate this question at
Pickering and Bruce and expects that improvements
will be proposed.

5. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 Hydrogen Research

In the last several years there has been a
significant amount of research done at Whiteshell
to study hydrogen generation and behaviour under
accident conditions. One objective of this work is
to determine whether any design or operating
changes are necessary in existing CANDU plants.
Partly as an outcome of this work and partly as a
prudent neasure Ontario Hydro has decided to
include hydrogen Igniters in the Bruce A, Bruce B,
Darlington, and Pickering B reactor buildings.
These lgnitors are Intended to ensure that, should
large quantities of hydrogen be produced, it will
burn while the concentrations are still relatively
low and thereby prevent deflagration or detonation.
Results frosi the research program are expected to
answer the question regarding need for Igniters or
other design changes at all plants.

5.2 Fission Product Behaviour

Almost two decades ago, work was done at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory which Indicated that
overly pessimistic assumptions were probably being
used in safety analyses. It was recognized then
that further research work was necessary to study
fission product behaviour under accident
conditions particularly with respect to behaviour
of iodine within containment. In Canada this
confirmatory work was undertaken about four years
ago at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment. Continuation of such work Is
crucial If we are to have a proper understanding of
accident scenarios.

5.3 In-Servlce Leakage Testing

In the past, in-service leakage tests at
significant positive pressure have been relatively
rare events. The AECB has partially addressed this

shortcoming by including s p e c i f i c requirements in
the operating l i c ences for p l a n t s . We expect to
see the development of more comprehensive
i n - s e r v i c e leak rate t e s t i n g programs and trus t
that these w i l l be success fu l In demonstrating the
capab i l i t y of CANDU containment s t r u c t u r e s .

6. CLOSING REMARKS

CANDU containment systems are capable of
l i m i t i n g re leases of radioact ive material under a
wide range of postulated a c c i d e n t s . Improvements
in some areas are being made while other improve-
ments are s t i l l under i n v e s t i g a t i o n . High r e l i -
a b i l i t y and e f f e c t i v e n e s s of containment can only
be achieved through the e f f o r t s of designers and
operators who are committed to the pr inc ip le of
defence- in -depth .
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ABSTRACT

The major purpose of a containment system is to
contain the releases from any postulated accident
that could release activity from the fuel or the
reactor cooling system. The imposing size and
apparent simplicity of the reactor building appears
to offer an excellent solution to such a need.
However, In practice, the containment system
comprises numerous components and subysterns and
requires the input from the full range of technical
disciplines backed up by suitable experimentation
and research.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an
overview of the CANDU 600 MW Single Unit Containment
Concept, and to highlight the major components,
their function and their design requirements. The
effect of safety analysis on the design requirements
will be described but the details of specific safety
analyses will be left to the specialist papers of
this conference.

EVOLUTION

The CANDU Single Unit Containment concept
Incorporated in the 600 MW nuclear power plants
operating at Gentllly 2, Pt. Lepreau, Enbalse and
Wolsung has evolved fro* the experience gained
during the developnent of the CANDU reactor over the
past 25 years.

The development began with the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD) Reactor, rated at 20 MWe, which
began operation In 1962. The containment features
for that plant Include below grade concrete vaults
for the reactor and the stean generators, designed
to withstand internal pressures of 70 kPa(g)
(10 paig) and 35 kPa(g) (5 p«lg) respectively. Both
vaults have energy-absorbing dousing systems,
gravity fed from a water storage tank. A pressure
relief duct Is used to cope with the Initial
pressure rise in the case of the fracture of a pipe
In the steam generator vault. The direct pressure
relief to atmosphere feature has not been used
since.

The next nuclear power plant in the Canadian
nuclear power program was Douglas Point, rated at
200 MWe. Douglas Point began operation In 1966.
features an above-ground cylindrical concrete
building with a steel roof. Its Internal design
pressure is 42 kPa(g) (6 pslg) and it features
energy-absorbing water dousing spray system. A
containment isolation system Is provided to
automatically close the open penetrations through
the containment building wall.

It

Containment design in Canada took two paths after
Douglas Point. One direction led to the vacuum
building concept for multi-unit plants. Details of
this concept are given in Reference 1. The other
direction, for the single-unit plants discussed
here, continued the development of the basic Douglas
Point approach.

The next single-unit design was Gentilly-1, rated
at 250 MWe, which commenced operation In 1972. Ir-
is a prototype CANDU variation using boiling light
water for direct cycle cooling. It featured a
reinforced, post-tensioned, concrete reactor
building with concrete dome, designed for 118 kPa(g)
(17 pslg). The containment design Incorporated a
dousing system, local air coolers, a containment
isolation system and a filtered air discharge
system. Automatic Isolation Included high-speed
main steam isolation valves because of the direct
cycle design.

OPERATIONAL ROLE AND DESIGN BASES

General

The perfect containment system would be a
concrete or steel structure surrounding all the
nuclear components, with a zero leak rate, no
penetrations and a thickness to provide adequate
shielding and missile protection. However, this
simple concept Is In conflict with the requirements
arising from normal operation and accident
conditions. For these purposes, penetrations are
required for all processes and services, Including
the continued removal of the energy produced and
access for equipment maintenance and necessary plant
operations. Where systems are required for accident
mitigation, they can be located Inside the reactor
building, where they are subjected to the harsh
environment resulting from the accident but do not
require reactor building penetrations, or outside,
where they have the benefit of access for
maintenance but the disadvantage of the possible
spread of activity due to leaks. This choice is
faced by designers of all types of power reactors
and the solutions reached are Influenced by a number
of factors including the characteristics of the
reactor and the requirements of the regulatory
agency.

Normal Operation

The CANDU reactors have a number of unique
characteristics such as heavy water cooling and
moderation, natural uranium fuel and on-power
refuelling which affect the design rqulrements for
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the containment system. These characteristics
together with the operating philosophy selected,
result in:

(a) a need for routine daily access via personnel
and equipment airlocks to areas of the Reactor
Building (R/B) for new fuel loading, maintenance
of equipment, etc. A budget for operational
dose of 2 man Sv/year is used for the plant,
which should include the contributions from
these activities.

(b) a ventilation system to ensure an adequate
supply of cooled, filtered air for habltablllty
In the accessible areas and to maintain the R/B
pressure slightly subatmospheric. This Is
provided by a system comprising an air supply
unit, an Inlet and exhaust duct, a distribution
system within the Reactor Building, an exhaust
filter train and exhaust fans.

(c) a vapour recovery system to recover heavy water
leakage, and to reduce tritium contamination.
The system comprises ductwork to establish a
closed loop circulation of air from various
areas of the reactor building to dryers where
the water vapour Is condensed and removed. The
system Is subdivided to allow collection of
different heavy water and tritium lsotoplc
contents. The dryers are usually located
outside the reactor building resulting in a
number of ducts passing through the wall.

(d) a system for the automatic transfer of spent
fuel from the fuelling machine to the spent fuel
bay located In the service building. The
components required for this function include
the spent fuel discharge port, complete with two
series Isolation valves, the spent fuel
discharge room and the transfer canal through
which the fuel passes through the reactor
building wall.

The type and number of penetrations through the
reactor building resulting from these requirements
and from the requirements for energy removal,
services, etc are shown In Figure 1.

Accident Conditions

There are a number of postulated accidents which
could lead to an increase In pressure and/or a
release of activity within the reactor building.
Typical of these accidents are a failure of the
reactor cooling system piping, a failure of steam
piping within the reactor building or a failure of
fuel when it is in the fuel transfer process from
the reactor to the spent fuel bay.

The role of the containment system during
accident conditions is to control and limit the
activity releases to an acceptable level. The two
major functions to achieve that role are; to
maintain and complete the containment envelope, and
to limit the pressure and temperature transient
within the containment envelope.

The containment system Is actually a collection
of subsystems, each performing a unique part of the
overall role. A schematic view of these sub-systems
is shown In Figure 2.

FIOUflE 2 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM OPERATION DURING ACCIOENT CONDITIONS

FKXME 1 THE INFtUENCE OF NORMAL OKKATION ON THE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
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Before describing the details of the containment
system, It Is necessary to identify the design
requirements that have been derived from the safety
criteria specified by the Canadian regulatory
agency. A description of these safety criteria Is
contained In Reference 2.

The basic philosophy behind these safety criteria
was developed in the early 60's. These criteria are
stated In general terms, leaving the application and
implementation to the plant owner and his
consultants. The basic philosophy was aimed at
minimizing the likelihood of a serious accident.
This could be achieved if the systems for accident
mitigation, known as special safety systems were
separate from those provided for power generation,
known as process systems.

The containment system Is one of the four special
safety systems provided on the CANDU reactors. The
others are Shutdown System No. 1, Shutdown System
No. 2 and the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system.

As such, it is required to meet a number of safety
criteria, the most significant of which are:

- The components of the containment system must be
separated physically and functionally from other
systems used to produce power and from other special
safety systems.

- The containment system must meet an unavailability
target for operation on demand of 10"^. This must
be demonstrated by suitable testing during the life
of the plant.

- All operations must be automatic unless there is
sufficient time for an operator to assess the
situation and act. This time Is usually taken as a
mimlnum of 15 minutes.

- Safety analysis must be performed as part of the
licensing submission to demonstrate that the
radiation dose to the public following a number of
deterministic accident sequences is within
acceptable limits.

These deterministic accident sequences are:

Single Failures - LOCA, fuel handling accident or
steam line rupture
Dual Failure - LOCA combined with an Impaired ECC
system
- LOCA combined with an Impaired containment system

Three cases of containment system impairment have
been considered In the design bases.

(a) partial failure of the Isolation dampers

(b) failure of the Isolation logic

(c) failure of one dousing subsystem

Additional analysis of other containment system
impairments not Included in the design basis have
been carried out to determine their sensitivity.

These criteria ensure a containment system design
with significant defence In-depth. First, the
containment system must cater to the full spectrum

of single failure accident conditions, that is, It
must be capable of responding effectively to the
more probable small breaks with a slow response time
and limited effect on monitored parameters as well
as the less probable large breaks with their rapid
response and lar^e change In monitored parameters.
Second, regardless of the effectiveness of the ECC
system to prevent fuel failure and fission product
release, the design will be 'tested' against a
postulated accident sequence that assumes impairment
of the ECC system and consequential high
concentration of radioactive material within the
reactor building. Similarly, regardless of the
redundancy and capability of the containment
isolating system, the design will be 'tested1

against a postulated accident sequence that assumes
failure of the isolation logic. This simple
deterministic approach has been an important
backbone to the development of the CANDU plants.

The definition of the acceptable limits for the
safety analysis in terms of maximum individual and
public dose limits provides flexibility to the
designer and analyst. Although safety margins and
conservative assumptions are Incorporated in the
analysis, all factors that contribute to the
reduction of the doses to the public for each
accident sequence can be credited. For example,
there is no arbitrary determination of source terms.
As a result, to reduce the calculated dose,
improvements can be made at any one of these
factors, including fuel design, reactor cooling
system pressure boundary design, wash out
capability, containment envelope leakage and others.
This flexibility is particularly useful if any one
factor is changed, due to requirements from the
regulatory agency, or new information from research.
All remaining factors in the overall calculation of
public dose can then be reviewed for improvement If
necessary.

DESIGN FEATURES OF THE CANDU SINGLE UNIT CONTAINMENT
SYSTEM

Containment Envelope

The containment envelope comprises the reactor
building and its extensions and penetrations.

The reactor building is a prestressed concrete
building consisting of three major structural
components, a base slab, (1.55 m) thick, a
cylindrical wall of 41 m Internal diameter with a
minimum wall thickness of 1 m and a spherical
segmental dome with thickness at the crown of 0.6 m.
Beneath the outer dome there is a second dome having
an opening in the crown, which together with the
perimeter wall forms a container to provide storage
for 1.9 x 106 kg of water for various purposes
Including the dousing spray system.

To assist in leakage control and post-accident
decontamination, the Inner surfaces of the walls and
dome have an Internal lining In the form of an epoxy
coating. The thickness of this coating is between
0.5 to 0.6 mm and it Is applied In four separate
coats. Special care is taken at embedded parts and
joints between the various reactor building
sections.
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The net volume of the reactor building Is
approximately 48000 m3. The Internal structure of
the reactor building Is Independent of the external
wall.

The two key parameters associated with the
containment envelope are the design pressure and the
leakage rate at the design pressure. These
parameters are established by Iteration between the
practical capabilities of concrete construction and
the requirements derived from the safety analysis
carried out to calculate the doses to the public
during postulated accident conditions.

The values used for design and analysis purposes
are:

Leak rate (Design Target) - 0.1% vol/day
Leak rate used in safety analysis - 0,5% vol/day

Design pressure - 125 kPa(g) C18 pslg)
Test pressure - 144 kPa(g) (20.7 psig )

This design pressure is selected to envelope the
peak pressure resulting from all of the design basis
accidents considered. It Is, in fact, a relatively
low pressure when compared with the design pressures
for the c italnment envelope for other reactor
types. This feature is possible because of the
large volume and the use of a fast-acting pressure
suppression system, the dousing spray system. As an
example of the effectiveness of the dousing spray
system, the calculated maximum pressure in the
reactor building following the maximum loss of
coolant accident is 65 kPa(g) (9.5 pslg) or half the
design pressure. A number of benefits occur as a
result of this low design pressure, In particular,
there Is no requirement for steel liner and the
design of airlocks, electrical penetrations and
equipment qualification in general is simplified.

Containment Penetrations and Isolation

Penetrations through the RB wall are required for
airlocks, steam and feedwater systems, services such
as cooling water, air, Nj and H2, ventilation, heavy
water recovery and collection, sampling systems and
electrical cables.

There are two airlocks, one for equipment and one
for personnel, approximately 100 pipes and
approximately 40 electrlcalpenetratlons. Where the
piping penetrating the reactor building is directly
connected to the R/B environment or the reactor
cooling system, It is known as an 'Open'
penetration. Typical of these 'Open' penetrations
are the ventilation system inlet and outlet ducts or
the heavy water sampling system. These 'Open'
penetrations are automatically Isolated on demand by
means of two redundant valves In series with
initiation by a containment isolation system which
monitors pressure and activity within the reactor
building. This Instrumentation and control system
follows the CANDU practice of triplication of
measuring signals and control by 2 out of 3 voting
logic.

The majority of containment Isolation valves are
located outside the reactor building. This provides

the advantage of accessibility at power or during
accident conditions for maintenance or to verify the
valve position. It also avoids the requirement to
qualify the valves to the harsh environment caused
by the accident. By locating one isolation valve of
each penetration inside and outside the reactor
building, a perceived benefit of protection against
missiles and other common-mode events could be
achieved. However, as the Canadian safety analysis
must cater for an accident condition including open
containment penetrators, such a design feature is
not required.

The exception to the practice occurs with
auxiliary systems (sampling, supply, etc.) for the
reactor cooling system. In these cases, the valves
may be located inside or outside the reactor
building depending on the pipe size and consequence
of pipe failure.

Other pipes penetrating the reactor building are
isolated from the R/B environment either by means of
a closed valve or inherently by means of a closed
piping loop. An example of this is the cooling
water systems. These penetrations are known as
'Closed' penetrations and are generally provided
with an Isolation valve at each penetration.
However, they do not require automatic Isolation on
demand as at least one physical barrier is
continuously available.

The two series valves on each 'Open' penetration
can be tested on power, with only a minor
perturbation to the operating system. The pressure
setpolnt for Initiation of containment isolation is
3.5 kPa(g) (0.5 psig). The activity signal on the
ventilation and recovery lines is such that a
minimum of 15 minutes operator action time is
available. Isolation can also be Initiated manually
by the operator. These low setpoints ensure a
response to a full spectrum of break sizes down to a
very small break. There Is no operational or safety
concern due to spurious operation because of the
allocation of containment Isolation to 'Open*
penetrations only, with a negligible effect of
closure of these penetrations.

In summary, the containment Isolation system
applied to the CANDU 600MW plant is a simple system
which avoids any conflict between the need for an
Intact containment envelope and the required
operation of safety systems provided to mitigate the
accident. Examples of such a conflict have occurred
when the containment isolation system is applied to
closed penetrations such as cooling water systems.
The usual solutions for such a conflict is to
require conditioning logic or operator override,
which can lead to unanticipated and undesirable
Interactions.

Atmosphere Control

A number of systems and design measures are
provided In order to limit the maximum value and
duration of overpressure.

If the accident conditions lead to a rise In
pressure within the reactor building, the dousing
spray system shown In figure 3 Is automatically
initiated. Ordinary water, taken from the dousing
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tank, flows through the six spray headers to ensure
distribution over the entire reactor building. The
water flow is controlled by the use of two dousing
valves in each downcomer between the dousing tank
and spray headers. Each dousing valve is controlled
with an independent monitoring and logic system.

The quantltiy of water for dousing Is limited to
that stored in the dousing tank. To ensure optimum
use of this water, the dousing spray can
automatically cycle such that the spray starts when
the pressure in the reactor building exceeds
14 kPa(g) (2 psig) and stops when the pressure falls
below 7 kPa(g) (1 psig). The spray headers are
designed to produce droplets with a mean diameter of
I.I mm. A value for thermal utilization of the
spray droplets of 93-97% has been obtained from
experiments.

Doming valves 36" butterfly type
I pneumatic operation optn and close

spring CIOM

Single spray unit covers 60*
Sector of H/B

Spray directed
upward

FIGURE 3 DOUSING SPRAY SYSTEM (ONE UNIT)

As stated earlier, the Canadian regulatory agency
require that safety analysis should be carried out
assuming Impairments of the special safety system.
To minimize the effect of this requirement on peak
pressure, the dousing system has been designed as
two subsystems, each comprising two groups of three
spray headers. Total diversification Is applied to
the active components of each group. Including
different manufacturers and principles of operation.
The locations and routing of the equipment of each
group Is also suitably separated. Testing of the
valves, one valve at a time, can be carried out on
power without initiating dousing flow. The effect
of these design measures Is to obtain acceptance by
the regulatory agency that 'total loss of dousing'
should not be considered as a design basis event.

The location of the source of water for dousing
spray within the reactor building has two benefits.
First, the requirements for a fast acting and
reliable spray system Is achieved by the use of a
passive water source, gravity supply, suitable pipe
and valve sizing and redundant equipment. Full
dousing spray flow is achieved in five seconds
following the pressure reaching the set point or
following manual initiation. Second the location

within the reactor building avoids the conflict
between isolation of containment penetrations and
the necessary operation of the system to mitigate
the accident.

The dousing spray system is the dominant system
for pressure suppression. The duration of time that
it will remain in operation varies from 3 to 12
minutes depending on the break size. Once the
dousing is completed, the dousing tank is not
refilled although the capability does exist. The
dousing water collects in the basement of the
reactor building and is available for use by the
Emergency Core Cooling System.

Other means of pressure suppression which
continue to function after the end of dousing are
the reactor building air coolers and condensation on
concrete and metal surfaces. One action to be taken
to minimize the long term overpressure transient Is
to isolate the inflow of instrument air. A review
of the instrument air loads within the reactor
building has shown that the instrument air can be
isolated a few hours after a loss of coolant
accident without affecting the ability to maintain
the plant in a safe shutdown state.

As an option, a Filtered Air Discharge (FAD)
system is available as a further means of atmosphere
control. The safety benefit derived from having a
FAD system is the control it gives over post-LOCA
discharges from the containment enevelope. The
system can provide a well defined, filtered and
monitored pathway to the environment. It can also
provide a degree of flexibility on when discharges
are made and thus can provide time to arrange any
contingency planning that may be required or to take
advantage of favourable weather conditions. In
addition, the use of the FAD system can prevent the
contamination of the entire plant with airborne
fission products if uncontrolled leakage Is
continued. This can have safety implications on the
habitabillty requirements for the operating staff.

The system makes use of the dryers of the D20
vapour recovery system and the filters of the
ventilation system to ensure that any air from the
reactor building is dried and filtered before being
released In the dispersal stack. The stack height
varies between 37 to SO metres depending on the
plant. A method of determining the effectiveness of
the use of the FAD systems when considering factors
such as containment envelope leakage, filter
efficiency, and the timing of the FAD system
operation is given in Reference 3. It is recognized
that application of this methodology to actual
operation requires measurements of actual leakage
rates, the types of radlonuclides present In the
containment atmosphere and the filter efficiency.
Not an insignificant task.

TESTING AND OPERATING EXPERIENCE

General

A full test program for containment system design
and operation is carried out during the design
phase, prior to plant operation and during the
operating life of the plant.
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The overall purpose of these tests Is to confirm
the design basis for the system, to verify the
parameters and margins used In safety analysis and
to confirm that the system can achieve the
unavailability target of 10~3 during operation.
Some of the more significant tests and their
conclusions are discussed below.

Experimental Investigation of Concrete Containment
Structures

To assess the response of a prestressed concrete
containment structure under the influence of high
Internal overpressures, an analytical and
experimental test program was undertaken at the
University of Alberta. The major purpose of this
study was to determine the actual capability of the
single unit reactor building to allow quantification
of the effects of a number of event combinations not
considered In the design basis. The studies were
carried out over a period of five years and
consisted of interactive analytical studies and
experimental studies using a 1/14 scale prestressed
concrete containment structure. Applying the
results of these studies to the single unit
containment structure provides the following
conclusions.

- The first through-the-wall crack would occur in
the dome at 330 kPa(g) (48 psig) or 2.3 times the
proof test pressure.

- Significant leakage would only begin at that
pressure and would increase exponentially as the
pressure increases such that at 932 of the
predicted failure load, the calculated leakage
rate would be approximately equal to the volume of
the containment each second.

- Assuming the pressurizing medium could be supplied
sufficiently rapidly, failure would occur due to
rupture of the horizontal tendons at 530 kPa(g)
(77 psig).

A summary of the study and its findings Is given
in Reference 4. It should be noted that as the
investigation was to study the overall behaviour of
the structure, details such as the temporary
openings during construction, air locks and other
penetrations which could affect locally the
behaviour of the structure were not considered.

Proof Pressure and Leakage Rate Tests

Prior to plant operation, tests were carried out
to determine the leak rate at the design pressure
and to demonstrate that the structural soundness of
the envelope is maintained at the proof pressure.
Details of the test experience on Pt. Lepreau and
Gentilly-2 are given in Reference 5. Valuable
experience was gained, Including the quantity of
soap required to perform a soap bubble test on 100%
of the external surface of the Reactor Building, the
use of an ultrasonic detector to detect defects in
the Internal liner, and the common locations where
leakage paths were to be found. Methods of sealing
when under pressure were developed such that the
final tests demonstrated leakage rates of between
0.15 and 0.25% vol/day. Although these values are

above the design target, they are well within the
value used for safety analysis.

During the proof pressure tests, hairline cracks
were observed on the Inside walls of the reactor
building. An intensive study was carried out with
the conclusion that the cause of cracking was the
presence of additional tensile stresses Induced in
the concrete surface layers by a higher rate of
shrinkage in these layers than in the concrete core.
The crack pattern or density was influenced by
non-uniformatles present in the reactor building
wall, such as embedded parts, buttresses, permanent
openings, etc. The presence of these cracks was
found to have minimal effects on the ability of the
reactor building wall to fulfill its structural and
leak tightness requirements.

Proof pressure and leakage rate tests are planned
during the life of the plant with the next leakage
test at design pressure at Pt. Lepreau and
Gentllly-2 to be carried out before December 1987.

Operational Experience

Since criticality of the four CANDU 600 MW plants
there has not been a demand for operation of any
containment subsystem. Experience in the operation
of these subsystems has been gained from the in-
service component tests.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

As part of the development and evolution for
future CANDU power plants, factors such as the
latest codes and standards, feedback from operating
experience and regulatory requirements are under
continuous review. A number of such Influences have
the possibility of affecting future containment
system designs. Examples of these and their effects
are given below:

(a) Requirements for the Containment System for
CANDU Nuclear Power Plants, Proposed Regulatory
Guide - AECB Consultative Document C-7, Rev. 1
May 1982.

Interpretation and application of this document
is being tested on the most recent CANDU 600MW
plant proposal. No design changes are expected
to occur.

(b) IAEA Safety Guide SG-D12 on Containment Systems.
Prepared as part of the NUSS program, and
expected to be issued In 1985.

This safety guide provides the common phllosphy
and requirements that are applicable to
containment system design for all reactor types.
As this Safety Guide has recognized the
influence of reactor type and regulatory
requirements on the Containment System design,
It Is not expected that any design changes will
result from a decision to apply the safety
guide.
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(c) Aircraft crash and missile protection.

As part of the initial structural design of the
CANDU 600 MW reactor building, a parametric
study was carried out to determine the
capability to withstand a range of missiles of
various weights and velocity without penetration
or spalling of the reactor building walls.
Based on the results of this study, in
combination with the probability data for
aircraft crash, tornados or turbine missiles at
each site, the siting requirements for each
plant were met.

In recent years, a more comprehensive study has
been carried out on aircraft crash statistics,
and the resulting concrete penetration of the
probable missiles. This Is reported in
Reference 6. Depending on the proposed site,
application of this study may affect the reactor
building wall and dome thickness.

(d) Hydrogen considerations

The possibility of hydrogen generation and
potential combustion in the reactor building has
been recognized for years. This is a
consequence of the analysis of the postulated
accident conditions, In particular, the dual
failure accident of a Loss of Coolant accident
combined with the unavailability of the
Emergency Core Cooling System. The maximum
generation of hydrogen would result from the
metal-water reaction and appropriate conditions
of steam flow.

A study of the consequence of this hydrogen
generation has shown that the mean hydrogen
concentration in the reactor vault could be as
high as 4.5 to 5.5%. However, additional
dilution resulting from the mixing, both by
buoyancy effects and forced circulation result
In a mean hydrogen concentration within the
reactor building of less than 4%. The
conclusion of the study is that deliberate
Ignition sources or recombiner systems are not
required due to this low concentration, the
presence of steam and the absence of strong
ignition sources.

Further studies of hydrogen production and
behaviour are underway in the Canadian research
laboratories.

(e) Main steam isolating valves

The four steam mains penetrate the reactor
building wall and are not provided with specific
containment isolation valves. This design
feature differs from LWR practice and could be
perceived as an area of reduced defence-in-depth
or a limitation to the extent of the containment
envelope. In fact, the opposite is true and the
justification stems partly from the nature of
the CANDU reactor and partly from the need to
maintain an adequate heat sink at all times.
The major points of the justification are as
follows:

- The possibility of Steam Generator tube leaks
during operation or following a steam main or

feedwater line break has been minimized by
secondary side water chemistry control and
conservative design. This is supported by
leak detection systems which are provided to
minimize the significant economic penalty
resulting from unrecoverable loss of heavy
water. Present manual sampling methods can
detect a leak as low as 1 kg D20/hour although
reliable location of the leak is not possible
below 10 kg/hour. The operating experience
confirms this conservative approach.

- The heavy water make-up system is capable of
maintaining the pressure of the reactor
cooling system in the event of a tube failure
for sufficient time for the operator to take
the necessary actions. The actions Include
reactor shutdown, the cooling and
depressurlzation of the steam generators and
the transfer to a residual heat removal
system. This latter system is known as the
Shutdown Cooling System, it is located within
the reactor building and is designed such that
it can be connected to the reactor cooling
system at normal system pressure.

- The on-power refuelling capability of the
CANDU reactor and the instrumentation system
provided to detect and locate failed fuel
allows the plant to be operated with a very
clean reactor cooling system. An maximum
limit of 500 MBq/kg of I 1 3 1 is specified
although experience has shown that a
concentration of 0.5 MBq/kg is normal.

The conclusion has been reached that the use of
main steam isolating valves would not make a
significant contribution to public safety.
Based on the operational limit and operating
sequence described above, the total dose to the
public following a steam generator tube failure
is less than \% of the acceptable limit. On the
other hand, the use of main steam isolating
valves could introduce an undesirable feature to
the design due to the possibility of
interrupting the normal heat removal process.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the concept of the
single unit pressure suppression containment system
as applied to the CANDU 600 MW plant. The multi-
discipline and multl-component nature of the
containment system has been emphasized together with
the derivation of the design bases from
considerations of normal operation, accident
conditions and from the requirements of the
regulatory agency.

The containment envelope is designed to the
requirements of the Canadian National Standards
(Reference 7). Specific details, such as load
combinations, are covered in Design Guides issued
for Internal use by the utility and consultants.
One load combination that demonstrates the
conservative design approach used for the
containment envelope Is associated with an
earthquake. The Canadian seismic design philosophy
(Reference 8) ensures that the event combination of
LOCA and earthquake is incredible and not considered
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as a design basis. However, to provide safety
margin, the reactor building design Includes the
earthquake loads In combination with an arbitrary
pressure (presently selected at 76 kPa(g) (11 pslg))
as a load combination. Other Canadian standards are
In preparation and will cover the Containment System
as a whole (CSA N290.3), Containment System
Components (CSA N285.3) and Periodic Inspection of
Components (CSA N285.5).

This single unit containment concept Is not
unique to the CANDU nuclear steam plant. Other
concepts are available, for example, the vacuum
containment (Reference 1) within Canada or
variations of the single unit concept to suit
requirements from different regulatory agencies.
Examples of the latter have been incorporated in
studies for possible CANDU plants In Italy and Japan
where the containment system design has been
modified to suit the relevant regulatory
requirements.

Finally, in my view, the ultimate test for long
term operation of a containment system has been
demonstrated at the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant. To my knowledge, there is no reason to
believe that a CANDU single unit containment system
would not provide the same long term service.
However, as stated earlier in this paper, the
containment system Is but one aspect in the overall
approach to public safety provided by the
defence-in-depth concept. Preventing accident
conditions from occurring must be given equal weight
to the provisions of systems to mitigate the
consequences of accident conditions.

(5) HARVEY, BEADOIN, ALIKHAN, AND BLANCHETTE,
"Maintenance of Leak Tightness of CANDU 600 MW
Containment" Presented at OECD/CSNI specialist
meeting on water reactor containment safety,
Toronto, 1983 October 17-21

(6) GODBOUT, P., "A Methodology for Assessing
Aircraft Crash Probabilities and Severity as
Related to the Safety Evaluation of Nuclear
Power Stations" Prepared for the Atomic Energy
Control Board, September 1976.

(7) "Canadian Standards Association Standards
CAN.3-N287. "Requirements for Concrete
Containment Structures for CANDU Nuclear Power
Plants".

(8) DUFF C.G., "Canadian Seismic Design Criteria and
Methods for CANDU PHW Nuclear Power Plants"
Presented at the 4th Pacific Basin Nuclear
Conference, Vancouver, 1983 September 11-15.
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF CANDO MULTI-tJKIT CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

C. BUHNIK, D.W. MCKEAN, D.A. MENELEY, J. SKEARS, N. YOUSEF

Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Canada

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an overview of the design,
principles of operation, and performance of contain-
ment systems Incorporated in Ontario Hydro's multi-
unit CANDD stations with emphasis on containment
behaviour following major accidents. The systems
whose partial or exclusive function is to limit the
release of radioactive materials during normal
operation are not addressed

Design of containment features is influenced by
the structure of regulatory requirements. In
Canada, these requirements are based on the AECB
Siting Guide (1). The logic ot this Guide begins
from a two-tier radiation dose limit applied
separately to the moat exposed individual and to the
population. Process failures are judged against
•r<igle failure" dose limit (e.g. 3 rem to the
thyroid of the most exposed individual). These
single failures range up to guillotine break of the
largest-diameter beat transport system piping. The
single failure dose limit corresponds approximately
to short-term release or 10 Curies of lodlne~131 or
equivalent from containment, using very conservative
dose conversion factors. The Halting frequency of
serious process failures (those requiring inter-
vention by a safety system in order to prevent fuel
* failures) is one par three years. It must be em-
phasized that "single failure" In this context is an
entirely different concept than tbat used In Light
Vatcr Reactor licensing logic. In this case It
means total failure of a system with no mitigating
action by other process systems; only special safety
systems can be credited. unavailability requir-
ements are placed on these special safety systems
which must be verified by in-service testing.

The second portion of the Siting Guide logic
requires analysis of tb* combination of serious
process failures with simultaneous failure of one of
the special safety systems (either of the two •but-
down systems, emergency coolant injection, or a
containment subsystem) to perform its function. The
thyroid dose limit to the most exposed Individual
from these "dual failures* 5s 80 times larger than
the single-failure limit. Containment design Is
strongly Influenced by the requirement to aeet these
impaired containment dose limits.

The containment designs which the paper describes
are in the generic category of "negative pressure"
containment ( I K ) . This design concept was first
applied to the four-unit Hokerlng MS-A station,
which came into service in the period 1971-1973.
The containment envelope of this station is now
being extended to Include the four units of
Pickering HOS-B. This system Is identified in this
paper as the MPC1 design. The eeoond major type,
Identified as N K 2 , was first applied to the
four-unit Bruoe HGS-A station, which came Into ser-
vice in the period 1977-1979. This concept was
repeated In the Bruce NC5-B station, the first unit
of which will be placed in service in 190*. The

latest application ot NPC2 is to the Darlington
station, which will cone into service in the period
of 1968-1992. The prime difference between the NPC1
and NPC2 concepts is tbat the latter locates most of
the supporting process equipment outside the primary
containment envelope. Only those components whose
failure might result in a major release from fuel
(reactor, beat transport piping, fuel handling
systems) are located inside this envelope. It fol-
lows that some of the process equipment must be
enclosed in secondary containment or "confinement"
in order to control releases which might result from
its failure. The KPC2 layout also requires careful
attention to seal design around major penetrations
auch as pumps and steam generators. A secondary
feature of NPC2 is that the four reactor vaults are
interconnected during normal operation due to the
choice ot a common on-power fuelling system.

The main reason for adoption of the NPC con-
tainment concept was increased effectiveness re-
quired to satisfy concerns on close-in siting which
existed at the time ot Pickering HGS-A project
commitment. The MPC2 design was developed primarily
to improve maintenance access to process equipment
during operation. Experience has shown tbat the
NPC2 concept Is very effective la reducing operating
staff doses (currently less than 0.2 Kem/HWe pw
year), with no decrease in performance following
major accidents.

COHTAIMCrr SYSTEMS - FUNCTIOHAL REQUIREMENTS

During normal operation the function ot con-
tainment is to limit the release of gaseous, liquid,
and solid radioactive materials produced during
operation and which are not completely retained in
process systems. The objective is to reach emis-
sions which are as low as reasonably achievable,
economic and social factors taken Into account.
Following an accident, the objectives are to retain
radioactive materials released from process equip-
ment as a result of Its failure, and to retain those
materials which might be released from fuel due to
overheating and fuel sheath damage. The primary
containment envelope and its support systems are
designed to meet the second of these objectives.
Performance acceptance criteria are derived from the
M C B Siting Guide.

The basic operating principle of negative pres-
sure containment (NPC) is to maintain a negative
pressure within the containment envelope relative to
the outside atmosphere, such that air leakage
through the structure is Inward. Any discbarge
required to maintain this o«tfei.ive pressure dif-
ferential is along well-defined pathways which can
be filtered, treated and monitored to oontrol the
release of radioactive materials to the
environment. Given this basic prlnolple, systems
must respond to an accident which results in a
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pressure rise above atmospheric within the con-
tainment envelope. Loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCA's) fall into this category. Large energy
releases Into containment can result fron a heat
transport (HT) systea pipe break accompanied by the
release of radioactive HT system water and, in some
Instances, fission products froa failed fuel.
Further energy addition to the containment volume is
possible through post-LOCA hydrogen combustion.
Based on this postulated accident scenario, the
general approach taken to containment design was to
provide systems which:

1. isolate the containment envelope by closing
the ventilation dampers on detection of
abnormal conditions,

2. protect the integrity of the containment
envelope (structure and seals) against
pressure transients from discharging HT
system fluid and post-LOCA hydrogen
combustion,

3. limit the magnitude and duration of the
over-pressure condition,

4. maintain the envelope at a negative
pressure in the long term, and

5. minimize the radioactive material available
for release to the environment.

The group of system* provided to achieve these
objective* and which collectively perform the
containment function are shown in Figure 1, alone
with an Indication of their lnter-relatlonship in
performing these functions. The two major
categories of function are containment pressure
control and effluent control.

occur. Any releases of radioactive material
during this period are identified as "short term
releases". This time period is followed by an
extended interval during which pressure in the
containment envelope is negative, so that there
are no pressure-driven atmospheric releases.
This interval is Identified as the "sub-
atmospheric holdup" period.

Long term - this is the time period extending
froa the activation of the emergency filtered air
discharge system (EFADS) until cleanup operations
are coaplete. The role of EFADS is to balance
repressurization of the envelope due to air
in-leakage, and therefore maintain
sub-atmospheric pressure in the envelope, EFADS
provides a well defined, filtered and monitored
release path so that uncontrolled leakage is
prevented. Any releases of radioactive material
during this time period are identified as "long
term releases".

Figure 1 indicates the systems whicl. carry out
the containment function in each of these time
periods.

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

Short-. T«PM Pressure Control

The principle* of pressure control used in the
HPC2 containment system in the short term are
•pressure relief" followed by "steam suppression",
as illustrated in Figure 2. Following a LOCA, the
pressurized high enthalpy fluid 1* discharged into
containment through the break. Immediately upon
discharge a portion of the fluid flashes to steam
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rZGU« Is FUNCTIONM. RELATIONSHIP OF CONTAINMENT SUBSYSTEMS

Conditions inside containment vary greatly with,
time following a LOCA, necessitating, in certain
instances, more than a single system to perform each
of these function*. Consequently, containment
design and analysis Is addressed In two distinct
time frame*, viz:

Sftprfr- t-frr - thia 1* the time period extending
from initiation of the LOCA until the containment
systfeis nave re-established sub-atmospheric pres-
sure within the containment envelope. It 1*
during this time span that very faat pressure
transients associated with the accident can

resulting in a pressurlzatlon of the reactor vault*
and fuelling duct. This increase in pressure,
acting across the Pressure Relief Valve (POT)
pistons, opens the valve* and releases the air-steam
mixture into the vacuum building. The vault* and
fuelling duct rapidly drop below ataospherlc
pressure even though steaming from the HT break
continues.
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The pressure relief system consists of sixteen
main pressure relief valves (ten of one design and
six of another), two reverse flow valves, and small
auxiliary valves, arranged in symmetrical banks in
the PRV manifold (Figure 5). The setpoints for each
type of valve are arranged to optimize the relief
characteristics for a wide variety of accident
sequences.

Suppression. The steam suppression function
is carried out by a dousing system located in the
vacuum building. When the PHV's open and V/B
pressure rises, water is forced over a weir struc-
ture and into spray headers located under the
dousing tank. The spray water falls through the
steam-air mixture to the building floor.

Tbe major components are the water storage tank,
risers, upper chamber, central passage, lower seal
chamber and spray headers (Figure 6). Dousing is
automatically initiated when the V/B building
pressure rises above 70 kPa.

FIGURE 2: AUTOMATIC RESPONSE OF VAC CONTAINMENT
SYSTEM FOLLOWING IOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT Long Term Pressure Control

errancy Filtered^ Air D< woharge Svat« (EFADS).

Pr»»aure Belief, in the MPC2 concept syatema the
containment envelope conalata of tour reactor
buildings Interconnected through the fuelling
•acblne duct, preaaure relief duct and HIV Manifold
(Figure 3). Thla in itaelf provide* a large volume
for preaaure relief. Added to thia la a large
vacuua building (V/B) which la maintained at low
preaaure (7 kPa.) and la normally laolated fro* the
remainder of containment by a number of large prea-
aure relief valvea (Figure * ) . When opened by
rising containment preaaure these valvea provide a
relief path into tbe vacuum building.

Thla system is designed to maintain tbe pressure
within containment sub-atmospheric In the long tern
following a LOCA. It provides a flow path for any
air dlacharge required to counter-balance air flow
Into containment via leak paths in the envelope,
evolution of gases within the envelope, and in-
strument air released from valve actuators required
In the long term. EFADS Is manually activated when
the containment preaaure approaches atmospheric due
to thla repreaaurlzatlon. The timing and flow
rate capability are designed to handle tbe situation
in which the containment envelope is assumed to
have a severe leak (one of tbe dual-failure
impairments required under tbe AECB Siting Guide).

OWtl (Mt2 Until Umt4
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riGUKE 31 LAYOUT OT PJUMARV CONTAINMENT ENVELOPE IN VAC2 CONCEPT
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PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE MANIFOLD

•urroflTnw

FIGURE 4: CROSS SECTION OF SELF-ACTUATED
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

3T

MUCF
DUCT

FIGURE 6: VACUUM BUILDING CROSS SECTION

Filtration units ar* provldad to ensure that any
unavoidable release of radioactive aaterlal is
wltbln acceptable Halts. Each nitration unit (at
least two provided for redundancy) la coaprlsed of
the following components:

- a dealster to reaove water droplets which
could adversely affect the performance of the
filters,

- a beater to reduce the relative buaidity of
the efriuent, and so Increase the efficiency
and extend the life of the cbarooal filters,

- a prefllter to reaove Most dust particles and
extend the life of the HEM filters,

- a partlculate filter (HEM) to reaove
radloaotlve particles froa the effluent
str

FIGURE 5s AXMMGEMBIfr OF FRESSUKE RELIEF
VALVE* AROUND VACUUM BUILDING

- a charcoal filter to remove radioactive Iodine
vapours,

- a final HEP* filter to remove charooal fines.

wmran *»nitinn fTltmm* Fost-LOC* hydrogen is
oved froa the oontalnaent ataospfeere by oon-

trolled Ignition. The systea used is a distributed
lgnltor systea, with glow plugs looated at various
strategic points wltbln oontalnaent. The lgnltor*
are aotivated autoaatloally on a oontalnaent Iso-
lation signal and remain 'on* for the duration of
the aooident. Ignition will ooour only when the
composition of the containment atmosphere peralts;
that is, when the hydrogen concentration increases
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to above the flaniniability limit and steam suppres-
sion of Ignition gradually decreases due to con-
densation. In this way the resultant pressure
pulses from hydrogen combustion are kept to a
minimum. Regular testing is conducted to ensure the
availability and performance capability of the
lgnltors.

Heat Removal Systems. Air and steam partial pres-
sures are controlled in the long t ~m by a variety
of atmosphere and water cooling systems in addition
to the inherent cooling effect of the containment
envelope surfaces. Heat removal systems include
air-water heat exchangers in the Vault Air Cooling
units and water-water heat exchangers in both the
shutdown cooling systems and the emergency coolant
injection recovery system. These systems are
diverse, redundant, and are supported by backup
power and cooling water supplies.

Effluent Control (Short Term)

Containment Envelope. The principle of effluent
control used In the short term is isolation by
physical barriers. The envelope is essentially a
concrete structure designed to a leak rate target of
If/hr of the contained volume at deolgn pressure.
The naln containment volume normally operates at
98 kPa (-,5 pslg) and the vacuum building operates
at 7 kPa (-13.7 pslg). Typical design pressures for
the structure are 170-200 kPa (10-14 pslg) and
50 kPa (-7 pslg).

Chemical Addition. Effluent control can be enhanced
by reducing the concentrations of radioactive
material (primarily fission products released from
failed fuel) in the containment atmosphere prior to
its passage through the EFADS filters. One simple
means of achieving this is to delay usage of the
EFADS system as long as possible and so take ad-
vantage of inherent removal processes such as de-
position on surfaces and radioactive decay. Another
approach is to chemically treat the water in con-
tainment such that any radioactive iodine dissolved
in water will be retained there and will not sub-
sequently elude into the containment atmosphere.
Provisions for such chemical addition are included
in NPC containment designs.

Unavailability and Testing

The NPC systems are designed to meet the re-
gulatory unavailability requirement of 10"3 y/y.
Table 1 lists a typical allocation of unavailability
targets among containment systems. The frequency of
testing for components varies from once a week to
once a year depending on its failure rate and the
unavailability target assigned to the overall
system. Based on these criteria, the dousing system
has a negligible contribution to the overall
unavailability and hence requires testing only
during counissioning. On the other hand, for the
containment envelope, there is an extensive program
to regularly inspect and test containment
penetrations as well as the concrete structure.
Periodic in-service integrity and leak rate tests
are conducted at low pressure differentials.

Isolation System. Ventilation ducts,
which are open during normal operation of the
station, can represent significant release pathways
In the event of an accident. All such pathways are
Isolated In the event of a LOCA; either automa-
tically on high pressure or high activity signal,
or In the case oT minor accidents via an alarm In
the control room Indicating a release of radio-
activity in the ventilation system exhaust. Closed
process systems which penetrate the containment
envelope are not Isolated autotaatically, but any of
them can be Isolated manually as required by the
specific circumstances of the accident.

Effluent Control (Long Term)

Emergency Filtered Air Discharge ZVMttm (EF1DS).
The only atmospheric discharge In the long term
following a LOCA Is through the emergency filtered
air discharge system. Designed into this system,
therefore, are filtration units as described under
Emergency Filtered Air Discharge System (EFADS).
The NPC concept is similar, during long term
operation, to vented-filtered containment designs
which have been proposed in a number of instances
(e.g. Reference 2). An important feature of the UPC
design Is that during "normal" post-aeoldent oper-
ation the containment envelope pressure is slightly
negative; that is, a large margin exist* to the
positive design pressure to account for further
contingencies. For example, EFADS discharge can be
interrupted during extended periods of unfavorable
weather conditions, with no consequent threat to
envelope Integrity.

TABLE 1: CONTAINMENT SUBSYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY
TARGETS

Target _
No. Subsystem Unavailability (A)

1. Containment Envelope 1 x J0"6

?. Containment Isolation 1 x 10"*

3. Airlocks and Transfer

Chambers 1 x 10-*

*. Pressure Relief System

a) Pressure Relief Valves 1 x 10"*

b) Auxiliary Pressure

Relief Valves 1 x 10-5
c) Instrumented Pressure

Relief Valves 1 x 10*1

d) Reverse Flow Valve* Negligible

5. Emergency Water Storage

and Water Spray System 1 x 10"6

6. Vacuum System 3 x 10"5

7. tfUt 1 x 10-*
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CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The main goals of containment analysis are to
establish design parameters and to verify that
regulatory dose Halts are not exceeded following
any process system failure which leads to a release
of radioactive material within the containment
envelope. Design and regulatory processes require
that containnent response be analysed for a large
number and variety of postulated system pipe
failures ranging from a small leak up to a guil-
lotine failure of the largest piping in the heat
transport system.

The following are several examples of the range
of accident sequences that can result in radioactive
releases from the containment. The accidents are
characterized according to the postulated LOCA break
discharge rate, since this parameter has the domi-
nant effect on subsequent containment response.

The event used to demonstrate containment per-
formance at the very low end of the break discharge
spectrum is the off-reactor fiinl handling system
accident sequence which involves loss of cooling to
a fuelling machine bead containing irradiated fuel.
Subsequent fuel heatup results in a release of vola-
tile fission products into the containment
atmosphere; however, there is no containment pres-
surlzatlori because of the small DjO Inventory
Involved. Since, under nortal operaton, the con-
tainment envelope is maintained between 2 to 3 kPa
below atmospheric pressure, there is no leakage of
radioactive material from containment other than
that which may be discharged by the purge exhaust
system prior to containment isolation on a high
activity signal. Manual opening of an Auxiliary
Pressure Relief Valve (APRV) allows flow Into the
vacuum building and maintains containment pressure
at a subatmospheric level for an extended period of
time (several days in the case of Intact
containment). During thia holdup period moat of the
airborne radioactivity is depleted by dry plateout
and radioactive decay. In the long term, after
depletion of the vacuum reserve, the Emergency
Filtered Air Discharge (EFAD) system Is used to
provide a controlled release path.

Thi rnt\ fIt11PT **»*1"r» «nu«nn« i s USCd to bound
the radiological consequences of small breaks in the
heat transport system piping. The accident sequence
postulated is the instantaneous opening of a free
path through an end fitting, with the resultant
ejection of all 13 fuel bundles fro* the channel.
Complete severance of an end fitting results In an
initial coolant discharge rate between about
100 kg/s to 200 kg/s. The ejected fuel bundles will
be damaged upon Impact with the reactor vault struc-
tures and will release fission products Into the
containment atmosphere at a rate dependent upon the
degree of damage and the extent of fuel cooling.
This postulated accident has the greatest potential
for activity releases into the environment of all
the small break accidents. Fuel releases occur-
early, thus creating a potential for short term
release. In the long term, the total channel
Inventory of volatile species can be released from
the fuel, thus increasing potential long-term
releases.

Tha containment pressure response to small breaks
is strongly affected by the containment heat sinks
and, In particular, by the number of vault air cool-
ing units assumed operational at the time of the

break. Figure 7 shows the range of containment
pressure transients for various initial break dis-
charge rates. For small breaks above a certain
discharge rate, the duration of the containment
overpressure period is determined mainly by the time
for the pressure relief manifold to pressurize to
the control mode initiation setpoint of the PRV's.
Below this discharge rate, energy removal due to air
coolers and condensation on cold surfaces is suf-
ficient to offset the energy addition from the
break, with the result that the containment pressure
can remain slightly above atmospheric without
initiating PRV opening. The containment over-
pressure period will then Ia3t until either the
break energy discharge rate decreases sufficiently
that the heat sinks are able to reduce the con-
tainment pressure to subatmospheric by steam
condensation, or the operator manually intervenes by
switching the PRV's to control mode.
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In spite of the potentially extended containment
overpressure period for certain small breaks, re-
leases into the environment are not excessive since
the amount of fuel damage is limited to a small
fraction of core Inventory even for the most severe
of the small break sequences.

r>n».«<n iar«e hr.«k. are capable of producing
extensive fuel failures throughout the core. In
addition, the Initial pressure excursion associated
with the large break discharge rates presents •
challenge to containment envelope Integrity.
Figure 6 shows the estimated pressure transients In
the accident reactor vault and vacuum building
following a postulated guillotine pump suction line
break. Immediately after the pipe rupture, the
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reactor vault pressure rises rapidly due to the
large mass and energy discbarge from the break. The
peak transient pressure of 150 kPa occurs in the
accident reactor vault at less than 3 seconds. This
is substantially below the structural design
pressure.

The main Pressure Relief Valves (PRV's) are fully
open in six seconds, venting the hot ateaa and air
mixture into the vacuum building. The increase in
pressure in the vacuum building forces water from
the dousing water storage tank up the risers, down
the central passage, and into the spray headers.
Dousing starts at 11s after the break. The dousing
spray causes a net condensation of the steam re-
ducing the vacuum building pressure.

FIGURE 8: SHORT-TERM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE HISTORV
FOLLOWING GUILLOTINE FAILURE OF LARGE
HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM PIPE

By about o n minute after tha plpa braak tha
compartment with tha highest pressure, namely the
ace id ant reactor vault, becomes aubatajoapharic.
Froa this time onward, tbc haat removal rat* axcaada
tha stealing rata at tba braak. Tha containment
atmosphere continues to cool down and depraaaurlza,
until In tba long tarn it becomes rapreaaurizad by
air ln-leakage, Instrument air, and any gas evolu-
tion within tha containment anvalopa.

A abort containment overpressure parlod la
characteristic of all large breaks. Tba amount of
activity that can escape tba fuel and enter the
containment atmosphere within tba firat faw tana of
seconds of tba braak la small. «ecall that tba
radioactive fission product* arc formed within tba
matrix of solid UOg fuel. Thea* product* range
from volatile noble gases, through coodanslble
vapours of various chemical aubatancas, to solid
substance* with a very low vapour pressure. In
normal operation, only a amall fraction of volatile
gases and vapours migrate from tba ceramlo matrix
Into cKvltles and gaps pra**ot In tb* aaalad fuel
element, while tb* vaat Majority of tba fiaalon
product* remains firmly bound In tba aolid UOj
matrix. Cvan with tba fuel cladding damaged, tb*
r*l*a*e from tb* fu*l 1* Initially limited to •
gradual escape of "free" or 'gap* Inventory of
volatllaa. Only whan tba fuel haat* tap to high
temperatures (wall In excess of 1000°C) can a
significant amount of volatllaa atart escaping from
tb* bound Inventory. Thus, tb* concentration of

activity in the containment envelope takes a
considerable amount of time to build up to appre-
ciable levels. With the effective pressure
suppression provided by the NPC system, the amount
of activity escaping to the environment by
pressure-driven leakage is correspondingly small.

Since fission products can only be released
gradually from failed fuel, the bulk of activity
enters the containment during the subataospheric
holdup period. The.ie fission products then ex-
perience radioactive decay and undergo numerous
interactions before a portion of them is gradually
released by controlled venting via the EFAD system.
One of the most important Interactions is that with
water, which is invariably present in all major
accidents. With the exception of noble gases, the
fission products tend to become trapped In water,
either by dissolution in liquid droplets or by
becoming nucleation centers for liquid aerosols. As
the water droplets rain out from the containment
atmosphere, the airborne concentration of soluble
and condensible fission products decreases.
Eventually, the airborne activity consists of only
the noble gases and a small amount of volatile
chemical compounds and vapours of other fission
products (e.g. organic iodides) In equilibrium with
the solution on the floor. These are further
treated by the filters prior to venting Into the
environment.

To put all these mitigating processes in some
perspective, Figure 9 illustrates the attenuation of
1131 at mejor boundaries following a very severe
large LOCA with extensive fuel failures. Typically,
only about on* percent of the total cora Inventory
la released from fuel and reach** the containment.
Of thla amount, about ona tanth of one percent can
escape tha containment envelope, primarily by means
of controlled venting. The released iodine is then
subject to dilution and dispersion within the site
boundary. Assuming highly conservative weather
patterns, tb* "effective release" at alta boundary
la about flva ordara of magnitude lower than that at
tba containment boundary. Tha "affective release" la
an equivalent amount of II31 that can reach a parson
stationed at the sit* boundary for a parlod of many
months. Thus, for this particular accidant
acenarlo, tba total attenuation factor Is at laast
tan ordara of magnltud*. The corresponding atten-
uation is much higher for amall braak LOCAa or fu*l
handling incidents.

FIGURE 9i TYPICAL ATTENUATION OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL FOLLOWING LARGE-BREAK LOCA
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As part of the dual failure analysis, containment
system impairments are considered coincident with
postulated process system failures. Since the
containment function is performed by a number of
independent subsystems, impairments in only one
subsystem are considered at any one time.

Any impairment of the containment envelope will
adversely affect both the short-term and long-term
radiological consequences of a postulated LOCA for
the following reasons:

(a) The impairment provides an additional flow path
for fission product releases during the
overpressure period.

(b) The increased air in-leakage through the
impairment results in a shorter repressuri-
zation time, providing less time for radio-
active decay and plateout of fission products
within containment prior to venting.

(c) The filtered air discharge system requires a
higher discharge flow rate to maintain the
containment pressure subatmospheric. Thia
higher discharge flow rate results in more
radioactive naterlal being released.

Typically the modes of containment impairment
analyzed are failure of isolation dampers to close
on deaand, deflation of all seals on one airlock,
failure of all auxiliary pressure relief valves,
failure of all instrumented main pressure relief
valves, and losa of vault air cooling units.
Dual-failure regulatory limits are not exceeded for
any of these sequence*.

CONCLUSION

Analysis has shown that the NPC concept la flex-
ible and efficient In meeting the various challenges
presented by a broad spectrum of initiating failure*
ranging from operational upsets to failures of the
largest piping In the heat transport system. Con-
tainment envelope ventilation la Isolated promptly
and the Integrated overpressure period la minimal.
A substantial holdup period i* provided to remove
the bulk of radlologically important fission pro-
ducts from the containment atmosphere. If and when
controlled venting becomes necessary to avoid long
term leakage, radiological consequences are mini-
mized by treating the effluent stream and by pro-
viding the flexibility to Interrupt the release
during unfavourable weather conditions.

The NPC concept incorporates both the features
identified as "compartment venting" and "filtered
atmospheric venting" discussed in Reference 2.
These were recognized separately as the most
effective means of reducing major accident con-
sequences following LWR meltdown sequences. CANDU
does not have a credible meltdown sequence (3);
however, pressure and effluent control are important
risk-reducing functions in many accident sequences.
This is particularly important when it is recognized
that containment envelopes are not absolute con-
tainers, and so night be impaired at the time of an
accident. The dual-failure requirements of the AECB
Siting Guide properly recognize this reality. The
NPC containment concept is well equipped to respond
to the full range of accident sequences important to
public safety.

Of the ten orders of magnitude of dose atten-
uation shown in Figure 9 for a typical major ac-
cident sequence, only three orders are attributed to
"engineered" containment systems. Proper modelling
of fission product behaviour and chemistry control
inside containment would likely increase this atten-
uation by an additional two to three orders of
magnitude. The actual consequences of major acci-
dents are expected to be much lower than those
calculated for the use in reactor licensing. When
the necessary experimental and theoretical work on
fission product chemistry is complete to a level of
assurance sufficient for use in license applica-
tions, simpliflection of containment and other
safety-related systems should be considered. The
eventual objective is to bring nuclear safety
equipment expenditures down, closer to a reasonable
balance relative to other societal risk-mitigation
expenditures.
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ABSTRACT

A computer model has been developed to allow
simulations of phenomena of importance to long term
containment behaviour with modest computational
effort and cost. Application of the model as a
subroutine in the PRESCON2 computer code is
demonstrated for a typical single unit CANDU
containment analysis. The sample problem involved
simulation of the containment response to a reactor
coolant pipe failure for a six hour period following
the break and required approximately 540 seconds CPU
time on a Cyber 175 computer system.

Features of the model Include consideration of
the:

1. emergency core cooling (ECC) heat exchanger,

2. reactor core and primary heat transport (PHT)

system,

3. steam generators, and

4. sump water nass and energy.

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of effort has been put Into the
development of analytical methods and computer codes
to predict the maximum containment pressure and
temperature during the early stages of a loss of
coolant accident. This Initial pressure transient
is relatively short lived (minutes) and, as far as
estimates of total containment leakage are
concerned, m y not he as Important as the long term
(hours) smaller overpressure period.

Long term transient modelling requires additional
or alternative models to those used in chore term
analysis because the phenomena controlling long-tern
containment behaviour are different. Moreover, long
term models must be computationally efficient to be
practical. Often, the need for efficiency has been
accommodated with drastic simplifications which were
excessively conservative.

The current paper describes some of the
methodology developed to simulate at relatively low
computer cost the phenomena of Importance to long
term containment behaviour. It illustrates the use
of this methodology with the PRESCON2 containment
Code (Ref. I), and application to a typical single
unit containment problem. The methodology Involves
the simulation of sump water conditions,
reclrculatlon of the coolant through the core and
steam generators, and continued discharge from the

break. Major long term heat sources, sinks, thermal
Inertias and flows Include:

(a) spray (dousing) water and discharged coolant
collected In the sump,

(b) the rate of circulation from the sump through
the reactor core,

(c) the ECC heat exchanger,

(d) energy transfer from the secondary coolant
circuit,

(e) reactor core decay heating, and,

(f) primary heat transport system pump and Its
piping heat.

A schematic diagram of these items for a single unit
CANDU containment 1B given in Figure 1.

EMERGEMCV
coneCOOUNO

SYSTEM

FKMME 1 SCHEMATIC DUUMAM OP MCMCULATINO
CODE COOLING SVCTEM

RECIRCULAT1NG COOLANT DISCHARGE MODEL

The long term phase of core cooling Is
characterized by essentially steady state hydraulics
and relatively slow thermal transients. The ECC
water in the storage tanks has been exhausted and
both ECC and primary coolant reside for the most
part In the basement uump. Dousing, if previously
activated, Is over and Its water has also collected
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in the sump. Steam generation in the steam
generators has ceased and steam generator feedwater
has stopped.

The liquid mixture in the basement sump is being
circulated through the core at an essentially
constant rate by the emergency core coolant (ECC)
pumps. The primary heat transport (PHT) pumps
maintain steady flow between the core and the steam
generators. For most break sizes of Interest, the
ECC reclrculation rate is sufficient for the ECC
heat exchanger and containment coolers to remove
decay heat, pump heat, and the heat stored In the
piping and steam generators, without a phase change
(with the exception of possible evaporation to the
containment atmosphere and condensation at the
coolers).

Consideration of a constant flow rate of single
phase fluid permits profound simplification of the
methodology usually associated with reactor
thermalhydraullc analysis. The momentum equation,
equation of state and most terms of the energy
equation can be neglected because of the constant
flow and small density change in the liquid phase,
resulting In governing equations which are linear
and first order. Integration of these simplified
equations is economical and practical In long term
analysis, even when solved with explicit finite
difference methods.

The mathematical model consists of five first-
order linear differential equations for,

1. the ECC heat exchanger - sump water recirculation
side

2. the ECC heat exchanger - service water side

3. the PHT and core system

4. secondary side steam generators

5. sump water temperature

Each of the above Is considered to be a well mixed,
lumped system and each will be separately discussed
In the sub-sections which follow. All have been
combined Into a single subroutine within the
containment code.

The containment code (PRESCON2) supplies the
remaining needed Information, I.e.,

1. proportions of steam and liquid resulting from
the flashing/evaporation process

2. heat and msss removed or added by containment
heat sinks and sources, eg. coolers, dousing

3. transient sump water mass.

4. Containment atmospheric pressure and temperature
at each time step.

A diagram to facilitate appreciation of each
lumped system submodel, and Its relationship to the
others and the PRESCOM2 computations, Is given In
Figure 2.

STEAM GENERATORS
STORED HEAT SOURCE — Qjo
HEAT TRANSFER AREA - A u
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT —
TEMPERATURE — Tin
M A S S - M M

PHT PUMPS
HEAT SOURCE — Op

PHT AND CORE
TEMPERATURE — Tc
MASS —Me,
DECAY HEAT — Qd

SERVICE WATER CIRCUIT
INLET TEMPERATURE' — T n
MEAN TEMPERATURE - T , w
M A S S - M t w j
FLOW RATE — W»w

ECC HEAT EXCHANGER

AVERAGE SECONDARY TEMP - TH

M A S S - M H X
HEAT TRANSFER AREA - AHX
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT — I

ECC PUMPS
HEAT SOURCE - O K

""1

SUMP
TEMPERATURE - V

SURFACE AREA - A H
HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT — H*F

CONTAINMENT
ANALYZED SY PRESCON 2
— TEMPERATURE — T ,
- UNFLASHED WATER

t CONDENSATE - W *

FIGURE 2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL SHOWING THE
SYSTEM COMPONENTS LUMPED (DOTTED LINES); THE
INTERACTION WITH THE PRESCON 2 CONTAINMENT CODE
ANO THE NOMENCLATURE USED

ECC Heat Exchanger

The sump water side of the ECC heat exchanger Is
modelled by,

"HX * OpE "
(1)

where

HX

•P

• total coolant Inventory In the sump
water reclrculatlon side of the ECC heat
exchanger (kg)

- specific heat of water (kJ/kg-*C)

• reclrculatlng coolant water flow rate from
the sump (kg/s)

• mean temperature In the sump
water reclrculatlon side of the ECC heat
exchanger (*C)

• mean temperature of liquid In the
sump C C )

• ECC heat exchanger pump heat (kW)

• reclrculatlng ECC heat exchanger
overall heat transfer coefficient
(kW/m2-#C)

• reclrculatlng ECC heat exchanger heat
transfer area (m2)
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T - arithmetic mean of the inlet and
outlet temperatures on the service water
side of the ECC heat exchanger (°C) - V (4)

The service water side model of the recirculating
ECC heat exchanger is

where

HH]( » H (2)
» total equivalent water mass in the
secondary side of the steam generator
including the secondary side piping system
(kg).

where

MSW ™ t o t a l c o°l a n t inventory in the service
water side of the ECC heat exchanger (kg)

W g w » service water flow rate (kg/s)

Tel » inlet service water temperature (°C)
31

Sump Water Temperature

The sump water temperature can be determined by
performing a heat balance on the sump water. Heat
lost by the sump water to the containment basement
concrete is small because of concrete's poor heat
conduction and is neglected. Then the Bump water
energy balance equation beco ee

PHT and Core

The energy balance equation for the PHT and core
system model is,

<f«p " V • (5)

- WCp <TC - THX) • «s (3)

where

M
eq

total "equivalent" water mass in the
PHT and core aystem with a beat capacity
equivalent to both coolant and piping
(kf?>

average coolant temperature of the
PHT core system (*C)

where

sp

«P

- total Inventory of the sump water
(kg)

- mean temperature of liquid In the
sump C O

W, • rate of addition of unflashed liquid
from the discharge flow and condensate
from containment (kg/s)

T " containment atmospheric temperature

CO
Qj(t) - decay heat generated from the core

(kW)

HSG

ASG

SG

) - PHT pump heat generated (kW)

- effective overall heat transfer
coefficient of steam generator during the
long-term recirculating mode period
(kW/m2—C)

- steam generator heat transfer area
(m2)

- average secondary side coolant
temperature of steam generator (*C)

Secondary Side of Steam Generators

After the PHT system flow has reached a quasi-
steady state and feedwater flow has stopped, the
secondary side of the steam generator Is considered
as a lumped heat source. Then the transient system
equation becomes

H , • sensible heat transfer coefficient at
* Interface flcW/n2-#C)

A . - heat transfer area of sump water
Interface (m2)

Solution Technique

The five unknowns; ECC heat exchanger water
temperature (THv)

 ior tlie *UBP water
reclrculatlng_sfde, ECC heat exchanger water
temperature lT

sw) for the service water _
side, PHT and core coolant temperature (T c),
secondary side steam generator water temperature
(Xg-), and sump water temperature
(\ I * r c obtained by simultaneous
Integration of the above five first order ordinary
differential equations by an explicit finite
difference method.

For long-tern analysis, the large time step used
In the implicit schem of the PRESCOH 2 code !•
subdivided Into small time steps to avoid numerical
instability of the explicit method in this model.
Experience with the model suggests that the
computational speed is sufficient for economical
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long term containment analysis and that employment
of faster numerical algorithms Is currently
unnecessary.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Application of the model Is deomonstrated for a
simple unit containment response to a moderately-
sized (28% RIH) loss of coolant accident. The
containment Is represented by a 10 node, 13 link
finite difference structure ("nodes" represent
volumes, "links" represent volume Interconnections).
The analysis examines containment conditions and
recirculatlng ECC performance for a 6 hour period
following the pipe break. It required approximately
540 seconds CPU time on a CDC Cyber 175 computer
system.

Figure 3 shows the calculated containment
pressure.

ISO

140

130

120

HO-

OD-

/

/ DOUSING STARTS

/

\

\ DOUSING DEPLETED

\

LONG TERM RECIRCULATION STARTS

102
TIME (SECONDS!

FIGURE 3 LONG-TERM CONTAINMENT PRESSURE TRANSIENT

Figure 4 shows results for the sump water
temperature and the temperature of the discharge
from the reactor core.

Doutmo iTAftTi

RECMCULATED COOUNO
WATER TEMPERATURE
OUT Of REACTOR COKE

OOUSMO DEPLETED J
SUMP WATER

I TEMPERATURE

COOUNO WATER
COLD WATER ECC STOP*—, TEMPERATURE

LONO TERM MCmCULATKM START* - J INTO REACTOR CORE

1 It 1*> 1t» f 1M
TIME (MCONM)

FIGURE 4 SUMP WATER AM) ECC DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE

After depletion of ECC storage water tank (-25*C),

the long-term ECC phase starts to recirculate the
water from the basement sump. It Is primarily a
mixture of the dousing water, wall condensate, and
discharged coolant from the broken Inlet header. At
this time, the sump water temperature is about 47°C
but is cooled to 43°C by the ECC heat exchanger
before entering the reactor core.

During the early reclrculation period, the
temperature of the water discharged from the core
Increases sharply due to the switch of Injection
mode from 25°C ECC water to 43°C sump water. Later,
the rise of the discharge water temperature is
reversed as the rate of decay heat production falls
below the capacity of the ECC heat exchanger.

The ultimate disposition of energy from the
reactor core is shown graphically In Figure 5.
During the first few seconds following the piping
failure, most of the energy discharged goes Into the
containment atmosphere. The dousing water spray
then (3.5 s) starts and soon absorbs a large amount
of energy which is ultimately added to the sump.
The dousing system is a better heat removal
mechanism than the local room coolers and
containment walls at this time (4 ~450 s period).
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TOTAL DISCHARGE ENERGV - — • - <

r

• / Y oousmG
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/ REMOVAL
' ENERGV

T

—r
Af ECC HXar

REMOVAL ENERGY

\
WALL STORED
ENERGV

10* IO>

TIME (SECONDS)

10*

FIGURE 5 LONG TERM CONTAINMENT ENERGY SOURCES
AND SINKS

After depletion of the dousing water (450 s), the
lowered containment temperature arrests the rate of
heat absorption by the walls, and the coolers become
the only major heat sink in the system other than
the Injected emergency coolant. When reclrculation
first starts, the ECC heat exchanger becomes the
major heat removal mechanism. The energy discharged
from the core Is the major heat source. There Is
little other heat addition to the containment
atmosphere except for a small heat rejection from
the containment walla. Also, there Is less steam
content and low atmospheric temperature In the
containment. As a result, the room cooler heat
removal capability decreases substantially In the
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long period (after 1300 s). At the end of the
accident period, ECC heat exchanger predominates as
the major ultimate heat sink by a large factor for
such moderately-sized piping failures.

CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed to simulate the
long-term thermal behaviour of recirculating
emergency coolant flow following a pipe break in
containment. A subroutine for the model was
installed in the FRESCON2 code and used to predict
long-term containment behaviour. This model
provides an adequate representation of long-term
recirculating ECC flow influence on containment
behaviour at a relatively low computer cost.
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THE MULTI COMPARTMENT CODE "WAVCO", STATUS AND VALIDATION
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ABSTRACT

The computer code WAVCO (Wasserstoff-Vertei-
lung im Containment) / 1 / has been develop-
ed in order to predict the thermodynamics
and the distribution of H2 and other
constituents within a subdividsd containment

The main intention was to demonstrate,
whether and where combustible mixtures are
expected to be formed. This information is
needed to prepare the input for analyses ot
the effects of burns on the surviveability
of safety related equipment during TMI-type
accidents and on the containment integrity
during severe accidents incl . melt-down
sceanarios. The first code version was
verified by pre- and postcalculations of
available experiments. The obtained results
confirmed the ability of WAVCO to simulate
the thermodynamics during most severe
accidents. To extend the application range
to long-term and TMI-type accidents a now
available improved code version was set up.

This paptr summarizes the main features of
its physical and numerical model, reports
the actual results of the verification and
application of the code and gives an outview
to the activities planed in the near future.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE WAVCO

Physical Modelling

Atmosphere and Sump
The inner structure of the containment or of
any other vessel to be investigated is
separated into an arrangement of zones each
characterized by its volume and central
geodetic height. The atmosphere of a zone
is always assumed to be homogeneous with
the exception of a vertical variation of
density due to gravitation. The atmosphere
is composed of steam either superheated or
saturated, and of up to ssven noncondensable
gases. While the latter are modelled as ideal
gases steam is always considered as a real
gas. In the saturated state of steam the
generation transport and rain-out of suspend-
ed water droplets which are always assumed
to be in thermal equilibrium with the atmo-
sphere is taken into consideration. All
water produced by condensation, rain-out
or by any inflow into the zone is accumulat-
ed in an individual sump at the bottom of

the zone. In the sump-water all noncondens-
able gases can be solvedor dissolved. To simul-
ate the thermodynamical interaction between
atmosphere and sump two different levels of
accuracy are selectable. In the moi <=• sophis-
ticated mode the vaporization at the surface
of the sump-water as well as the heat-trans-
fer at the bottom is considered. Alternative-
ly a more simple model can be used handling
the sump like a wall with no additional heat
transfer to the bottom. In both cases a
separate energy balance is solved for the
sump-water taking into account theconvective
heat transfer and the condensation of steam
at tne surface.

While the presence of an atmosphere is al-
ways necessary the sump is allowed to dry
out and refill at any time. The volume of the
sump may extend to a maximum level which can
be individually defined for each sump. If
this level is exceeded it results in a spill-
ing down of water into "lower" zones. The
hierarchy of this sump flow scheme has to
be defined intially. On its way down the
water is not assumed to interact with walls
etc. Thus, with the exception of possible
mixing due to junctions in the flow scheme
the water enters the "lower" sump with an
unchanged temperature.

For both atmosphere and sump additional
source- and leak-termes for mass and energy
are available. They can simulate an inflow
of gas, steam and airborn- or sump-water
from a pipe-break as well as the decay heat
of fission products or f.e. the action of
the heat exchanges of the emergency cooling
system.

Walls
Earlier investigations pointed out that the
capability of walls and structures to store,
conduct and restore heat is of outstanding
importance for the course of the accident
and particularly for the formation of the
convective movement. Thus,heat transfer to
walls and the conduction inside are both
simulated with much effort. In the case of
the atmosphere heat and mass-transfer to the
surface of a wall or a sump is simulated by
separating the effects of convection and
condensation according to equations Ta - c.
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'convection "* ataos " surface

condensation

atros

condensation steaa surface

p. pressure difference betueen the two zones 3 and N
» -1 velocity of aass-flow
k , geoaetry-dependent constants (k- = resistance factor)

(k2, k, = 0 in the case of openings or switched off
bloxers)

j. density of atmosphere in zone j
A; ti»e step

surface surface

Rat"os

.steaa
h
.steaa
n

su'face

heat- and aass-floy density at the surface
saturation pressure of steaa at temperature \r
partial pressure of steaa in the ataosphere
gas-constant of steaa
specific enthalpy of steaa in the ataosphere
specific enthalpy of uater at teaperature T

To evaluate the transfer coefficientsetand B
a multitude of options is selectable. In the
most simple way they can be chosen as sur-
face specific constants or alternatively
with time-dependent values. On the next level
the thermodynamic state cf the atmosphere is
considered based on a flow-independent
laminar boundary modelling. Optionally the
Tagami-Uchida correlation can be used. If
the mass-flow passing through the zone be-
comes more intensive its influence to the
heat- and mass-transfer cannot be neglected.
In this case a forced-convection modelling
based on an average velocity inside the zone
can be used.

At the sump-bottom only convective heat
transfer with a surface-specific constant
value of is considered. If the thickness
of the sump becomessmall f.e. if it dries up
the value of is modified to stabilize the
numerical process.

For each zone a maximum of 11 wall surfaces
including the sump-bottom can be considered.
The opposite side of these walls can either
be in contact with the atmosphere/sump of
any other zone or can face to the outer
atmosphere. In addition each side can be
modelled as adiabatic,:sothermal or with
a constant heat flux passing the surface.
Inner structures can be simulated by attach-
ing both sides to the sane zone. Each wall
consist of a maximum of 3 layers including
an optional internal gap. The heat conduct-
ion inside the wall can be described by a
one-dimensional instationary differential
equation. It is solved numerically on the
basis of a nodalisation with an increased
mode-density near each surface.

Connectl->n and blowers
In WAVCO there are two ways available for
the atmosphere to pass from one zone to
any adjacent one - connections and blowers.
Since in the subcritical range both can be
modelled by similar equations their ehar-cter-
istics are combined as follows:

The influence of the "acceleration-term"
comes to appear in a slight damping of
sudden changes in mass-flow. Thus, it
stabilizes the numerical system in the
case of very transient events. The "geodetic-
term" is calculated associating each connec-
tion with an average hight level. Corres-
pondingly the streaming-out in mass-flow is
taken considering the variation of density
inside the zone. This modelling leads to
a reduced need for vertical zoning especially
in the case of stratifications.

In the subcritical discharge range eq. 2
transforms into

pj = k1 *ij ' Critical (3)

with k1 being a modified resistance factor.

Beside the convective mass-flow due to a
pressure difference, diffusion is considered
as an additional drive for the mass-exchange
through connections. Being a few orders
weaker diffusive mass-flow is only important
in the case of a calmed-down state of
current f.e. during a TMI-type accident.
Diffusive mass exchange is modelled accord-
ing to Ficks law, that is for a connection
from zone j to N and a given cross section
AjN and characteristic length ljN diffusive
mass-flow calculates as follows:

Oiffusion " j r L 5 » C i "$ j i
i

specific constant of diffusion of gss-coaponent
density of component i in the ataosphere of zone j

A pressure difference cannot be generated
as a result of diffusion.In the model this
is prevented by the immediately considered
convective back-flow of atmosphere.

Equation System

Based on the effects mentioned above, see
fig. 1, an equation system consisting of
separate mass- and energy-balances for the
state of the atmosphere and sump of each
zone is set-up. Further on additional
balances for the nass of each component must
be solved to determine the actual gas dis-
tribution.

All possible thermodynamic states of the
atmospheric steam are commonly covered by
the same equation-system by introducing
a special variable for each zone.
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Psteam . *steaa * fog
y = p H ) «

sat steam steaa

Thus we have in the case of

(5)
VERIFICATION

To demonstrate the ability of the code and
to identify its application limitsthree
selected calculationsfor different experiment-
al sceanarios where performed.

y < 1 a superheated state with y
being identical to the humidity
of the atmosphere

y = 1 a dry saturated state
y > 1 a foggy atmosphere with air-

borne water dropplets

That way a numerically contigious transition
between the three states was reached.

fig. 1

Test HM-6 in the CSTF-Vessel of the
Westinghouse Hanford Company (HEDL) 12 1
(He-Distribution Experiment)

This test was chosen since it was the only
available one combining nearly all of the
effects considered in the code. That time
we had no information about the obtained
results so it was really a blind calculation.

The hardware of the test is schematicly
given in fig. 2a.

Since the conditions inside different zones
are strongly dependent from each other all
the zone-specific equations have to be
combined to form a coupled nonlinear
differential equation system-

numerical Solution

Different from most other available codes
an implicit method is used to solve this
complex numerical problem. Because of the
marked non-linearity this includes a
multiple-loop iteration process at each
time-step. In its innermost loop the new
pressure-distribution is calculated assum-
ing fixed values for the mass, composition
and temperature of all atmospheres and
sumps as well as for the state of the walls.
These assumptions are fitted at superior
loop-levels until the entire system con-
verts. After each time step the calcula-
tion can be interrupted or restarted.
The available input routines are very
comfortable and therefore, the definition
of even complex geometries is easy to
accomplish.

A - Recirculatlon inflo*
B - Slots

C - venting
0 - Helium/Steam inlet
E - Heasuring points

fig. 2a

Scnerae of the HEDL CSTF rest-facility ana
of the modelling used for the WAVCO-postcalculatlon

The CSTF-vessel c o n s i s t s of two compartments.
The upper one i s vented to the atmosphere
(C) and coupled with the preheated lower
part by blowers (A) and s l o t s (B) . The lower
compartment into which the He/steam-mixture
was injected via Jet (D) was equipped with
concentration measuring devices (E) .
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Since we only tried to use the given in-
formation about the helium/steam inflow
the entire test-site including venting,
slots and blowers had to be modelled. This
led to the given 16 zones modelling. In
spite of the small overall number of zones
the calculated results were in excellent
agreement with the later published results,
see fig. 2b, if one realizes the specific
uncertainties of that special experiment.

• <• a u>. «•

eal
lnjtctlon

fig. 3a

Scheme of the Battelle-Frankfurt 1 : 1 scaled
PUR containment (voluaes R6, B« ana R9 used
in test D6)

l* tl«. «t>

f ig . 3b

Zoning for the W>VCO-run

fig. 2b

Seme results of the HAVCO-postcalculatlon of test HM-6 in tne
HEDL CSTF Test-faclllty

Test D6 in the Battelle Frankfurt Contain-
aent / 3 / (Blow Down Experiaent)

The 1 : 4 scaled aodel of a German PWR-
containment - a cross section of it is
given in fig. 3a was used to carry out blow-
down experiments for the validation of
various containaent codes. Test D6 has been
chosen for a post-calculation with the
WAVCO code. During this test steaa, froB
a 70 bar pressure vessel was blown into
voluae R6 (the lower steaa generator region)
via a 300 aa'-tube. With regard to the fact
that the obtained pressure rise-tlae was
very short (about two seconds), the aoaentua
of the gas-streaa cannot be neglected.
Therefore, this experiment seeaed to be
a test to identify the limits of the code.
The 3-voluae geoaetry used in test D6 was
modelled according to fig. 3b. Since an
earlier version of the code was used with
only constant heat-transfer coefficient
available (see eq. 1) two runs with
different sets of values for«and A were
perforaed.

Soae selected result3 in coapariaon with
the experiaent are given in fig. 3c, illustrat-
ing that WAVCO can simulate even highly
transient processes with a satisfying
accuracy and without nuaerical problems.

0.; 1.0 1.5 2.0

fig. 3c

Coapariaon between •xp«riatnt*l
data and calculated results
(two runs: 1. - + , 2. - # )
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The found significant dependence of the
results from the choice of the parameters
for heat- and mass-transfer in the case of
transient processes initiated the further
improvement of the models as described in
chap. 1.

Test 16 of the H2-Distribution Experiments
in the Battelle Frankfurt Containment / k I

The innermost part (excluding R9) of the
test-containment, see fig. 3a, was used for
a series of long term experiments in which
the postulated occurance of an inversional
stratification of temperature and its
influence on the distribution of hydrogen
was investigated. During test 16 and 17
such an inversion could be realized with
much effort resulting in an enrichment of
up to U Vol% of H2 in the lower rooms.
Our ambition to modell these processes with
a minimum of only 7 zones - one for each
room - led to a failure in such a manner
that we could get the correct form of
current, see fig. U, but we did not reach
an inhomogenity of more than 2 Vol% of
hydrogen. The better view we have got
about modelling such stratifications led
to the introduction of a density-variation
even inside each zone, as described in
chapter 1. A new test with the improved
code-verion is just in full swing.

linked with others only at their ends.

All these improvements are also installed
in the now available final code version.

The objective of the above mentioned project
is to determine realistic failure modes
of the containment during hypothetical
accidents and to investigate which part of
the activity release into the containment
will be kept inside the building. As an
example fig. 5 illustrates the modelling
of the low pressure case 300 cm2 contain-
ment leak failure mode including the main
release passes found out in that simulation.

fig- 5

fig.

• suMMater \ H,-source

APPLICATION

Within the scope of a project investigating
the inherent fission product retention
capacity of the reactor building an
especially improved version of WAVCO was
applied. It differs in the additional
ability to simulate special components
like the chimney filters, moisture
separators, doors opening in the case
of the extension of specific pressure
differences etc. and in the extended
capability of the numerical model to con-
sider effectively so called "trees" -
sequential assemblies of rooms being

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The development of an improved version of
WAVCO Is sponsored in an R+D project by
the Federal Ministry of Research and
Technology 16/. The new code-version is
now being verified with the following
experiments:

- ^-distribution at Battelle Frankfurt
- DEMONA-project 111
- HDH-project / 8 /.

/ U I

Following this verification the gas distribu-
tion during hypothetical-(degraded core,
core melt-down)-scenarios will be investigat-
ed. Of special interest are informations
about whether and where combustible mixtures
will occur inside the containment building.
In this field we will co-work with a parallel
going project / 8 / which is focused on the
course and the effects of Ht CO-burns. For
that purpose WAVCO will be coupled with a
one-zone burning code. That will give the
possibility to study the effects and the
progress of burns in a compartiiented
containment. Both projects are planned to
cone to an end in the middle of 984
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THE EFFECTS OF HEIR FLOW ASSUMPTIONS
ON THE BRUCE B PATRIC CODE DOUSING SIMULATION

D.B. Reeves, J. Skears

Oat»cio Hydco
Toronto, Ontario

ABSTRACT

Prediction! of the dousing discharge fro* the
PATRIC computer code are compared with result* fro*
the pre-operational tests performed on the
Bruce MGS B vacuum building structure. This
comparison shows that under the test conditions, the
PATRIC code overpredicts the discharge rate from the
water storage tank. The effect of vortex formation
as well as otber effects discussed explain the
discrepancy. Examples of accident analysis results
for spray rate, reactor and vacuum building pressure
and fission product release show that the effect of
the lower dousing discharge is minor.

The PATRIC computer code was developed at Ontario
Hydro and is used for the calculation of the time-
and space-dependent pressure and temperature
distribution in the containment of a CANDU nuclear
power reactor following a postulated LOCA. The
containment system is modelled by dividing it into a
finite number of elemental volumes (nodes) which
have the capability for energy and mass storage.
The momentum balance is performed at the interface
or link between the nodes. One of the containment
functions modelled by PATRIC is the response of the
dousing system to the LOCA pressure transient. The
purpose of this paper is to compare and analyze the
results of the dousing function from the Wet Test
with the PATRIC predictions.

NOMENCLATURE

A
co
e
M
I
k
L
Lc
n
P
'i

0
u
p

cross-sectional area
dlschsrge coefficient
discharge exponent
height of water
Inertia
bead loss and friction
length of water column in riser
length of weir crest
nuaber of
pressure
momentum of falling liquid
passage
Discharge
mass flow
density

Subscripts

a
c
h
nv
P
r
s
•P
st
t
w

cone portion of central passage
central passage
spray headers
vacuum building
central passsge Including cone
risers
lower seal
spray plates
settling tank
storage tank
weir

in centra.!

IHTROOaCTION

in October, 1»«2, pre-operational test* were
performed on the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station
(DCS) • vacuum building structure at near
u>ss-of-coolant Accident (tOCA) conditions (1). One
of the series of blowtnrough tests (Wet Test) was
completed with water in the water storage tank to
test the dousing function. The experimental results
of this test provided reliable data to verify the
dousing aodel in the »»TMC pressure and
Temperature Response in Containment) computer
code (21.

DESCRIPTION OF DOUSING SYSTEM AND DOUSIHG PROCESS

The dousing system is located in the upper
portion of the vacuum building as shown in
Figure 1. The components of the system include the
water storage tank. It riser pipes, circular weir,
upper chamber, central passsge, lower seal chamber
and It spray headers. The upper chamber is isolated
from the vacuum building main vacuum chamber by
water seals formed by the submerged riser pipes and
the lower water seal chamber.

SCHEMATIC VIEW OF RCACTOn
SUII-DING AND EMCffCCNCV Pft«»#une

MCI_«er ivflfCM

Mien Lim vacuum building becomes pressurized, the
water seals prevent the higher pressure from
reaching the upper chamber. The upper chamber
remains at a low pressure approximately equal to
that of the vacuum building before the start of the
pressurixatlon. Under the influence of the pressure
difference, water is forced up the riser pipes. The
water in the lower seal chamber is also forced into
the central passage, but the water Mai is not
broken. The water fro* the riser ducts reaches the
weir first, and flows downward Into the central
passsge to meet the rising lower seal water. When
sufficient water has fallen into the central
passage, the flow in the central passsge reverses.
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Spraying then commences and will continue a6 long as
sufficient pressure ia available to cause the water
to flow over the weir. When the vacuum building
main chamber pressure falls to such an extent that
the forces balance between the water storage tank
level and the water level in the upper vacuum
chamber, flow between the water storage tank and the
central passage will stop. Dousing stops when the
head of water in the cental passage is no longer
large enough to overcome the vacuum building
pressure and flow losses in the lower seal and
headers.

DOUSING SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In the PATRIC code, the mathematical model which
simulates this dousing system calculates the flow in
the riser, in the central passage, and the water
levels in various parts of the system, using the
transient incompressible •romentum equation. The
equations are solved explicitly and are coupled to
the air/steam conservation equations through an
energy removal rate in the vacuum building node.
The energy removal rate is calculated as the product
of the dousing flow rate, the thermal utilization
and the temperature difference between the nodal
temperature and the temperature of the water in the
storage tank.

The dousing system mathematical nodel is divided
into two main pacts. The first part consist* of the
water storage tank and the risers. The second pact
includes the central passsge, lower seal, and spray
headers. The two parts are coupled by a weir
equation which predicts the discharge of water
between the two models. The equations used in these
models are a* follows:

1. The momentum equation for the flow between the
risers and storage tank is:

, 2 / 1 . 1 \ + re ."r L Mr
A, dt Zp V AC2 A t2

• p o l"» • Ha* <*", H a l - H t l

rnv

(1)

2. The momentum equation foe the flow between the
central passage and the lower seal is:

cp • Hs\d Wp *c - *n» • 'i
tp dt '

(2)• pg <Hp • sax 10. H«l - "•)

- 1 wcl"pl
2 P

3. The discharge from the riser settling tank to
the central passage i* calculated by a
rectangular weir formula, vie

Co «-c «st lit

where C o • 1.(7 and e • 1.5

A 'cosnon level' flow stage occur* when the
central passage fill* up with water so that a
free surface 1* formed above the weic crest (see
figure 2). This free surface ia level tccot*
the entire upper chamber, including the settling

tank, for this flow stage/ the volume of water
discharged out of the water storage tank for any
time increment is used to establish the new
common level In the upper chamber. During the
same time increment, calculation of the
discharge from the spray headers ia based on
equation (2).

COMPARISON OP PATRIC DOUSING
PREDICTIONS WITH THE WET TEST

During the Wet Teat, the dousing water storage
tank water level transient waa monitored. The
change in water level from this data ia directly
proportional to the discharge from the storage
tank. The vacuum building pressure transient
recorded during the Wet Test was used as the
pressure transient for the dousing simulation
(Figure 3).

! *

~ \—I — i" r—I—t—i—7,—t

MC««UHt MCASIMSMCMTS WET H I T
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The water level comparison is given in Figure 4.
it is evident from this figure that for identical
pressure transients, the PATRIC code gives a lower
overall water level. At a 170 s transient tine, the
difference is in the order of 1.5 • or a total water
volume difference of about 1950 n3. Thus the
PATRIC code overpredicts the volume of water
discharge from the tank, and, therefore the total
discharge from the dousing spray headers.

SENSITIVITY Or DOUSING MODEL

In order to analyze the possible causa* of the
storage tank level discrepancy, this section
examines the dousing systea mathematical model to
determine the sansitlvity of tha storage tank level
to the independent variabla*.

Momentum equation Sensitivity - Storage Tank to Riser

Equation (II may be re-written to express the
tlaa incremental change In mass flow (d Wt) thus:

d "r dtAc 'c -

• pg (Hr • max (0, "a) - nt)

This fora assumes that flow la negative when lta
direction la from the risers Into the settling tank.

For a given vacuum building pressure transient
(Pn¥l, equation {«) shows that the riser flowrate
la affected by:

(a) height of water in the riaera and settling taoka
(pg"r)

(fc) upper chamber pressure <PC>
(c) net losses in the riaera (K(l.

Since the measured decrease In tank level
{directly related to riser flowrate) la
overprcdicted by PATMC, the aensltivity of the
predicted riser flowrate to the (a) and (b»
parameters above was determined assuming net loasea
were to remain constant and la described In the
following subsections.

Sensitivity to Upper Chamber Pressure

The upper chamber pressure from the Wet Test i£
given in Figure 5 and has a range between 3 kPa and
14 kPa. The variation in value of the upper chamber
pressure (Pc) is a result of compression of the
air in the upper chamber as the central passage
water level rises, as well as entralnment of air
during turbulent flow. Although the PATRIC
prediction demonstrates similar behavior, the
predicted pressure values are lower up to 20 s and
higher for the remainder of the transient.

O—0'

FIGURE S

UPPER CHAMI3CH PRESSURE WET TEST

To determine if the lower Pc values predicted
by PATRIC were the dominating factors cauaing the
discrepancy in dousing flowrate, the Wet Test Pc

tranaient was input into the simulation. Tha
reaults of this study are given in Figure 4 at the
dashed curve. This shows that the tank level, and
thus discharge from the tank, la not very sensitive
to the difference in the predicted upper chamber air
pressures.

More importantly, the values of Pc in Figure 5
are directly related to the level of water in the
central passage. In contrast, the PATRIC prediction
for Pc reaches a slightly lower peak at 20 a, and
for the remainder of the transient stays
substantially higher than the Mat Test upper chamber
pressure. This indicatea that the PATRIC discharge
rate over the weir la initially somewhat lower
especially between • s and 15 s, but for the
remainder of the transient, the upper chamber
pressure (or central passage level) la too high, and
thus, too much discharge is predicted over the welt.

Sensitivity to Water Heights in Riaera
and Settling Tank

The static head due to the difference in water
level between the riser/settling tank and the water
storage tank acts ae a realatancc to the flow from
tne storage tank to the riaer. Each additional
metre of water depth in the settling tank represents
approximately 10 kPa of downward pleasure resisting
the upward flow of water In the risers.

The prediction of water level in the settling
tank behind the walr (Figure 2) is dependent on the
coefficient and exponent assuaed in the weir
discharge equation (3). Hydraulic theory fixe* the
exponent <e) in equation (3) at e • 1.5 for thla
type of weir (Reference 3). Variation of the
discharge coefficient co, which establishes the
flow resistance or back pressure effects on the
weir, would result in a corresponding variation in
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the settling tank elevation. This in turn
Influences the incremental mass flow rate from
equations (4J and (5), altering the storage tank
elevation transient.

To determine the effect that the weir coefficient
C o has on tank elevation, a sensitivity study wat
performed, in which C Q was varied from the
original 1.67 to 0.5 in various steps. The results
of this study are given in Figure 6. This figure
demonstrates that the storage tank level, and thus
the discharge of water into the central passage, is
quite sensitive to the value assumed. The results
of the Wet Test were closely approximated when
C o - 0.5. This indicates that the resistance tc
flow over the weir, and the back pressure effects on
the weir, may be greater in the Net Test over the
transient period than has been assumed previously in
the FATRIC simulations.
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DISCUSSION Of HEIR MODELLING

weir Type

The circular-crested weir which fora* part of the
•ruce MGS B and Bruce MGs A Dousing System shown in
Figure 1 resembles a Drop Inlet Spillway
(Horninglgry Spillway) design to a greater extent
than that of the rectangular broad-crested weir
which equation (3) models. Such spillway* typically
have been used for control of water levels in a
reservoir and are discussed In detail in
Reference <4). There are, however, a few Important
differences between the truce weir structure and a
typical Drcp Inlet Spillway. These are:

la) Drop Inlet Spillways discussed In Reference 4
operate under pressure conditions typical of
open-channel flow.

(b) Flow stream lines approach the spillway crest at
a horizontal or near horitontal trajectory from
a reservoir with a large surface area.

(c) Drop Inlet Spillways do not have the vane
structure on their crests which fora part of the
Bruce structure. Thus, for the Bruce design,
the discharge will pass over the welt at
approximately a 45 degree angle and not normal
to the crest.

(d) The downstream flow losses in the Bruce desigr
are much larger than in typical Drop Inlet
Spillways.

Drop Inlet Spillway Flow stages

Despite the above mentioned differences, it is
informative to examine the three flow stages which
occur in a Drop Inlet Spillway. These are described
as:

(a) Crest Control
(b) Tube or Orifice Control
(c) Pull Pipe Flow.

Figure 7, excerpted from Reference 4, illustrates
these flow stages. Figure 6 (also from Reference 4)
shows the nature of flow and discharge
characteristics for a Drop Inlet Spillway. During
the Crest Control stage, the discharge equation has
the form Q - f ( H | / 2 ) . This corresponds to the
sane form as assumed in the PATRIC dousing model as
equation (3). In the Orifice Control stage, the
discharge equation has the form Q - P(Hj/2).
It is important to note that larger increases in
head behind the weir are required during this stage
for any given increase in discharge, than during
Crest Control. The pipe flow stage is equivalent to
the PATRIC common level calculation where the
discharge is a function of the total head minus the
head losses.

O»m> MB •• canev>i
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The coefficient of discharge for a circular crest
differs from that for a straight crest because of
the effect* of submergence and back pressure
incident to the Joining of the converging flow*
(Reference 4). Thus, using the definition*
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expressed in Figure 9, the value for C o is a
function of both H o and R8. The relationship of
C o to Hj/Rg as determined by model tests
(Reference 5) is plotted in Figure 10 for three
differing approach conditions. These values are
valid only if:

(1) the crest profile and transition stage
conform to that of the jet flowing over a
sharp-crested circular weir at design head
Ho-

(2) elevation is provided so that
subataospheric pressures do not exist along
the lower nozzle surface contact.

(3) The flow passes over the weir crest noraal
to the crest, so that vortex action is
ainiaized.

b N B Maw* AmvW '•

FIGURE 9

ron A CIRCULAR wriR

If th« above conditions arc att, free flow occurs
for H Q / R , approaching 0.45, and Crest Control
governs the discharge. For values of Hc/R*
exceeding 0.45, the weir partly submerges, causing a
rapid drop in the discharge coefficient C o. When
Hg/R, approaches 1.0, the water surface above
the weir becomes completely submerged and orifice
flow conditions prevail with accompanying lower
discharge coefficients.

Comparison Between Bruce B Weir and Drop Inlet
Spillway

A nuaber of important differences between the
Drop Inlet Spillway design and the Bruce weir would
contribute to a decrease in discbarge for equivalent
head in the weir. That Is, the curves plotted in
Figure 10 would be shifted to the left for the Bruce
weir. Each effect will be discussed in detail in
the following subsections.

Effect of Vertical Approach Velocity.

For flow over a typical Drop Inlet Spillway, the
coefficient of discharge increases with a reduction
of approach depth, P (Reference 4). This is
illustrated in Figure 10 with the shifting downwards
of the curve for P/Rs - 2.0 for any fixed
HQ/R S. The shallower the approach depth, the
smaller is the vertical velocity component at the
spillway crest. This reduces the submergence effect
since the suppressed upper nappe surface gives the
jet a more rapid downward impetus, lowering the
position of the crotch, reducing back pressure, and
increasing discharge.

In the Bruce weir design, flow over the weir
under the force of a rapidly increasing vacuum
building pressure transient must have a significant
vertical velocity component. The effect of this
component would be to cause the upper nappe to
contact the water surface formed directly opposite
and cause submerged weir back pressure effects due
to the collision of the jets, at lower weir head
levels than occur for the Drop Inlet Spillway. This
is equivalent to shifting the curves in Figure 10
further to the left and downwards. Thus, the
coefficient of discharge for Crest Control flow may
be less than previously assumed due to the effect of
vertical approach velocity.

Effect of Vanes on Discharge Coefficient.

The Bruce B weir structure was constructed with
four concrete walls dividing the settling tank into
four equal segments. In each segment, three vanes
are present as illustrated in plan view in
Figure 11. The vanes in the weir segments and
extensions to the concrete walls were provided to
Impart a spin to the water flowing into the central
passage in order to reduce the entrainment of air
during dousing.

FIGURE ! •

RELATIONSHIP OF CIRCULAR C M f T

APPROACH DEPTHS

FIGURE II
• RUCE NGS B VACUUM BUILDING

SCHEMATIC VICW OF VANES ANO PIERS

Pl-AN VtCW

The overall effect of the concrete walls and
vanes would be to increase the head required to give
a particular discharge when compared to the ideal
case of flow normal to the weir crest falling freely
into the central passage. Three causes of such
behavior art:
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(a) The concrete walls and vanes separate the flow
into individual channels. The outlet of these
channels has a smaller cross sectional area than
the inlet. This is similar to a venturi effect
and would cause losses in momentum at the outlet
(Reference 3).

(b) The angle at which the vanes are located in
relation to the crest cause a deflection of the
normal flow path and thus a loss in momentum.

(c) The swirl imparted to the discharge as it falls
into the central passage could set up a vortex
flow. Such vortex flow in intakes is known to
cause large reductions in discharge coefficients
due to the resultant back pressure fron the high
radial velocities which would be established in
the central passage (5).

Figure 12 is from an experimental study on the
effects of circulation and submergence on the
formation of vortices at intakes. Plotted are the
coefficient of discharge C on the X-axis and unit
circulation (Vjr2/q> on the X-axis. This
non-dimensional parameter (unit circulation)
measures the degree of swirl of the vortex in
relation to discharge. Vg is the tangential
velocity at a radius r, and D la the diameter of the
Intake. It is clear from Figure 12 that for orifice
flow condition*, the larger the degree of swirl in
the flow, the lower 1* the discharge coefficient C.

COCFFICICNT or OI»CHA*SC
DUE TO SWIRL

As unit circulation approaches zero, the coefficient
of discharge approaches the constant value for
purely radial orifice flow (C • 0 81) (5).

The formation of a vortex at an intake is
governed by two major factors: submergence and
circulation (5). The lower the level of submergence
of an intake under orifice conditions, the sore
prone it is to vortex formation, and »s shown in
Figure 12, the lower is the discharge coefficient
the larger the vortex. Under Crest Control flow,
the design of the Bruce dousing system Is such as to
induce swirl when it would not normally be present.
Although the coefficient of discharge relationship
for such a situation cannot be •peclfied without
hydraulic modelling, it should follow a similar
trend to that of Figure 12, since unit circulation
would not be zero.

if the central passage level were to reach a
height above the weir crest, orifice flow (en—on
level) conditions would prevail. In such a case,
since the submergence of the orifice i» quite low,

and circulation is induced by the vanes, a vortex
would likely form at the central passage cone
similar to that described in Reference* and lower
discharges than expected would occur at the Orifice
Control stage. In fact, a design criteria mentioned
for Drop Inlet Spillways in (4) is that flow should
approach normal to the crest to minimize vortex
action and maintain converging flow into the drop
inlet. In comparison to purely radial free falling
discharge, as assumed in equation 13) for discharge
over the weir, the vane structure in the Bruce
dousing system would require a higher head of water
behind the weir to produce the equivalent discharge.

Summary of Weir Modelling

The discussion presented earlier indicates
that the discharge of water from the storage tank is
sensitive to the height of water in the risers and
settling tank. The previous section has examined
the Bruce weir structure and compared it to the
known behavior of a Drop Inlet Spillway. Prom this
discussion, it is evident that there is ample reason
to suggest that the relationship of settling tank
head to discharge over the weir requires a higher
head for the same discharge than that which has been
modelled with equation (3). This evidence further
suggests that the discbarge coefficient is not
constant, but varies with the head and the flow
control in three distinct stages.

Thus, it is possible that the formation of a
vortex, after common level conditions occur, would
reduce the discharge over the weir to a significant
degree. This would explain the rapid drop in UC
pressure in Figure 5 after 15 « in the Wet Test. At
this time the dousing discharge would begin to
exceed the Inflow over the weir, thus lowering the
UC pressure and CP level. Once a vortex has formed,
the high tangential velocities established in the
central passage would not return to a normal free
fall state even after weir control has been
re-established due to swirl Induced by the vanes.
Thus flow over the weir would continue to be
affected by high back pressures and remain at a
lower discharge rate for any given head than for
normal weir flow. This would explain why the UC
pressure in the Wet Test for the period after 20 s
is significantly lower than the PATRIC prediction
with a constant weir coefficient of C o • 1.67.

EFFECT OF VERIFICATION RESULTS ON LOCA ANALYSIS

The sensitivity study of the weir discharge
coefficient presented in this paper indicates that
the constant coefficient normally used for the welt
equation gave an overprediction of the Met Test
dousing rate. As well, it is clear from this
section that the actual weir discharge response may
be more complex than can be modelled with a constant
coefficient especially if a vortex form* under
orifice control. This may give much lower dousing
discharge rate* than would actually occur if the CP
level doe* not reach a height sufficient to induce a
vortex. A* well, a* shown in Figure «, whan
Co • 0.6 dousing start* at i.» • rather than the
(.3 • reported for the Mat Test. This indicate*
that for the first IS • of th* transient, C o • 0.5
give* too low a discharge rate. This (action
examines th* effect of assuming th* C o • 0.5
coefficient versus th* results for C o • l.*7.
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Since the PATRIC code is used in the analysis of
postulated LOCA's to support plant operating
licenses, a sensitivity study is necessary to
determine the radiological consequences of the
reduction in dousing discharge indicated by the Wet
Test.

For this comparison, the data used was from a
100 percent Pump suction Header (PSH) Break. This
LOCA is representative of a typical large break with
an extended steaming period, while using the dousing
system for the longest transient duration.

Case 1 uses C o - 1.67, while Case 2 uses
C- - 0.5.

Comparison of Spray Rate and Tank Level

In Figure 13, the dousing spray rate and storage
tank height are compared for Case 1 and Case 2 over
a 240 s transient period. It is apparent from the
spray rate curves that the initiation tine for
dousing in Case 2 is delayed slightly in comparison
to Case 1. The tine delay is attributed to a slower
rate of water level rise in the central passage
since weir discharge is at a lower rate. The PATRIC
output gives the dousing initiation tine a« 10.8 •
in Case 1 and 12.1 a in Caae 2. Thus, it takes
1.3 s longer in Case 2 for the central passage water
level to reach a head large enough to over C O M the
flow losses and VB back presst're which resists the
discharge of water from the spray headers.

L

TANK HEIGHT

Figure 13 also shows that the overall spray rat*
for Case 2 is lower than Case 1 while the two curves
exhibit the sane trends. Again, this is a result of
the lower weir discharge in Case 2. After dousing
was initiated in Case 2, the weir discbarge rate was
not able to replace the water in the central passage
used in the dousing as rapidly as in Case 1. Hence,
the head driving the dousing spray for Case 2 was
lower over aost of the transient. As expected,
since the dousing rate la lower in Case 2, the
storage tank height is consequently higher than
Case 1.

For the duration of the transient, the central
passage water levels for both Case 1 and Case 2 did
not reach a sufficient height to causa a common
water level to fora in the upper chamber. Hence,
for a LOCA analysis, if a common level is not
reached, the effects of vortex formation may not
occur. Thus, the Wet Test results applied to a LOCA

accident analysis, in which a common level does not
form, would give a lower dousing discharge than
would occur in the prototype.

Comparison of Reactor Building and Vacuum Building
Pressures

The Reactor Building and Vacuum Building static
pressures for Cases 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 14
for the same transient period. The figure shows
that the reduction in spray rate associated with
Case 2 has a negligible effect on the reactor
building pressure.

COMPARISON OF REACTOR BUILDING
AND VACUUM BUILDING PRE9IU7EI

When comparing the vacuum building pressures for
the two cases, it c.i be seen that the dousing delay
time for Case 2 causes the peak vacuum building
pressure to reach approximately 98 kPa while Case 1
peaks at 90 kPa. In the period 10 s to 50 s, the
vacuum building pressure remains slightly higher in
Case 2. This difference arises since there is less
spray volume available to reduce the vacuum building
pressure through condensation.

Effect of Reduced Dousing on Fission Product Releases

Since the blowthrough tests have predicted a
lower dousing rate than previously expected, it is
important to examine what effect this lower rate
would have on fission product releases. The degree
of fission product release for the containment
system is directly related to the value of
Integrated Over Pressure (IOP). The values of IOP
were added for all nodes in the PATRIC simulation up
to 2S0 s transient tins. For Case 1, the value of
IOP was 6505.5 kPa-s while Case 2 gave 6573.5 kPa-s,
for a difference in the order of 1 percent. As
expected from the small differences in VB pressure
between the two cases, the effect of the lower
dousing rate in Case 2 gives insignificant
differences in releases.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that the PATRIC dousing model
overpredlcts the volume of water released from the
water storage tank in comparison to the tank level
transient from the Bruce NGs B Blowthrough Test.
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Sensitivity studies found that use of a weir
discharge coefficient of C o - 0.5 closely Batches
the experimental level results. However, upper
chamber pressure measurements from the Wet Test show
that a constant discharge coefficient does not
adequately model the actual behaviour of weir
discharge during the test. Instead the C o - 0.5
only averages the effect of a varying discharge
coefficient over a typical transient period.

Discussion has been presented comparing the known
behaviour of a drop inlet spillway to that of the
Bruce weir structure. A reduction of discharge for
any given head could be brought on by higher back
pressure effects for this weir type. These back
pressure effects are a result of a significant
vertical approach velocity, higher downstreaa flow
losses, and formation of a vortex by the vane
structure. The for nation of a vortex nay not occur
until the central passage water level rises above
the weir crest. In this case, after the central
passage level has dropped, the vortex swirl nay
remain, causing lower discharge rates than for free
falling discharge.

The effects of assuming a constant weir
coefficient of co - 0.5 in a LOCA analysis ha*
been assessed. The result* show that overall spray
rate is lower and vacuua building pressure is
slightly higher than for the previously used
cotfficient of C o • 1.67. However, this has an
insignificant effect on the fission product releases
predicted. It is also important to not* that in tht
100% PSH LOCA a coraon level in the upper chamber
was not reached. In this case, the discharge
coefficient and resultant dousing spray rat* nay be
•ucb higher than predicted with C o • 0.5 since a
vortex may not be able to fora unless orifice or
common level conditions prevail.
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ABSTRACT

ARIANNA-2 is a computer program, written in FORTRAN

IV for IBM-3330, developed with the aim to perform a

complete transient analysis of a multicompartimented

containment system of PWRs, in ths case of a postulated

Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA). The code can also be

used for experimental containment system analysis.

ARIANNA models simulate mass and energy variations

in the containment system, both in the short and long

term. The code is highly flexible and simple to use,

preserving calculation accuracy and saving computer

time.

The calculation results agree well with the experi-

mental data obtained by various international facili-

ties over a wide range of scale ratios.

INTRODUCTION

ARIANNA-2 is the last version of a computer code

family, that has been developed at the "Dipartimento

di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari" (DCMN) of Pisa

University, under the sponsor-ship of ENEA*; its use

allows the prediction both of the short and long term

thermalhydraulics transients in multicompartment sy-

stems following a LOCA.

The development of this new version of the ARIANNA

code became necessary in order to predict the thermo-

dynamic properties and inventories in a multicompart-

ment containment system of a PUR in the long term

transients.

In fact, the last version of the code (ARIANNA-1 )( 1 ),

only considered the possibility of separating liquid

from a homogeneous atmosphere.

For long term calculation, instead, it is necessary

to describe each volume as composed of two regions,

which might be in a state of thermal non-equilibrium:

the former formed by a homogeneous air-vapor-liquid

mixture ("atmosphere"), the latter consisting of water

("pool").

Indeed the "blowdown period", is characterized by

high turbulence in the atmosphere as the primary cool-

ant system decompresses; while in the "post blowdown

period" natural convection, condensation, and thermal

stratification take place. So the possibility must be

* Work performed within the framework of ENEA LWR

safety research programme (Contract AC-5 ENEA -

University of Pisa)

provided of changing the volume thermodynamic mcdel

from a single homogeneous volume to a double region

volume during the transient.

In the following section, after a brief description

of the code feature, the calculations performed for

its preliminary qualification are reported.

CODE DESCRIPTION

A full pressure containment system can be modelled

by ARIANNA-2 code up to 100 volumes, 200 junctions,

30 of wich can have time-dependent areas, and 100

heat-structures.

In the blowdown nodes, blowdown isoentropic or iso-

enthalpic expansion can be considered together with

the associated deentrainment of liquid.

The transient is described as a quasi-steady state.

Mass and energy flows in each time-step are based on

the thermodynamic conditions of the previous time-

step.

The values of the state variables are determined by

the solution of the state implicit equation using an

iterative method. Water properties are fitted by poli-

nomials and air is described as a perfect gas.

The volume thermodynamic conditions can be simu-

lated by the following options:

- a stagnant homogeneous mixture of steam, water and

air ("atmosphere") in equilibrium;

- a two-region model consisting of homogeneous mixture

region and a liquid "pool" region. The pool region

can may or may not be in thermodynamic equilibrium

with the atmosphere;

- a volume, with the pressure trend fixed in the input

data.

The mass and energy inventory in each volume may be

modified by interactions with the heat structures and

by junctions flow. Mass and energy inventory varia-

tion, due to blowdown, are considered in up to 5

volumes. In the case of thermodynamic non equilibrium

in the compartment,mass and energy exchange between

the two regions take in account:

- the water dropping from the mixture, modelled by an

exponential law, whose time constant is a function

of the average size of the droplets;

- the dropping of the condensate layers related to the

heat transfer to the structures;

- the mass and the enthalpy diffusion through the in-

terface of the two zones (2);

- the exchange of sensible heat between the atmosphère
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and the liquid pool (2);

- the pool boiling (instantaneous evaporation) if the

total pressure goes below the saturation pressure

o£ the pool water.

As said before, the flow through the junctions is

evaluated by using one of the following models: Moody,

homogeneous inertial flow, orifice polytropic flow.

Critical flow is based on the Moody two phase flow

relationship, with a moltiplier being provided for.

Subcritical flow is based on the compressible ori-

fice flow of an ideal gas-like mixture with inlet and

exit losses resulting in a polytropic flow process.

Flow with inertia is calculated on the basis of a

solution to the momentum equation.

A carry over factor is provided as input data.

Up to 30 junctions may have a time-variable area as

a function of the pressure difference across the

junction.

The heat exchange with the heat slabs is considered

both in the pool zone and in the atmosphere zone; the

slab surface may vary with the level of the pool.

Various options make it possible to calculate of

the heat transfer coefficient, the most important of

which are:

- DCMN correlation (3), (4);

- CJCHIDA correlation (5);

- by input table.

The code flexibility allows us to simulate the

various transient phase in an appropriate and reali-

stic way. In the short term, the homogeneous condition

model is realistic enough, while a non-homogeneous mo-

del is necessary for the long term. In order to obtain

these features, the code makes it possible to change

the model during the transient. The deentrainment coef_

ficient can also be varied versus time by taking the

appropriate value from an input table.

In addition,the restart, the plotter, the automatic

time-step control and input table of the time-step

size are possible.

These last features make it possible to obtain a

shorter calculation time.

ARIANNA-2 ASSESSMENT WITH EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The previous ARIANNA code version (1) was validated,

for short and medium thermal-hydraylic transient, by

comparison with experimental tests (3), (6).

For ARIANNA-2 qualification, the results of the

following experiments were used:

a) Numerical Benchmark Problem, based on a numerical

test developed at the DCMN: the containment volume

is 40 m^, the walls are made in concrete, 0.1 m

thick and with a 90 m2 surface area; the mass and

enthalpy flows are given as a function of time.

b) The OECD-CSNI ISP 17, based on the MX-II-CRT 18

test, carried out at the Marviken facility (7).The

experimental conditions simulate a large water-line

break, initiated by the opening of a 350 ran rupture

disc; the dry-well volume is 1979 m-* and the wet-

well volume is 2144 m-*.

c) The OECD-CSNI CSP 2 (8) test, carried out at the

Battelle Institute Facility at Frankfurt (FRG),

whose volume scale factor is 1:100 in relation to

BIBLIS nuclear power plant.

d) The OECD-CSNI ISP 16 (9) carried out on the HDR

facility at Kahl (FRG) at the end of 1982; its

volume is roughly 11.000 m-̂  and the volume scale

factor is 1:5.

The numerical benchmark problem

In order to test the reliability of the calculation

models of non-homogeneous thermodynamic conditions in

the general compartment adopted in ARIANNA-2, the code

was compared with a proven one, such as CONTEMPT LT-26

VTT (developed at the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

of the Technical Research Centre (VTT) of FinlandXiO).

The two codes work in different ways for treating

non-homogeneous models (especially the deentrainment

model); but, in this case, a similar deentrainment

option was used.

For this purpose we set up a simplified benchmark

problem.

The test, as proposed, was: given mass and enthalpy

flows into the volume, as a function of time, to pre-

dict, the compartment temperature and pressure, the

temperature distribution inside the wall and the

thermal stratification.

The characteristics of the problem are similar to

those reported in ref. (11).

The percentage error between the results of two

codes, for the pressure trend, are reported in Fig. 1.

3

FIG.1: NUMERICAL BENCHMARK PROBLEM. PRESSURE

PERCENTAGE ERROR, BETWEEN ARIANNA-2 AND

CONTEMPT LT-26 W T calculations.

The error is very small; the oscillation in the

error trend, probably depends on differences in the

values of the water properties between CONTEMPT
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(Mollier tables) and ARIANNA (polynomial approxima-

tion) .

The pressure error is less then 1% but larger errors

exist at the beginning (< 0.55s), the temperature error

is estimated at 0.0221.

The pool deposited water obtained for both the codes

is Kg. 325.6,at 6s in the transient.

International standard problem n. 17

ARIANNA-2 can simulate BWR pool suppression phenom£

na in a very simple way by considering the wet-well

behaviour by a volume with a pressure trend fixed in

input.

For the Marviken test, the short (0H.4s) and long

term (0 T 2 2 0 S ) analyses were performed by CONTEMPT LT-

26 VTT.

This code however is not capable of simulating the

geometry of the Marviken dry-well and therefore correc-

tly computing the air mass flow from the dry-well into

the wet-well; this parameter is very important for BE

calculation. In the ISP 17 calculation this limitation

was overcome by giving, as input data, a table based

jn the experimental value of the air present in the

wet-wel1.

In addition during the ISP 17 (12) a new method,

applicable to a blind analysis, was developed. It is

based on iterative calculations using the CONTEMPT LT-

26 VTT code, in order to calculate the wet-well pres-

sure, and then the ARIANNA-2 option with the wet-well

pressure trend fixed in input, for the evaluation of

the air mass flow.

The behaviour of the pressure in the blow-down

volume is presented in Fig. 2 where the ARIANNA-2 and

CONTEMPT VTT calculation results in the short term are

compared with the experimental ones.

An account of DCMN partecipation in the CSP 2

calculations ( 8 ) , the short and medium term were

simulated both with ARIANNA-1 and CONTEMPT LT-26; the

long term was calculated with CONTEMPT LT-26 alone,

with a two-volume nodalization ( 8 ) .

The same long-term transient and the same plan de-

scribed in ( 8) are now used to test the ARIANNA-2

code. The CPU running time is reduced to 25% of that

in the case described above ARIANNA-2 uses more rea-

listic models than CONTEMPT LT-26, both for droplet

and for junction fluxes. In particular, a deentrain-

ment coefficient table was given as input, that makes

it possible to consider dropping rate variations in

time as reported in Fig. 3.
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_H blow down volume 2000 _
CD contalmant volurn*

_CDblowdovtn volume
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1000 -
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- « * - Arianna 2

Contempt-vTT
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0.10,
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FIG. 2: ISP 17: PRESSURE TREND INSIDE THE
BLOW-DOWN VOLUME

OECD-CSNI Containment Standard problem n. 2

CSP 2 is based on the D16 experimental test carried

out at the Battelle Institute in Frankfurt (8).

The internal volume is 660

connected by 6 junctions.

with 6 compartments.

FIG. 3: HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND

DEENTRAINMENT COEFFICIENT

The heat transfer coefficients were calculated

using an iterative method with the DCMN correlation.

Pressure and temperature trends in the continment vo-

lume are plotted in Figs. It and 5, respectively. They

are in very good agreement with the experimental

values.

In Fig. 6, the water mass calculated in containment

is compared with the experimental data.

The calculated results are very close to the ex-

perimental one and the differences are smaller than

the experimental errors, the dotted strip represents

the spreading band of the results obtained with other

codes.

OECD-CSNI International standard problem n. 16

The HDR facility, at KAHL (GFR), was obtained from

the real containment of a dismantled experimental

reactor (16). The free volume is roughly 11.000 m^,

with 64 compartments, connected by 200 junctions and

thousands of heat sink structures.

The test was calculated by DCMN, both as pre-test

and post-test analysis. Some of the preliminary results

of the post-test calculations of the ARIANNA-2 code for

long-term transient are presented here. In order to

test certain possibilities of the code the containment

system was calculated both in single and double control

volume.
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FIG. 4: CSP-2: PRESSURE TREND INSIDE CONTAINMENT VOLUME
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FIG. 5: CSP-2: TEMPERATURE TREND INSIDE CONTAINMENT VOLUME
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0.0 160.0 320.0

FIG. 6: CASP-2: WATER MASS INSIDE CONTAINMENT VOLUME

The single volume was calculated in two ways: at

first, by taking into account the jet separation and,

after wards, without this effect. The percentage of

instantaneous water deposition in the pool region is

given as input data, assuming isoenthalpic trasforma-

tion; this hypothesis implies a reduction of the energy

input in the volume.

The pressure trends for the single-volume analysis

are reported in Fig. 7.

We can see that, in the case of jet separation, the

calculated results, are lower than the experimental

ones; the opposite occurs without separation. The dif-

ference is particulary remarkable in the pressure

peak.

The two-volume case was analyzed in order to take

Experimental

Not jet separation

Jet separation

0.0

FIG. 7:

300.0 600.0 900.0 1200.0 1500.
Time (s)

ISP-16: PRESSURE INSIDE CONTAINMENT VOLUME

FOR SINGLE COMPARTMENT CALCULATION

the influence of the compartments into account; pres-

sure and temperature trends in the containment calcu-

lated by ARIANNA-2 are compared with the experimental

trends ones in Figs 8 and 9.

Noticeable differences in the initial pressure

peak are due to the use of an inadeguate heat transfer

coefficient (UCHIDA correlation). This research is

still in progress and better results are expected

using the DCMN correlation for the short and medium

terms and, after, the UCHIDA correlation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The application of ARIAHNA-2 to various different

test cases has shown that this new version fulfilles

the purpose for which it was implemented.

Among the new features, added to the original

ARIANNA code, are to be noted:

- the possibility of describing each volume by two

regions ("atmosphere" and "pool") and of changing

the previous homogeneous model with this non-homoge-

neous model during the transient;

- a more large selection of heat transfer coefficients;

- variable areas of inlet and outlet junctions;

- various models for evaluating the flow through the

junctions;

- a volume with the pressure trend fixed in the input

data.

This last option made it possible to analyze the

Marviken Containment behaviour, where the complicated

geometry of the dry-well emphasizes the air mass tran-

sfer from dry-well to wet-well as the main point of

the transient.

The benchmark problem results prove the reliability

of numerical models for non-homogeneous thermodynamic

conditions.

The HDR analysis shows the importance of the assess-

ment of the water deposition rate in the pool region.

Work is in progress and better results are expected

after the improvement of the heat transfer coefficient,

obtained by using the same methodology as in CSP-2.

The complete code validation is the next step in

the research, through more in depth comparison with

ISFs and with a series of experiments, carried out at

the DCMN "Scalbatraio Laboratory" of Pisa University.
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PRESC0N2 SUB-SONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW MODELLING

W.M. COLLINS
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a brief description of the PRESCON2
containment code Is presented. The relative merits
of explicit and Implicit numerical algorithms for
the solution of the governing flow equations are
discussed together with the particular method
employed In the PRESCON2 code. Adaptation of
PRESCON2 to a micro-computer environment Is briefly
discussed. Finally, some computational examples are
given and verification material Is presented
supporting the range of application of the code.
Additional areas of application are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Comprehensive modelling of flow thermalhydraullcs
within containment requires simulation of a wide
range of phenomena. There may be a need to simulate
wave propagation during the very early stages
(fractions of a second) of an analysis whereas later
on (hours or days) slow leakage through the
containment walls may be the predominant factor In
the analysis. A containment code must thus be
capable of simulating flow problems economically
between two extremes, i.e., rapidly varying
transients in which a small time step Is required
for reasonable accuracy and slowly varying
transients in which large time steps are
appropriate.

For economic viability, the code should employ a
variety of numerical integration techniques, each of
which is appropriate to a region in time or space.

Finally, code verification against analytic
solutions (where possible) and experimental results
forms an important part of overall code
development. Wherever possible, the various
mathematical models comprising the code should be
verified on an individual basis (separate effects)
in order that an assessment of the particular model
can be made. If possible, the integrated code
should be verified against a relevant experiment
which encompasses all or many of the submodels
comprising the code.

MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW

the dousing spray (if activated), instrument air,
leakage, the containment walls and internal
structures (such as stairways, railings, piping
components etc.)

In order to predict pressure and temperature
transients within containment as well as the amount
of radioactivity which may escape to the
environment, we must set up an Integrated
mathematical model which adequately describes the
many physical response processes involved.

This involves setting up Individual mathematical
models for the basic fluid flow, sub models for the
various heat/mass sources/sinks described above as
well as a fission product transport model.

Having set up these individual models, we must
then resort to an economical numerical method of
solution which will provide us with a reasonably
accurate solution of the differential equations
describing the physical system. The containment
code PRESCON2 is the latest of several computer
models that have been developed at AECL for
containment analysis. The primary alms in the
course of development were to construct a code which
is both internally efficient (ease of maintenance)
and relatively fast (execution time). As a
consequence of these aims PRESCON2 has proved itself
to be adaptable for use on microcomputers.

Mathematical Formulation

The partial differential equations governing the
flow of the steam-air mixture are those of mass,
energy and momentum conservation for one-dimensional
compressible isentropic flow. Spatial
discretization of these basic equations leads to the
commonly called node-link structure in which the
physical geometry being considered is represented by
a network consisting of a set of nodes connected by
links. A typical non-critical link (a link which
has an initial and a terminal node) is shown below
in Figure 1.

i - 1
k - 1

i + 1

Physical Phenomena

A steam discharge from a pipe in containment
initiates a fluid flow transient throughout
containment. In addition to the basic fluid flow,
there exists many other potential heat/mass sources/
sinks within containment. These include coolers,

FIGURE 1 NON-CRITICAL LINKS (k, k-1)

Link k is assigned node 1 as its initial node
(upstream node) and node i + 1 as its terminal node
(downstream node). This assignment defines the
direction of positive flow in the link as being from
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node 1 to node I + 1. Link k is also referred to as
a downstream link of node i and as an upstream link
of node i + 1.

Associated with each node in the network is a
total mass, total air mass and a total mixture
energy equation reflecting conservation of these
quantities within the node.

These equations (dlscretlzed forms of the
governing partial differential equations) take the
following forms.

Total Mass Conservation

dTM,

dt

where

= J W. +k (1)

Energy Conservation:

dET,

dt ken

. V2
y sk (h + —> w.
en k 2 d

>
2 d

(3)

where

ETj = total energy (Internal + kinetic) in
node i

h = specific enthalpy of donor node

connected to node i via

link k = ( ) , P = pressure,
„ , TM d
V « volume

V2
— - kinetic energy per unit mass of donor

node

TM, = total mass (air + water) In node i
(kg)

heat generation/removal rate in node i

Sk = Sign of link connection (+1 for a
downstream link, -1 for an upstream
link)

Wk = link flow rate (kg/sec)

ken = sum over all links connected to node 1

0-ĵ  = total mass addition/removal rate
within node 1 (i.e., any other source/
sink term in addition to the link flow
rate)

Air Mass Conservation

Associated with each link k in the network Is a
spatial finite difference form of the one-
dimensional inertial momentum equation.

This equation may be written In general form as

dWk

where
" Wk i-1- Hk> Wk-1» Wk+1>

Wfc = mass flow rate kg/sec

P - Pressure

where

= I K (—1 K + QAM
dt k£n k TM d k m

AMj = air mass in node 1 (kg)

AM
I—) * air mass fraction of donor node
TM d

connected to node 1 via link k

(2)

The code has options for other types of link
flows Including a fixed flowrate model, an
isentropic nozzle model and a buoyancy induced link
flow rate model.

Equations (1) - (4) are coupled through the
pressure P which is usually given by an equation of
state of the form

Wk_,...) (5)

air mass addition/removal rate within
node 1 (I.e., any other source/sink
term in addition to the link flow
rate).

Assuming that there are N nodes and K links in the
network, the set of equations (1) - (4) for all
nodes and links constitute a set of 3N+K ordinary
differential equations with known initial conditions
T M ^ o ) , AMj(o), ET^o) and Wk(o).

Denoting the RHS of equations (1) - (4) by

fji, + V f2i
 + 52I' f3i + ^31 a n d f4k

respectively for i«l,...N, k«l...K
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where

f21 = f21(TM,...TMN,AM1...AMN, W r..W k)

= f (TM ...TM , ET,...ETN, Pr..PN, W,...WK)

f4k - (Pr-PN."]---"^

one can express the set of equations (1) - (4) in
vector form as

(6)

where

T
= (TM,...TMN, AM,...AMN, ETj...ETN> W,...WK)

..f1N, f2l---
f2N>

•
T denoting the transpose, where 3 Is a column
vector representing various source/sink mass/energy
terms within the system such as coolers, heat
sources, hreakflow addition, heat transfer to walls
and internal structures, etc.

Separate mathematical models for these various
source/sink terms are included In the code.

NUMERICAL METHODS

In order to advance the solution of the spatially
discretlzed flow equations (together with the
various source/sink terms) we must choose an
appropriate numerical algorithm for the solution of
the set of ordinary differential equations modelling
the system. In selecting a numerical algorithm both
economic and stability considerations must be taken
Into account.

There are two basic numerical methods from which
to choose, these being explicit and implicit
techniques. Explicit methods, although much easier
to program, invariably suffer from the drawback that
there is a stability criterion associated with them
(Courant limit) limiting the time step which may be
used to obtain a stable solution. For certain
analyses (particularly long term analysis) the
running costs of a code employing such a method can
become prohibitive.

Implicit techniques, on the other hand, are
usually unconditionally stable for physical systems
thereby permitting the use of a much larger time
step (for the same degree of accuracy). On a cost/
time step basis, however, explicit techniques are
economically superior since Implicit schemes involve
the inversion of matrix at each solution step.
Provided that the transient is not too rapidly
varying as a function of time (as is usual in
containment analyses particularly In the long term),
Implicit techniques are economically superior
overall due to the fact that the time step which may
be used Is sometimes orders of magnitude larger than
the maximum explicit time step permitted.

Unfortunately, implicit techniques tend to smear out
rapidly varying transients If the time step used is
too large, this being due to numerical diffusion.

In PRESCON2 the advantages of both methods are
employed In the sense that the explicit option can
be used If small time steps are required in the
course of an analysis (rapidly varying transient)
whereas the Implicit option may be used If large
time steps are warranted. The code has automatic
time step control based on user prescribed changes
in the state variables over a time step.

An Important factor determining the maximum time
step which can be used (for a given accuracy) for
Implicit methods is the degree of implicitness in
the numerical solution. A typical thermalhydraullcs
code solves the governing equations (in discretized
form) for momentum, mass and energy. Many codes
reduce the degree of implicitness by solving only
the momentum equation In an Implicit manner, mass
and energy transfers being performed explicitly.
This treatment may limit the time step which may be
used for a give accuracy due to the fact that there
is still a material transport limit associated with
the method.

PRESCON2 does not perform such a reduction, it is
fully implicit in the flow variables with only the
source/sink mass/energy terms being coupled In an
explicit fashion (i.e. explicit coupling to the
central fluid flow equations).

This explicit coupling can Itself limit the time
step in the long term when containment pressure
approaches that of the external atmosphere. It is
possible however to treat leakage and impairment
models Implicitly and hence remove this time step
restriction.

VERIFICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES

PRESCON2 has been extensively verified against
several benchmark problems, such as a standard shock
tube problem, the OECD/CSNI containment standard
problems, the AECL long duct test involving sub-
sonic transient flow between pipe connected vessels
and a selm-theoretical wall heat transfer
containment problem posed by A.R. Edwards. These
verification problems Involve air and air-steam
flows.

The codes ability to approximately describe
pressure wave propagation In the shocktube is
illustrated in Figure 2.

.V

• y _ -
dieted

Fi.,uro 2

Figure 3 shows a relatively long term pressure
transient comparison with the experimental results
of a model containment simulation*
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One of the more Interesting analyses we have
undertaken to date Is a simulation of containment
thermohydraulics for an 8 day period following
Initiation of a loss of coolant event. The example
simulation is an application to a containment system
which includes a vacuum building. The modelling
lnlcuded sub-models for the behaviour of radioactive
materials, internal fans, valves, leakage and
recirculatlng coolant conditions. Figure 4 shows
the calculated pressure transient.

Pressure in Kcidcm reactot «auU

I l l I I I

! 0 ' s 2 IO-« 2 5 M-3 2 S ,0-2 1 5 ,0-1 2 5 10O ! 5
IDtc*)

IOHO TEW CONTUNMENT MESSURE
TRANSIENT

A 300s real time simulation of a 3 node 5 link
containment model was run on the PC for execution
time comparison with the CDC Cyber 175. The test
problem required 25 sees on the CYBER 175 as
compared to timed of 20 and 25 ndn for single and
double precision calculations respectively on the
IBM-PC.

In view of the turnaround tine assodataed with
large mainframes the speed ratio of 50 Is certainly
not a deterrent to performing containment analyses
on microcomputers. With of the rapid advances being
made In computer hardware, it will not be long
before routine containment analyses can he performed
exclusively on microcomputers.

ADDITIONAL AREAS OF APPLICATION

Since PRESC0N2 is a two component code (I.e. air
and water) It could easily be adapted to simulation
of air flows In applications such as mine
ventilation networks and gas flows In pipelines.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Economical sub-sonic flow transient analysis for
both rapidly varying and slowly varying pressure
transients is possible by employing an appropriate
numerical integration algorithm. For iaplldt codes
the degree of implicitness plays a large role in the
size of time step, which can be used, particularly
In sustained analysis. The PRESCON2 containment
code has demonstrated the cost savings which can be
gained by such a choice of numerical integration
procedures. A number of examples are presented
which demonstrate code application to a range of gas
and gas/liquid/vapour flow problems. The viability
of performing routine containment analyses on
microcomputers Is demonstrated.

Computer costs for such a slmultion (26 nodes)
are within practical limits with current technology.
Recent innovations In computer hardware technology
will make such simulations substantially less
expensive. The example simulation Incorporates the
detailed nodal structure needed to represent wave
propagation down the lengthy ductwork of the
pressure relief duct. More typical application to
less complex systems can be based on a reduced
number of "nodes" to represent the system
atmosphere. This leads to substantially lowered
computation cost.

For example, a 3 node 12 day simulation of an
enclosed atmosphere response to steam Injection
required 245s CPU time on a CYBER 175. Whereas on
11 node simulation required approximately 558s.
More recently PRESCON2 has been adapted to an IBM
microcomputer.
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DETECTION OF VERY SMALL BREAKS VIA CONTAINMENT PRESSURE
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ABSTRACT

An analysis of containment response to very 6mal]
break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA's) in a CANDU
(CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactor assembly is
presented. The smallest (threshold) discharge rate
that can be automatically detected by a containment
pressure sensor within a given time period is
estimated. The paper discusses the effect of
various heat sources and sinks and uncertainties In
their modelling details on the threshold discharge
rate.

INTRODUCTION

Some CANDU containment safety systems include
control signals based on containment pressurizatlon
due to a loss of coolant accident. The signals are
detected by pressure sensors In the reactor
building. The response of the sensor depends on
whether or not containment pressure reaches a
pre-determlned setpoint. This paper discusses the
sensitivity of the threshold discharge rate
(smallest discharge rate that can be automatically
detected by the sensor) to various assumptions
concerning heat sources/sinks within containment.
The goal of the study Is to provide Information to
determine whether containment pressure following a
coolant discharge is a suitable signal for reactor
system control actions.

FIGURE 1 HEAT SOUKEt ANO MNKt DETEMWNINQ THE STATE
OF THE CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE

Containment pressure is a direct function of the
composition (air, water) and mass and energy content
(state) of the containment atmosphere. The state of
the containment atmosphere Is determined by the heat
removal/addition capability of various sources/sinks
within the containment system. As shown in
Figure 1, heat sources Include break discharge,
Instrument air and heat generated from motors, etc.
Heat sinks Include local air coolers and the dousing
spray. Containment walls, internal structures,
water pools and leakage through walls can act as
either heat sources or sinks depending on
containment environmental conditions. For large
breaks the break discharge is the dominant heat
source determining containment pressurlzation. With
decreasing break size, the relative importance of
other heat sources and sinks increases.

Containment analysis Involves both modelling of
the basic fluid flow and the various heat transfer
subsystems in containment (energy/mass - sources/
sinks).

Modelling of the various sources/sinks within
containment necessarily involves certain assumptions
and the heat removal/addition capacity of these
sinks/sources can be maximized or minimized. From a
small break detection point of view, the heat sinks
are usually maximized and the heat sources
minimized.

In a recent small break analysis, Quralshi(l)
studied the sensitivity of containment
pressurlzation to nodalization (single node/mult!
node), initial conditions (summer operation/winter
operation), and break location (boiler room/vault).
In his study, the heat sources were underestimated
and the heat sinks were overestimated In order to
underpedlct the rate of containment pressurlzatlon.
This Is a conservative approach since the
underpredictlon of containment pressurizatlon delays
the estimated response of the pressure sensor.
However, such a simple underestimation and
overestlmatlon of sources and sinks could be unduly
conservative.

In this study, we considered a typical multi-room
containment building, where some rooms are separated
by "blowout panels" which are designed to fall at a
3ow differential pressure. Because of the blowout
panels, the break location is particularly
Important. In view of the uncertainties In the
modelling details of heat sources and sinks, a
parametric study was undertaken to determine the
importance of the following key parameters:

(a) fraction of breakflow energy addition to the
containment atmosphere
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(b) suspension of HqulH In the containment
atmosphere

(c) cooler efficiency

(d) additional heat sources

(e) initial relative humidity

(f) amount of steel structures in the building

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The post-LOCA pressure transients in various
locations In containment are obtained by numerical
Integration of the governing equations for
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The
containment analysis code, PRESCON2 (PRESaure in
CONtalnment), was used, which requires solution of
the governing equations in discrete form. This
leads to the commonly called node and link structure
of the containment system, ttu>t if, specific rooms
(subvolumes) within containment are represented by
nodes and flow paths between nodes by links.
PRESCON2 is a one- dimensional code and assumes
uniform mixing of air, steam and water in each nodal
atmosphere.

A OPEN FLOWPATH

K.OW0UT PANEL
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5 •OtCCTAOOM
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VAULT
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O <3
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ALL OTHER ROOMS

123000 m9)

name! irirmTir nr mimx—in:unniiimion

Figure 2 illustrates the node-link structure used
for the analysis. The free volume of the whole
containment, 40,000 m3, Is subdivided Into 7 nodes

connected by 8 links. The heat transport system is
confined to the boiler room (denoted by Node 5) and
the two fuelling machine vaults (denoted by Nodes 1
and 3). The pressure sensor is installed In the
boiler room (Node 5).

HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS-MODELLING DETAILS

Break Discharge

Break discharge rates used In the analysis are
considered constant. This is a valid assumption as
the magnitude of the break sizes considered would
have little effect on the primary heat transport
inventory.

Discharged coolant is assumed to be at reactor-
inlet-header (RIH) conditions discharging Into one
of the fuelling machine (FM) vaults denoted by
Node 1 in Figure 2. This part of the circuit is
chosen as it leads to a low discharge enthalpy
(1080 kJ/kg) into containment.

The energy Input also depends on the nature of
energy transfer from the break to the containment
atmosphere. This study assumes thermal equilibrium
between air, steam and water. This is judged to be
a close approximation to reality for small
discharges from the primary heat transport system.

The discharged steam is transported by the flow
to various locations within containment and will
partially condense to maintain equilibrium at the
vapour pressure. In practice, some (probably small)
fraction of condensed liquid (condensate) will be in
suspension in the containment atmosphere. The
quantity of liquid within a node will affect the
thermodynamic state of the node and hence the effect
of suspending or dropping the liquid within a node
is considered as part of the sensitivity study.

Local Air Coolers

The heat transport system Is located in the
boiler room and the two fuelling machine vaults.
During normal operation, it Is the main heat source
to the containment atmosphere. In order to maintain
an appropriate atmosphere temperature, local air
coolers are Installed in these rooms. The heat
removal capacity of the coolers depends on the
temperature and flow rate of the service water as
well as the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere.
The cooler heat removal capacity can be expressed
as:

where

0 - AF (T - Tj)

5 ~ cooler heat removal rate

A » cooler slope

F « air/steam ratio correction factor

T » atmosphere temperature

T, « service water inlet temperature
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The cooler slope A is a function of the service
water flow rate and can be determined from the
cooler design capacity. The correction factor F is
a complex function of the partial pressure of air in
an air/steam environment and is determined from
experimental data. The correction factor varies
from 0.2 for dry air to 1.0 for pure steam.

The cooler inlet service water temperature In
Ontario lakes varies from approximately 0°C in
winter to 22°C in summer. In order to maximize the
cooler heat removal capacity a service water
temperature of 0°C is used.

The cooler equation mentioned above involves
uncertainty In the amount of steam In the atmosphere
passing through the coolers. Therefore, a
sensitivity study was undertaken to assess the
coolers role In energy removal.

Additional Heat Sources

During normal operation, heat from the heat
transport system, the reactor face, the building
lights and cooler fan motors balances the heat
removed by the local air coolers. Following a small
break LOCA, the reactor will continue to operate
until it is shut Hown, and hence, the heat sources
mentioned above need to be taken Into account.
These additional heat sources could be Ignored but
It would be unrealistlcally overconservatlve. In
view of the uncertainty In modelling the additional
heat sources, a sensitivity study Is undertaken for
cases with and without additional heat sources.

Initial Relative Humidity

During normal operation, the containment
atmosphere is maintained very dry by dehumidlfiers.
Although it Is unlikely, the containment atnosphere
could be humid due to a very small undetected break
or by a malfunction of the dehumdlfiers prior to a
postulated break.

In addition, containment pressure response to a
small break is sensitive to the Initial relative
humidity. This Is partly due to the higher heat
capacity of humid air over dry air. Cooler capacity
is also enhanced with higher relative humidity.
Cases with 0% and 1002 initial relative humidity are
studied to evaluate the sensltlvty of containment
pressure response to this parameter.

Containment Walls and Steel Structures

Concrete walls, steel lined concrete walls and
internal steel structures remove heat from the
containment atmosphere by conductive heat transfer
when at a temperature below that of the containment
atmosphere. For heat transfer from the containment
atmosphere to the walls and steel structure*, we
assume almost no resistance by taking an arbitrarily
large heat transfer coefficient (SO kW/m2/cC). This
Is much greater than Uchlda's value (2) which la
normally used for large break analysis (varying from
0.06 kW/m2/°C for a dry air atmosphere to
1,6 kW/m2/sC for a pure steam atmosphere). Heat
transfer to the walls and steel structure* Is, thus,

effectively limited only by the thermal diffusivity
of the material. For conservatism , any heat
transfer from the walls and steel structures to the
containment atmosphere was ignored.

During the early transient, the steel lining and
structures can act as large heat sinks due to their
high thermal conductivity. An accurate estimate of
the actual amount of steel within containment Is
extremely tedious. A sensitivity study was
therefore performed to examine the Importance of the
amount of steel.

RESULTS

Base Case

For the base case study, it is assumed that all
liquid is dropped to the containment floor upon
flashing of discharged coolant, that all condensed
steam (condensate) formed thereafter is removed from
the containment atmosphere which is maintained below
the saturation point, and that the Initial relative
humidity is OX. A cooler correction factor which
varies from approximately 0.2 for dry air to 1.0 for
pure steam was taken Into account. The additional
heat sources are established by assuming that they
initially balance the cooler capacity. The estimate
is based on a summer Inlet service water temperature
of 22°C to discount the heat sources. The value
used for the analysis is 0.8 MW which Is about 1/3
of the design cooler capacity. The total amount of
steel used for the analysis is 100 m3. This was
considered as a slab 0.3 cm thick which allows heat
transfer from both surfaces.

A blowout panel exists between the FM service
area (Node 4) and the boiler room (Node 5), which is
assumed to rupture when a setpoint pressure
differential of 3.5 kPa(d) is exceeded. The
setpoint pressure at which the sensor responds Is
assumed to be 103.0 kPa(a) or 1.7 kPa(g). These
setpoint pressures are assumed to be the same for
all sensitivity studies. The initial pressure and
temperature for all the cases considered are assumed
to be 101.3 kPa(a) (1 atm) and 38°C, respectively,
throughout containment.

The analysis was terminated when either the
boiler room pressure reached the sensor setpoint, or
the transient tine exceeded 15 minutes. It Is
expected that the reactor would be shut down within
IS minutes by operator intervention.

For the base case study break discharge rates of
3, 11 and 12 kg/s were considered. Figures 3a and
3b show pressure transients in the accident vault
(Node 1) and the boiler room, respectively.

For 3 kg/s, the vault pressure remains almost
unchanged during the first 35 s at the Initial level
of 101.3 kPa(a). The computer simulation Indicates
that the temperature drops 9°C from the Initial
point of 38°C, suggesting a small "hunldiflcatlon"
effect of vapourlzlng liquid which removes energy
from the vault atmosphere by means of "latent heat".
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Thereafter, saturation is reached and the pressure
rises rapidly to 102 kPa(a) at 75 s when the Inflow
from the adjacent rooms stops and a quasi-
equilibrium state Is established! The vault
pressure continues to gradually rise thereafter.
The pressure at 900 s, at which tine the analysis Is
terminated, is 103.2 kPa(a), insufficient to rupture
the blowout panel. Therefore, the boiler room
remains undisturbed (Figure 3b).

For a discharge rate of 11 kg/s, the blowout
panel Is ruptured at 60 s. The boiler room pressure
rises rapidly while the vault pressure decreases.
No humidifIcatlon effect Is seen In the boiler room
since no liquid Is carried over. The computer
simulation indicates that the FM service area
reaches saturation at 500 s. At this time liquid
starts to drop to the containment floor thereby
removing energy from the atmosphere. Due to this
effect in the FM service area, the boiler room
pressure gradually falls after reaching a peak of
103 kPa(a).

For the case of 12 kg/s, the blowout panel is
ruptured at 50 s (10 s earlier than for 11 kg/s),
the boiler room setpoint pressure being reached at
350 s.

Suspension of Flashed Liquid and Condensate

A case is analyzed for a discharge rate of
13 kg/s in which all liquid In the flashed coolant
as well as all steam condensed thereafter remains
suspended in the containment atmosphere. This
assumption results In maximum mass and energy input
into the containment atmosphere. However, it also
maximizes the atmosphere's ability to absorb energy
(as a heat sink). The cooler capacity increases and
the humidification effect Is enhanced as a saturated
atmosphere in one room flows into a relatively dry
atmosphere In another room.

As shown in Figure A, the setpoint pressure in
the boiler room is reached at 750 s upon rupturing
the blow-out panel at 110 s (substantially longer
than for the base case, 350 s). A dip in pressure
at 360 s indicates saturation of the nodal
atmosphere.
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High Cooler Capacity Estimate

It is possible that the hot coolant discharging
from the break Is directed towards one of the local
air coolers in the accident vault. In this event,
the atmosphere surrounding the cooler can,
conceivably, be pure steam.

The heat removal rate of a cooler can
alternatively be expressed in the form

6. =WC p(T o - T,)

where

0 = heat removal rate of a cooler
W = mass flow rate of service water
Cp = average heat capacity of service water
TQ = service water outlet temperature
Tj = service water inlet temperature

For a given service water flow rate and temperature,
the cooler "efficiency" reaches a theoretical
maximum of 100% when the service water outlet
temperature TQ equals the containment
temperature.

In the present case, the theoretical maximum is
assumed for one of the coolers in the accident
vault, by assuming that the service water is heated
from the inlet temperature of 0°C to the outlet
temperature of 100°C. Based on the service water
flow rate of 16 kg/s for one cooler, the maximum
heat removal capacity becomes 6.8 MW. This allows
for direct jet impingement on a cooler.

For the other nine coolers (two In the accident
vault, three in the other FM vault, and four in the
boiler room) a correction factor of 1 is assumed to
compensate for the modelling uncertainty in the
correction factor for the air/steam ratio. This
means that these coolers remove heat at a rate
consistent with condensing heat transfer in a steam
environment at the temperature of the air-steam
mixture in the room where the cooler is located.
These assumptions are judged to give an overestimate
of cooler capacity.

The pressure tanslent is calculated for discharge
rates of 20 kg/s and 24 kg/s. Figure 5 shows the
result in the boiler room for 24 kg/s together with
the base case (12 kg/s). The blowout panel is
ruptured at 55 s and then the boiler room pressure
reaches the setpoint pressure of 103 kPa(a) at
705 s. The setpoint pressure was not reached for a
discharge rate of 20 kg/s.

No Additional Heat Sources

In this case, the additional heat sources are
ignored. Therefore, a delay in reaching the
setpoint pressure is expected.

Figure 6 shows the pressure transient in the
boiler room for a discharge rate of 15 kg/s. Upon
rupture of the blowout panel at 50 s (vs. 40 s for
the base case), the setpoint pressure is reached at
400 s. The analysis shoved that the threshold
discharge rate is approximately 15 kg/s.

BASE CASE FOR 12 kg/1

HISH COOLER CAPACITY ESTIkMTE FOR 24 kg/s

SIGNAL SETPOINT

BLOWOUT PANEL 3 5 kPKd) RUPTURE

1 1 1
400 WO »00 T

TIME {•)

FMURES KMLEHHOOMMIEMUIIE TMNMENT

< BASE CASE

• NO ADDITIONAL HEAT SOURCES

' 100 PERCENT INITIAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY

I I I

700 NO 100

FIGURE* KMLER ROOM MKMURE TRANSIENT FOR IS kg/s
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100% Initial Relative Humidity Summary of Results

As mentioned previously, the heat capacity of
humid air Is greater than that of dry air. Also,
the coolers modelled In this analysis depend on a
correction factor for the partial pressure of air.
Compared to the other cases for which dry air is
assumed initially (the correction factor is as low
as 0.2), the initial cooler capacity is 2.75 times
higher (the correction factor Is 0.55 for saturation
conditions at 38°C). Because of the greater heat
capacity of humid air higher cooler heat removal and
hence a delay of the signal is expected.

Figure 6 shows the boiler room pressure transient
for this case for a discharge rate of 15 kg/s.
Following the blowout panel rupture after 50 s, the
pressure continues to rise and eventually reaches
the setpoint pressure at 890 s, which Is much later
than the previous case (400 s with no additional
heat sources).

Table 1 summarizes the estimated threshold
discharge rates (the smallest discharge rate that
can be automatically detected by the pressure
sensor) required for the boiler room pressure to
reach the sensor setpoint of 103 kPa(a) or
1.7 kPa(g). The base case study is based on best
estimates for the various heat sources and sinks,
resulting in a threshold discharge rate of 12 kg/s.
Other cases studied are those with doubled amount of
steel, suspension of flashed liquid and condensate,
no additional heat sources, 100% initial relative
humidity, and a high cooler capacity estimate. All
these cases result In slightly larger threshold
discharge rates than for the base case, indicating
that these heat sources and sinks have little effect
on the threshold discharge rate. The relative
importance of the cooler heat sink is highlighted,
resulting in a threshold discharge rate of 24 kg/s
for the high cooler capacity estimate.

Doubled Amount of Steel

The steel lined concrete walls and steel
structures act as heat sinks as they absorb heat
from the containment atmosphere by conductive heat
transfer. Therefore, a delay of the signal is
expected in the boiler room for the case of doubling
the amount of steel.

Figure 7 shows the effect of doubling the amount
of steel credited on the boiler room pressure
transient for a discharge rate of 12 kg/s. Compared
with the base case, the blowout panel is ruptured at
70 s (vs. 50 s) and the boiler room setpoint
pressure Is reached at 460 s (vs. 350 s).

— ^ — BASE CASE

* . . . . • . . . . . DOUBLED AMOUNT OF STEEL
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FIGURE 7 BOILER ROOM PRESSURE TRANSIENT FOR 12 kg/I

TABLE 1

Threshold Discharge Rate Required For The Boiler
Room Pressure Sensor Setpoint of 103 kPa(a)

Threshold Discharge Rate Signal
Cases Analyzed (kg/s) Time (s)

1. Base Case 12 350

2. Doubled Amount
of Steel 12 460

3. Suspension of
Flashed Liquid
and Condensate 13 750

4. No Additional
Heat Sources 15 400

5. 100% Initial
Relative Humidity 15 890

6. High Cooler
Capacity Estimate 24 710

CONCLUSIONS

The sensitivity of coolant discharge rates
detectable via containment pressure within a given
time period to assumptions regarding various heat
sources/sinks within containment was investigated.
Varying the assumptions pertaining to some of the
heat sinks/sources within containment such as
relative humidity does affect the rate of
pressurization during the early part of the
transient. Their effect is, however, generally
masked over the 15 minute period with the exception
of cooler capacity modelling.
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PERIODIC INSPECTION OF CONTAINMENT

E.M. HANBURY AND G.G. LEGG

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community

Misslssauga, Ontario, Canada L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT SCOPE OF PERIODIC INSPECTION

Periodic inspection of containment systems is
judged necessary to assure continued system
integrity. A periodic Inspection standard for CANDU
containment systems is In preparation. The
philosophy and main features of the draft standard
are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of any mandatory periodic
inspection is to provide assurance that the
likelihood of a failure which could produce a safety
hazard remains acceptably low for the life of the
plant.

Clearly, the containment system, as one of the
special safety systems in a nuclear power plant,
should be inspected and such inspection should be
given consideration equivalent to that given to
reactor systems.

The CSA Standard N285.4, in use since 1975,
covers all process and safety systems, except
containment. This standard is based on a logical
approach which assesses the probability and
consequences of failure.

The prime function of periodic inspection is to
detect deterioration. For the reactor systems
addressed by CSA N285.4, major emphasis is placed on
detecting generic deterioration due to defect
propagation in piping and vessel weld areas that are
subject to significant stress levels and cyclic
loading.

By comparison, the containment system is normally
dormant. Consequently, the potential mechanisms for
deterioration are different and therefore the
application of CSA N285.4 is not appropriate.

The need for a new standard was thus apparent and
its preparation became the responsibility of the CSA
Committee on periodic inspection. The Committee's
first step was to formulate a statement of
inspection philosophy. This was followed by a
'rationale' which detailed the reasoning employed in
developing inspection requirements. The rationale
provided a frame of reference for review and
approval of the standard by the Committee and became
a source document for the evaluation of future
amendments.

A draft standard, CSA N28S.5, has been prepared
and is currently under review. The remainder of
this paper outlines Its philosophy and main
features.

Failure of containment may result in increased
radiation exprsure to both the public and station
staff. Unfortunately, periodic inspection of the
containment system will subject inspection staff to
the type of hazard that the inspection is intended
to prevent. Therefore, the inspection program
cannot be open-ended, but should provide sufficient
evidence to adequately assess the integrity of the
containment system with the minimum overall hazard.

Installation and commissioning activities assure
that the containment system initially is free of
unacceptable defects and functions correctly.
Periodic inspection therefore is concerned with
detecting deterioration that could prevent the
containment system from performing its safety
function.

The containment system comprises both concrete
and metallic components; see Figure 1. Requirements
for concrete containment structures are included in
the CSA N287 series of standards. One of the
series, N287.7, covers inspection and testing of
structural concrete and embedded parts. The new
standard addresses inspection of the remaining
components which are generally metallic and comply
with the N285 series of standards. These components
can be divided, according to function, Into two
groups:

(a) Those that are part of the containment boundary;

(b) Those that are concerned with suppression and
reduction of pressure within the containment
boundary.

Components in these two groups have been given
the name "containment appurtenances", which is
reflected in the title of the Standard: "Periodic
Inspection of CANDU Nuclear Power Plant Containment
Appurtenances".

Three characteristics which are important for
proper functioning of the containment system are:

(1) Leak tightness

(2) Operablllty of the pressure suppression
equipment

(3) Structural integrity

The first two are already covered by CSA K287.7,
which imposes periodic testing for leak tightness,
and the approved operating procedures for conducting
mandatory operabllity tests. Thus, the scope of the
new standard is reduced to inspection for structural
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CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE
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FIGURE 1 : REACTOR CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

I n t e g r i t y . Furthermore, components which are part
of containment, but which are not e s sent ia l for i t s
funct ion, i . e . do not contribute to the structural
i n t e g r i t y of the containment system, can be excluded
from considerat ion.

The frequency of events , such as earthquakes and
accidents that cause the containment system to
operate i s very low, and therefore the loss of
In tegr i ty caused by such events has been excluded
from consideration for the normal periodic
inspect ion program. Should such events occur,
however, the standard requires additional
Inspections to be made, the extent of which are
determined by the sever i ty and extent of the event.

TYPES OF DETERIORATION

Deterioration of structural in tegr i ty can occur
through (a) l o s s of material and (h) reduction of
physical propert ies . Although the containment
system Is normally dormant, some components operate,
e i t h e r continuously or in termit tent ly , to maintain a
s t a t e of readiness . Such components may be subject
to e i ther or both types of deter iorat ion , depending
upon serv ice condi t ions .

Other components remain in a dormant s t a t e , so
los s of material i s the main concern.

Consequently, the service conditions need to be
assessed to determine the most probable form of
deteriorat ion in order to specify the appropriate
Inspect ion.

ASSESSING SERVICE CONDITIONS

Components Under Full Load

Some components may be loaded continually during
normal operation to a level equal to or greater than
that occurring during accident condit ions . Such
components, i f operating properly prior to the
accident , can be expected to continue operating.
Suitable monitoring techniques, such as on—line
instruments, alarms, leak detect ion systems or
operational checks, can provide the required
assurance and el iminate the need for periodic
inspect ion . Where the components are not monitored,
periodic visual inspection can provide the necessary
assurance.

Components Under Reduced Load

Some components may not be subjected to their
severest loading unt i l an accident occurs. With
these components, material loss or physical
deteriorat ion could proceed undetected, and so the
need and extent of periodic inspect ion has to be
assessed further.

In determining inspection requirements, i t i s
convenient to assess separately the service
conditions for the two types of de ter iorat ion .

Loss of material includes the e f f e c t s of
corrosion, erosion and los t parts . Where the l o s s
i s assessed to be below a defined l imit and
therefore Inconsequential, inspection i s not
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warranted. Above this limit, corrosive conditions
are deemed to exist and such components are subject
to inspection.

Stress corrosion cracking is defined as a special
case of loss of material. For situations where the
combination of enironmental conditions and material
characteristics are such as to foster stress
corrosion cracking, periodic inspection will be
needed.

Reduction in physical properties includes the
effects of deterioration from radiation, stress and
fatigue. The probability of reduction is dependent
on the severity of these effects. Where material Is
subject to stresses that are below 1/3 of those
allowed bv the design standards, service conditions
are not conducive to crack propagation. Therefore,
inspection for deterioration Is confined to
components stressed above 1/3 of the allowable
level.

INSPECTION METHODS

Four Inspection methods are identified for use:

(1) Visual Inspection, of which there are three
types:

VI - for surface condition (corrosion, erosion,
wear)

V2 - for leakage

V3 - for mechanical and structural condition.

(2) Surface Inspection, for stress corrosion
cracking, when the affected surface is
accessible

(3) Volumetric Inspection, of which there are two
types:

VC - for stress corrosion cracking on an
inaccessible surface

VL - for discontinuities caused by service
loads.

(4) Thickness Measurement, to determine the amount
of material loss and to check for loss of
material on an inaccessible surface.

Figure 2 Is an Inspection logic diagram, showing
in simplified form, the sequence of steps Involved
in determining inspection requirements and methods.
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FIGURE 2: INSPECTION PROGRAM LOGIC

TYPICAL INSPECTION PROGRAM

A list of typical components that would be
reviewed for inclusion in the periodic inspection
program Is given below.

In addition to these components, sections of
certain process systems where they pass through or
form an extension to the containment boundary would
also have to be assessed.

COMPONENTS TO BE REVIEWED FOR INSPECTION
REQUIREMENTS

Containment Boundary Components

(a) Containment isolation valves

- process systems

- reactor vault vapor recovery system
- central fuelling area vapor recovery system
- tritium monitoring system
- spent fuel bay

(b) Containment penetration seal plates and welds

(c) Airlocks and transfer chambers

(d) Fuel transfer water locks
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(e) Bellows

- steam generators to containment envelope
- pumps to containment envelope
- feedwater lines to containment envelope

(f) Fuel ports

- new fuel
- irradiated fuel
- valves

Pressure Suppression and Reduction Components

(a) Pressure relief valves (vacuum system)

(b) Auxiliary pressure relief valves

(c) Vacuum system

- pumps

- piping

(d) Vault coolers

- heat exchangers
- ducts

(e) Filtered air discharge system (maintains post-
LOCA subatmospheric pressure)

- filters
- dryers
- piping

(f) Dousing System

- riser ducts
- spray headers
- cooling water tanks (metal)

INSPECTION AREAS

Inspection areas vary in size according to the
Inspection method employed. These are determined as
follows:

Visual Inspection

Visual Inspection can cover large areas fairly
quickly so all accessible areas of a component
should be inspected*

Surface Inspection

Inspection areas should be selected where
conditions are most conductive to stress corrosion
cracking* The selected area can be a small part of
the total surface - 20% of the area of a small
component, or a minimum area of 0.2 m2 for larger
components.

areas should be the same as that for surface
inspection.

Volumetric Inspections for discontinuities are
carried out on welds and adjacent base material,
where the effects of crack growth, due to applied
loads, are most likely to be evident. These
inspections are normally confined to vessels and
piping.

The inspection area width extends to at least
one-half the material thickness on either side of
the weld. The full length of piping welds, and at
least 12 inches of vessel welds are inspected.

Thickness Measurement

Measurements are made on local areas having the
greatest potential for thickness reduction,
i.e. those areas liable to maximum corrosion.

ADDITIONAL ASPECTS

Identical Components: For Identical components
subjected to similar conditions, sampling techniques
are used. The sampling rules are extended further
for inspection of identical components In multi-unit
stations.

Frequency of Inspection: Dormant components,
which are inspected primarily for loss of material,
are required to be inspected every 5 years.
Operating components, being less likely to
deteriorate unnoticed, are required to be inspected
over a 10 year cycle.

Additional Inspection: Additional Inspections
are to be performed following accidents or seismic
events. Also, where inspection reveals an
unacceptable condition, further inspections are to
be carried out to determine the extent of the
deterioration.

The standard also contains sections covering
inspection procedures, inspection staff, evaluation
of results, acceptance standards, repairs,
replacements and records, all of which reflect
conventional practice similar to that employed by
CSA N85.4.

SUMMARY

A periodic inspection program based on the
principles presented, can be compiled in a logical
manner to provide assurance that the integrity of
the containment system Is adequate to perform its
safety function. Such assurance is achieved in an
efficient manner with a minimum of expense and
minimum hazard to the Inspection staff.

Volumetric Inspection

When inspecting for stress corrosion cracking on
the Inaccessible side, the method for selecting
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IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAM
OF PWR CONTAINMENT POST-TENSIONING SYSTEM

H.G.PARK and Y.H. JOE

Korea Power Engineering Co., Inc.
Seoul, Korea

ABSTRACT

The in-service inspection procedure for the
ungrouted post-tensioning system of the two identical
PWR containments is prepared to conform to newly
proposed USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.35, Rev.3 and
1.35.1. The containment structure has a cylindrical
wall and hemispherical dome with vertical inverted
U-type tendons. The tendon in-service inspection
program consists of visual inspection, tendon
prestress monitoring, and material test of tendon
strand and filler grease. Specifically, by constru-
cting the strain influence line of each tendon rather
than following the approach in the proposed Regulat-
ory Guide, more reasonable values of concrete elastic
shortening loss are reflected in the tolerance band
for prestress monitoring.

INTRODUCTION

General

The in-service inspection of the post-tensioning
system in the nuclear power plant containment is
required during the plant's life span to maintain
confidence that the integrity and functional
capability of the structure is being preserved.
In this paper, the in-service inspection program for
the post-tensioning system in the containment of
two identical Korea Nuclear Units 5 & 6 of Korea
Electric Power Corporation is presented to conform
to newly proposed USNRC Regulatory" Guide 1.35,
Rev.3(1) and 1.35.l'2'. The post-tensioning system
was designed by Bechtel Power Corporation, USA,
and provided by VSL, USA.

System Description

The containment shell consists of a right
cylindrical wall topped by a hemispherical dome.
The wall, dome and internal structures are supported
by a reinforced concrete circular base slab with a
central cavity. The containment shell is constructed
of concrete and prestressed by post-tensioning
tendons. Three vertical buttresses in the wall and
dome 120° apart and a tendon gallery under the base
slab are provided for prestressing tendon anchorage.
The interior surface of the containment is lined with
6mm. thick seal-welded carbon steel plate that serves
as a leak-tightness membrane. Principal dimensions
of the containment are shown in Fig.l.

The post-tensioning system is composed of 72
inverted U-type vertical tendons, anchored at the
tendon gallery under the containment base slab, and
of 117 hoop tendons, 96 tendons for the wall and 21
tendons for the dome, anchored at alternating
buttresses (Fig.2)(3).

FIGURE 1 : PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF KOREA NUCLEAR
UNITS 5 & 6 CONTAINMENTS

Hoop Tandons

LMUt Zona vmrtial
n-ooac Tendons
(2 Groups)

Ttndon
Gallery

SECTION A-A

FIGURE 2 : TYPICAL PLAN AND SECTION OF THE
CONTAINMENT
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The anchorages of the tendon strands are secured by
a VSL wedge-type anchorage system which consists of
two different anchorage types, of which one is a
standard tendon anchorage and the other is a deten-
sionable tendon anchorage for inspection (Fig.3)(4).
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FIGURE 3 : TENDON ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY

Tendons are sequentially tensioned in four steps as
shown in Fig.4 after construction opening is colsed :

Step 1 - first 50% of vertical inverted-U tendon on
alternating basis,

Step 2 - first 50% of hoop tendons in the wall and
dome on alternating basis at buttress face.

Step 3 - remaining hoop tendons.
Step 4 - remaining vertical inverted-U tendons.

Revised Regulatory Requirements

Newly proposed Revision 3 to USNRC Regulatory
Guide has some significant requirement changes from
Revision 2. Major changes and their impact are as
following :

. For two similar containments at a site, the
requirements for monitoring the prestressing force
are revised so that, instead of waiving the
prestress monitoring for the second containment,
each of the two containments is subjected to
prestress monitoring on an alternating basis.
This revision enhances the effectiveness of the
inspection, although it slightly increases the
inspection cost.
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FIGURE 4 TENSIONING SEQUENCE FOR THE CONTAINMENT
OF KNU 5 S 6

The sample selection method has changed from
arbitrary numbers for a specific type of prestre-
ssing system to a percentage of the tendon
population in each group. For the case of
hemispherical containment, minimum inspection
tendon numbers decreased from 9 to 4 for hoop
tendons in 1,3,5 years and increased from 2 to
3 for vertical tendons in 10,15, ... 35 years.

The proposed revision recommends the detensioning
of only one tendon in a group instead of deten-
sioning all the tendons selected for inspection.
This change will reduce the inspection cost
considerably and also reduce the possibility of
the degradation of the system due to the
inspection.
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SELECTION OF SURVEILLANCE TENDONS

Four vertical tendons and five horizontal tendons

for the visual inspection in the first, third and

fifth years, and three vertical and three horizontal

tendons for subsequent visual inspections are

selected to satisfy the requirements of Ref.l.

These inspection tendons are also used for prestress

monitoring test in applicable years according to

Fig.l of Ref.l. One tendon from each group, as shown

in Table 1, is made detensionable for the tendon

material inspection and test.

TABLE 1 : DETENSIONABLE TENDONS FOR MATERIAL

INSPECTION AND TEST

Years after SIT

:„.„ ' Vertical Surv.
KNU 5 Terdon Nos. 29-80 65-116 1-108

Horizontal Surv.
Tendon Nos. ;

Years after SIT

JKNU6I
Vertical Surv.
Tendon Nos.

Horizontal Surv.
Tendon Nos. 67

99

40-141 69-112

110

10

57-124 24-85

41

15

29-80

20

113

25

102

30

53-129!

27

35

50-121 24-85

38

40

88

Sample tendons are selected with the following consi-

derations.

. All pre-selected detensionable tendons are

preferentially selected.

. Tendons whose intially measured lift-off forces

are suspect in their correctness (outside the

limit of 0.67fpU - 0.73fpu) are excluded from the

selection.

. In the horizontal tendon group, inspection tendons

are distributed as evenly as possible between the

buttresses.

grease leakage are detected and reported using the

appropriate data sheet.

Concrete Surface. Any evidence of wide-spread

concrete cracks and grease leakage is recorded.

Concrete cracks not less than 0.25 mm. width around

the bearing plate are mapped with 300 mm. grid inter-

vals .

Anchorage Assembly. Prior to visual inspection of

the tendon anchorage assembly, the grease cap and

wedge retainer plate are removed and anchorhead

assembly is solvent-cleaned. During the removal

of grease can and wedge retainer plate, grease cap

gasket, the retainer plate and grease in the cap

are checked against abnormal material behavior.

After solvent-cleaning of the tendon and anchorage

assembly, the following items are checked by the

inspector :

. Anchorhead, shims and wedges for corrosion and

excessive stress

. Tendon strands for slip, broken wire, loose

wedges, and corrosion

. Bearing plate for corrosion, cracking, excessive

deformation, and movement into the anchorage

. Grease for significant changes in the physical

appearance such as color, smell and free water

. Quantity of removed and refilled filler material

Prestress Monitoring Test

The effectiveness of tendon prestressing is

monitored by periodic tendon stress measurement.

Stress measurement procedure includes ram calibra-

tion, ram setting, measuring and recording tendon

end lift-off force. A VSL provided 8820 KN (900 ton)

hydraulic ram. Fig.5(5), is used with jack chair and

jack chair shims for tendon stressing.

Inspection tendons are selected so that the

average elastic loss of the selected tendons

maintains that of all the tendons in each group.

One tendon from each group is kept unchanged

after initial selection to develop a lift-off

history and correlate the observed data.

Some additional tendons are inspected two or three

times during the plant life for the same purpose.

Tendons are grouped into only two groups of which

one is inverted u and the other is hoop, as a

sampling base. No sub-grouping is made because

any considerable specific stress loss is not

expected for any tendons.

INSPECTION PROCEDURE

Visual Inspection

Concrete around the anchorage assembly, grease in

the cap, and exposed strands are subjected to visual

inspection. Wide-spread cracking, spalling, and

FIGURE 5 : 8820 KN (900 TON) SURVEILLANCE RAM
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Rain Calibration. Prior to starting stress monitoring,
ram calibration is performed in accordance with
preapproved procedures and using calibration
tools such as load cell, strain indicator
and adopter ring.

Ram Setting. The ram is placed evenly against the
jack chair at the correct elevation, in line with
the tendon trajectory.

Lift-off Force Measurement. Lift-off force is the
tendon end force measured by a ram gauge upon
reaching the condition where the anchorhead is
separated from the bearing plate.
Lift-off force is measured on both ends of the
designated inspection tendons using hydraulic ram
and pressure gauge. Obtained gauge readings are
recorded and converted to the force using the gauge
reading - actual load curve.

The test result is compared with the allowable tendon
lift-off force, which will be discussed later.
If the test result does not satisfy the given
criteria, additional lift-off tests are performed
on two adjacent tendons and the results are compared
with the allowables.

Detensionable tendons in Table 1 are subjected
to essentially complete detensioning for the purpose
of identifying broken or damaged wires or strands.
Tendon detensioning is performed after the lift-off
force is determined on both ends. For detensioning,
surveillance shims, which are installed on detension-
able tendons only, are removed by increasing the
tendon force. However, the maximum tendon force is
i.ot allowed to exceed 80% of the ultimate strength.

Visual inspection for physical appearance changes
such as significant voids or free water is also made
and the results are recorded.

EVALUATION OF THE INSPECTION RESULTS

Visual Inspection

Cracks on Concrete Surface. Concrete cracks less
than 0.25mm. width are acceptable. Otherwise, the
cracks are mapped and the acceptability of these
cracks is determined by identifying the cause of the
cracks.

Cracks on Anchorhead Assembly. Any cracks on the
anchorhead assembly are investigated and the
acceptability is evaluated by identifying the cause
of the cracks.

Surveillance shims are replaced if they have any
cracks.

Corrosion on Anchorhead Assembly,
corrosion are defined as below.

The levels of

. Level 1 : Corrosion visible but no pitting

. Level 2 : Minor pittings

. Level 3 : Pitted seriously

Levels 1 and 2 are acceptable after appropriate
treatment. Level 3 is always rejected and the
appropriate engineering disposition is required.

Material Test and Inspection

Tendon strand and filler grease are subjected to
material test and inspection. The samples for the
test are obtained from the detensioned tendon in the
prestress monitoring stage.

Tendon Strand. Two tendon strands, one each from
the hoop and vertical inverted-U tendons, are removed
and inspected for any damage or corrosion, and the
results are recorded. After inspection, at least
three 2.5m-long test specimens, one from each end
and one from mid-length, are taken from each removed
strand by saw-cutting. Tensile and elongation tests
are performed on these specimens in the laboratory
in accordance with the requirements of ASTM A416
and ASTM 370, Supplement VE.

Filler Grease. Two 0.001 m3 samples, one from each
end, are obtained from each detensioned tendon sheath.
The following chemical tests are made on one of the
two samples in the laboratory in accordance with the
appropriate standard requirements.

. Water Soluble Chlorides : ASTM D512

. Water Soluble Sulfides : APHA 427

. Water Soluble Nitrates : ASTM D992

. Neutralization Number : ASTM D664

. Water Content : ASTM D95

Lift-off Force

Proposed USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.35, Rev.3,
recommends to use tolerance band as a tendon lift-off
force limit for the evaluation of measured lift-off
force. Proposed Regulatory Guide 1.35.1 also
recommends the procedures for generating the toler-
ance band.

Tolerance Band. To generate the lift-off force
tolerance band, the base value is predicted first
considering the basic losses. Basic losses are
caused by the time-independent factors of friction,
anchorage takeup, ram accuracy and elastic shorten-
ing, and time-dependent factors such as shrinkage,
creep and relaxation. Among time independent
factors, only the elastic shortening effect is
considered here because other losses are already
included in the measured tendon lift-off force.
Initial base value, Fi, in the tolerance band is the
value in which losses due to anchorage takeup,
elastic shortening, and friction are already consi-
dered. After the base value is obtained, the toler-
ance band is constructed using the variations of
each loss factor. In constructing the tolerance
band, the prestressing force is assumed to vary
linearly with the logarithm of time. The details
considered in constructing the tolerance band are
as follows :
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. Elastic Shortening of Concrete : For the purpose
of obtaining more reasonable values of elastic
shortening loss, the strain influence lines at
each tendon location are drawn by unit load anal-
ysis of the FEM models shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.
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Typical influence lines are shown in Fig.8 and
Fig.9 for vertical inverted-U and hoop tendons
respectively. These influence lines enable the
determination of effective sequential elastic
shortening losses of the concrete caused by tendon
forces in the limited influence range. Elastic
deformation effects caused by the tendons in the
other direction are also considered.

Concrete Shrinkage : The shrinkage value for
computation of prestressing loss varies with
ambient humidity. The relative humidity at the
site is 70%(6). Therefore, the shrinkage values
of 60 x10"6 at one year and 100 x10"6 after forty
years are selected from the Table 1 and Appendix
B of the Ref.2. +20% of tolerance in shrinkage
value is also adopted from the same reference.

Concrete Creep : The concrete creep value is
considerably influenced by the age at loading, the
r-.agnitude of average sustained stress, and the
ambient temperature. For preparing this ISI
procedure, short-term creep test results,
Fig.lO(7>, are extrapolated to find the long-term
creep value in accordance with Appendix A of
Ref.2.
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FIGURE 10 : SHORT-TERM CONCRETE CREEP STRAIN
TEST RESULT

For selecting the short-term creep test results,
concrete age at loading is assumed to be one year
while it actually varies from 6 months to 2 years.
From the analysis of dead load and prestress load,
the average values of sustained concrete stresses
of 8.27MPa in wall hoop direction and 5.17MPa in
wall vertical direction and dome are estimated
and applied in determining the creep values.
The creep variation of +25* and -15^ are directly
adopted from the Ref.2.

Tendon Relaxation : 2* of stress loss at one year
and 4* after forty years are obtained from the
tendon relaxation test data(8), Fig.11, submitted
by the supplier. +15* of variation in relaxation
values is considered for the tolerance band
according to Ref.2.

FIGURE 11 : TENDON RELAXATION LOSS TEST RESULT

Variation of Temperature : The temperature inside
the containment is about 49°C under plant
operation and the mean temperatures outside the
containment are 29°C in the summer and -2°C in
the winter'6'. Because of these thermal differ-
ences, the stress in the tendon is not kept
constant due to relative strain and different
thermal coefficients between the concrete and the
tendon. Consequently, the stress variation of
+4.05* and -2.50% is applied in constructing the
tolerance band.

Fig.12 is a typical example of the tolerance
band constructed after considering the aforement-
ioned losses and tolerances.

20 n Ti 3S V:

FIGURE 12 : TYPICAL TOLERANCE BAND OF TENDON
LIFT-OFF FORCE

Lift-off Force Evaluation. The lift-off force of
the inspection tendon is checked whether it falls
in the specified tolerance band. If it lies between
the lower limit and 90% of tht 'ower limit, two
adjacent tendons are tested additionally.
When both of these tendons meet the criteria, the
single difficiency may be considered unique.
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Otherwise, the findings are reported to the authori-
ties and the appropriate disposition is followed.

Material Test and Inspection

The inspection strand is checked whether or not
it achieves its design ultimate strength of 1860 MPa.
For the filler grease, the following concentrations
of impurities are acceptable.

. chlorides : Less than 5 ppm with an accuracy of
0.5 ppm

. Nitrates : Less than 5 ppm with an accuracy of
0.5 ppm

. Sulfides : Less than 5 ppm with an accuracy of
1.0 ppm

. Water : Less than 10% of dry weight

CONCLUSION

The in-service inspection procedure of the PWP.
containment post-tensioning system is prepared for
the containment of a cylindiical wall and hemispher-
ical dome, which conforms to the requirements of
newly proposed USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.35, Rev.3 and
1.35.1.

Through the preparation of the procedure, the
following conclusions are drawn :

. In the sample selection, tendons whose discrepancy
between the initially measured lift-off force and
the design value exceeds ^5%, if exist, must be
excluded.

. To evaluate reasonable losses by elastic shorten-
ing, some other methods such as the use of the
strain influence line rather than the one based
on the linear relationship in Ref.2, are preferred
to appropriately consider the sequential losses
by the tendons in the limited effective range.

. In addition to the requirement that all measured
lift-off forces at one inspection period must
satisfy the acceptance criteria independently,
the average value of them also must be higher than
the design value.

. The calculated stress losses, considering the
actual site and construction conditions, well
coincide with the assumed design values.
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CONTAINMENT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS -
THEIR APPLICATION TO DARLINGTON GS A

W.A. WHYTE, N.A. KERBA

Darlington Engineering Dept., Ontario Hydro

INTRODUCTION

Containment is a very complex system/ especially
for multi-unit generating stations; it is the last
physical barrier in the Canadian defence-in-depth
philosophy to reactor safety; it is one of the four
Special Safety Systems; it's design is therefore
subject to a comprehensive set of requirements.

Ontario Hydro produces Nuclear Safety Design
Guides for use in the design of its Nuclear
Generating Stations. Compliance with the Design
Guides is mandatory. They contain requirements
which input to formal project documents - called
'Design Requirements" and 'Design Descriptions* -
which form the basis for detailed design and
procurement activities. The Design Guides are
based on the principles given in the Atonic Energy
Control Board's Consultative Document C-7, entitled
'Requirements for Containment Systems for CANDU
Nuclear Power Plants*.

This presentation summarizes the Basic and
Design Requirements for Containment and describes
how certain features of Ontario Hydro's Darlington
Containment design meets then. Requirements for
Testing and Operation are not addressed here since
they are still under review within Ontario Hydro.

equipment which in the long term following
such a failure would limit the release of
radionuclides to the environment.

He meet these requirements at Darlington in the
following manner:

(a) The Containment structure is of reinforced
concrete, with an inner lining of carbon steel. It
encloses the reactors, main Primary Heat Transport
circuit, and Fuelling Machines. Penetrations of
Containment, of which there are several types, meet
requirements which will be discussed later.

(b) Containment is automatically isolated by
the action of instruments which detect either high
pressure or high radioactivity inside Containment,
and by the associated control logic which closes
normally open penetrations to ensure the continuity
of the envelope. This is commonly known as
'Button-up', and is accomplished by the closure of
automatically operated isolation valves.

(c) Equipment for the reduction of overpressure
includes the Vacuum Structure, the Dousing System
located inside the Vacuum Structure, and the
Pressure Relief Valves (PRV's). These items are
shown in cross-section in Pigure 1.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

The fundamental principle is that there be a
Containment Envelope which is capable of limiting
radioactive releases to the outside environment so
that the radiation dose to the public does not
exceed the limits specified for the facility. This
must be satisfied under all conditions of
operation, under postulated accident conditions,
and also under the effects of certain low
probability events such as earthquakes, fires,
severe atmospheric conditions (eg, tornadoes), or
external explosicns. Consequently, each reactor
and Primary Heat Transport main circuit (except for
Steam Generator tubing) is required to be located
inside the Containment Envelope.

To this end, then. Containment is required to
consist of:

a structure and associated extensions which
together form the Containment Envelope;

Containment
equipment;

isolation ("button-up*)

equipment which will reduce the overpressure
caused by a postulated failure of the
nuclear fuel-cooling system;

mcutHK
MUCF
VUVfS

FIGURE 1
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The PRV's open to allow the overpressure to be
relieved through the J-ducts into the void space
inside the Vacuum Structure. The Dousing System,
PRV's and Vacuum Structure, along with their
support systems, are collectively known as the
Negative Pressure Containment System.

(d) In the long term following a postulated
accident, the Emergency filtered Air Discharge
(EFAD) system, shown in simple line-diagram form in
Figure 2, is designed to maintain a pressure within
Containment slightly below the prevailing outside
atmospheric pressure. In this way, uncontrolled
release of radioactive material to the outside
environment is prevented. This is done by
exhausting the Containment atmosphere through
radioactive-material-absorbing filters.

FIGURE 2

The operational leakage rate target is
one percent of the contained air mass per hour at
the positive internal design pressure. When the
station is just put into service, however, the rate
is expected to be one half of the target.

2. Seismic Requirements

It is required that all parts of the Containment
System credited in the Safety Analyses be fully
functional during and following a Design Basis
Earthquake (DBE) established for the site. At
Darlington, this is satisfied by ensuring that the
following parts of Containment will withstand the
DBE, and thereafter continue to function:

(a) The Containment Structure,

(b) Extensions of the Containment envelope,
e.g., airlocks, piping penetrations,

(c) The Emergency Filtered Air Discharge
System, including its electric power and instrument
air supplies,

(d) The Vacuum Structure,

(e) The Pressure Relief Valves, and finally

(f) The Dousing system.

3. operabllity

It is required that Containment equipment which
has to operate, or to continue operating in the
event of a postulated event can indeed do so. To
this end, environmental qualification of such
equipment at Darlington has been incorporated.
This means that the pressure and temperature
transients, and the effects of steam, water and
radiation are considered in the design of equipment
such as instrumentation, Containment isolation
valves and pressure relief valves. Methods
available for qualifying the equipment include
analysis, previous operating experience, and
testing under simulated accident conditions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The major design requirements.
Hydro is addressing then for
discussed below:

and how Ontario
Darlington, are

1. Integrity of the Containment Envelope

This is addressed by defining requirements
covering the structural integrity and the leakage
criteria of the envelope. For instance, the
positive design pressure of the structure must
exceed the maximum pressure occurring as a result
of the postulated events to be considered, and the
negative design pressure must be lower than the
lowest pressure attainable. At Darlington, these
values are +96 kPa gauge and -53 kPa gauge
respectively. Both meet the requirements with
considerable margins.

4. Reliability

This is addressed by defining requirements for
the availability and for the separation and
independence of Containment equipment. By
performing a Reliability Analysis we can predict
that Containment would be unavailable for less than
eight hours per year. Redundancy of equipment and
instrumentation is extensively used, but this must
be carefully balanced against test frequencies
required to meet reliability requirments.
Duplication of EFAD System fans and filters,
duplication of instrumentation for both monitoring
purposes and for the initiation of button-up, and
the use of two types of Main PRV's, each capable of
fully relieving a LOCA overpressure, are all
examples of the use of redundancy. Maintenance and
testing must be carried out without impairing
either the Containment Envelope or the
effectiveness of Containment equipment.
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Electric power needed in the event of an
accident must not be dependent on the grid or the
station units. At Darlington, gas turbine
generator sets are available if needed, to supply
power for control equipment and for EPAD system fan
motors.

Separation and independence requirements are
such that the Containment System is to be
independent from other Special Safety Systems and
as far as practicable from all process systems.
Physical separation, especially of control and
instrumentation channels and associated air and
electrical supplies is an essential feature of the
Darlington design. Independence from other Special
Safety Systems has been achieved and there are few
instances, if any, where Containment equipment is
not totally independent from process systems.

5. Penetrations of Containment

There are various types of penetrations, for
example, at locations where Steam Generators and
primary Heat Transport system pumps penetrate
Containment; or airlocks for personnel or equipment
access; but the vast majority are in the form of
process or Safety System piping penetrations,
instrumentation and control system tubing
penetrations, and electric cable penetrations.

All of these types of penetrations must satisfy
the basic requirement of limiting releases to the
environment. If we consider piping penetrations,
the intent behind the requirements can be
demonstrated quite well.

(a) seismic Requirements. As mentioned before,
the pressure retaining integrity of Containment,
including extensions of the boundary, requires to
be maintained in the event of a Design Basis
Earthquake.

(b) Isolation Requirements. Isolation barriers
on piping penetrations must be reliable and
testable. Usually valves are the means of
isolation, and these requirements reflect the need
for valves to close fully when required and to be
leak-tight. In general, two valves in series are
required to ensure the reliability of isolation.

(c) Code Requirements. Metal extensions of the
Containment envelope must be designed and
fabricated to at least ASHE Section III Class 2 or
Class MC. However, piping which is connected to a
closed system situated inside Containment which
normally operates at a relatively high pressure
(above 0.35 HPa gauge) and can be monitored for
leaks may be constructed in accordance with the
process system code. As a minimum, this nust be
the ANSI B31.1 Code for Power Piping. (An exanple
of this is the system which supplies compressed air
to pneumatically operated valves located inside
Containment. It's operating pressure is 0.86 HPa
gauge and it is constructed to ANSI B31.1).

To get a composite picture of these
requirements, the following illustrations show some
examples of what has been done at Darlington. The
illustrations are taken from actual system flow
diagrams.

Figure 3 shows part of the bleed system which is
connected to the main heat transport system.

BLEtD
CONDENSER

CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY

TO BLEED
PURIFICATION

SYSTEM

FROM
PHT

SVS1EM

FIGURE 3

In this case, the line from the bleed condenser
through the bleed cooler leading to the bleed
purification system is actually constructed to
Class 1 requirements. This is because of the
severity of the consequences of a line connected to
the PHT system failing outside Containment. As can
be seen, two isolating valves in series capable of
being remotely operated are provided. Also, the
seismic qualification of the line is extended at
least as far as the second isolation valve.

CONTAINMFNT^
ItOUNDARV

FIGURE 4
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Figure 4 illustrates a line connected directly
to the Containment atmosphere. The double
isolation, code classification (in this case
Class 2) and seismic qualification can clearly be
seen.

Figure 5 is an example in which no valves for
Containment isolation purposes are required.

PIGURE 5

It shows a closed system inside Containment, all
of which is constructed to Class 2 requirements and
is seismically qualified. This is considered a
barrier of sufficient integrity to prevent fission
products which may be present in the Containment
atmosphere from reaching the outside environment.

(c) Status Monitoring. These requirements are
such that the status of Containment and of
essential equipment can be adequately monitored
during and following postulated incidents. This is
done by providing sufficient instrumentation and
appropriately qualified control areas. That is,
control areas that are seismically qualified,
environmentally qualified and protected from other
common mode incidents.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As stated at the outset, the complexity and
importance of Containment means that a
comprehensive set of requirements must be specified
and adhered to. Much more detail could have been
described here, but in order to convey the
principal objectives, these requirements have been
summarized, and features of a major utilities1

design described. Ontario Hydro has extensive
experience in the design, construction and
operation of CANDU Containment systems. That
experience is reflected at Darlington, which can be
considered the current state-of-the-art design for
multi-unit Containments.
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6. Other Requirements

(a) Containment Atmosphere Control. The
internal pressure, release of fission products to
the environment and the concentration of hydrogen
and oxygen in the Containment atmosphere require to
be controlled following a postulated incident. At
Darlington, the Emergency Filtered Air Discharge
system is designed to maintain in the long term
after such an incident, a subatmospheric pressure
inside Containment and to filter out particulate
fission products from the exhaust »tr«am.
Non-essential supplies of compressed air can be
isolated, minimizing repressurization and the
oxygen content inside Containment. Hydrogen
concentration is controlled by the installation of
ignitors designed to burn hydrogen in a controlled
manner.

(b) shielding. In areas that require to be
accessed after an accident, the radiation fields
must not be prohibitive. Examples of this arc th«
shielding of the EFAD system filters and the fact
that control areas which require to be manned are
located outside containment remote from any
potential radioactive source.
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